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UNIT – I   

INTRODUCTION   

ALGORITHM DEFINITION   

Algorithm is a step-by-step procedure, which defines a set of instructions to be executed in a 

certain order to get the desired output. Algorithms are generally created independent of 

underlying languages, i.e. an algorithm can be implemented in more than one programming 

language.   

From the data structure point of view, following are some important categories of algorithms  

−   

• Search − Algorithm to search an item in a data structure.   

• Sort − Algorithm to sort items in a certain order.   

• Insert − Algorithm to insert item in a data structure.   

• Update − Algorithm to update an existing item in a data structure.   

• Delete − Algorithm to delete an existing item from a data structure.   

Algorithm Specification   

• Unambiguous − Algorithm should be clear and unambiguous. Each of its steps (or 

phases), and their inputs/outputs should be clear and must lead to only one meaning.   

• Input − An algorithm should have 0 or more well-defined inputs.   

• Output − An algorithm should have 1 or more well-defined outputs, and should match 

the desired output.   

• Finiteness − Algorithms must terminate after a finite number of steps.   

• Feasibility − Should be feasible with the available resources.   

• Independent − An algorithm should have step-by-step directions, which should be 

independent of any programming code.   



   

      

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS   

If we want to go from city "A" to city "B", there can be many ways of doing this. We can go 

by flight, by bus, by train and also by bicycle. Depending on the availability and convenience, 

we choose the one which suits us. Similarly, in computer science there are multiple algorithms 

to solve a problem. When we have more than one algorithm to solve a problem, we need to 

select the best one. Performance analysis helps us to select the best algorithm from multiple 

algorithms to solve a problem.    

   

When there are multiple alternative algorithms to solve a problem, we analyse them and pick 

the one which is best suitable for our requirements. Formal definition is as follows...   

Performance of an algorithm is a process of making evaluative judgement about 

algorithms    

It can also be defined as follows...   

Performance of an algorithm means predicting the resources which are required to an 

algorithm to perform its task   

That means when we have multiple algorithms to solve a problem, we need to select a suitable 

algorithm to solve that problem.   

   

We compare all algorithms with each other which are solving same problem, to select best 

algorithm. To compare algorithms, we use a set of parameters or set of elements like memory 

required by that algorithm, execution speed of that algorithm, easy to understand, easy to 

implement, etc.,   

   

Generally, the performance of an algorithm depends on the following elements...   

1. Whether that algorithm is providing the exact solution for the problem?   

2. Whether it is easy to understand?   

3. Whether it is easy to implement?   

4. How much space (memory) it requires to solve the problem?   



5. How much time it takes to solve the problem? Etc.,   

When we want to analyse an algorithm, we consider only the space and time required by that 

particular algorithm and we ignore all remaining elements.   

   

Based on this information, performance analysis of an algorithm can also be defined as 

follows...   

Performance analysis of an algorithm is the process of calculating space required by 

that algorithm and time required by that algorithm.   

Performance analysis of an algorithm is performed by using the following measures...   

1. Space required to complete the task of that algorithm (Space Complexity). It includes 

program space and data space   

2. Time required to complete the task of that algorithm (Time Complexity)   

• Space Complexity.   

• Time Complexity.   

Space Complexity of an algorithm is the amount of memory it needs to run to completion 

i.e. from start of execution to its termination. Space need by any algorithm is the sum of 

following components:   

1. Fixed Component: This is independent of the characteristics of the inputs and 

outputs. This part includes: Instruction Space, Space of simple variables, fixed size 

component variables, and  constants variables.      

2. Variable Component: This consist of the space needed by component variables 

whose size is dependent on the particular problems instances(Inputs/Outputs) being 

solved, the space needed by referenced variables and the recursion stack space is one 

of the most prominent components. Also this included the data structure components 

like Linked list, heap, trees, graphs etc.   

Therefore the total space requirement of any algorithm 'A' can be provided as    

Space(A)  = Fixed Components(A) + Variable Components(A)   

Among both fixed and variable component the variable part is important to be determined 

accurately, so that the actual space requirement can be identified for an algorithm 'A'.  To 

identify the space complexity of any algorithm following steps can be followed:   



1. Determine the variables which are instantiated by some default values.   

2. Determine which instance characteristics should be used to measure the space 

requirement and this is will be problem specific.   

3. Generally the choices are limited to quantities related to the number and magnitudes 

of the inputs to and outputs from the algorithms.   

4. Sometimes more complex measures of the interrelationships among the data items can 

used.   

Example: Space Complexity    

Algorithm Sum(number,size)\\ procedure will produce sum of all numbers provided in   

'number'   list   

{         result=0.0;         for count = 1 to size do                    \\will repeat from 

1,2,3,4,....size times                 result= result + number[count];         return 

result;   

}   

   

In above example, when calculating the space complexity we will be looking for both fixed 

and variable components. here we have   

   

Fixed components as 'result','count' and 'size' variable there for total space required is three(3) 

words.   

   

Variable components is characterized as the value stored in 'size' variable (suppose value store 

in variable 'size 'is 'n'). because this will decide the size of 'number' list and will also drive the 

for loop. therefore if the space used by size is one word then the total space required by 

'number' variable will be 'n'(value stored in variable 'size').    

therefore the space complexity can be written as Space(Sum) = 3 + n;   

   

Time Complexity of an algorithm(basically when converted to program) is the amount of 

computer time it needs to run to completion. The time taken by a program is the sum of the 

compile time and the run/execution time . The compile time is independent of the 

instance(problem specific) characteristics. following factors effect the time complexity:   

1. Characteristics of compiler used to compile the program.   



2. Computer Machine on which the program is executed and physically clocked.   

3. Multiuser execution system.   

4. Number of program steps.   

Therefore the again the time complexity consist of two components fixed(factor 1 only) and 

variable/instance(factor 2,3 & 4),  so for any algorithm 'A' it is provided as:   

Time(A) = Fixed Time(A) + Instance Time(A)   

   

Here the number of steps is the most prominent instance characteristics and The number of 

steps any program statement is assigned depends on the kind of statement like    

• comments count as zero steps,    

• an assignment statement which does not involve any calls to other algorithm is 

counted as one step,    

• for iterative statements we consider the steps count only for the control part of the 

statement etc.   

Therefore to calculate total number program of program steps we use following procedure. 

For this we build a table in which we list the total number of steps contributed by each 

statement. This is often arrived at by first determining the number of steps per execution of 

the statement and the frequency of each statement executed. This procedure is explained using 

an example. Example: Time Complexity   

   

 Statement    Steps  

 per 

execution   

  Frequency    Total Steps   

 Algorithm Sum(number,size)    0    -   0    

 {    0    -   0   

         result=0.0;    1    1   1   

         for count = 1 to size do    1    size+1   size + 1   

                 result= result + number[count];    1    size   Size   

         return result;    1    1   1   

 }    0    -   0   



 Total           2size + 3   

   

In above example if you analyze carefully frequency of "for count = 1 to size do" it is 'size 

+1' this is because the statement will be executed one time more die to condition check for 

false situation of condition provided in for statement. Now once the total steps are calculated 

they will resemble the instance characteristics in time complexity of algorithm. Also the 

repeated compile time of an algorithm will also be constant every time we compile the same 

set of instructions so we can consider this time as constant 'C'. Therefore the time complexity 

can be expressed as: Time(Sum) = C + (2size +3)     

   

So in this way both the Space complexity and Time complexity can be calculated. 

Combination of both complexity comprises the Performance analysis of any algorithm and 

can not be used independently. Both these complexities also helps in defining parameters on 

basis of which we optimize algorithms.   

   

ELEMENTARY DATA STRUCTURES:   STACKS   

A stack is an Abstract Data Type (ADT), commonly used in most programming languages. It 

is named stack as it behaves like a real-world stack, for example – a deck of cards or a pile of 

plates, etc.   

   

A real-world stack allows operations at one end only. For example, we can place or remove 

a card or plate from the top of the stack only. Likewise, Stack ADT allows all data operations 

at one end only. At any given time, we can only access the top element of a stack.   

This feature makes it LIFO data structure. LIFO stands for Last-in-first-out. Here, the element 

which is placed (inserted or added) last, is accessed first. In stack terminology, insertion  

  operation   is   called PUSH operation   and   removal   operation  

 is called POPoperation.   

Stack Representation   

The following diagram depicts a stack and its operations −     

A stack can be implemented by means of Array, Structure, Pointer, and Linked List. Stack 

can either be a fixed size one or it may have a sense of dynamic resizing. Here, we are going 

to implement stack using arrays, which makes it a fixed size stack implementation.   



Basic Operations   

Stack operations may involve initializing the stack, using it and then de-initializing it. Apart 

from these basic stuffs, a stack is used for the following two primary operations −   

• push() − Pushing (storing) an element on the stack.   

• pop() − Removing (accessing) an element from the stack.   

When data is PUSHed onto stack.   

To use a stack efficiently, we need to check the status of stack as well. For the same purpose, 

the following functionality is added to stacks −   

• peek() − get the top data element of the stack, without removing it.   

• isFull() − check if stack is full.   

• isEmpty() − check if stack is empty.   

At all times, we maintain a pointer to the last PUSHed data on the stack. As this pointer 

always represents the top of the stack, hence named top. The top pointer provides top value 

of the stack without actually removing it.   

Implementation of isempty() function in C programming language is slightly different. We 

initialize top at -1, as the index in array starts from 0. So we check if the top is below zero or  

-1 to determine if the stack is empty. Here's the code −   

Push Operation   

The process of putting a new data element onto stack is known as a Push Operation. Push 

operation involves a series of steps − • Step 1 − Checks if the stack is full.   

• Step 2 − If the stack is full, produces an error and exit.   

• Step 3 − If the stack is not full, increments top to point next empty space.   

• Step 4 − Adds data element to the stack location, where top is pointing.   

• Step 5 − Returns success.   

   

If the linked list is used to implement the stack, then in step 3, we need to allocate space 

dynamically.   

Algorithm for PUSH Operation   

A simple algorithm for Push operation can be derived as follows −  begin 

procedure push: stack, data     



if stack is full       return null    

endif    top ← top + 1    

stack[top] ← data end procedure   

Implementation of this algorithm in C, is very easy. See the following code −  Example   

void push(int data) {    

if(!isFull()) {       top 

= top + 1;          

stack[top] = data;   

   } else {   

      printf("Could not insert data, Stack is full.\n");     

}   

}   

Pop Operation   

Accessing the content while removing it from the stack, is known as a Pop Operation. In an 

array implementation of pop() operation, the data element is not actually removed, instead 

topis decremented to a lower position in the stack to point to the next value. But in linkedlist 

implementation, pop() actually removes data element and deallocates memory space.  A Pop 

operation may involve the following steps −   

• Step 1 − Checks if the stack is empty.   

• Step 2 − If the stack is empty, produces an error and exit.   

• Step 3 − If the stack is not empty, accesses the data element at which top is pointing.   

• Step 4 − Decreases the value of top by 1.   

• Step 5 − Returns success.   

   

Algorithm for Pop Operation   

A simple algorithm for Pop operation can be derived as follows −  begin 

procedure pop: stack     

if stack is empty       return null    

endif    data ← stack[top]    top 



← top - 1    return data end 

procedure   

Implementation of this algorithm in C, is as follows −   

Example   

int pop(int data) {    

if(!isempty()) {       

data = stack[top];       

top = top - 1;          

return data;    } else  

{   

      printf("Could not retrieve data, Stack is empty.\n");     

}}   

   

QUEUE   

Queue is an abstract data structure, somewhat similar to Stacks. Unlike stacks, a queue is 

open at both its ends. One end is always used to insert data (enqueue) and the other is used to 

remove data (dequeue). Queue follows First-In-First-Out methodology, i.e., the data item 

stored first will be accessed first.   

A real-world example of queue can be a single-lane one-way road, where the vehicle enters 

first, exits first. More real-world examples can be seen as queues at the ticket windows and bus-

stops.   

QUEUE REPRESENTATION   

As we now understand that in queue, we access both ends for different reasons. The following 

diagram given below tries to explain queue representation as data structure    

As in stacks, a queue can also be implemented using Arrays, Linked-lists, Pointers and 

Structures. For the sake of simplicity, we shall implement queues using one-dimensional 

array.   



Basic Operations   

Queue operations may involve initializing or defining the queue, utilizing it, and then 

completely erasing it from the memory. Here we shall try to understand the basic operations  

associated with queues −   

• enqueue() − add (store) an item to the queue.   

• dequeue() − remove (access) an item from the queue.   

Few more functions are required to make the above-mentioned queue operation efficient.   

These are −   

• peek() − Gets the element at the front of the queue without removing it.   

• isfull() − Checks if the queue is full.   

• isempty() − Checks if the queue is empty.   

In queue, we always dequeue (or access) data, pointed by frontpointer and while enqueing 

(or storing) data in the queue we take help of rear pointer.   

Let's first learn about supportive functions of a queue −   

ENQUEUE OPERATION   

Queues maintain two data pointers, front and rear. Therefore, its operations are 

comparatively difficult to implement than that of stacks.   

The following steps should be taken to enqueue (insert) data into a queue −   

• Step 1 − Check if the queue is full.   

• Step 2 − If the queue is full, produce overflow error and exit.   

• Step 3 − If the queue is not full, increment rear pointer to point the next empty space.   

• Step 4 − Add data element to the queue location, where the rear is pointing.   

• Step 5 − return success.   

Sometimes, we also check to see if a queue is initialized or not, to handle any unforeseen 

situations.   



Algorithm for enqueue operation   

procedure 

enqueue(data)          if 

queue is full       return 

overflow    endif     

rear ← rear + 1    

queue[rear] ← data    

return true end 

procedure   

Implementation of enqueue() in C programming language −   

Example   

 
Dequeue Operation   

Accessing data from the queue is a process of two tasks − access the data where front is 

pointing and remove the data after access. The following steps are taken to perform 

dequeueoperation −   

• Step 1 − Check if the queue is empty.   

• Step 2 − If the queue is empty, produce underflow error and exit.   

int enqueue(int data)          

    if(isfull())        

return 0;    rear =  

rear + 1;     

queue[rear] = data;      

return 1; end  

procedure    



• Step 3 − If the queue is not empty, access the data where front is pointing.   

• Step 4 − Increment front pointer to point to the next available data element.   

• Step 5 − Return success.  Algorithm 

for dequeue operation   

procedure dequeue    

if queue is empty       

return underflow    

end if    data = 

queue[front]    front  

← front + 1    return 

true end procedure 

Implementation of 

dequeue() in C 

programming 

language −   

Example   

int dequeue()     

if(isempty())       return 0;    

int data = queue[front];    

front = front + 1;   

   

   return data;   



}   

TREE   

In linear data structure, data is organized in sequential order and in non-linear data structure, 

data is organized in random order. Tree is a very popular data structure used in wide range of 

applications.    

In tree data structure, every individual element is called as Node. Node in a tree data structure, 

stores the actual data of that particular element and link to next element in hierarchical  

structure.   

   

In a tree data structure, if we have N number of nodes then we can have a maximum of N1 

number of links.   

Example   

   

Terminology   

In a tree data structure, we use the following terminology...   

1. Root   

In a tree data structure, the first node is called as Root Node. Every tree must have root node. 

We can say that root node is the origin of tree data structure. In any tree, there must be only 

one root node. We never have multiple root nodes in a tree.   



   

2. Edge   

In a tree data structure, the connecting link between any two nodes is called as EDGE. In a 

tree with 'N' number of nodes there will be a maximum of 'N-1' number of edges.   

   

3. Parent   

In a tree data structure, the node which is predecessor of any node is called as PARENT 

NODE. In simple words, the node which has branch from it to any other node is called as 

parent node. Parent node can also be defined as "The node which has child / children".   



   

4. Child   

In a tree data structure, the node which is descendant of any node is called as CHILD Node. 

In simple words, the node which has a link from its parent node is called as child node. In a 

tree, any parent node can have any number of child nodes. In a tree, all the nodes except root 

are child nodes.   

   

5. Siblings   

In a tree data structure, nodes which belong to same Parent are called as SIBLINGS. In simple 

words, the nodes with same parent are called as Sibling nodes.   



   

6. Leaf   

In a tree data structure, the node which does not have a child is called as LEAF Node. In 

simple words, a leaf is a node with no child.    

   

In a tree data structure, the leaf nodes are also called as External Nodes. External node is 

also a node with no child. In a tree, leaf node is also called as 'Terminal' node.   

   

7. Internal Nodes   

In a tree data structure, the node which has atleast one child is called as INTERNAL Node.  

In simple words, an internal node is a node with atleast one child.    

   

In a tree data structure, nodes other than leaf nodes are called as Internal Nodes. The root 

node is also said to be Internal Node if the tree has more than one node. Internal nodes are 

also called as 'Non-Terminal' nodes.   



   

8. Degree   

In a tree data structure, the total number of children of a node is called as DEGREE of that 

Node. In simple words, the Degree of a node is total number of children it has. The highest 

degree of a node among all the nodes in a tree is called as 'Degree of Tree'   

   

9. Level   

In a tree data structure, the root node is said to be at Level 0 and the children of root node are 

at Level 1 and the children of the nodes which are at Level 1 will be at Level 2 and so on... 

In simple words, in a tree each step from top to bottom is called as a Level and the Level 

count starts with '0' and incremented by one at each level (Step).   



   

10. Height   

In a tree data structure, the total number of egdes from leaf node to a particular node in the 

longest path is called as HEIGHT of that Node. In a tree, height of the root node is said to 

be height of the tree. In a tree, height of all leaf nodes is '0'.   

   

11. Depth   

In a tree data structure, the total number of egdes from root node to a particular node is called 

as DEPTH of that Node. In a tree, the total number of edges from root node to a leaf node in 

the longest path is said to be Depth of the tree. In simple words, the highest depth of any leaf 

node in a tree is said to be depth of that tree. In a tree, depth of the root node is '0'.   



   

12. Path   

In a tree data structure, the sequence of Nodes and Edges from one node to another node is 

called asPATH between that two Nodes. Length of a Path is total number of nodes in that 

path. In below example the path A - B - E - J has length 4.   

   

13. Sub Tree   

In a tree data structure, each child from a node forms a subtree recursively. Every child node 

will form a subtree on its parent node.   



   

   

DICTIONARY   

A dictionary is a general-purpose data structure for storing a group of objects. A dictionary 

has a set of keys and each key has a single associated value. When presented with a key, the 

dictionary will return the associated value.   

For example, the results of a classroom test could be represented as a dictionary with pupil's 

names as keys and their scores as the values:   

results = {'Detra' : 17,             

'Nova' : 84,   

           'Charley' : 22,   

           'Hwa' : 75,   

           'Roxann' : 92,   

           'Elsa' : 29}   

Instead of using the numerical index of the data, we can use the dictionary names to return 

values:   

>>> results['Nova']   

84   

>>> results['Elsa'] 29   

A dictionary is also called a hash, a map, a hashmap in different programming languages (and 

an  in  JavaScript). They're all the same thing: a key-value store.   Object 



The concept of a key-value store is widely used in various computing systems, such as caches 

and high-performance databases.   

Typically, the keys in a dictionary must be simple types (such as integers or strings) while the 

values can be of any type. Different languages enforce different type restrictions on keys and 

values in a dictionary. Dictionaries are often implemented as hash tables.   

Keys in a dictionary must be unique; an attempt to create a duplicate key will typically 

overwrite the existing value for that key.   

Note that there is a difference (which may be important) between a key not existing in a 

dictionary, and the key existing but with its corresponding value being null. Priority queue   

Priority   Queue   is   an   extension   of    queue    with  

 following   properties.  1)  Every   item  has   a   priority   associated  

 with  it.   

2) An element with high priority is dequeued before an element with low priority. 3) If two 

elements have the same priority, they are served according to their order in the queue.   

A  typical  priority  queue  supports  following  operations. insert(item,  priority): Inserts  an  

item  with  given  priority. getHighestPriority(): Returns  the  highest  priority  item. 

deleteHighestPriority(): Removes the highest priority item.   

How   to   implement   priority   queue?   

Using Array: A simple implementation is to use array of following structure.   

struct item {    

int item;    int 

priority;  }   

insert() operation can be implemented by adding an item at end of array in O(1) time.   

getHighestPriority() operation can be implemented by linearly searching the highest priority 

item in array. This operation takes O(n) time.   

deleteHighestPriority() operation can be implemented by first linearly searching an item, then 

removing the item by moving all subsequent items one position back.   

We can also use Linked List, time complexity of all operations with linked list remains same 

as array. The advantage with linked list is deleteHighestPriority() can be more efficient as we 

don’t have to move items.   

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Computing/AQA/Paper_1/Fundamentals_of_data_structures/Hash_tables_and_hashing
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Computing/AQA/Paper_1/Fundamentals_of_data_structures/Hash_tables_and_hashing
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Computing/AQA/Paper_1/Fundamentals_of_data_structures/Hash_tables_and_hashing
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Computing/AQA/Paper_1/Fundamentals_of_data_structures/Hash_tables_and_hashing
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/A-level_Computing/AQA/Paper_1/Fundamentals_of_data_structures/Hash_tables_and_hashing
http://quiz.geeksforgeeks.org/queue-set-1introduction-and-array-implementation/
http://quiz.geeksforgeeks.org/queue-set-1introduction-and-array-implementation/
http://quiz.geeksforgeeks.org/queue-set-1introduction-and-array-implementation/
http://quiz.geeksforgeeks.org/queue-set-1introduction-and-array-implementation/


Using Heaps       

   

Heap is generally preferred for priority queue implementation because heaps provide better 

performance compared arrays or linked list. In a Binary Heap, getHighestPriority() can be 

implemented in O(1) time, insert() can be implemented in O(Logn) time and delete Highest   

Priority()   can   also   be   implemented   in   O(Logn)   time.   

With Fibonacci heap, insert() and getHighestPriority() can be implemented in O(1) amortized 

time and deleteHighestPriority() can be implemented in O(Logn) amortized time.   

Applications of Priority Queue:   

1)CPU Scheduling   

2) Graph algorithms like Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, Prim’s Minimum Spanning Tree, 

etc   

3) All queue applications where priority is involved.   

   

A graph is a pictorial representation of a set of objects where some pairs of objects are 

connected by links. The interconnected objects are represented by points termed as vertices, 

and the links that connect the vertices are called edges.   

Formally, a graph is a pair of sets (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of 

edges, connecting the pairs of vertices. Take a look at the following graph −   

   

   

            
In the above graph,   

V = {a, b, c, d, e}   

E = {ab, ac, bd, cd, de}   

Graph Data Structure   

Mathematical graphs can be represented in data structure. We can represent a graph using an 

array of vertices and a two-dimensional array of edges. Before we proceed further, let's  
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familiarize ourselves with some important terms −   

• Vertex − Each node of the graph is represented as a vertex. In the following example, 

the labeled circle represents vertices. Thus, A to G are vertices. We can represent them 

using an array as shown in the following image. Here A can be identified by index 0.  

B can be identified using index 1 and so on.   

• Edge − Edge represents a path between two vertices or a line between two vertices. 

In the following example, the lines from A to B, B to C, and so on represents edges. 

We can use a two-dimensional array to represent an array as shown in the following 

image. Here AB can be represented as 1 at row 0, column 1, BC as 1 at row 1, column 

2 and so on, keeping other combinations as 0.   

• Adjacency − Two node or vertices are adjacent if they are connected to each other 

through an edge. In the following example, B is adjacent to A, C is adjacent to B, and 

so on.   

• Path − Path represents a sequence of edges between the two vertices. In the following 

example, ABCD represents a path from A to D.   

   

   
   

Basic Operations   

Following are basic primary operations of a Graph −   



• Add Vertex − Adds a vertex to the graph.   

• Add Edge − Adds an edge between the two vertices of the graph.   

• Display Vertex − Displays a vertex of the graph.   

    

   

   

UNIT – II   

DIVIDE AND CONQUER   

In divide and conquer approach, the problem in hand, is divided into smaller sub-problems 

and then each problem is solved independently. When we keep on dividing the subproblems 

into even smaller sub-problems, we may eventually reach a stage where no more division is 

possible. Those "atomic" smallest possible sub-problem (fractions) are solved. The solution 

of all sub-problems is finally merged in order to obtain the solution of an original problem.   

   

   

   
   

Broadly, we can understand divide-and-conquer approach in a three-step process.   

Divide/Break   

This step involves breaking the problem into smaller sub-problems. Sub-problems should 

represent a part of the original problem. This step generally takes a recursive approach to 

divide the problem until no sub-problem is further divisible. At this stage, sub-problems 

become atomic in nature but still represent some part of the actual problem.   



Conquer/Solve   

This step receives a lot of smaller sub-problems to be solved. Generally, at this level, the 

problems are considered 'solved' on their own.   

   

Merge/Combine   

When the smaller sub-problems are solved, this stage recursively combines them until they 

formulate a solution of the original problem. This algorithmic approach works recursively 

and conquer & merge steps works so close that they appear as one.   

Examples   

The following computer algorithms are based on divide-and-conquer programming 

approach −   

• Merge Sort   

• Quick Sort   

• Binary Search   

• Strassen's Matrix Multiplication   

There are various ways available to solve any computer problem, but the mentioned are a 

good example of divide and conquer approach.   

BINARY SEARCH   

Binary search is a fast search algorithm with run-time complexity of Ο(log n). This search 

algorithm works on the principle of divide and conquer. For this algorithm to work properly, 

the data collection should be in the sorted form.   

Binary search looks for a particular item by comparing the middle most item of the collection. 

If a match occurs, then the index of item is returned. If the middle item is greater than the 

item, then the item is searched in the sub-array to the left of the middle item. Otherwise, the 

item is searched for in the sub-array to the right of the middle item. This process continues 

on the sub-array as well until the size of the sub array reduces to zero.   

How Binary Search Works?   

For a binary search to work, it is mandatory for the target array to be sorted. We shall learn the 

process of binary search with a pictorial example. The following is our sorted array and let us 

assume that we need to search the location of value 31 using binary search.   

   



   
   

Now we compare the value stored at location 4, with the value being searched, i.e. 31. We 

find that the value at location 4 is 27, which is not a match. As the value is greater than 27 

and we have a sorted array, so we also know that the target value must be in the upper portion 

of the array.   

   

   
   

We change our low to mid + 1 and find the new mid value again.   

low = mid + 1 mid = low + 

(high - low) / 2   

Our new mid is 7 now. We compare the value stored at location 7 with our target value 31.   

   
   

The value stored at location 7 is not a match, rather it is more than what we are looking for.   

So, the value must be in the lower part from this location.   

   



   
We conclude that the target value 31 is stored at location 5.   

Binary search halves the searchable items and thus reduces the count of comparisons to be 

made to very less numbers.   

MERGE SORT   

In Merge Sort, the given unsorted array with n elements, is divided into n subarrays, each 

having oneelement, because a single element is always sorted in itself. Then, it repeatedly 

merges these subarrays, to produce new sorted subarrays, and in the end, one complete sorted 

array is produced.   

The concept of Divide and Conquer involves three steps:   

1. Divide the problem into multiple small problems.   

2. Conquer the subproblems by solving them. The idea is to break down the problem into 

atomic subproblems, where they are actually solved.   

3. Combine the solutions of the subproblems to find the solution of the actual problem.   

How Merge Sort Works?   

As we have already discussed that merge sort utilizes divide-and-conquer rule to break the 

problem into sub-problems, the problem in this case being, sorting a given array.  In merge 

sort, we break the given array midway, for example if the original array had 6 elements, then 

merge sort will break it down into two subarrays with 3 elements each. But breaking the 

orignal array into 2 smaller subarrays is not helping us in sorting the array.   



So we will break these subarrays into even smaller subarrays, until we have multiple subarrays 

withsingle element in them. Now, the idea here is that an array with a single element is 

already sorted, so once we break the original array into subarrays which has only a single 

element, we have successfully broken down our problem into base problems.   

And then we have to merge all these sorted subarrays, step by step to form one single sorted 

array.   

Let's consider an array with values {14, 7, 3, 12, 9, 11, 6, 12}   

Below, we have a pictorial representation of how merge sort will sort the given array.   

   



   

   

In merge sort we follow the following steps:   

1. We take a variable p and store the starting index of our array in this. And we take another 

variable rand store the last index of array in it.   

2. Then we find the middle of the array using the formula (p + r)/2 and mark the middle 

index as q, and break the array into two subarrays, from p to q and from q + 1 to r index.   

    



3. Then we divide these 2 subarrays again, just like we divided our main array and this 

continues.   

4. Once we have divided the main array into subarrays with single elements, then we start 

merging the subarrays.   

QUICK SORT ALGORITHM   

   

Quick Sort is also based on the concept of Divide and Conquer, just like merge sort. But in 

quick sort all the heavy lifting(major work) is done while dividing the array into subarrays, 

while in case of merge sort, all the real work happens during merging the subarrays. In case 

of quick sort, the combine step does absolutely nothing.   

It is also called partition-exchange sort. This algorithm divides the list into three main parts:   

1. Elements less than the Pivot element   

2. Pivot element(Central element)   

3. Elements greater than the pivot element   

Pivot element can be any element from the array, it can be the first element, the last element 

or any random element. In this tutorial, we will take the rightmost element or the last element 

as pivot.   

For example: In the array {52, 37, 63, 14, 17, 8, 6, 25}, we take 25 as pivot. So after the first 

pass, the list will be changed like this.   

{6 8 17 14 25 63 37 52}   

Hence after the first pass, pivot will be set at its position, with all the elements smaller to it 

on its left and all the elements larger than to its right. Now 6 8 17 14 and 63 37 52 are 

considered as two separate sunarrays, and same recursive logic will be applied on them, and 

we will keep doing this until the complete array is sorted.   

How Quick Sorting Works?   

Following are the steps involved in quick sort algorithm:   

1. After selecting an element as pivot, which is the last index of the array in our case, we 

divide the array for the first time.   



2. In quick sort, we call this partitioning. It is not simple breaking down of array into 2 

subarrays, but in case of partitioning, the array elements are so positioned that all the 

elements smaller than the pivotwill be on the left side of the pivot and all the elements 

greater than the pivot will be on the right side of it.   

3. And the pivot element will be at its final sorted position.   

4. The elements to the left and right, may not be sorted.   

5. Then we pick subarrays, elements on the left of pivot and elements on the right of pivot, 

and we perform partitioning on them by choosing a pivot in the subarrays.   

Let's consider an array with values {9, 7, 5, 11, 12, 2, 14, 3, 10, 6}   

Below, we have a pictorial representation of how quick sort will sort the given array.   

   



   

   

In step 1, we select the last element as the pivot, which is 6 in this case, and call for 

partitioning, hence re-arranging the array in such a way that 6 will be placed in its final 

position and to its left will be all the elements less than it and to its right, we will have all the 

elements greater than it.   

Then we pick the sub array on the left and the sub array on the right and select a pivot for 

them, in the above diagram, we chose 3 as pivot for the left sub array and 11 as pivot for the 

right sub array.   

And we again call for partitioning.   

   

SELECTION SORT ALGORITHM   

Selection sort is conceptually the most simplest sorting algorithm. This algorithm will first 

find thesmallest element in the array and swap it with the element in the first position, then 

it will find thesecond smallest element and swap it with the element in the second position, 

and it will keep on doing this until the entire array is sorted.   

It is called selection sort because it repeatedly selects the next-smallest element and swaps it 

into the right place.   

How Selection Sort Works?   

Following are the steps involved in selection sort(for sorting a given array in ascending order):   

1. Starting from the first element, we search the smallest element in the array, and replace it 

with the element in the first position.   

2. We then move on to the second position, and look for smallest element present in the 

subarray, starting from index 1, till the last index.   



3. We replace the element at the second position in the original array, or we can say at the 

first position in the subarray, with the second smallest element.   

4. This is repeated, until the array is completely sorted.   

Let's consider an array with values {3, 6, 1, 8, 4, 5}   

Below, we have a pictorial representation of how selection sort will sort the given array.   

   

In the first pass, the smallest element will be 1, so it will be placed at the first position.   

Then leaving the first element, next smallest element will be searched, from the remaining 

elements. We will get 3 as the smallest, so it will be then placed at the second position.   

Then leaving 1 and 3(because they are at the correct position), we will search for the next 

smallest element from the rest of the elements and put it at third position and keep doing this 

until array is sorted.   

STRASSEN’S MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM   

   

In this context, using Strassen’s Matrix multiplication algorithm, the time consumption can 

be improved a little bit.   

Strassen’s Matrix multiplication can be performed only on square matrices where n is a 

power of 2. Order of both of the matrices are n × n.   

Divide X, Y and Z into four (n/2)×(n/2) matrices as represented below −   

   

   Using   Strassen’s   Algorithm   compute   the   following   −  



      

Using Strassen’s Algorithm compute the following −   

   

         
Then   

   

         
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

               UNIT III  A GREEDY ALGORITHM   

A greedy algorithm, as the name suggests, always makes the choice that seems to be the 

best at that moment. This means that it makes a locally-optimal choice in the hope that this 

choice will lead to a globally-optimal solution.   

How do you decide which choice is optimal?   

Assume that you have an objective function that needs to be optimized (either maximized or 

minimized) at a given point. A Greedy algorithm makes greedy choices at each step to ensure 

that the objective function is optimized. The Greedy algorithm has only one shot to compute 

the optimal solution so that it never goes back and reverses the decision.   

Greedy algorithms have some advantages and disadvantages:   

1. It is quite easy to come up with a greedy algorithm (or even multiple greedy 

algorithms) for a problem.   

2. Analyzing the run time for greedy algorithms will generally be much easier than 

for other techniques (like Divide and conquer). For the Divide and conquer technique, 

it is not clear whether the technique is fast or slow. This is because at each level of 

recursion the size of gets smaller and the number of sub-problems increases.   

3. The difficult part is that for greedy algorithms you have to work much harder to 

understand correctness issues. Even with the correct algorithm, it is hard to prove 

why it is correct. Proving that a greedy algorithm is correct is more of an art than a 

science. It involves a lot of creativity.   

KNAPSACK  PROBLEM   

In 0-1 Knapsack, items cannot be broken which means the thief should take the item as a 

whole or should leave it. This is reason behind calling it as 0-1 Knapsack.   

Hence, in case of 0-1 Knapsack, the value of xi can be either 0 or1, where other constraints 

remain the same.   

0-1 Knapsack cannot be solved by Greedy approach. Greedy approach does not ensure an 

optimal solution. In many instances, Greedy approach may give an optimal solution.   



The following examples will establish our statement.   

Example-1   

Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 25 and the items are as shown in the 

following table.   

Item   A   B   C   D   

Profit   24   18   18   10   

Weight   24   10   10   7   

Without considering the profit per unit weight (pi/wi), if we apply Greedy approach to solve this 

problem, first item A will be selected as it will contribute maximum profit among all the 

elements.   

After selecting item A, no more item will be selected. Hence, for this given set of items total 

profit is 24. Whereas, the optimal solution can be achieved by selecting items, B and C, where 

the total profit is 18 + 18 = 36.   

Example-2   

Instead of selecting the items based on the overall benefit, in this example the items are 

selected based on ratio pi/wi. Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 30 and 

the items are as shown in the following table.   

Item   A   B   C   

Price   100   280   120   

Weight   10   40   20   

Ratio   10   7   6   



Using the Greedy approach, first item A is selected. Then, the next item B is chosen. Hence, 

the total profit is 100 + 280 = 380. However, the optimal solution of this instance can be 

achieved by selecting items, B and C, where the total profit is 280 + 120 = 400.   

Hence, it can be concluded that Greedy approach may not give an optimal solution.   

To solve 0-1 Knapsack, Dynamic Programming approach is required.   

Dynamic-Programming Approach   

Let i be the highest-numbered item in an optimal solution S for Wdollars. Then S' = S - {i} is 

an optimal solution for W - wi dollars and the value to the solution S is Vi plus the value of 

the sub-problem.   

We can express this fact in the following formula: define c[i, w] to be the solution for items 

1,2, … , i and the maximum weight w.   

The algorithm takes the following inputs   

• The maximum weight W   

• The number of items n   

 •  The two sequences v = <v1, v2, …, vn> and w = <w1, w2, …, wn>   

Dynamic-0-1-knapsack (v, w, n, W)  

for w = 0 to W do     c[0, w] = 0  for i 

= 1 to n do     c[i, 0] = 0     for w = 1 

to W do        if wi ≤ w then           if 

vi + c[i-1, w-wi] then              c[i, w] 

= vi + c[i-1, w-wi]           else c[i, w] 

= c[i-1, w]        else            c[i, w] = 

c[i-1, w]    

The set of items to take can be deduced from the table, starting at c[n, w] and tracing 

backwards where the optimal values came from.   

If c[i, w] = c[i-1, w], then item i is not part of the solution, and we continue tracing with c[i1, 

w]. Otherwise, item i is part of the solution, and we continue tracing with c[i-1, w-W].   

   

Analysis   

This algorithm takes θ(n, w) times as table c has (n + 1).(w + 1) entries, where each entry 

requires θ(1) time to compute.   



Job sequencing with dead lines   

In job sequencing problem, the objective is to find a sequence of jobs, which is completed 

within their deadlines and gives maximum profit.   

Solution   

Let us consider, a set of n given jobs which are associated with deadlines and profit is earned, 

if a job is completed by its deadline. These jobs need to be ordered in such a way that there 

is maximum profit.   

It may happen that all of the given jobs may not be completed within their deadlines.   

Assume, deadline of ith job Ji is di and the profit received from this job is pi. Hence, the 

optimal solution of this algorithm is a feasible solution with maximum profit.   

   

Analysis   

In this algorithm, we are using two loops, one is within another. Hence, the complexity of this 

algorithm is O(n2)O(n2).   

Example   

Let us consider a set of given jobs as shown in the following table. We have to find a sequence 

of jobs, which will be completed within their deadlines and will give maximum profit. Each 

job is associated with a deadline and profit.   

Job   J1   J2   J3   J4   J5   

Deadline   2   1   3   2   1   

Profit   60   100   20   40   20   

Solution   

To solve this problem, the given jobs are sorted according to their profit in a descending order.  

Hence, after sorting, the jobs are ordered as shown in the following table.   



Job   J2   J1   J4   J3   J5   

Deadline   1   2   2   3   1   

Profit   100   60   40   20   20   

   

From this set of jobs, first we select J2, as it can be completed within its deadline and 

contributes maximum profit.   

• Next, J1 is selected as it gives more profit compared toJ4.   

• In the next clock, J4 cannot be selected as its deadline is over, hence J3 is selected as 

it executes within its deadline.   

• The job J5 is discarded as it cannot be executed within its deadline.   

Thus, the solution is the sequence of jobs (J2, J1, J3), which are being executed within their 

deadline and gives maximum profit.   

Total profit of this sequence is 100 + 60 + 20 = 180.   

MINIMUM COST SPANNING TREE   

A spanning tree is a subset of Graph G, which has all the vertices covered with minimum 

possible number of edges. Hence, a spanning tree does not have cycles and it cannot be 

disconnected..   

By this definition, we can draw a conclusion that every connected and undirected Graph G 

has at least one spanning tree. A disconnected graph does not have any spanning tree, as it 

cannot be spanned to all its vertices.   

   



   

We found three spanning trees off one complete graph. A complete undirected graph can have 

maximum nn-2 number of spanning trees, where n is the number of nodes. In the above 

addressed example, 33−2 = 3 spanning trees are possible.   

MINIMUM SPANNING TREE (MST)   

In a weighted graph, a minimum spanning tree is a spanning tree that has minimum weight 

than all other spanning trees of the same graph. In real-world situations, this weight can be 

measured as distance, congestion, traffic load or any arbitrary value denoted to the edges.   

MINIMUM SPANNING-TREE ALGORITHM   

We shall learn about two most important spanning tree algorithms here −   

• Kruskal's Algorithm   

• Prim's Algorithm   

KRUSKAL'S ALGORITHM    

To find the minimum cost spanning tree uses the greedy approach. This algorithm treats the 

graph as a forest and every node it has as an individual tree. A tree connects to another only 

and only if, it has the least cost among all available options and does not violate MST 

properties.   

 •  To understand Kruskal's algorithm let us consider the following example   
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Step 1 - Remove all loops and Parallel Edges   

Remove all loops and parallel edges from the given graph.   

   

In case of parallel edges, keep the one which has the least cost associated and remove 

all others.   

     

Step 2 - Arrange all edges in their increasing order of weight   

The next step is to create a set of edges and weight, and arrange them in an ascending order 

of weightage (cost).   

   



   

Step 3 - Add the edge which has the least weightage   

Now we start adding edges to the graph beginning from the one which has the least weight. 

Throughout, we shall keep checking that the spanning properties remain intact. In case, by 

adding one edge, the spanning tree property does not hold then we shall consider not to 

include the edge in the graph.   

   

The least cost is 2 and edges involved are B,D and D,T. We add them. Adding them does not 

violate spanning tree properties, so we continue to our next edge selection.   

Next cost is 3, and associated edges are A,C and C,D. We add them again −   

   

   

Next cost in the table is 4, and we observe that adding it will create a circuit in 

the graph. –   

   

We ignore it. In the process we shall ignore/avoid all edges that create a circuit.   



   

We observe that edges with cost 5 and 6 also create circuits. We ignore them 

and move on.   

   

   

   

Now we are left with only one node to be added. Between the two least cost 

edges available 7 and 8, we shall add the edge with cost 7.   

   

By adding edge S,A we have included all the nodes of the graph and we now 

have minimum cost spanning tree.   

PRIM'S ALGORITHM    

To find minimum cost spanning tree (as Kruskal's algorithm) uses the greedy approach. Prim's 

algorithm shares a similarity with the shortest path first algorithms.   



Prim's algorithm, in contrast with Kruskal's algorithm, treats the nodes as a single tree and 

keeps on adding new nodes to the spanning tree from the given graph.   

To contrast with Kruskal's algorithm and to understand Prim's algorithm better, we shall use 

the same example    

   

   

Step 1 - Remove all loops and parallel edges   

   

   

Remove all loops and parallel edges from the given graph. In case of parallel 

edges, keep the one which has the least cost associated and remove all others.   

   

   



   

   

   

Step 2 - Choose any arbitrary node as root node   

In this case, we choose S node as the root node of Prim's spanning tree. This node is arbitrarily 

chosen, so any node can be the root node. One may wonder why any video can be a root node. 

So the answer is, in the spanning tree all the nodes of a graph are included and because it is 

connected then there must be at least one edge, which will join it to the rest of the tree.   

Step 3 - Check outgoing edges and select the one with less cost   

After choosing the root node S, we see that S,A and S,C are two edges with weight 7 and 8, 

respectively. We choose the edge S,A as it is lesser than the other.   

   

Now, the tree S-7-A is treated as one node and we check for all edges going out from it.   

We select the one which has the lowest cost and include it in the tree.   

   

   



After this step, S-7-A-3-C tree is formed. Now we'll again treat it as a node and will check 

all the edges again. However, we will choose only the least cost edge. In this case, C-3-D 

is the new edge, which is less than other edges' cost 8, 6, 4, etc.   

   

   

   

After adding node D to the spanning tree, we now have two edges going out of it having the 

same cost, i.e. D-2-T and D-2-B. Thus, we can add either one. But the next step will again 

yield edge 2 as the least cost. Hence, we are showing a spanning tree with both edges included.   

   

   

We may find that the output spanning tree of the same graph using two different algorithms 

is same.   

OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS   

Merge a set of sorted files of different length into a single sorted file. We need to find an 

optimal solution, where the resultant file will be generated in minimum time.   

If the number of sorted files are given, there are many ways to merge them into a single sorted 

file. This merge can be performed pair wise. Hence, this type of merging is called as 2-way 

merge patterns.   



As, different pairings require different amounts of time, in this strategy we want to determine 

an optimal way of merging many files together. At each step, two shortest sequences are 

merged.   

To merge a p-record file and a q-record file requires possibly p + q record moves, the 

obvious choice being, merge the two smallest files together at each step.   

Two-way merge patterns can be represented by binary merge trees. Let us consider a set of n 

sorted files {f1, f2, f3, …, fn}. Initially, each element of this is considered as a single node 

binary tree   

Example   

Let us consider the given files, f1, f2, f3, f4 and f5 with 20, 30, 10, 5 and 30 number of elements 

respectively.   

If merge operations are performed according to the provided sequence, then   

M1 = merge f1 and f2 => 20 + 30 = 50   

M2 = merge M1 and f3 => 50 + 10 = 60   

M3 = merge M2 and f4 => 60 + 5 = 65   

M4 = merge M3 and f5 => 65 + 30 = 95   

Hence, the total number of operations is   

50 + 60 + 65 + 95 = 270   

Now, the question arises is there any better solution?   

Sorting the numbers according to their size in an ascending order, we get the following 

sequence −   

f4, f3, f1, f2, f5   

Hence, merge operations can be performed on this sequence   

M1 = merge f4 and f3 => 5 + 10 = 15   

M2 = merge M1 and f1 => 15 + 20 = 35   

M3 = merge M2 and f2 => 35 + 30 = 65   

M4 = merge M3 and f5 => 65 + 30 = 95   

Therefore, the total number of operations is   



15 + 35 + 65 + 95 = 210   

Obviously, this is better than the previous one.   

In this context, we are now going to solve the problem using this algorithm.   

Initial Set   

   

   

   
Hence, the solution takes 15 + 35 + 60 + 95 = 205 number of comparisons.   

   

SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATH   

This is the third post in the Graph Traversals – Online Classes.   



After learning how to move through a graph, we might be interested in learning more. One 

interesting problem is determining the shortest path between two vertices of a graph. The 

problem can be extended and defined in many other forms. I prefer to call it   

“minimizing the cost”. For e.g.   

• When we measure the cost in terms of the distances between vertices, it can be called as 

the Shortest Path.   

• When we measure the cost in terms of the money spent between vertices, it can be called 

as the Cheapest Path.   

• When we measure the cost in terms of the time spent between vertices, it can be called as 

the Fastest Path.   

There can be many more interpretations for this problem. Also, this means that the algorithm 

can be used to solve variety of problems and not just shortest path ones.   

Explanation – Shortest Path using Dijkstra’s Algorithm  The 

idea of the algorithm is very simple.   

1. It maintains a list of unvisited vertices.   

2. It chooses a vertex (the source) and assigns a maximum possible cost (i.e. infinity) to 

every other vertex.   

3. The cost of the source remains zero as it actually takes nothing to reach from the source 

vertex to itself.   

4. In every subsequent step of the algorithm it tries to improve(minimize) the cost for each 

vertex. Here the cost can be distance, money or time taken to reach that vertex from the 

source vertex. The minimization of cost is a multi-step process.   

1. For each unvisited neighbor (vertex 2, vertex 3, vertex 4) of the current vertex (vertex 

1) calculate the new cost from the vertex (vertex 1).   

2. For e.g. the new cost of vertex 2 is calculated as the minimum of the two ( (existing cost 

of vertex 2) or (sum of cost of vertex 1 + the cost of edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2) )   

5. When all the neighbors of the current node are considered, it marks the current node as 

visited and is removed from the unvisited list.   

6. Select a vertex from the list of unvisited nodes (which has the smallest cost) and repeat 

step 4.   

7. At the end there will be no possibilities to improve it further and then the algorithm ends   

For   demonstration   we   will   consider   the   below   graph:   
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Step Wise Execution  Step 

1:   

Mark Vertex 1 as the source vertex. Assign a cost zero to Vertex 1 and (infinite to all other 

vertices). The state is as follows   

   
   

Step 2:   

For each of the unvisited neighbors (Vertex 2, Vertex 3 and Vertex 4) calculate the minimum 

cost as min(current cost of vertex under consideration, sum of cost of vertex 1 and connecting 

edge). Mark Vertex 1 as visited , in the diagram we border it black. The new state  would  be  

as  follows:   



   
   

Step 3:   

Choose the unvisited vertex with minimum cost (vertex 4) and consider all its unvisited 

neighbors (Vertex 5 and Vertex 6) and calculate the minimum cost for both of them. The state  

is  as  follows:   

   

   
   

Step 4:   

Choose the unvisited vertex with minimum cost (vertex 2 or vertex 5, here we choose vertex 

2) and consider all its unvisited neighbors (Vertex 3 and Vertex 5) and calculate the minimum 

cost for both of them. Now, the current cost of Vertex 3 is [4] and the sum of (cost of Vertex  

2 + cost of edge (2,3) ) is 3 + 4 = [7]. Minimum of 4, 7 is 4. Hence the cost of vertex 3 won’t 

change. By the same argument the cost of vertex 5 will not change. We just mark the vertex 

2 as visited, all the costs remain same. The state is as follows:   

   



   
Step 5:   

Choose the unvisited vertex with minimum cost (vertex 5) and consider all its unvisited 

neighbors (Vertex 3 and Vertex 6) and calculate the minimum cost for both of them. Now, 

the current cost of Vertex 3 is [4] and the sum of (cost of Vertex 5 + cost of edge (5,3) ) is 3  

+ 6 = [9]. Minimum of 4, 9 is 4. Hence the cost of vertex 3 won’t change. Now, the current 

cost of Vertex 6 is [6] and the sum of (cost of Vertex 5 + cost of edge (3,6) ) is 3 + 2 = [5].   

Minimum of 6, 5 is 45. Hence the cost of vertex 6 changes to 5. The state is as follows:   

   

   
Step 6:   

Choose the unvisited vertex with minimum cost (vertex 3) and consider all its unvisited 

neighbors  (none).  So  mark  it  visited.  The  state  is  as  follows:   

   



   
Step 7:   

Choose the unvisited vertex with minimum cost (vertex 6) and consider all its unvisited 

neighbors (none). So mark it visited. The state is as follows:   

  
   

   

Now there is no unvisited vertex left and the execution ends. At the end we know the shortest 

paths for all the vertices from the source vertex 1. Even if we know the shortest path length, 

we do not know the exact list of vertices which contributes to the shortest path until we 

maintain them separately or the data structure supports it.   

   

   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

               UNIT IV   

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING   

Dynamic programming approach is similar to divide and conquer in breaking down the 

problem into smaller and yet smaller possible sub-problems. But unlike, divide and conquer, 

these sub-problems are not solved independently. Rather, results of these smaller 

subproblems are remembered and used for similar or overlapping sub-problems.   

Dynamic programming is used where we have problems, which can be divided into similar 

sub-problems, so that their results can be re-used. Mostly, these algorithms are used for 

optimization. Before solving the in-hand sub-problem, dynamic algorithm will try to examine 

the results of the previously solved sub-problems. The solutions of sub-problems are 

combined in order to achieve the best solution.   

So we can say that −   

• The problem should be able to be divided into smaller overlapping sub-problem.   

• An optimum solution can be achieved by using an optimum solution of smaller 

subproblems.   

• Dynamic algorithms use memorization.   

Comparison   

In contrast to greedy algorithms, where local optimization is addressed, dynamic algorithms 

are motivated for an overall optimization of the problem.   



In contrast to divide and conquer algorithms, where solutions are combined to achieve an 

overall solution, dynamic algorithms use the output of a smaller sub-problem and then try to 

optimize a bigger sub-problem. Dynamic algorithms use memorization to remember the 

output of already solved sub-problems.   

Example   

The following computer problems can be solved using dynamic programming approach −   

• Fibonacci number series   

• Knapsack problem   

• Tower of Hanoi   

• All pair shortest path by Floyd-Warshall   

• Shortest path by Dijkstra   

• Project scheduling   

Dynamic programming can be used in both top-down and bottom-up manner. And of course, 

most of the times, referring to the previous solution output is cheaper than recomputing in 

terms of CPU cycles.   

MULTISTAGE GRAPH    

A multistage graph G = (V, E) is a directed graph where vertices are partitioned into k (where 

k > 1) number of disjoint subsets S = {s1,s2,…,sk} such that edge (u, v) is in E, then u Є si and 

v Є s1 + 1 for some subsets in the partition and |s1| = |sk| = 1.   

The vertex s Є s1 is called the source and the vertex t Є sk is called sink.   

G is usually assumed to be a weighted graph. In this graph, cost of an edge (i, j) is represented 

by c(i, j). Hence, the cost of path from source s to sink t is the sum of costs of each edges in 

this path.   

The multistage graph problem is finding the path with minimum cost from source s to sink t.   

Example   

Consider the following example to understand the concept of multistage graph.   



   

According to the formula, we have to calculate the cost (i, j)using the following steps   

Step-1: Cost (K-2, j)   

In this step, three nodes (node 4, 5. 6) are selected as j. Hence, we have three options to choose 

the minimum cost at this step.   

Cost(3, 4) = min {c(4, 7) + Cost(7, 9),c(4, 8) + Cost(8, 9)} = 7   

Cost(3, 5) = min {c(5, 7) + Cost(7, 9),c(5, 8) + Cost(8, 9)} = 5   

Cost(3, 6) = min {c(6, 7) + Cost(7, 9),c(6, 8) + Cost(8, 9)} = 5   

Step-2: Cost (K-3, j)   

Two nodes are selected as j because at stage k - 3 = 2 there are two nodes, 2 and 3. So, the 

value i = 2 and j = 2 and 3.   

Cost(2, 2) = min {c(2, 4) + Cost(4, 8) + Cost(8, 9),c(2, 6) +   

Cost(6, 8) + Cost(8, 9)} = 8   

Cost(2, 3) = min {c(3, 4) + Cost(4, 9) + Cost(8, 9),c(3, 5) + Cost(8, 9)} = 7   

Step-3: Cost (K-4, j)   

Cost (1, 1) = min {c(1, 2) + Cost(2, 6) + Cost(6, 8) + Cost(8, 9), c(1,  

3) + Cost(3, 6) + Cost(6, 8 + Cost(8, 9))} = 13   

Hence, the path having the minimum cost is 1→ 2→ 6→ 8→ 9.   



OPTIMAL BINARY SEARCH TREE   

A Binary Search Tree (BST) is a tree where the key values are stored in the internal nodes. 

The external nodes are null nodes. The keys are ordered lexicographically, i.e. for each 

internal node all the keys in the left sub-tree are less than the keys in the node, and all the 

keys in the right sub-tree are greater.   

When we know the frequency of searching each one of the keys, it is quite easy to compute 

the expected cost of accessing each node in the tree. An optimal binary search tree is a BST, 

which has minimal expected cost of locating each node   

Search time of an element in a BST is O(n), whereas in a Balanced-BST search time is O(log 

n). Again the search time can be improved in Optimal Cost Binary Search Tree, placing the 

most frequently used data in the root and closer to the root element, while placing the least 

frequently used data near leaves and in leaves.   

Here, the Optimal Binary Search Tree Algorithm is presented. First, we build a BST from a 

set of provided n number of distinct keys < k1, k2, k3, ... kn >. Here we assume, the probability 

of accessing a key Ki is pi. Some dummy keys (d0, d1, d2, ... dn) are added as some searches 

may be performed for the values which are not present in the Key set K. We assume, for each 

dummy key diprobability of access is qi.   

Analysis   

The algorithm requires O (n3) time, since three nested for loops are used. Each of these loops 

takes on at most n values.   

Example   

Considering the following tree, the cost is 2.80, though this is not an optimal result.   

   



Node   Depth   Probability   Contribution   

k1   1   0.15   0.30   

k2   0   0.10   0.10   

k3   2   0.05   0.15   

k4   1   0.10   0.20   

k5   2   0.20   0.60   

d0   2   0.05   0.15   

d1   2   0.10   0.30   

d2   3   0.05   0.20   

d3   3   0.05   0.20   

d4   3   0.05   0.20   

d5   3   0.10   0.40   

Total         2.80   

To get an optimal solution, using the algorithm discussed in this chapter, the following tables 

are generated.   

In the following tables, column index is i and row index is j.   

e   1   2   3   4   5   6   



5   2.75   2.00   1.30   0.90   0.50   0.10   

4   1.75   1.20   0.60   0.30   0.05      

3   1.25   0.70   0.25   0.05         

2   0.90   0.40   0.05            

1   0.45   0.10               

0   0.05                  

W     1     2     3     4   5   6   

5     1.00     0.80     0.60     0.50   0.35   0.10   

4    0.70    0.50    0.30    0.20   0.05     

3    0.55    0.35    0.15    0.05         

2   0.45   0.25   0.05            

1   0.30   0.10               

0   0.05                  

Root       1     2     3     4   5   

5       2     4     5     5   5   

4       2     2     4     4      



3       2     2     3           

2       1     2                

1       1                     

From these tables, the optimal tree can be formed.   

   

Travelling Sales Person Problem   

   

A traveler needs to visit all the cities from a list, where distances between all the cities are 

known and each city should be visited just once. What is the shortest possible route that he 

visits each city exactly once and returns to the origin city?   

Solution   

Travelling salesman problem is the most notorious computational problem. We can use 

bruteforce approach to evaluate every possible tour and select the best one. For n number of 

vertices in a graph, there are (n - 1)! number of possibilities.   

Instead of brute-force using dynamic programming approach, the solution can be obtained in 

lesser time, though there is no polynomial time algorithm.   

Let us consider a graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of cities andE is a set of weighted edges. 

An edge e(u, v) represents that vertices u and v are connected. Distance between vertex u and 

vis d(u, v), which should be non-negative.   

Suppose we have started at city 1 and after visiting some cities now we are in city j. Hence, 

this is a partial tour. We certainly need to know j, since this will determine which cities are 

most convenient to visit next. We also need to know all the cities visited so far, so that we 

don't repeat any of them. Hence, this is an appropriate sub-problem.   

For a subset of cities S Є {1, 2, 3, ... , n} that includes 1, and j Є S, let C(S, j) be the length of 

the shortest path visiting each node in S exactly once, starting at 1 and ending at j.   

When |S| > 1, we define C(S, 1) =  since the path cannot start and end at 1.   

Now, let express C(S, j) in terms of smaller sub-problems. We need to start at 1 and end at j. 

We should select the next city in such a way that   



   

Analysis   

There are at the most 2n.n2n.n sub-problems and each one takes linear time to solve.   

Therefore, the total running time is    

Example   

In the following example, we will illustrate the steps to solve the travelling salesman problem.   

         
From the above graph, the following table is prepared.   

  1   2   3   4   

1   0   10   15   20   

2   5   0   9   10   

3   6   13   0   12   

4   8   8   9   0   

S = Φ   



Cost(2,Φ,1)=d(2,1)=5Cost(2,Φ,1)=d(2,1)=5   

Cost(3,Φ,1)=d(3,1)=6Cost(3,Φ,1)=d(3,1)=6   

Cost(4,Φ,1)=d(4,1)=8Cost(4,Φ,1)=d(4,1)=8   

S = 1   

Cost(i,s)=min{Cost(j,s–(j))+d[i,j]}Cost(i,s)=min{Cost(j,s–(j))+d[i,j]}   

Cost(2,{3},1)=d[2,3]+Cost(3,Φ,1)=9+6=15Cost(2,{3},1)=d[2,3]+Cost(3,Φ,1)=9+6=15   

Cost(2,{4},1)=d[2,4]+Cost(4,Φ,1)=10+8=18Cost(2,{4},1)=d[2,4]+Cost(4,Φ,1)=10+8=18   

Cost(3,{2},1)=d[3,2]+Cost(2,Φ,1)=13+5=18Cost(3,{2},1)=d[3,2]+Cost(2,Φ,1)=13+5=18   

Cost(3,{4},1)=d[3,4]+Cost(4,Φ,1)=12+8=20Cost(3,{4},1)=d[3,4]+Cost(4,Φ,1)=12+8=20   

Cost(4,{3},1)=d[4,3]+Cost(3,Φ,1)=9+6=15Cost(4,{3},1)=d[4,3]+Cost(3,Φ,1)=9+6=15   

Cost(4,{2},1)=d[4,2]+Cost(2,Φ,1)=8+5=13Cost(4,{2},1)=d[4,2]+Cost(2,Φ,1)=8+5=13   

S = 2   

Cost(2,{3,4},1)={d[2,3]+Cost(3,{4},1)=9+20=29d[2,4]+Cost(4,{3},1)=10+15=25=25Cost(  

2,{3,4},1)={d[2,3]+Cost(3,{4},1)=9+20=29d[2,4]+Cost(4,{3},1)=10+15=25=25  

Cost(3,{2,4},1)={d[3,2]+Cost(2,{4},1)=13+18=31d[3,4]+Cost(4,{2},1)=12+13=25=25Cost  

(3,{2,4},1)={d[3,2]+Cost(2,{4},1)=13+18=31d[3,4]+Cost(4,{2},1)=12+13=25=25   

Cost(4,{2,3},1)={d[4,2]+Cost(2,{3},1)=8+15=23d[4,3]+Cost(3,{2},1)=9+18=27=23Cost(4,  

{2,3},1)={d[4,2]+Cost(2,{3},1)=8+15=23d[4,3]+Cost(3,{2},1)=9+18=27=23   

S = 3   

Cost(1,{2,3,4},1)=⎧⎩⎨d[1,2]+Cost(2,{3,4},1)=10+25=35d[1,3]+Cost(3,{2,4},1)=15+25=4  

0d[1,4]+Cost(4,{2,3},1)=20+23=43=35Cost(1,{2,3,4},1)={d[1,2]+Cost(2,{3,4},1)=10+25=  

35d[1,3]+Cost(3,{2,4},1)=15+25=40d[1,4]+Cost(4,{2,3},1)=20+23=43=35   

The minimum cost path is 35.   

Start from cost {1, {2, 3, 4}, 1}, we get the minimum value ford [1, 2]. When s = 3, select the 

path from 1 to 2 (cost is 10) then go backwards. When s = 2, we get the minimum value for 

d [4, 2]. Select the path from 2 to 4 (cost is 10) then go backwards.   



When s = 1, we get the minimum value for d [4, 2] but 2 and 4 is already selected. Therefore, 

we select d [4, 3] (two possible values are 15 for d [2, 3] and d [4, 3], but our last node of the 

path is 4). Select path 4 to 3 (cost is 9), then go to s = Φ step. We get the minimum value for 

d [3, 1] (cost is 6).   

   

   

FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING   

1. Flow shop scheduling problems are a class of scheduling problems with a workshop 

or group shop.   

2. If there is more than one machine and there are multiple jobs, then each job must be 

processed by corresponding machine or processor.   

3. That means with operation of each job must be processed on.   

4. Flow shop scheduling is a special case of job scheduling where there is strict order of 

all operations to be performed on all jobs.   

5. Solution methods of Flow shop scheduling are Branch and Bound, Dynamic 

programming, Heuristic algorithm and Meta-heuristics.   

Example:   

Schedule two jobs on 4 machine using flow shop scheduling technique. The time required by 

each operation of these jobs is given by following matrix.   

   
Solution: Given that there are 4 machines, the flow shop scheduling for these operations is a 

shown below in figure 5 and 6.   



   
   

BASIC TRAVERSAL AND SEARCH TECHNIQUES   

   

TECHNIQUES FOR BINARY TREES   

For a binary tree to be a binary search tree, the data of all the nodes in the left sub-tree of the 

root node should be ≤ the data of the root. The data of all the nodes in the right subtree of the 

root node should be > the data of the root.   

Example   

   

    



In Fig. 1, consider the root node with data = 10.   

• Data in the left subtree is: [5,1,6]   

• All data elements are < 10   

• Data in the right subtree is: [19,17]   

• All data elements are > 10   

Also, considering the root node with data=5, its children also satisfy the specified ordering. 

Similarly, the root node with data=19 also satisfies this ordering. When recursive, all subtrees 

satisfy the left and right subtree ordering.   

The tree is known as a Binary Search Tree or BST.   

Traversal is a process to visit all the nodes of a tree and may print their values too. Because, 

all nodes are connected via edges (links) we always start from the root (head) node. That is, 

we cannot randomly access a node in a tree. There are three ways which we use to traverse a 

tree −   

• In-order Traversal   

• Pre-order Traversal   

• Post-order Traversal   

Generally, we traverse a tree to search or locate a given item or key in the tree or to print all 

the values it contains.   

   

In-order Traversal   

In this traversal method, the left subtree is visited first, then the root and later the right subtree. 

We should always remember that every node may represent a subtree itself.   

If a binary tree is traversed in-order, the output will produce sorted key values in an ascending 

order.   

   



   

We start from A, and following in-order traversal, we move to its left subtree B. B is also 

traversed in-order. The process goes on until all the nodes are visited. The output of inorder 

traversal of this tree will be −   

D → B → E → A → F → C → G   

Pre-order Traversal   

In this traversal method, the root node is visited first, then the left subtree and finally the right 

subtree.   

   
We start from A, and following pre-order traversal, we first visit Aitself and then move to its 

left subtree B. B is also traversed pre-order. The process goes on until all the nodes are visited.  

The output of pre-order traversal of this tree will be −   

A → B → D → E → C → F → G   

Post-order Traversal   

In this traversal method, the root node is visited last, hence the name. First we traverse the 

left subtree, then the right subtree and finally the root node.   



   

We start from A, and following Post-order traversal, we first visit the left subtree B. B is also 

traversed post-order. The process goes on until all the nodes are visited. The output of 

postorder traversal of this tree will be −   

D → E → B → F → G → C → A   

   

GRAPH   

Graph is a non linear data structure, it contains a set of points known as nodes (or vertices) 

and set of linkes known as edges (or Arcs) which connets the vertices. A graph is defined as 

follows...   

Graph is a collection of vertices and arcs which connects vertices in the graph Graph 

is a collection of nodes and edges which connects nodes in the graph   

Generally, a graph G is represented as G = ( V , E ), where V is set of vertices and E is set 

of edges.   

Example   

The   following   is   a   graph   with   5   vertices   and   6   edges.   

This   graph   G   can   be   defined   as   G   =   (   V   ,  

 E   )  Where V = {A,B,C,D,E} and E = 

{(A,B),(A,C)(A,D),(B,D),(C,D),(B,E),(E,D)}.   



   

We use the following terms in graph data structure...   

Vertex   

A individual data element of a graph is called as Vertex. Vertex is also known as node. In 

above example graph, A, B, C, D & E are known as vertices.   

Edge   

An edge is a connecting link between two vertices. Edge is also known as Arc. An edge is 

represented as (startingVertex, endingVertex). For example, in above graph, the link between 

vertices A and B is represented as (A,B). In above example graph, there are 7 edges (i.e., 

(A,B), (A,C), (A,D), (B,D), (B,E), (C,D), (D,E)).   

   

Edges are three types.   

1. Undirected Edge - An undirected egde is a bidirectional edge. If there is a undirected 

edge between vertices A and B then edge (A , B) is equal to edge (B , A).   

2. Directed Edge - A directed egde is a unidirectional edge. If there is a directed edge 

between vertices A and B then edge (A , B) is not equal to edge (B , A).   

3. Weighted Edge - A weighted egde is an edge with cost on it.  Undirected Graph   

A graph with only undirected edges is said to be undirected graph.   

Directed Graph   

A graph with only directed edges is said to be directed graph.   

Mixed Graph   

A graph with undirected and directed edges is said to be mixed graph.   



End vertices or Endpoints   

The two vertices joined by an edge are called the end vertices (or endpoints) of the edge.   

Origin   

If an edge is directed, its first endpoint is said to be origin of it.   

Destination   

If an edge is directed, its first endpoint is said to be origin of it and the other endpoint is said 

to be the destination of the edge.   

Adjacent   

If there is an edge between vertices A and B then both A and B are said to be adjacent. In 

other words, Two vertices A and B are said to be adjacent if there is an edge whose end 

vertices are A and B.   

Incident   

An edge is said to be incident on a vertex if the vertex is one of the endpoints of that edge.   

Outgoing Edge   

A directed edge is said to be outgoing edge on its orign vertex.   

Incoming Edge   

A directed edge is said to be incoming edge on its destination vertex.  Degree   

Total number of edges connected to a vertex is said to be degree of that vertex.   

Indegree   

Total number of incoming edges connected to a vertex is said to be indegree of that vertex.   

Outdegree   

Total number of outgoing edges connected to a vertex is said to be outdegree of that vertex.   



Parallel edges or Multiple edges   

If there are two undirected edges to have the same end vertices, and for two directed edges to 

have the same origin and the same destination. Such edges are called parallel edges or 

multiple edges.   

Self-loop   

An edge (undirected or directed) is a self-loop if its two endpoints coincide.   

Simple Graph   

A graph is said to be simple if there are no parallel and self-loop edges.   

Path   

A path is a sequence of alternating vertices and edges that starts at a vertex and ends at a 

vertex such that each edge is incident to its predecessor and successor vertex.   

Graph Traversals - DFS   

   

Graph traversal is technique used for searching a vertex in a graph. The graph traversal is also 

used to decide the order of vertices to be visit in the search process. A graph traversal finds 

the egdes to be used in the search process without creating loops that means using graph 

traversal we visit all verticces of graph without getting into looping path.   

   

There are two graph traversal techniques and they are as follows...   

1. DFS (Depth First Search)  2. BFS (Breadth First Search)   

DFS (Depth First Search)   

DFS traversal of a graph, produces a spanning tree as final result. Spanning Tree is a graph 

without any loops. We use Stack data structure with maximum size of total number of 

vertices in the graph to implement DFS traversal of a graph.   

   

We use the following steps to implement DFS traversal...   

• Step 1: Define a Stack of size total number of vertices in the graph.   

• Step 2: Select any vertex as starting point for traversal. Visit that vertex and push it 

on to the Stack.   



• Step 3: Visit any one of the adjacent vertex of the verex which is at top of the stack 

which is not visited and push it on to the stack.   

• Step 4: Repeat step 3 until there are no new vertex to be visit from the vertex on top 

of the stack.   

• Step 5: When there is no new vertex to be visit then use back tracking and pop one 

vertex from the stack.   

• Step 6: Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until stack becomes Empty.   

• Step 7: When stack becomes Empty, then produce final spanning tree by removing 

unused edges from the graph   

Back tracking is coming back to the vertex from which we came to current vertex.   

   

   



 



     



GRAPH TRAVERSALS – BFS   

   

Graph traversal is technique used for searching a vertex in a graph. The graph traversal is also 

used to decide the order of vertices to be visit in the search process. A graph traversal finds 

the egdes to be used in the search process without creating loops that means using graph 

traversal we visit all verticces of graph without getting into looping path.   

   

There are two graph traversal techniques and they are as follows...   

1. DFS (Depth First Search)   

2. BFS (Breadth First Search)   

BFS (Breadth First Search)   

BFS traversal of a graph, produces a spanning tree as final result. Spanning Tree is a graph 

without any loops. We use Queue data structure with maximum size of total number of 

vertices in the graph to implement BFS traversal of a graph.   

   

We use the following steps to implement BFS traversal...   

• Step 1: Define a Queue of size total number of vertices in the graph.   

• Step 2: Select any vertex as starting point for traversal. Visit that vertex and insert it 

into the Queue.   

• Step 3: Visit all the adjacent vertices of the verex which is at front of the Queue 

which is not visited and insert them into the Queue.   

• Step 4: When there is no new vertex to be visit from the vertex at front of the Queue 

then delete that vertex from the Queue.   

• Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 until queue becomes empty.   

• Step 6: When queue becomes Empty, then produce final spanning tree by removing 

unused edges from the graph   

   

Example   

   



       



 

   

      

    



CONNECTED COMPONENTS AND SPANNING TREE   

A spanning tree is a subset of Graph G, which has all the vertices covered with minimum 

possible number of edges. Hence, a spanning tree does not have cycles and it cannot be 

disconnected..   

By this definition, we can draw a conclusion that every connected and undirected Graph G 

has at least one spanning tree. A disconnected graph does not have any spanning tree, as it 

cannot be spanned to all its vertices.   

   

We found three spanning trees off one complete graph. A complete undirected graph can have 

maximum nn-2 number of spanning trees, where n is the number of nodes. In the above 

addressed example, 33−2 = 3 spanning trees are possible.   

General Properties of Spanning Tree   

We now understand that one graph can have more than one spanning tree. Following are a 

few properties of the spanning tree connected to graph G − • A connected graph G can have 

more than one spanning tree.   

• All possible spanning trees of graph G, have the same number of edges and vertices.   

• The spanning tree does not have any cycle (loops).   

• Removing one edge from the spanning tree will make the graph disconnected, i.e.   

the spanning tree is minimally connected.   



• Adding one edge to the spanning tree will create a circuit or loop, i.e. the spanning tree 

is maximally acyclic.   

Mathematical Properties of Spanning Tree   

• Spanning tree has n-1 edges, where n is the number of nodes (vertices).   

• From a complete graph, by removing maximum e - n + 1edges, we can construct a 

spanning tree.   

• A complete graph can have maximum nn-2 number of spanning trees.   

Thus, we can conclude that spanning trees are a subset of connected Graph G and 

disconnected graphs do not have spanning tree.   

Application of Spanning Tree   

Spanning tree is basically used to find a minimum path to connect all nodes in a graph.   

Common application of spanning trees are −   

• Civil Network Planning   

• Computer Network Routing Protocol   

 •  Cluster Analysis   

Let us understand this through a small example. Consider, city network as a huge graph and 

now plans to deploy telephone lines in such a way that in minimum lines we can connect to 

all city nodes. This is where the spanning tree comes into picture.   

MINIMUM SPANNING TREE (MST)   

In a weighted graph, a minimum spanning tree is a spanning tree that has minimum weight 

than all other spanning trees of the same graph. In real-world situations, this weight can be 

measured as distance, congestion, traffic load or any arbitrary value denoted to the edges.   

Minimum Spanning-Tree Algorithm   

We shall learn about two most important spanning tree algorithms here −   

•  Kruskal's Algorithm  • 

 Prim's Algorithm   

Both are greedy algorithms.   

Kruskal's algorithm   

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/kruskals_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/kruskals_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/kruskals_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/prims_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/prims_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/prims_spanning_tree_algorithm.htm


Kruskal's algorithm to find the minimum cost spanning tree uses the greedy approach. This 

algorithm treats the graph as a forest and every node it has as an individual tree. A tree 

connects to another only and only if, it has the least cost among all available options and does 

not violate MST properties.   

To understand Kruskal's algorithm let us consider the following example –   

   

Step 1 - Remove all loops and Parallel Edges   

Remove all loops and parallel edges from the given graph.   

   

   

In case of parallel edges, keep the one which has the least cost associated and remove all 

others.   



   
Step 2 - Arrange all edges in their increasing order of weight   

The next step is to create a set of edges and weight, and arrange them in an ascending order 

of weightage (cost).   

   

Step 3 - Add the edge which has the least weightage   

Now we start adding edges to the graph beginning from the one which has the least weight. 

Throughout, we shall keep checking that the spanning properties remain intact. In case, by 

adding one edge, the spanning tree property does not hold then we shall consider not to 

include the edge in the graph.   

   

The least cost is 2 and edges involved are B,D and D,T. We add them. Adding them does not 

violate spanning tree properties, so we continue to our next edge selection.   

Next cost is 3, and associated edges are A,C and C,D. We add them again −   

   

   



Next cost in the table is 4, and we observe that adding it will create a circuit in the graph. –   

   

We ignore it. In the process we shall ignore/avoid all edges that create a circuit.   

   

   

We observe that edges with cost 5 and 6 also create circuits. We ignore them and move on.   

   

Now we are left with only one node to be added. Between the two least cost edges available 

7 and 8, we shall add the edge with cost 7.   

   

By adding edge S,A we have included all the nodes of the graph and we now have minimum 

cost spanning tree.   



PRIM'S ALGORITHM   

Prim's algorithm to find minimum cost spanning tree (as Kruskal's algorithm) uses the greedy 

approach. Prim's algorithm shares a similarity with the shortest path first algorithms.   

Prim's algorithm, in contrast with Kruskal's algorithm, treats the nodes as a single tree and 

keeps on adding new nodes to the spanning tree from the given graph.   

To contrast with Kruskal's algorithm and to understand Prim's algorithm better, we shall use 

the same example –   

   

Step 1 - Remove all loops and parallel edges   

   

   

Remove all loops and parallel edges from the given graph. In case of parallel edges, keep the 

one which has the least cost associated and remove all others.   



   

Step 2 - Choose any arbitrary node as root node   

In this case, we choose S node as the root node of Prim's spanning tree. This node is arbitrarily 

chosen, so any node can be the root node. One may wonder why any video can be a root node. 

So the answer is, in the spanning tree all the nodes of a graph are included and because it is 

connected then there must be at least one edge, which will join it to the rest of the tree.   

Step 3 - Check outgoing edges and select the one with less cost   

After choosing the root node S, we see that S,A and S,C are two edges with weight 7 and 8, 

respectively. We choose the edge S,A as it is lesser than the other.   

   

Now, the tree S-7-A is treated as one node and we check for all edges going out from it. We 

select the one which has the lowest cost and include it in the tree.   

   

After this step, S-7-A-3-C tree is formed. Now we'll again treat it as a node and will check all 

the edges again. However, we will choose only the least cost edge. In this case, C-3-D is the 

new edge, which is less than other edges' cost 8, 6, 4, etc.   



   

After adding node D to the spanning tree, we now have two edges going out of it having the 

same cost, i.e. D-2-T and D-2-B. Thus, we can add either one. But the next step will again 

yield edge 2 as the least cost. Hence, we are showing a spanning tree with both edges included.   

   

We may find that the output spanning tree of the same graph using two different algorithms 

is same.   

Before Biconnected Components, let's first try to understand what is Biconnected Graph and 

how to check if a given graph is Biconnected or not.   

A graph is said to be Biconnected if:   

1. It is connected, i.e. it is possible to reach every vertex from every other vertex, by a 

simple path.   

2. Even after removing any vertex the graph remains connected. For example, consider 

the graph in the following figure   



   

   

The given graph is clearly connected. Now try removing the vertices one by one and observe. 

Removing any of the vertices does not increase the number of connected components. So the 

given graph is Biconnected.    

Now consider the following graph which is a slight modification in the previous graph.   

   

In the above graph if the vertex 2 is removed, then here's how it will look:   



   

Clearly the number of connected components have increased. Similarly, if vertex 3 is removed 

there will be no path left to reach vertex 0 from any of the vertices 1, 2, 4 or 5.  And same 

goes for vertex 4 and 1. Removing vertex 4 will disconnect 1 from all other vertices 0, 2, 3 

and 4. So the graph is not Biconnected.   

Now what to look for in a graph to check if it's Biconnected. By now it is said that a graph is 

Biconnected if it has no vertex such that its removal increases the number of connected 

components in the graph. And if there exists such a vertex then it is not Biconnected. A vertex 

whose removal increases the number of connected components is called an Articulation Point.   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

UNIT V   

BACKTRACKING:    

The general method—8 queens problem—Sum of subsets—Graph coloring— 

Hamiltonian cycle—Knapsack problem.   

BACKTRACKING   

• It is one of the most general algorithm design techniques.    

• Many problems which deal with searching for a set of solutions or for a optimal 

solution satisfying some constraints can be solved using the backtracking formulation.   

• To apply backtracking method, tne desired solution must be expressible as an ntuple  

(x1…xn) where xi is chosen from some finite set Si.   

• The problem is to find a vector, which maximizes or minimizes a criterion function  

P(x1….xn).   

• The major advantage of this method is, once we know that a partial vector (x1,…xi)  

will not lead to an optimal solution that (mi+1………..mn) possible test vectors may be 

ignored entirely.   

• Many problems solved using backtracking require that all the solutions satisfy a 

complex set of constraints.   

• These constraints are classified as:         

i) Explicit constraints.                                  



ii) Implicit constraints.   

1) Explicit constraints:   

             Explicit constraints are rules that restrict each Xi to take values only from a given 

set.   

                      Some examples are, Xi 0 or 

Si = {all non-negative real nos.}  Xi =0 or 

1 or Si={0,1}.   

Li Xi Ui or Si= {a: Li a Ui}   

• All tupules that satisfy the explicit constraint define a possible solution space for I.  2) 

Implicit constraints:   

                   The implicit constraint determines which of the tuples in the solution space I can 

actually satisfy the criterion functions.   

Algorithm:   

Algorithm IBacktracking (n)   

// This schema describes the backtracking procedure .All solutions are generated in X[1:n]  

//and printed as soon as they are determined.   

 {      

k=1;   

    While (k 0) do   

    {        if (there remains all untried   

       X[k]  T (X[1],[2],…..X[k-1]) and Bk (X[1],…..X[k])) is true ) then   

      {   

         if(X[1],……X[k] )is the path to the answer node)         

Then write(X[1:k]);         k=k+1;                 //consider 

the next step.   



     }   else k=k-1;                      //consider backtracking to the previous 

set.  }   

}   

   

• All solutions are generated in X[1:n] and printed as soon as they are determined.   

• T(X[1]…..X[k-1]) is all possible values of X[k] gives that X[1],……..X[k-1] have 

already been chosen.   

• Bk(X[1]………X[k]) is a boundary function which determines the elements of X[k] 

which satisfies the implicit constraint.   

• Certain problems which are solved using backtracking method are                              

1. 8 queens problem  2. Sum of subsets  3. Graph coloring  4. Hamiltonian 

cycle   

5. Knapsack problem.   

SOLVING 8 QUEEN PROBLEM    

The  8  queen  problem  is  a  case  of  more  general  set  of  problems  namely  “n  queen 

problem”. The basic idea: How to place n queen on n by n board, so that they don’t attack 

each other. As we can expect the complexity of solving the problem increases with n. We 

will briefly introduce solution by backtracking.   

First  let’s  explain  what  is  backtracking?  The  boar  should  be  regarded  as  a  set  of 

constraints and the solution is simply satisfying all constraints. For example: Q1 attacks 

some  positions,  therefore  Q2  has  to  comply  with  these  constraints  and  take  place,  

not directly attacked by Q1. Placing Q3 is harder, since we have to satisfy constraints of 

Q1 and  Q2.  Going  the  same  way  we  may  reach  point,  where  the  constraints  make  

the placement of the next queen impossible. Therefore we need to relax the constraints and 

find  new  solution.  To  do  this  we  are  going  backwards  and  finding  new  admissible 

solution. To keep everything in order we keep the simple rule: last placed, first displaced. 

In other words if we place successfully queen on the i
th  

column but cannot find solution 

for (i+1)
th 

queen, then going backwards we will try to find other admissible solution for 

the i
th  

queen first. This process is called backtrack   



Let’s discuss this with example. For the purpose of this handout we will find solution of 4 

queen problem.   

Algorithm   

- Start with one queen at the first column first row   

- Continue with second queen from the second column first row   

- Go up until find a permissible situation   

- Continue with next queen   

We place the first queen on A1:   

         

Note the positions which Q1 is attacking. So the next queen Q2 has to options: B3 or B4. We 

choose the firs one B3   

         

Again with red we show the prohibited positions. It turned out that we cannot place the 

third queen on the third column (we have to have a queen for each column!). In other words  

we  imposed  a  set  of  constraints  in  a way  that  we  no  longer  can  satisfy  them  in 

order to find a solution. Hence we need to revise the constraints or rearrange the board up 



to the state which we were stuck. Now we may ask a question what we have to change. 

Since the problem happened after placing Q2 we are trying first with this queen.   

OK we know that there were to possible places for Q2. B3 gives problem for the third queen, 

so there is only one position left – B4:   

       
As  you  can  see  from  the  

new  set  of  constraints  (  

the  red  positions)   

now  we  have 

admissible position for 

Q3, but it will make 

impossible to place Q4 

since the only place is 

D3. Hence placing Q2 on 

the only one left 

position  

B4 didn’t help. Therefore the one step backtrack was not enough. We need to go for second 

backtrack. Why? The reason is that there is no position for Q2, which will satisfy any 

position for Q4 or Q3. Hence we need to deal with the position of Q1.   

We have started from Q1 so we will continue upward and placing the queen at A2   



 
To find this solution we had to perform two backtracks. So what now? In order to find all 

solutions we use as you can guess – backtrack!   

Start again in reverse order we try to place Q4 somewhere up, which is not possible. We 

backtrack  to  Q3  and  try  to  find  admissible  place  different  from C1.  Again  we  need  

to backtrack. Q2 has no other choice and finally we reach Q1. We place Q1 on A3:   

   

    

Now it is easy to see that Q2 goes to B4, Q3 goes to C1 and Q4 ta kes D3:       

    



Continuing further we will reach the solution on the right. Is this distinct solution? No it is 

rotated first solution. In fact for 4x4 board there is only one unique solution. Placing Q1 on 

A4 has the same effect as placing it on A1. Hence we explored all solutions.   

How implement backtrack in code. Remember that we used backtrack when we cannot find 

admissible position for a queen in a column. Otherwise we go further with the next column  

until  we  place  a  queen  on  the  last  column.  Therefore  your  code  must  have fragment:   

int PlaceQueen(int board[8], int row)   

If (Can place queen on ith column)   

PlaceQueen(newboard, 0)   

Else   

PlaceQueen(oldboard,oldplace+1)   

End   

If you can place queen on ith column try to place a queen on the next one, or backtrack and 

try to place a queen on position above the solution found for i-1 column.   

   

SUM OF SUBSETS:   

• We are given ‘n’ positive numbers called weights and we have to find all combinations 

of these numbers whose sum is M. this is called sum of subsets problem.   

• If we consider backtracking procedure using fixed tuple strategy , the elements X(i) 

of the solution vector is either 1 or 0 depending on if the weight W(i) is included or 

not.   

• If the state space tree of the solution, for a node at level I, the left child corresponds 

to X(i)=1 and right to X(i)=0.   

Example:   

• Given n=6,M=30 and W(1…6)=(5,10,12,13,15,18).We have to generate all possible 

combinations of subsets whose sum is equal to the given value M=30.   

• In state space tree of the solution the rectangular node lists the values of s, k, r, where 

s is the sum of subsets,’k’ is the iteration and ‘r’ is the sum of elements after   

‘k’ in the original set.   

The state space tree for the given problem is   



   

   

    Ist    solution is  A  -> 1  1  0  0  1  0   

    IInd  solution is  B  -> 1  0  1  1  0  0   

    III rd solution is C  -> 0  0  1  0  0  1   

• In the state space tree, edges from level ‘i’ nodes to ‘i+1’ nodes are labeled with the 

values of Xi, which is either 0 or 1.   

• The left sub tree of the root defines all subsets containing Wi.   

• The right subtree of the root defines all subsets, which does not include Wi.   

   

GENERATION OF STATE SPACE TREE:   

• Maintain an array X to represent all elements in the set.   

• The value of Xi indicates whether the weight Wi is included or not.   

• Sum is initialized to 0 i.e., s=0.   

• We have to check starting from the first node.   

• Assign X(k)<-  1.   

• If S+X(k)=M then we print the subset b’coz the sum is the required output.   



• If the above condition is not satisfied then we have to check S+X(k)+W(k+1)<=M. If 

so, we have to generate the left sub tree. It means W(t) can be included so the sum 

will be incremented and we have to check for the next k.   

• After generating the left sub tree we have to generate the right sub tree, for this we 

have to check S+W(k+1)<=M.B’coz W(k) is omitted and W(k+1) has to be selected.   

• Repeat the process and find all the possible combinations of the subset.   Algorithm:   

Algorithm sumofsubset(s,k,r)   

{   

//generate the left child. note s+w(k)<=M since Bk-1 is true.   

X{k]=1;   

If (S+W[k]=m) then write(X[1:k]); // there is no recursive call here as W[j]>0,1<=j<=n.   

Else if (S+W[k]+W[k+1]<=m) then sum of sub (S+W[k], k+1,r- W[k]);  //generate 

right child and evaluate Bk.   

If ((S+ r- W[k]>=m)and(S+ W[k+1]<=m)) then   

{    X{k]=0;    sum of sub (S, k+1, 

r- W[k]);   

}}   

GRAPH COLORING   

 Let ‘G’ be a graph and ‘m’ be a given positive integer. If the nodes of ‘G’ can be 

colored in such a way that no two adjacent nodes have the same color. Yet only ‘M’ 

colors are used. So it’s called M-color ability decision problem.   

 The graph G can be colored using the smallest integer ‘m’. This integer is referred to 

as chromatic number of the graph.   

 A graph is said to be planar iff it can be drawn on plane in such a way that no two 

edges cross each other.   

 Suppose we are given a map then, we have to convert it into planar. Consider each 

and every region as a node. If two regions are adjacent then the corresponding nodes 

are joined by an edge.   



   

Consider a map with five regions and its graph.   

         

1 is adjacent to 2, 3, 4.   

2 is adjacent to 1, 3, 4, 5   

3 is adjacent to  1, 2, 4   

4 is adjacent to   1, 2, 3, 5   

5 is adjacent to   2, 4   

   

         

Steps to color the Graph:   

 First create the adjacency matrix graph(1:m,1:n) for a graph, if there is an edge 

between i,j then C(i,j) = 1 otherwise C(i,j) =0.   

 The Colors will be represented by the integers 1,2,…..m and the solutions will be 

stored in the array X(1),X(2),………..,X(n) ,X(index) is the color, index is the node.   

 He formula is used to set the color is,   

     X(k) = (X(k)+1) % (m+1)   

 First one chromatic number is assigned ,after assigning a number for ‘k’ node, we 

have to check whether the adjacent nodes has got the same values if so then we have 

to assign the next value.   



 Repeat the procedure until all possible combinations of colors are found.   

 The function which is used to check the adjacent nodes and same color is, If(( Graph 

(k,j) == 1) and X(k) = X(j))   

Example   

            

   N= 4   

   M= 3   

Adjacency Matrix:   

         

 Problem is to color the given graph of 4 nodes using 3 colors.   

Node-1 can take the given graph of 4 nodes using 3 colors.   

 The state space tree will give all possible colors in that ,the numbers which are inside the 

circles are nodes ,and the branch with a number is the colors of the nodes.   

State Space Tree:   

   

   



Algorithm:   

Algorithm mColoring(k)   

// the graph is represented by its Boolean adjacency matrix G[1:n,1:n]  .All assignments //of  

1,2,……….,m to the vertices of the graph such that adjacent vertices are assigned //distinct 

integers are printed. ’k’ is the index of the next vertex to color.   

{ repeat   

{   

    // generate all legal assignment for X[k].   

  Nextvalue(k);    // Assign to X[k] a legal color.   

         If (X[k]=0) then return;           // No new color possible.   

        If (k=n) then                  // Almost ‘m’ colors have been used to color the ‘n’ vertices                    

Write(x[1:n]);        

      Else mcoloring(k+1);   

}until(false);   

}   

Algorithm Nextvalue(k)   

// X[1],……X[k-1] have been assigned integer values in the range[1,m] such that //adjacent 

values have distinct integers. A value for X[k] is determined in the //range[0,m].X[k] is 

assigned the next highest numbers color while maintaining //distinctness form the adjacent 

vertices of vertex K. If no such color exists, then X[k] is 0.   

{    repeat   

    {      

            X[k] = (X[k]+1)mod(m+1);    // next highest color.   

           If(X[k]=0) then return;             //All colors have been used.   

              For j=1 to n do   

             {   



                 // Check if this color is distinct from adjacent color.   

             If((G[k,j]  0)and(X[k] = X[j]))   

                 // If (k,j) is an edge and if adjacent vertices have the same color.   

             Then break;   

             }   

         if(j=n+1) then return;     //new color found.   

    } until(false);    //otherwise try to find another color.  }   

 The time spent by Nextvalue to determine the children is (mn)   

Total time is = (mn n).   

HAMILTONIAN CYCLES:   

 Let G=(V,E) be a connected graph with ‘n’ vertices. A HAMILTONIAN CYCLE is 

a round trip path along ‘n’ edges of G which every vertex once and returns to its 

starting position.   

 If the Hamiltonian cycle begins at some vertex V1 belongs to G and the vertex are 

visited in the order of V1,V2…….Vn+1,then the edges are in E,1<=I<=n and the Vi 

are distinct except V1 and Vn+1 which are equal.   

 Consider an example graph G1.         

   

->1,3,4,5,6,7,8,2,1 and   

->1,2,8,7,6,5,4,3,1.   

 The backtracking algorithm helps to find Hamiltonian cycle for any type of graph.   

Procedure:   



1. Define a solution vector X(Xi……..Xn) where Xi represents the I th  visited vertex of 

the proposed cycle.   

2. Create a cost adjacency matrix for the given graph.   

3. The solution array initialized to all zeros except X(1)=1,b’coz the cycle should start 

at vertex ‘1’.   

4. Now we have to find the second vertex to be visited in the cycle.   

5. The vertex from 1 to n are included in the cycle one by one by checking 2  conditions,   

          1.There should be a path from previous visited vertex to current vertex.   

            2.The current vertex must be distinct and should not have been visited earlier.   

6. When these two conditions are satisfied the current vertex is included in the cycle, 

else the  next vertex is tried.   

7. When the nth vertex is visited we have to check, is there any path from nth vertex to 

first  8vertex. if no path, the go back one step and after the previous visited node.   

8. Repeat the above steps to generate possible Hamiltonian cycle.   

Algorithm:(Finding all Hamiltonian cycle)   

Algorithm Hamiltonian (k)   

{   

 Loop   

        Next value (k)   

If (x (k)=0) then return;   

{   

  If k=n then   

      Print (x)   

Else   

Hamiltonian (k+1);   

End if   



}   

Repeat   

}   

Algorithm Nextvalue (k)   

{   

 Repeat   

{   

  X [k]=(X [k]+1) mod (n+1); //next vertex   

  If (X [k]=0) then return;   

  If (G [X [k-1], X [k]]  0) then   

{   

  For j=1 to k-1 do if (X [j]=X [k]) then break;   

  // Check for distinction.   

  If (j=k) then          //if true then the vertex is distinct.   

    If ((k<n) or ((k=n) and G [X [n], X [1]]  0)) then return;   

}   

} Until (false);   

}   

   

KNAPSACK PROBLEM   

   

Knapsack problem using Greedy approach. We have shown that Greedy approach gives an 

optimal solution for Fractional Knapsack. However, this chapter will cover 0-1 Knapsack 

problem and its analysis.   

In 0-1 Knapsack, items cannot be broken which means the thief should take the item as a 

whole or should leave it. This is reason behind calling it as 0-1 Knapsack.   



Hence, in case of 0-1 Knapsack, the value of xi can be either 0 or 1, where other constraints 

remain the same.   

0-1 Knapsack cannot be solved by Greedy approach. Greedy approach does not ensure an 

optimal solution. In many instances, Greedy approach may give an optimal solution.   

The following examples will establish our statement.   

Example-1   

Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 25 and the items are as shown in the 

following table.   

Item   A   B   C   D   

Profit   24   18   18   10   

Weight   24   10   10   7   

Without considering the profit per unit weight (pi/wi), if we apply Greedy approach to solve this 

problem, first item A will be selected as it will contribute maximum profit among all the 

elements.   

After selecting item A, no more item will be selected. Hence, for this given set of items total 

profit is 24. Whereas, the optimal solution can be achieved by selecting items, B and C, where 

the total profit is 18 + 18 = 36.   

Example-2   

Instead of selecting the items based on the overall benefit, in this example the items are 

selected based on ratio pi/wi. Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 30 and 

the items are as shown in the following table.   

Item   A   B   C   

Price   100   280   120   



Weight   10   40   20   

Ratio   10   7   6   

Using the Greedy approach, first item A is selected. Then, the next item B is chosen. Hence, 

the total profit is 100 + 280 = 380. However, the optimal solution of this instance can be 

achieved by selecting items, B and C, where the total profit is 280 + 120 = 400.   

Hence, it can be concluded that Greedy approach may not give an optimal solution.   

To solve 0-1 Knapsack, Dynamic Programming approach is required.   

Problem Statement   

A thief is robbing a store and can carry a maximal weight of W into his knapsack. There are 

n items and weight of ith item is wi and the profit of selecting this item is pi. What items should 

the thief take?   

DYNAMIC-PROGRAMMING APPROACH   

Let i be the highest-numbered item in an optimal solution S for W dollars. ThenS' = S - {i} is 

an optimal solution for W - wi dollars and the value to the solution S is Vi plus the value of 

the sub-problem.   

We can express this fact in the following formula: define c[i, w] to be the solution for items 

1,2, … , i and the maximum weight w.   

The algorithm takes the following inputs   

• The maximum weight W   

• The number of items n   

• The two sequences v = <v1, v2, …, vn> and w = <w1, w2, …, wn>   

Dynamic-0-1-knapsack (v, w, n,  

W)  for w = 0 to W do     c[0, w] = 0  for 

i = 1 to n do     c[i, 0] = 0     for w  

= 1 to W do        if wi ≤ w then            

if vi + c[i-1, w-wi] then               



c[i, w] = vi + c[i-1, w-wi]           else 

c[i, w] = c[i-1, w]        else    

        c[i, w] = c[i-1, w]    

The set of items to take can be deduced from the table, starting at c[n, w] and tracing 

backwards where the optimal values came from.   

If c[i, w] = c[i-1, w], then item i is not part of the solution, and we continue tracing with c[i1, 

w]. Otherwise, item i is part of the solution, and we continue tracing with c[i-1, w-W].   

Analysis   

This algorithm takes θ(n, w) times as table c has (n + 1).(w + 1) entries, where each entry 

requires θ(1) time to compute.   

Algorithm:   

Algorithm Bknap(k,cp,cw)   

// ‘m’ is the size of the knapsack;  ‘n’  no.of weights & profits. W[]&P[] are the //weights 

& weights. P[I]/W[I]  P[I+1]/W[I+1].   

//fwFinal weights of knapsack.   

//fp final max.profit.   

//x[k] = 0 if W[k] is not the knapsack,else X[k]=1.   

{   

       // Generate left child.   

        If((W+W[k] m) then   

        {   

               Y[k] =1;   

                If(k<n) then Bnap(k+1,cp+P[k],Cw +W[k])   

                 If((Cp + p[w] > fp) and (k=n)) then    

                     {                         fp = cp +  

P[k];                         fw = Cw+W[k];                        for 

j=1 to k do X[j] = Y[j];   



                   }}   

  if(Bound(cp,cw,k) fp) then   

  {         y[k] = 0;       if(k<n) then 

Bnap (K+1,cp,cw);     if((cp>fp) 

and (k=n)) then   

       {             fp = cp;              fw = cw;                

for j=1 to k do X[j] =  

Y[j];   

         }}}   

Algorithm for Bounding 

function:  Algorithm 

Bound(cp,cw,k) // cp current 

profit total.   

//cw current weight total.   

//kthe index of the last removed item.   

//mthe knapsack size.   

{      

b=cp;      

c=cw;      

for I =- 

k+1 to n 

do   



  {           c= c+w[I];         if (c<m) then b=b+p[I];              

else return b+ (1-(c- 

m)/W[I]) * P[I];  } 

return  

b;   

}   

Example:   

 M= 6   Wi = 2,3,4         4   2   2 N= 3   Pi  = 1,2,5             Pi/Wi (i.e.)     5   

2   1  Xi = 1  0   1   

The maximum weight is 6   

The Maximum profit is (1*5) + (0*2) + (1*1)   

→ 5+1  → 

6.   

  Fp = (-1)   

1 3 & 0+4  6   

          cw = 4,cp = 5,y(1) =1              k = 

k+2   

2 3  but 7>6   

           so y(2) = 0   

   So bound(5,4,2,6)   

B=5   

C=4   

I=3 to 3   

C=6   

6 6   



So return 5+(1-(6-6))/(2*1)   

5.5 is not less than fp.   

            So, k=k+1 (i.e.) 3.             

3=3 & 4+2 6            cw=  

6,cp = 6, y(3)=1.   

           K=4.   

If 4> 3 then   

    Fp =6,fw=6,k=3 ,x(1) 1  0  1   

   The solution Xi  1  0  1   

   

     Profit  6   

     Weight 6.   
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CORE COURSE-IV-PRINCIPLES OF COMPILER DESIGN 

Unit I 
 Introduction to Compilers: Compilers and Translators – Lexical analysis – Syntax 

analysis – Intermediate code generation – Optimization – code generation – Bookkeeping – Error 

handling – compiler writing tools. 

 Finite Automata and Lexical Analysis: The role of the lexical analyzer – the design of 

the lexical analyzers – Regular expressions – Finite automata – From regular expressions to 

finite automata – Minimizing the number of states of a DFA – A language for specifying lexical 

analyzers – Implementation of a lexical analyzer. 

 

Unit II 
 The syntactic specification of Programming Languages: Context – free grammars – 

Derivations and parse trees – Capabilities of context – free grammars. 

 Basic Parsing Techniques: Parses – Shift – reduce parsing – Operator – precedence 

parsing – Top-down parsing – Predictive parsers. 

 Automatic construction of efficient parsers: LR parsers – Constructing SLR parsing 

tables – Constructing LALR parsing tables. 

 

Unit III  
 Syntax – Directed translation: Syntax Directed translation schemes – Implementation 

of syntax – directed translators – Intermediate code – Postfix notation – Parse trees and syntax 

trees – Three – address code, quadruples, and triples – Translation of assignment statements – 

Boolean expressions – Statements that alter the flow of control – Postfix translations – 

Translation with a top-down parser. 

 

Unit IV 
 Symbol Tables: The contents of a symbol table – Data structures for symbol tables – 

Representing scope information. 

 Run time storage administration: Implementation of a simple stack allocation scheme 

– Implementation of block – structured languages – Storage allocation in block – structured 

languages. 

 Error Detection and Recovery: Errors – lexical – phase errors – Syntactic phase errors 

– Semantic errors.  

 

Unit V 
 Introduction to code optimization:- The principal sources of optimization – loop 

optimization– The DAG Representation of basic blocks. 

 Code generation: object programs – Problems in code generation – A machine model 

– A simple code generator – Register allocation and assignment – Code generation from DAG’s 

–Peephole optimization. 

Text Book: 

1. “Principles of Compiler Design” by Alfred V. Aho Jeffrey D. Ullman, Narosa     

        Publishing House, 1989 Reprint 2002 



Books for Reference: 

1. “Compiler Construction Principles and Practice”, by Dhamdhere D. M, 1981, Macmillan 
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2. “Compiler Design”, by Reinhard Wilhelm, Director Mauser, 1995, Addison Wesley.  

 



Language Processor 

 Why Language Processor? 

  For development of applications, we uses high 
level languages. Those languages are not 
understood by our systems.  

 So, We have to use several language 
processors for the conventions such as 
preprocessors, compilers, interpreter, 
assembler, linker/loader.  

   



Compiler 

 Is a system software program that can be 

converted  the  high level source program 

into low level target program. 

 It reports compilation errors during 

compilation  

 

 
Compiler 

Input language 

errors 

Target language 
Compiler 



Interpreter 

 It translates and executes the program 

statement by statement.  

 Unlike Compiler, it produces output for each and 

every line of the program. 

 Provides better error diagnostics than a 

compiler. 

 Eg: Java language processors combines 

compilation and interpretation.  



Language Processing System 

 



Preprocessor: It takes the source 
program and it provides modified 
source program. 

 

Compiler: Modified source program is 
fed into a compiler and it may 
produce an assembly language 
program as its output. 

 

Assembler: That assembly statement 
is processed by assembler and it 
produces relocatable machine code 
as its output 



Linker: It helps to link a object 

modules of program into a single 

object file. 

Loader: Responsible for loading 

programs and libraries and it place 

the programs into the memory 
 



Lexical Analysis 
• Recognize tokens and ignore white spaces, 

comments 

 

 

  

 

• Error reporting 

 

• Model using regular expressions 

 

• Recognize using Finite State Automata 
1 

Generates token stream 



Lexical Analysis 
• Sentences consist of string of tokens (a 

syntactic category) 
 For example, number, identifier, keyword, 

string 

• Sequences of characters in a token is a 
lexeme  

 for example, 100.01, counter, const, 
“How are you?” 

• Rule of description is a pattern  
 for example, letter ( letter | digit )* 

• Task: Identify Tokens and corresponding 
Lexemes 

 2 



Lexical Analysis 
• Examples 
• Construct constants: for example, convert a 

number to token num and pass the value as its 
attribute,  
– 31 becomes <num, 31> 

• Recognize keyword and identifiers  
– counter = counter + increment 

becomes id = id + id   
– check that id here is not a keyword 

• Discard whatever does not contribute to 
parsing  
– white spaces (blanks, tabs, newlines) and 

comments 
3 



Interface to other phases 

• Why do we need Push back? 
• Required due to look-ahead  
 for example,  to recognize  >= and > 

• Typically implemented through a buffer  
– Keep input in a buffer 
– Move pointers over the input 
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Lexical  
Analyzer 

Syntax 
Analyzer 

Input 

Ask for 
token 

Token 
Read 

characters 

Push back 
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characters 



Approaches to implementation 
 

• Use assembly language 
 Most efficient but most difficult to implement 
 
• Use high level languages like C  
 Efficient but difficult to implement 
 
• Use tools like lex, flex 
 Easy to implement but not as efficient as the first 

two cases 

5 



Symbol Table 

• Stores information for subsequent 
phases 

 
• Interface to the symbol table 

– Insert(s,t): save lexeme s and token t 
and return pointer 

– Lookup(s): return index of entry for 
lexeme s or 0 if s is not found 

9 



Implementation of Symbol Table 

• Fixed amount of space to store 
lexemes.  
– Not advisable as it waste space. 

 
• Store lexemes in a separate array.  

– Each lexeme is separated by eos.  
– Symbol table has pointers to 

lexemes. 

10 



Fixed space for lexemes Other attributes 

Usually 32 bytes 

lexeme1 lexeme2 eos eos lexeme3 …… 

Other attributes Usually 4 bytes 

11 



How to handle keywords? 

• Consider token DIV and MOD with lexemes 
div and mod. 

• Initialize symbol table with insert( “div” , 
DIV ) and insert( “mod” , MOD). 

• Any subsequent insert fails (unguarded 
insert) 

• Any subsequent lookup returns the 
keyword value, therefore, these cannot be 

used as an identifier. 

12 



Difficulties in the design of lexical 
analyzers 

13 

Is it as simple as it sounds? 



Lexical analyzer: Challenges 

• Lexemes in a fixed position. Fixed format vs. 
free format languages 

• FORTRAN Fixed Format 
– 80 columns per line 

– Column 1-5 for the statement number/label column  

– Column 6 for continuation mark (?)  

– Column 7-72 for the program statements 

– Column 73-80 Ignored (Used for other purpose) 

– Letter C in Column 1 meant the current line is a 
comment 

14 



Lexical analyzer: Challenges 

• Handling of blanks 
– in C, blanks separate identifiers 

– in FORTRAN, blanks are important only in 
literal strings  

– variable counter is same as count er 

– Another example 

 DO 10  I = 1.25   

 DO 10  I = 1,25   

15 

DO10I=1.25 

DO10I=1,25 



• The first line is a variable assignment 

 DO10I=1.25  

 

• The second line is beginning of a  

 Do loop 

 

• Reading from left to right one can not 
distinguish between the two until the “;” or 
“.” is reached 

16 



17 

Fortran white space and fixed format rules came 
into force due to punch cards and errors in 
punching 
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Fortran white space and fixed format rules came 
into force due to punch cards and errors in 
punching 



PL/1 Problems 
• Keywords are not reserved in PL/1  

   if then then then = else else else = then 

 if if then then = then + 1 

• PL/1 declarations 

     Declare(arg1,arg2,arg3,…….,argn) 

• Cannot tell whether Declare is a keyword 
or array reference until after “)” 

• Requires arbitrary lookahead and very large 
buffers.  
– Worse, the buffers may have to be reloaded. 

19 



Problem continues even today!! 

• C++ template syntax: Foo<Bar> 

• C++ stream syntax: cin >> var; 

• Nested templates: 
 Foo<Bar<Bazz>> 

• Can these problems be resolved by 
lexical analyzers alone? 

20 



How to specify tokens? 

• How to describe tokens 

 2.e0 20.e-01 2.000 

• How to break text into token 

 if (x==0) a = x << 1; 

 if (x==0) a = x < 1; 

• How to break input into tokens efficiently 
– Tokens may have similar prefixes 

– Each character should be looked at only once 

21 



How to describe tokens? 

• Programming language tokens can be 
described by regular languages 

• Regular languages 

– Are easy to understand 

– There is a well understood and useful theory 

– They have efficient implementation 

• Regular languages have been discussed in 
great detail in the “Theory of Computation” 
course 

22 



How to specify tokens 

• Regular definitions 
– Let ri be a regular expression and di be a 

distinct name 
– Regular definition is a sequence of 

definitions of the form 
 d1  r1 

 d2  r2 

 ….. 
 dn  rn 

– Where each ri is a regular expression 
over Σ U {d1, d2, …, di-1} 

29 



Examples 

• My fax number 
 91-(512)-259-7586 
• Σ = digit U {-, (, ) } 
• Country  digit+    

• Area  ‘(‘ digit+ ‘)’    
• Exchange  digit+   

• Phone  digit+    

• Number  country ‘-’ area ‘-’ 
exchange ‘-’ phone 

30 

digit2 

digit3 

digit3 

digit4 



Examples … 

• My email address 

 karkare@iitk.ac.in 

• Σ = letter U {@, . } 

• letter  a| b| …| z| A| B| …| Z 

• name  letter+ 

• address  name ‘@’ name ‘.’ 
name ‘.’ name 

31 



Examples … 
• Identifier 

 letter  a| b| …|z| A| B| …| Z 

 digit  0| 1| …| 9 

 identifier  letter(letter|digit)* 

 

• Unsigned number in C 

 digit  0| 1| …|9 

 digits  digit+ 

 fraction  ’.’ digits | є 

 exponent  (E ( ‘+’ | ‘-’ | є) digits) | є 

 number  digits fraction exponent 

32 



Regular expressions in specifications 

• Regular expressions describe many useful languages 
 
• Regular expressions are only specifications; 

implementation is still required 
 
• Given a string s and a regular expression R,  
 does s Є L(R) ? 
 
• Solution to this problem is the basis of the lexical 

analyzers 
 
• However, just the yes/no answer is not sufficient 
 
• Goal: Partition the input into tokens 

33 



1. Write a regular expression for lexemes of 
each token 

• number  digit+ 

• identifier  letter(letter|digit)+ 

2. Construct R matching all lexemes of all tokens 
• R = R1 + R2 + R3 + ….. 

3. Let input be x1…xn  
• for 1 ≤ i ≤ n check x1…xi Є L(R) 

4. x1…xi Є L(R)  x1…xi Є L(Rj) for some j 
• smallest such j is token class of x1…xi 

5. Remove x1…xi from input; go to (3) 

34 



• The algorithm gives priority to tokens listed 
earlier 
– Treats “if” as keyword and not identifier 

• How much input is used? What if 
– x1…xi Є L(R)  
– x1…xj Є L(R)  
– Pick up the longest possible string in L(R) 
– The principle of “maximal munch” 

• Regular expressions provide a concise and 
useful notation for string patterns 

• Good algorithms require a single pass over 
the input 

35 



How to break up text 
 

• Elsex=0   
 

• Regular expressions alone are not enough 
 

• Normally the longest match wins 
 

• Ties are resolved by prioritizing tokens 
 

• Lexical definitions consist of regular definitions, 
priority rules and maximal munch principle 

36 

else x = 0 elsex = 0 



Transition Diagrams 
• Regular expression are declarative specifications 
• Transition diagram is an implementation 
• A transition diagram consists of 

– An input alphabet belonging to Σ 
– A set of states S 
– A set of transitions statei →

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 statej 

– A set of final states F  
– A start state n 

• Transition s1 →𝑎 s2 is read: 
 in state s1 on input 𝑎 go to state s2 
• If end of input is reached in a final state then accept 
• Otherwise, reject 
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Pictorial notation 
• A state 

 

• A final state 

 

• Transition 

 

• Transition from state i to state j on an 
input a 
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i j 
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How to recognize tokens 

• Consider 

relop  < | <= | = | <> | >= | > 

id  letter(letter|digit)* 

num  digit+ (‘.’ digit+)? (E(‘+’|’-’)? digit+)? 

delim  blank | tab | newline 

ws  delim+ 

 

• Construct an analyzer that will return 
<token, attribute> pairs 
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Transition diagram for relops 

> = 

other 

     token is relop, lexeme is >= 

     token is relop, lexeme is > 
* 

< 

> 

> 

= 
= 

= 

other 

other 

* 

* 

     token is relop, lexeme is >= 

     token is relop, lexeme is > 

     token is relop, lexeme is < 

     token is relop, lexeme is <> 

     token is relop, lexeme is <= 

     token is relop, lexeme is = 
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Transition diagram for identifier 
letter 

digit 

other 

delim 

letter 

other delim 

* 

* 

Transition diagram for white spaces 
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digit 

digit 

digit 

others * 

Transition diagram for unsigned numbers 

digit 

digit 

digit 

others * . 

digit 

digit 

digit 

digit 

digit 

digit 

digit . 

E 

E others * + 
- 

Integer number 

Real numbers 
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• The lexeme for a given token must be the longest possible 
 
• Assume input to be 12.34E56 
 
• Starting in the third diagram the accept state will be 

reached after 12 
 
• Therefore, the matching should always start with the first 

transition diagram 
 
• If failure occurs in one transition diagram then retract the 

forward pointer to the start state and activate the next 
diagram 

 
• If failure occurs in all diagrams then a lexical error has 

occurred 
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Implementation of transition 
diagrams  

Token nexttoken() { 
 while(1) { 
  switch (state) { 
   …… 
   case 10: c=nextchar(); 
     if(isletter(c)) state=10; 
     elseif (isdigit(c)) state=10; 
     else state=11; 
     break; 
   …… 
   } 
  } 
} 
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Another transition diagram for unsigned numbers 

digit digit digit 

  
digit digit 

digit 

digit . 

E 

E others * + 
- 

others 

others 

A more complex transition diagram 
is difficult to implement and  

may give rise to errors during coding, however,  
there are ways to better implementation 
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Lexical analyzer generator 

• Input to the generator 
– List of regular expressions in priority order 

– Associated actions for each of regular expression 
(generates kind of token and other book keeping 
information) 

 

• Output of the generator 
– Program that reads input character stream and breaks 

that into tokens 

– Reports lexical errors (unexpected characters), if any 
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LEX: A lexical analyzer generator 

47 

LEX C  
Compiler 

Lexical 
analyzer 

Token 
specifications 

lex.yy.c 
C code for 

Lexical  
analyzer 

Object code 

Input 
program 

tokens 

Refer to LEX User’s Manual 



How does LEX work? 

• Regular expressions describe the languages that can be 
recognized by finite automata 

 

• Translate each token regular expression into a non 
deterministic finite automaton (NFA) 

 

• Convert the NFA into an equivalent DFA 

 

• Minimize the DFA to reduce number of states 

 

• Emit code driven by the DFA tables 
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Structure of a Compiler 



Why Compiler? 

 

Two parts 
Analysis phase 

Synthesis phase 



Analysis Phase 

 Breaks up the source program into constituent 

pieces. 

 Creates intermediate representation of source and 

also checks syntactically ill formed or semantically 

unsound 

 Collects information bout the source and stores in a 

structure called symbol table 

 Otherwise called front end 



Synthesis Phase 

 Constructs desired target program from the 

intermediate representation and symbol table  

 Otherwise called backend 



 



Lexical Analysis - scanning 

 Reads the stream of characters and groups 

the characters into meaningful sequences 

called lexemes 

 Produces as output – token 

 Format:   <token-name, attribute-value> 

Points to an entry in the symbol table 
Abstract symbol used during syntax analysis 



 



Contd., 

   position = initial + rate * 60 

lexeme 

<Id,1> <  = > <id,2> <+> <id,3> <*><60> 

Lexical analyzer produces the following output for the above expression 



Syntax Analysis - parsing 

 Input – token 

 Output – tree-like representation (syntax tree) 

 

 



Semantic analyzer 

 Uses the syntax tree and information in the 

symbol table to check the source program for 

semantic consistency 

 Gathers type information and saves it in the 

symbol table or syntax tree 

 Task: type checking – compiler checks that 

each operator has matching operands 



Contd., 

 Language specification may permit some 

type conversion called coercions 

 Eg: If the operator is applied to a floating 

point number and an integer, the compiler 

may convert the integer into a floating point 

number.  



Intermediate Code Generation 

Process of translating source program into 

target code, the compiler may construct one or 

more intermediate representation – 

 Syntax tree 

 Three address code  

 DAG 

 Postfix notataion 

 



Contd., 

 For the above example, we got three address 

code which consists of a sequence of 

assembly like instructions with three 

operands 

 



Code Optimization 

 To improve the intermediate code for better 

result 



Code Generation 

 Input – IR of source code and maps into the 

target language 



Type system 

• A type is a set of values and operations 
on those values 

• A language’s type system specifies 
which operations are valid for a type  

• The aim of type checking is to ensure 
that operations are used on the 
variable/expressions of the correct 
types 

1 



Type system … 

• Languages can be divided into three 
categories with respect to the type: 

– “untyped” 
•No type checking needs to be done 
•Assembly languages 

– Statically typed 
•All type checking is done at compile time 
•Algol class of languages 
•Also, called strongly typed 

– Dynamically typed 
•Type checking is done at run time 
•Mostly functional languages like Lisp, 

Scheme etc. 
2 



Type systems … 

• Static typing 
– Catches most common programming errors at compile 

time 
– Avoids runtime overhead 
– May be restrictive in some situations 
– Rapid prototyping may be difficult 

 

• Most code is written using static types languages 
 

• In fact, developers for large/critical system insist 
that code be strongly type checked at compile 
time even if language is not strongly typed (use of 
Lint for C code, code compliance checkers) 
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Type System 

• A type system is a collection of rules for 
assigning type expressions to various parts 
of a program 

• Different type systems may be used by 
different compilers for the same language 

• In Pascal type of an array includes the index 
set. Therefore, a function with an array 
parameter can only be applied to arrays 
with that index set 

• Many Pascal compilers allow index set to be 
left unspecified when an array is passed as 
a parameter 
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Type system and type checking 

• If both the operands of arithmetic 
operators +, -, x  are  integers then the 
result is of type integer 

 
• The result of unary & operator is a pointer 

to the object referred to by  the operand.  
– If the type of operand is X the type of result is 

pointer to X  
• Basic types: integer, char, float, boolean 
• Sub range type: 1 … 100 
• Enumerated type: (violet, indigo, red) 
• Constructed type: array, record, pointers, 

functions 
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Type expression 

• Type of a language construct is denoted by 
a type expression 

• It is either a basic type OR  
• it is formed by applying operators called 

type constructor to other type expressions 
 

• A basic type is a type expression. There are 
two special basic types: 
– type error: error during type checking 
– void: no type value 

• A type constructor applied to a type 
expression is a type expression 
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Type Constructors 

• Array: if T is a type expression then array(I, T) 
is a type expression denoting the type of an 
array with elements of type T and index set I 

 

    int A[10]; 
A can have  type expression array(0 .. 9, integer) 

• C does not use this type, but uses 
equivalent of  int* 

 

• Product: if T1 and T2 are type expressions 
then their Cartesian product T1 * T2 is a type 
expression  
• Pair/tuple 
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Type constructors …  
• Records: it applies to a tuple formed from field 

names and field types. Consider the declaration
 type row = record 

   addr :  integer;  
   lexeme :  array [1 .. 15] of char 
            end; 
  
 var table: array [1 .. 10] of row;  
•  The type row has type expression 
  
 record ((addr * integer) *  (lexeme * array(1 .. 15, 

char)))  
  
 and type expression of table is array(1 .. 10, row) 
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Type constructors … 

• Pointer: if T is a type expression then 
pointer(T) is a type  expression denoting 
type pointer to an object of type T 

• Function: function maps domain set to 
range set. It is denoted by type expression 
D → R 
– For example % has type expression                      

int * int → int 
– The type of function int* f(char a, char b) is 

denoted by 
 char * char  pointer(int) 
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Specifications of a type checker 

• Consider a language which consists 
of a sequence of declarations 
followed by a single expression  

 P → D ; E  

 D → D ; D | id : T  
 T → char | integer | T[num]  |  T*  
 E → literal | num | E%E | E [E] | *E 
 

10 



Specifications of a type checker … 

• A program generated by this grammar is 
  
 key : integer; 
    key %1999 
 

• Assume following: 
– basic types are char, int, type-error  
– all arrays start at 0  
– char[256] has type expression  
 array(0 .. 255, char)   

11 



Rules for Symbol Table entry 

D  id : T  addtype(id.entry, T.type) 
T  char  T.type = char 
T  integer  T.type = int 
T  T1*  T.type = pointer(T1.type) 
T  T1 [num]  T.type = array(0..num-1, T1.type) 

12 



13 

Type checking of functions 

E. type =  
    (E1.type == s → t and  E2.type == s) 
    ? t  : type-error 

E  E1 (E2) 



Type checking for expressions 
E → literal E.type = char 
E → num E.type = integer 
E → id   E.type = lookup(id.entry) 
E →  E1 % E2 E.type = if E1.type == integer and E2.type==integer  

   then integer     
   else type_error 

E → E1[E2]  E.type = if E2.type==integer and E1.type==array(s,t)  
   then t      
   else type_error 

E → *E1  E.type = if E1.type==pointer(t)    
   then  t       
                  else type_error 
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Type checking for expressions 
E → literal E.type = char 
E → num E.type = integer 
E → id   E.type = lookup(id.entry) 
E →  E1 % E2 E.type = if E1.type == integer and E2.type==integer  

   then integer     
   else type_error 

E → E1[E2]  E.type = if E2.type==integer and E1.type==array(s,t)  
   then t      
   else type_error 

E → *E1  E.type = if E1.type==pointer(t)    
   then  t       
                  else type_error 
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Type checking for statements 

• Statements typically do  not have values. Special basic type void can 
be assigned to them. 

  
 S → id := E   S.Type = if id.type == E.type     

    then void    
    else type_error 

  
 S → if E then S1  S.Type = if E.type == boolean    

    then S1.type    
    else type_error 

 S → while E do S1  S.Type = if E.type == boolean    
    then S1.type    
    else type_error 

 S → S1 ; S2   S.Type = if S1.type == void    
    and S2.type == void   
    then void    
    else type_error 

16 



Type checking for statements 

• Statements typically do  not have values. Special basic type void can 
be assigned to them. 

  
 S → id := E   S.Type = if id.type == E.type     

    then void    
    else type_error 

  
 S → if E then S1  S.Type = if E.type == boolean    

    then S1.type    
    else type_error 

 S → while E do S1  S.Type = if E.type == boolean    
    then S1.type    
    else type_error 

 S → S1 ; S2   S.Type = if S1.type == void    
    and S2.type == void   
    then void    
    else type_error 

17 



Equivalence of Type expression 

• Structural equivalence: Two type 
expressions are equivalent if 
• either these are same basic types 
• or these are formed by applying same 

constructor to equivalent types 
• Name equivalence: types can be given 

names 
• Two type expressions are equivalent if 

they have the same name 

18 



Function to test structural equivalence 
  
boolean sequiv(type s, type t) :  
   If s and t are same basic types 
      then return true 
         elseif s == array(s1, s2) and t == array(t1, t2)  
            then return sequiv(s1, t1) && sequiv(s2, t2) 
               elseif s == s1 * s2  and  t == t1 * t2 
                  then return sequiv(s1, t1) && sequiv(s2, t2) 
                     elseif s == pointer(s1)  and  t == pointer(t1)  
                        then return sequiv(s1, t1) 
                            elseif s == s1s2  and  t == t1t2   
                                then return sequiv(s1,t1)  &&  sequiv(s2,t2) 
                                    else return false; 
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Efficient implementation 

• Bit vectors can be used to represent type 
expressions. Refer to: A Tour Through the Portable 
C Compiler: S. C. Johnson, 1979. 

Basic type Encoding 

Boolean 0000 

Char 0001 

Integer 0010 

real 0011 

Type 
constructor 

encoding 

pointer 01 

array 10 

function 11 
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Efficient implementation … 

Type expression   encoding 
char         000000 0001 

function( char )                             000011 0001 

pointer( function( char ) )               000111 0001 

array( pointer(  function( char) ) ) 100111 0001 

This representation saves space and keeps 
track of constructors 

21 

Basic type Encoding 

Boolean 0000 

Char 0001 

Integer 0010 

real 0011 

Type constructor Encoding 

pointer 01 

array 10 

function 11 



Checking name equivalence 

• Consider following declarations 
  typedef cell* link;    

 link next, last;            
 cell  *p, *q, *r; 

• Do the variables next, last, p, q and r have 
identical types ? 

• Type expressions have names and names 
appear in type expressions. 

• Name equivalence views each type name as 
a distinct type 

22 



Name equivalence … 

 variable  type expression 

 next   link 
 last    link 
 p   pointer(cell) 
 q   pointer(cell) 
 r   pointer(cell) 

  
• Under name equivalence next = last and p = q = r , 

however, next ≠ p 
 

• Under structural equivalence all the variables are 
of the same type 

23 



Name equivalence … 

• Some compilers allow type expressions to have names.  
• However, some compilers assign implicit type names. 
• A fresh implicit name is created every time a type 

name appears in declarations. 
• Consider 
 type  link = ^ cell;  
 var next  :  link; 
  last  :  link; 
  p, q  :  ^ cell; 
  r       :  ^ cell;  
• In this case type expression of q and r are given 

different implicit names and therefore, those are not 
of the same type 
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Name equivalence … 

 The previous code is equivalent to 
 type link  =  ^ cell; 
  np = ^ cell;  
  nr = ^ cell; 
 var next : link; 
  last : link;   
  p, q: np;        
  r : nr; 
  

25 



Cycles in representation of types 

• Data structures like linked lists are defined 
recursively 

• Implemented through structures which contain 
pointers to structure 

• Consider following code 
 type link = ^ cell; 
  cell = record  
     info : integer; 
     next : link 
            end; 
• The type name cell is defined in terms of link and 

link is defined in terms of cell (recursive 
definitions) 

26 



Cycles in representation of … 

• Recursively defined type names 
can be substituted  by definitions 

• However, it introduces cycles into 
the type graph 

27 

record 

X X 

info integer next pointer 

record 

X X 

info integer next pointer 

cell 

link = ^ cell; 
 cell = record  
               info : integer; 
          next : link 
             end; 



Cycles in representation of … 

• C uses structural equivalence for all types 
except records (struct)  

• It uses the acyclic structure of the type graph 
• Type names must be declared before they 

are used 
– However, allow pointers to undeclared record 

types 
– All potential cycles are due to pointers to records 

• Name of a record is part of its type 
– Testing for structural equivalence stops when a 

record constructor is reached 
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Type conversion 

• Consider expression like x + i where x is of 
type real and i is of type integer 

• Internal representations of integers and 
reals are different in a computer 
– different machine instructions are used for 

operations on integers and reals 
• The compiler has to convert both the 

operands to the same type 
• Language definition specifies what 

conversions are necessary.  

29 



Type conversion … 
• Usually conversion is to the type of the left 

hand side 
• Type checker is used to insert conversion 

operations: 
  x + i  
            x  real+  inttoreal(i) 
• Type conversion is called implicit/coercion if 

done by compiler.  
• It is limited to the situations where no 

information is lost 
• Conversions are explicit if programmer has 

to write something to cause conversion 
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Type checking for expressions 

E  →  num   E.type  =  int  
E  →  num.num  E.type  =  real  
E  →  id  E.type  =  lookup( id.entry ) 
 
E  →  E1 op E2       E.type  =  
                                     if E1.type == int  && E2.type == int 
       then  int 
       elif E1.type == int  &&  E2.type == real 
       then  real 
       elif E1.type == real  &&  E2.type == int 
       then  real 
       elif E1.type == real  &&  E2.type==real 
       then  real 
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Overloaded functions and operators 

• Overloaded symbol has different meaning 
depending upon the context     

• In math, + is overloaded; used for integer, 
real, complex, matrices 

• In Ada, () is overloaded; used for array, 
function call, type conversion  

• Overloading is resolved when a unique 
meaning for an occurrence of a symbol is 
determined 

32 



Overloaded functions and operators 

• In Ada standard interpretation of  *  is 
multiplication of integers 

• However, it may be overloaded by saying    
function  “*” (i, j: integer)  return complex;  
function  “*” (i, j: complex) return complex; 
• Possible type expression for  “ * ”  include:  
 integer  x  integer →  integer  
    integer  x  integer →  complex      
    complex  x  complex →  complex 
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Overloaded function resolution 

• Suppose only possible type for  2, 3 and 
5  is integer 

• Z is a complex variable 

• 3*5 is either integer or complex 
depending upon the context 
– in  2*(3*5): 3*5 is integer because 2 is 

integer            
– in  Z*(3*5) : 3*5 is complex because  Z 

is complex   
34 



Type resolution 
• Try all possible types of each overloaded 

function (possible but brute force method!) 
• Keep track of all possible types   
• Discard invalid possibilities 
• At the end, check if there is a single unique 

type 
• Overloading can be resolved in two passes: 

– Bottom up: compute set of all possible 
types for each expression 

– Top down: narrow set of possible types 
based on what could be used in an 
expression 
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Determining set of possible types 

E’  E  E’.types = E.types 
E  id  E.types = lookup(id) 
E  E1(E2)  E.types =  
                       {t |∃s in E2.types && st is in E1.types} 
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Narrowing the set of possible types 

• Ada requires a complete expression to 
have a unique type 

• Given a unique type from the context 
we can narrow down the type choices 
for each expression 

• If this process does not result in a 
unique type for each sub expression 
then a type error is declared for the 
expression 
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Narrowing the set of … 

E’  E  E’.types = E.types 
   E.unique = if E’.types=={t} then t  
            else type_error 
E  id  E.types = lookup(id) 
E  E1(E2) E.types = 
                          { t | ∃s in E2.types && st is in E1.types} 
   t = E.unique 

   S = {s | s∈E2.types and (st)∈E1.types} 
   E2.unique = if S=={s} then s else type_error 
   E1.unique = if S=={s} then st  
                                            else type_error 
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Narrowing the set of … 

E’  E  E’.types = E.types 
   E.unique = if E’.types=={t} then t  
            else type_error 
E  id  E.types = lookup(id) 
E  E1(E2) E.types = 
                          { t | ∃s in E2.types && st is in E1.types} 
   t = E.unique 

   S = {s | s∈E2.types and (st)∈E1.types} 
   E2.unique = if S=={s} then s else type_error 
   E1.unique = if S=={s} then st  
                                            else type_error 
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Polymorphic functions 
• A function can be invoked with arguments of 

different types 
 

• Built in operators for indexing arrays, applying 
functions, and manipulating pointers are usually 
polymorphic  
 

• Extend type expressions to include expressions 
with type variables 

 

• Facilitate the implementation of algorithms that 
manipulate data structures (regardless of types of 
elements) 
– Determine length of the list without knowing types of 

the elements 
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Polymorphic functions … 
• Strongly typed languages can make programming 

very tedious 
• Consider identity function written in a language 

like Pascal 
 function identity (x: integer): integer; 
• This function is the identity on integers: int  int 
• If we want to write identity function on char then 

we must write 
 function identity (x: char): char; 
• This is the same code; only types have changed. 

However, in Pascal a new identity function must 
be written for each type 

• Templates solve this problem somewhat, for end-
users 
• For compiler, multiple definitions still present!  

41 



Type variables 

• Variables can be used in type expressions to 
represent unknown types 

• Important use: check consistent use of an 
identifier in a language that does not require 
identifiers to be declared  

• An inconsistent use is reported as an error 
• If the variable is always used as of the same 

type then the use is consistent and has lead to 
type inference 

• Type inference: determine the type of a 
variable/language construct from the way it is 
used 
– Infer type of a function from its body 
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function deref(p) { return *p; } 
  

• Initially, nothing is known about type of p 
– Represent it by a type variable 

• Operator * takes pointer to an object and 
returns the object 

• Therefore, p must be pointer to an object of 
unknown type α 
– If type of p is represented by β then 

β=pointer(α) 
– Expression *p has type α 

• Type expression for function deref is 
 for any type α:   pointer(α)  α 
• For identity function, the type expression is           
    for any type α:   α  α 
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Reading assignment 

• Rest of Section 6.6 and Section 6.7 of Old 
Dragonbook [Aho, Sethi and Ullman] 
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Abstract Syntax Tree 

• Condensed form of parse tree, 
• useful for representing language constructs. 
• The production S → if B then s1 else s2  
 may appear as 

1 

if-then-else 

s1 s2 B 



Abstract Syntax tree … 
• Chain of single productions may be collapsed, and 

operators move to the parent nodes 

2 

E 

+ T E 

* 

T 

T F 

F 

F 

id3 

id2 

id1  

+ 

id3 * 

id2 id1 



Constructing Abstract Syntax Tree  
for expression 

• Each node can be represented as a 
record 

• operators: one field for operator, 
remaining fields ptrs to operands 

  mknode(op,left,right ) 
• identifier: one field with label id and 

another ptr to symbol table 
  mkleaf(id,entry) 
• number: one field with label num and 

another to keep the value of the number 
  mkleaf(num,val) 
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Example  

 the following 
sequence of function 
calls creates a parse 
tree for a- 4 + c 

  

 P1 = mkleaf(id, entry.a) 

 P2 = mkleaf(num, 4) 
 P3 = mknode(-, P1, P2) 
 P4 = mkleaf(id, entry.c) 
 P5 = mknode(+, P3, P4) 

4 

entry of c 

id 

id 

num 

- 

+ 

P1 
P2 

P3 P4 

P5 

entry of a 
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A syntax directed definition for 
constructing syntax tree 

E  → E1 + T  E.ptr = mknode(+, E1.ptr, T.ptr) 
E  → T   E.ptr = T.ptr 
T  → T1 * F  T.ptr := mknode(*, T1.ptr, F.ptr) 
T  → F   T.ptr := F.ptr 
F  → (E)           F.ptr := E.ptr 
F  → id   F.ptr := mkleaf(id, entry.id) 
F  → num   F.ptr := mkleaf(num,val) 
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DAG for Expressions 
 Expression a + a * ( b – c ) + ( b - c ) * d 
 make a leaf or node if not present,  
 otherwise return pointer to the existing node 
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P1 = makeleaf(id,a) 
P2 = makeleaf(id,a) 
P3 = makeleaf(id,b) 
P4 = makeleaf(id,c) 
P5 = makenode(-,P3,P4) 
P6 = makenode(*,P2,P5) 
P7 = makenode(+,P1,P6) 
P8 = makeleaf(id,b) 
P9 = makeleaf(id,c) 
P10 = makenode(-,P8,P9) 
P11 = makeleaf(id,d)  
P12 = makenode(*,P10,P11)  
P13 = makenode(+,P7,P12) 

a - 

* 

b c 

d 

* 

+ 

+ 

P1 P2 

P3 
P9 

P5 

P6 

P7 

P8 
P4 

P10 P11 

P12 

P13 



Bottom-up evaluation of S-attributed 
definitions 

• Can be evaluated while parsing 
• Whenever reduction is made, value of 

new synthesized attribute is computed 
from the attributes on the stack 

• Extend stack to hold the values also 
• The current top of stack is indicated by 

top pointer 
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state 

stack 

value 

stack top 



• Suppose semantic rule  
A.a = f(X.x, Y.y, Z.z)  

   is associated with production 
 A → XYZ 

• Before reducing XYZ to A, value of Z is in 
val(top), value of Y is in val(top-1) and 
value of X is in val(top-2) 

• If symbol has no attribute then the 
entry is undefined 

• After the reduction, top is decremented 
by 2 and state covering A is put in 
val(top) 

8 

Bottom-up evaluation of S-attributed 
definitions 



L  E $  Print (E.val) 
E  E + T   E.val = E.val + T.val 
E  T   E.val = T.val 
T  T * F   T.val = T.val * F.val 
T  F   T.val = F.val 
F  (E)   F.val = E.val 
F  digit   F.val = digit.lexval 
 

10 

Example: desk calculator 



Example: desk calculator 
L → E$   print(val(top)) 
E → E + T   val(ntop) = val(top-2) + val(top) 
E → T   
T → T * F   val(ntop) = val(top-2) * val(top) 
T → F 
F → (E)   val(ntop) = val(top-1) 
F → digit  
 
Before reduction         ntop = top - r +1 
After code reduction  top = ntop 
r is the #symbols on RHS 
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INPUT  STATE  Val  PROD 
3*5+4$  
*5+4$  digit  3 
*5+4$  F  3  F → digit 
*5+4$  T  3  T → F 
5+4$   T*  3 □    
+4$   T*digit 3 □ 5   
+4$   T*F  3 □ 5  F → digit 
+4$   T  15  T → T * F 
+4$   E  15  E →  T 
4$   E+  15 □     
$    E+digit 15 □ 4  
$     E+F  15 □ 4 F → digit 
$    E+T  15 □ 4 T → F 
$    E  19  E → E  +T 
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E → E + T   val(ntop) = val(top-2) + val(top) 
 
In YACC 
E → E + T   $$ = $1 + $3 
 
$$ maps to val[top – r  + 1] 
$k maps to val[top – r  + k] 
r=#symbols on RHS ( here 3) 
$$ = $1 is the default action in YACC 

YACC Terminology 



L-attributed definitions 

• When translation takes place during 
parsing, order of evaluation is linked to 
the order in which nodes are created 

• In S-attributed definitions parent’s 
attribute evaluated after child’s. 

• A natural order in both top-down and 
bottom-up parsing is depth first-order 

• L-attributed definition: where attributes 
can be evaluated in depth-first order 
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L attributed definitions … 

• A syntax directed definition is L-
attributed if each inherited attribute of 
Xj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) at the right hand side of 
A→X1 X2…Xn depends only on 
– Attributes of symbols X1 X2…Xj-1 and  
– Inherited attribute of A 

 
• Examples (i inherited, s synthesized)  

15 

A → LM L.i = f1(A.i) 
   M.i = f2(L.s) 
   A.s = f3(M.s) 

 A → QR R.i = f4(A.i) 
   Q.i = f5(R.s) 
   A.s = f6(Q.s) 



Translation schemes 

• A CFG where semantic actions occur 
within the rhs of production 

 
• Example: A translation scheme to map 

infix to postfix 
  E→ T R 
 R→ addop T {print(addop)} R | ε 
 T→ num {print(num)} 
 addop → + | – 
 

16 
Exercise: Create Parse Tree for  9 – 5 + 2 

 R → addop T R | ε  



Parse tree for 9-5+2 
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E 

T R 

num 

(9) 
print(num) addop 

(-) 
T Print(addop) R 

num 

(5) 
print(num) addop 

(+) 
T print(addop) R 

num 

(2) 
print(num) Є 



• Assume actions are terminal symbols 
• Perform depth first order traversal to 

obtain 9 5 – 2 + 
 

• When designing translation scheme, 
ensure attribute value is available 
when referred to 

• In case of synthesized attribute it is 
trivial (why ?) 

18 

Evaluation of Translation Schemes 



• An inherited attribute for a symbol on RHS 
of a production must be computed in an 
action before that symbol 

  S → A1 A2 {A1.in = 1,A2.in = 2} 
 A → a {print(A.in)} 
  
 
 
depth first order traversal gives error (undef) 
• A synthesized attribute for the non terminal 

on the LHS can be computed after all 
attributes it references, have been 
computed. The action normally should be 
placed at the end of RHS. 
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S 

A1 A2 A1.in=1 

A2.in=2 

a print(A1.in) a print(A2.in) 



Bottom up evaluation of inherited 
attributes 

• Remove embedded actions from 
translation scheme 

• Make transformation so that 
embedded actions occur only at the 
ends of their productions 

• Replace each action by a distinct 
marker non terminal M and attach 
action at end of M → ε 

27 



 E  T R 
 R  + T {print (+)} R 
 R  - T {print (-)} R 
 R  Є 
 T  num {print(num.val)} 
  
 transforms to  
  
 E → T R  
 R → + T M R  
 R → - T N R 
   R → Є 
 T → num {print(num.val)} 
 M → Є  {print(+)} 
 N → Є  {print(-)} 

28 



Inheriting attribute on parser stacks 

• bottom up parser reduces rhs of A → 
XY by removing XY from stack and 
putting A on the stack 

  
• synthesized attributes of Xs can be 

inherited by Y by using the copy rule 
Y.i=X.s 

  

29 



Inherited Attributes: SDD 

D  T L   L.in = T.type 
 
T  real   T.type = real 
 
T  int   T.type = int 
 
L  L1, id   L1.in = L.in; 
                           addtype(id.entry, L.in) 
 
L  id   addtype (id.entry,L.in) 

30 
Exercise: Convert to Translation Scheme 



D  T {L.in = T.type}  L 
 
T  int  {T.type = integer} 
T real {T.type = real} 
 
L → {L1.in =L.in} L1,id {addtype(id.entry,Lin)} 
 
L → id {addtype(id.entry,Lin)} 
 
Example: take string        real p,q,r 

31 

Inherited Attributes: Translation 
Scheme 



State stack INPUT PRODUCTION 
    real p,q,r 
real   p,q,r 
T    p,q,r  T → real 
Tp   ,q,r 
TL   ,q,r  L → id 
TL,   q,r 
TL,q   ,r 
TL   ,r  L → L,id 
TL,   r 
TL,r   - 
TL   -  L → L,id 
D    -  D →TL 
 Every time a string is reduced to L, T.val is 

just below it on the stack 32 



Example … 
• Every time a  reduction to L is made value of T 

type is just below it 
• Use the fact that T.val (type information) is at a 

known place in the stack 
• When production L  id is applied, id.entry is at 

the top of the  stack and T.type  is just below it, 
therefore, 

addtype(id.entry,L.in)   
                                        addtype(val[top], val[top-1]) 
• Similarly when production L  L1 , id is applied 

id.entry is at the top of the stack and T.type is 
three places below it, therefore, 

addtype(id.entry, L.in)   
                                          addtype(val[top],val[top-3]) 33 



Example … 

Therefore, the translation scheme becomes 
 
D  T L 
T  int  val[top] =integer 
T  real  val[top] =real 
 
L  L,id  addtype(val[top], val[top-3]) 
L  id  addtype(val[top], val[top-1]) 

34 



Simulating the evaluation of 
inherited attributes 

• The scheme works only if grammar allows 
position of attribute to be predicted.  

• Consider the grammar 
 S  aAC  Ci = As 
 S  bABC  Ci = As 
 C  c  Cs = g(Ci) 
• C inherits As 
• there may or may not be a B between A 

and C on the stack when reduction by rule 
Cc takes place 

• When reduction by C  c is performed the 
value of Ci is either in [top-1] or [top-2] 

35 



Simulating the evaluation … 

• Insert a marker M just  before C in the 
second rule and change rules to 

  
 S  aAC   Ci = As 
 S  bABMC  Mi = As; Ci = Ms 
 C  c   Cs = g(Ci) 
 M  ε   Ms = Mi 

  
• When production M  ε is applied we have 

Ms = Mi = As 
  
• Therefore value of Ci is always at val[top-1] 

36 



Simulating the evaluation … 
• Markers can also be used to simulate 

rules that are not copy rules 
  
 S  aAC   Ci = f(A.s) 
  
• using a marker 
  
 S  aANC  Ni= As; Ci = Ns 
 N  ε    Ns = f(Ni) 

37 



General algorithm 
• Algorithm: Bottom up parsing and translation with 

inherited attributes 
• Input: L attributed definitions 
• Output: A bottom up parser 
  
• Assume every non terminal has one inherited attribute 

and every grammar symbol has a synthesized attribute 
  
• For every production A  X1… Xn introduce n markers  

M1….Mn and replace the production by 
   A  M1 X1 ….. Mn Xn 
   M1 … Mn  Є 
  
• Synthesized attribute Xj,s goes into the value entry of Xj 
  
• Inherited attribute Xj,i goes into the  value entry of Mj 

38 



Algorithm … 

• If the  reduction is to a marker Mj and 
the marker belongs to a production 

  
 A  M1 X1… MnXn then 
  
 Ai  is in position top-2j+2 
 X1.i is in position top-2j+3 
 X1.s is in position top-2j+4 
  
• If reduction is to a non terminal A by 

production A  M1 X1… MnXn  
 then compute As and push on the 

stack 
39 



Space for attributes at compile 
time 

• Lifetime of an attribute begins when it is first 
computed 

  
• Lifetime of an attribute ends when all the 

attributes depending on it, have been computed 

  
• Space can be conserved by assigning space  for an 

attribute only during its lifetime 

40 



Example 

• Consider following definition 

  
 D T L  L.in := T.type 

 T  real  T.type := real 
 T  int  T.type := int 
 L  L1,I  L1.in :=L.in; I.in=L.in 

 L  I  I.in = L.in 

 I  I1[num] I1.in=array(numeral, I.in) 
 I  id  addtype(id.entry,I.in) 

41 



Consider string int x[3], y[5] 
its parse tree and dependence graph 

42 

D 

T L 

int L , I 

I 

I [ num ] 

id 

I [ num ] 

id 
3 

5 

x 
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Resource requirement 

43 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Allocate resources using life time information 

R1 R1 R1 R1 R2 R3 R2 R2 R1 

Allocate resources using life time and copy information 

R1 =R1 =R1 R2 R2 =R1 =R1 R2 R1 



Space for attributes at compiler 
Construction time 

• Attributes can be held on a single stack. However, lot of 
attributes are copies of other attributes 

  
• For a  rule like A B C stack grows up to a height of five 

(assuming each symbol has one inherited and one 
synthesized attribute) 

  
• Just  before reduction by the rule A B C the stack 

contains          I(A) I(B) S(B) I (C) S(C) 
  
• After  reduction the stack contains I(A) S(A) 
•   

44 



Example 
• Consider rule B B1 B2 with inherited attribute ps and 

synthesized attribute ht 
  
• The parse tree for this string and a snapshot of the stack at 

each node appears as 

45 

B 

B1 B2 

B.ht B.ps 
B.ps 

B.ps 

B.ps 
B.ps 

B.ps B1.ps 

B1.ps 
B1.ps 

B1.ps 
B2.ps 

B2.ps 
B2.ht 

B1.ht 
B1.ht 

B1.ht 



Example … 

• However, if different stacks are maintained for the 
inherited  and synthesized attributes, the stacks will 
normally be smaller 

46 

B 

B1 B2 

B2.ht 

B.ps 

B.ps 
B.ps B.ps 

B.ps 

B.ps B.ht 

B1.ht B1.ht 

B1.ht 



LL parsing 

Another name of LL parsing is top down parsing for a subset of context- free languages. 

LL parsing means parses the input from Left to right, performing Leftmost derivation of 

the sentence in Grammar. 

 

Recursive Descent Parsing 

 It constructs the parse tree from the top and the input is read from left to right. 

 It uses procedures for every terminal and non-terminal entity.  

 Recursively parses the input to make a parse tree, which may or may not require 

back-tracking. 

 A form of recursive-descent parsing that does not require any back-tracking is 

known as predictive parsing. 

 

Elimination of Left Recursive 

 

Let G be a context-free grammar. A production of G is said left recursive if it has the 

form:    A -> A  

where A is a non-terminal and is a string of grammar symbols. A non-terminal A of 

G is said left recursive. 

 

The grammar G is left recursive if it has at least one left recursive non-terminal. 

Example:  E -> E + T; 

 

Top down parsing method cannot handle left recursive grammars. 

 

There is an algorithm for transforming a left recursive grammar G into a grammar G' 

which is not left recursive and which generates the same language as G. 

 

Example: The following grammar which generates arithmetic expression 

 

Grammar G1:       E -> E + T;    T->T* F; F - > (E)| id 

 

The above grammar has two left recursive productions. So, it will be transformed into 

 

E-> TE’;    E’ -> +TE’ | ε;    T -> FT’;     T’ -> *FT’|ε;   F - > (E)| id 

 

As another example, consider the following grammar:  

Grammar G2: 

G -> S $ 

S -> ( L )     | a 

L -> L , S     | S 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Context-free_grammar#Derivations_and_syntax_trees


After left recursion elimination, it becomes  

0)  G -> S $ 

1)  S -> ( L ) 

2)  S -> a 

 

3)  L -> S L' 

4)  L' ->, S L' 

5)  L' ->ε 
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Bottom up parsing 
• Construct a parse tree for an input string beginning at 

leaves and going towards root OR 
• Reduce a string w of input to start symbol of grammar 
 Consider a grammar  
  S  aABe 
  A  Abc   |    b 
  B  d 
 And reduction of a string  
     a  b b c d e 
     a A b c d e 
     a A d e  
     a A B e 
     S 

The sentential forms 
happen to be a right most 
derivation in the reverse 
order.  
S  a A B e 

     a A d e 

     a A b c d e 

     a b b c d e  
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• Split string being parsed into two parts 

– Two parts are separated by a special 
character “.” 

– Left part is a string of terminals and non 
terminals 

– Right part is a string of terminals 

 

• Initially the input is    .w 

Shift reduce parsing 
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Shift reduce parsing … 

• Bottom up parsing has two actions 

• Shift: move terminal symbol from 
right string to left string 

 if string before shift is      α.pqr 

 then string after shift is    αp.qr 
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Shift reduce parsing … 

• Reduce: immediately on the left of 
“.” identify a string same as RHS of 
a production and replace it by LHS 

  

if string before reduce action is    αβ.pqr 

and Aβ is a production  

then string after reduction is  αA.pqr 
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Example  
Assume grammar is  E  E+E | E*E | id 
Parse id*id+id  
Assume an oracle tells you when to shift / when to reduce 
  String   action (by oracle) 
  .id*id+id  shift 
  id.*id+id  reduce Eid 
  E.*id+id  shift 
  E*.id+id  shift 
  E*id.+id  reduce Eid 
  E*E.+id                reduce EE*E 
  E.+id   shift 
  E+.id   shift 
  E+id.   Reduce Eid 
  E+E.   Reduce EE+E 
  E.   ACCEPT 
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Shift reduce parsing … 

• Symbols on the left of “.” are kept on a stack 
– Top of the stack is at “.” 

– Shift pushes a terminal on the stack 

– Reduce pops symbols (rhs of production) and 
pushes a non terminal (lhs of production) onto 
the stack 

• The most important issue: when to shift and 
when to reduce 

• Reduce action should be taken only if the 
result can be reduced to the start symbol 
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Issues in bottom up parsing 

• How do we know which action to 
take 
– whether to shift or reduce 
– Which production to use for 

reduction? 

• Sometimes parser can reduce but 
it should not: 
XЄ can always be used for 

reduction! 
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Issues in bottom up parsing 

• Sometimes parser can reduce in 
different ways! 

• Given stack δ and input symbol a, 
should the parser 
– Shift a onto stack (making it δa) 
– Reduce by some production Aβ 

assuming that stack has form αβ (making 
it αA) 

– Stack can have many combinations of αβ 
– How to keep track of length of β? 



Handles 

• The basic steps of a bottom-up parser 
are 

– to identify a substring within a rightmost 
sentential form which matches the RHS of 
a rule. 

– when this substring is replaced by the LHS 
of the matching rule, it must produce the 
previous rightmost-sentential form. 

• Such a substring is called a handle 
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Handle 

• A handle of a right sentential form γ is 

– a production rule A→ β, and 

– an occurrence of a sub-string β in γ 

such that  

• when the occurrence of β is replaced by A 
in γ, we get the previous right sentential 
form in a rightmost derivation of γ. 
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Handle 

Formally, if 
S rm* αAw rm αβw,  

then  
• β in the position following α,  
• and the corresponding production A β  
is a handle of αβw.  
 
• The string w consists of only terminal 

symbols 
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Handle 

• We only want to reduce handle 
and not any RHS 
 

• Handle pruning: If β is a handle 
and A  β is a production then 
replace β by A 
 

• A right most derivation in reverse 
can be obtained by handle 
pruning. 
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Handle: Observation 

• Only terminal symbols can appear 
to the right of a handle in a 
rightmost sentential form.  

• Why? 
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Handle: Observation 

Is this scenario possible: 

• 𝛼𝛽𝛾 is the content of the stack 

• 𝐴 → 𝛾 is a handle 

• The stack content reduces to 𝛼𝛽𝐴 

• Now B → 𝛽 is the handle 

In other words, handle is not on top, but 
buried inside stack 

 

 

Not Possible! Why? 
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Handles … 

• Consider two cases of right most 
derivation to understand the fact 
that handle appears on the top of 
the stack 

 
𝑆 → 𝛼𝐴𝑧 → 𝛼𝛽𝐵𝑦𝑧 → 𝛼𝛽𝛾𝑦𝑧 
𝑆 → 𝛼𝐵𝑥𝐴𝑧 → 𝛼𝐵𝑥𝑦𝑧 → 𝛼𝛾𝑥𝑦𝑧 
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Handle always appears on the top 

Case I: 𝑆 → 𝛼𝐴𝑧 → 𝛼𝛽𝐵𝑦𝑧 → 𝛼𝛽𝛾𝑦𝑧 
stack input  action 

 αβγ  yz  reduce by Bγ 

 αβB  yz  shift y 

 αβBy z  reduce by A βBy 

 αA  z 

Case II: 𝑆 → 𝛼𝐵𝑥𝐴𝑧 → 𝛼𝐵𝑥𝑦𝑧 → 𝛼𝛾𝑥𝑦𝑧 
 stack input  action 

 αγ  xyz  reduce by Bγ 

 αB  xyz  shift x 

 αBx  yz  shift y 

 αBxy z  reduce Ay 

 αBxA z   
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Shift Reduce Parsers 

• The general shift-reduce technique is: 
– if there is no handle on the stack then 

shift 

– If there is a handle then reduce 

• Bottom up parsing is essentially the 
process of detecting handles and 
reducing them. 

• Different bottom-up parsers differ in 
the way they detect handles. 
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Conflicts  

• What happens when there is a 
choice 
– What action to take in case both 

shift and reduce are valid? 

 shift-reduce conflict 

– Which rule to use for reduction if 
reduction is possible by more than 
one rule? 

 reduce-reduce conflict 
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Conflicts  

• Conflicts come either because of 
ambiguous grammars or parsing 
method is not powerful enough 
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Shift reduce conflict 

  
stack input action 

E+E *id reduce by EE+E 

E  *id shift 

E*  id shift 

E*id  reduce by Eid 

E*E  reduce byEE*E 

E 

stack input action 

E+E *id shift 

E+E* id shift 

E+E*id  reduce by Eid 

E+E*E  reduce by EE*E 

E+E  reduce by EE+E 

E 

 

Consider the grammar E  E+E | E*E | id 

and the input                 id+id*id 
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Reduce reduce conflict 

Consider the grammar M  R+R | R+c | R 

            R  c 

and the input             c+c 

Stack input action 

  c+c shift 

c  +c reduce by Rc 

R  +c shift 

R+  c shift 

R+c  reduce by Rc 

R+R  reduce by MR+R 

M 

Stack input action 

  c+c shift 

c  +c reduce by Rc 

R  +c shift 

R+  c shift 

R+c  reduce by MR+c 

M 
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LR parsing 
• Input buffer contains the input 

string. 

• Stack contains a string of the 
form S0X1S1X2……XnSn 

where each Xi is a grammar 
symbol and each Si is a state. 

• Table contains action and goto 
parts. 

• action table is indexed by state 
and terminal symbols. 

• goto table is indexed by state 
and non terminal symbols. 

input 

stack 

parser 
driver 

Parse table 

action goto 

output 
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Example  
 E  E + T  |  T 

T  T * F  |  F 
F  ( E )   |  id 
 

State id + * ( ) $ E T F 

0 s5 s4 1 2 3 

1 s6 acc 

2 r2 s7 r2 r2 

3 r4 r4 r4 r4 

4 s5 s4 8 2 3 

5 r6 r6 r6 r6 

6 s5 s4 9 3 

7 s5 s4 10 

8 s6 s11 

9 r1 s7 r1 r1 

10 r3 r3 r3 r3 

11 r5 r5 r5 r5 

Consider a grammar  
and its parse table 

goto   

action 
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Actions in an LR (shift reduce) parser 

• Assume Si is top of stack and ai is current 
input symbol 
 

• Action [Si,ai] can have four values 
1. sj: shift ai to the stack,  goto state Sj 

2. rk: reduce by rule number k  
3. acc: Accept  
4. err: Error (empty cells in the table) 
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Driving the LR parser 

Stack: S0X1S1X2…XmSm         Input: aiai+1…an$ 
 
• If action[Sm,ai] = shift S 
 Then the configuration becomes 
 Stack: S0X1S1……XmSmaiS     Input: ai+1…an$ 
 
• If action[Sm,ai] = reduce Aβ 
 Then the configuration becomes 
 Stack: S0X1S1…Xm-rSm-r AS     Input: aiai+1…an$ 
 Where r = |β| and S = goto[Sm-r,A] 
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Driving the LR parser 

Stack: S0X1S1X2…XmSm     Input: aiai+1…an$ 
 
• If action[Sm,ai] = accept 
 Then parsing is completed. HALT 
 
• If action[Sm,ai] = error (or empty cell) 
 Then invoke error recovery routine. 
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Parse id + id * id 
Stack   Input  Action 

0    id+id*id$ shift 5 

0 id 5   +id*id$  reduce by Fid 

0 F 3   +id*id$  reduce by TF 

0 T 2   +id*id$  reduce by ET 

0 E 1   +id*id$  shift 6 

0 E 1 + 6  id*id$  shift 5 

0 E 1 + 6 id 5  *id$  reduce by Fid 

0 E 1 + 6 F 3  *id$  reduce by TF 

0 E 1 + 6 T 9  *id$  shift 7 

0 E 1 + 6 T 9 * 7 id$  shift 5 

0 E 1 + 6 T 9 * 7 id 5 $  reduce by Fid 

0 E 1 + 6 T 9 * 7 F 10 $  reduce by TT*F 

0 E 1 + 6 T 9   $  reduce by EE+T 

0 E 1   $  ACCEPT 
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Configuration of a LR parser 

• The tuple  
<Stack Contents, Remaining Input>  

defines a configuration of a LR parser 
• Initially the configuration is  

<S0 ,      a0a1…an$ > 
• Typical final configuration on a 

successful parse is  
< S0X1Si ,   $>  
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LR parsing Algorithm 
Initial state:          Stack: S0      Input: w$ 
 
while (1) { 
 if (action[S,a] = shift S’) { 
        push(a); push(S’); ip++ 
 } else if (action[S,a] = reduce Aβ) { 
     pop (2*|β|)  symbols; 
     push(A); push (goto*S’’,A+) 

        (S’’ is the state at stack top after popping symbols) 
     }  else if (action[S,a] = accept) { 
          exit 
 } else { error } 
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Constructing parse table 

Augment the grammar  

• G is a grammar with start symbol S 

• The augmented grammar G’ for G has 
a new start symbol S’ and an 
additional production S’  S 

• When the parser reduces by this rule it 
will stop with accept 



Production to Use for Reduction 
• How do we know which production to apply 

in a given configuration 

• We can guess! 

– May require backtracking 

• Keep track of “ALL” possible rules that can 
apply at a given point in the input string 

– But  in general, there is no upper bound on the 
length of the input string 

– Is there a bound on number of applicable rules? 



Some hands on! 

• 𝐸′ → 𝐸 

• 𝐸 → 𝐸 + 𝑇 

• 𝐸 → 𝑇 

• 𝑇 → 𝑇 ∗ 𝐹 

• 𝑇 → 𝐹 

• 𝐹 → (𝐸) 

• 𝐹 → 𝑖𝑑 

Strings to Parse 

• id + id + id + id 

• id * id * id * id 

• id * id + id * id 

• id * (id + id) * id 
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Parser states 

• Goal is to know the valid reductions at 
any given point 

• Summarize all possible stack prefixes α as 
a parser state 

• Parser state is defined by a DFA state that 
reads in the stack α 

• Accept states of DFA are unique 
reductions 
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Viable prefixes 
• α is a viable prefix of the grammar if 

– ∃w such that αw is a right sentential form 

– <α,w> is a configuration of the parser 

• As long as the parser has viable prefixes on 
the stack no parser error has been seen 

• The set of viable prefixes is a regular 
language  

• We can construct an automaton that 
accepts viable prefixes 
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LR(0) items 

• An LR(0) item of a grammar G is a 
production of G with a special symbol “.” at 
some position of the right side 

• Thus production A→XYZ gives four LR(0) 
items     

 A  .XYZ                 
 A  X.YZ                 
 A  XY.Z                 
 A  XYZ.          
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LR(0) items 

• An item indicates how much of a 
production has been seen at a point in the 
process of parsing 
– Symbols on the left of “.” are already on 

the stacks 
– Symbols on the right of “.” are expected 

in the input 
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Start state 

• Start state of DFA is an empty 
stack corresponding to S’.S item 

• This means no input has been seen 
• The parser expects to see a string 

derived from S 
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Closure of a state 

• Closure of a state adds items for 
all productions whose LHS occurs 
in an item in the state, just after 
“.” 
– Set of possible productions to be 

reduced next 
– Added items have “.” located at the 

beginning 
– No symbol of these items is on the 

stack as yet 
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Closure operation 

• Let I be a set of items for a grammar G 

• closure(I) is a set constructed as follows: 
– Every item in I is in closure (I) 

– If A  α.Bβ is in closure(I) and B  γ is  a 
production then   B  .γ is in closure(I) 

• Intuitively A α.Bβ indicates that we 
expect a string derivable from Bβ in input 

• If B  γ is a production then we might 
see a string derivable from γ at this point 
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Example  

 For  the grammar 
 
 E’  E 
 E  E + T  |  T 
 T  T * F  |  F 
 F → ( E ) | id 
 
  

    If I is , E’  .E } then 
closure(I) is 

  
  E’  .E 
  E  .E + T 
  E  .T 
  T  .T * F 
  T  .F 
  F  .id 
  F  .(E) 
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Goto operation 

• Goto(I,X) , where I is a set of items 
and X is a grammar symbol,  
– is closure of set of item A αX.β  
– such that A → α.Xβ is in I 

 
• Intuitively if I is a set of items for 

some valid prefix α then goto(I,X) 
is set of valid items for prefix αX 
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Goto operation 

If I is , E’E. , EE. + T } then 
goto(I,+) is  

 
  E  E + .T 
  T  .T * F 
  T  .F 
  F  .(E) 
  F  .id 
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Sets of items 

C : Collection of sets of LR(0) items for 
grammar G’ 

C = , closure ( , S’  .S } ) } 

repeat 

    for each set of items I in C 

        for each grammar symbol X   

            if  goto (I,X) is not empty and not in C 

       ADD goto(I,X) to C 

until no more additions to C 
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Example  
Grammar: 
 E’  E 
 E  E+T | T 
 T  T*F | F 
 F  (E) | id 
 
I0: closure(E’.E) 
 E′  .E 
 E  .E + T 
 E  .T 
 T  .T * F 
 T  .F 
 F  .(E) 
 F  .id 
 
I1: goto(I0,E) 
 E′  E. 
 E  E. + T 

I2: goto(I0,T) 
 E  T. 
 T  T. *F 
 
I3: goto(I0,F) 
 T  F. 
 

I4: goto(  I0,(  ) 
 F  (.E) 
 E  .E + T 
 E  .T 
 T  .T * F 
 T  .F 
 F  .(E) 
 F  .id 
 
I5: goto(I0,id) 
 F  id. 
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I6: goto(I1,+) 
 E  E + .T 
 T  .T * F 
 T  .F 
 F  .(E) 
 F  .id 
 
I7: goto(I2,*) 
 T  T * .F 
 F .(E) 
 F  .id 
 
I8: goto(I4,E) 
 F  (E.) 
 E  E. + T 
 
 goto(I4,T) is I2  
 goto(I4,F) is I3 

 goto(I4,( ) is I4 

 goto(I4,id) is I5 

 

I9: goto(I6,T) 
 E  E + T. 
 T  T. * F 
 
 goto(I6,F) is I3 
 goto(I6,( ) is I4 
 goto(I6,id) is I5 
 
I10: goto(I7,F) 
  T  T * F. 
 
 goto(I7,( ) is I4 

 goto(I7,id) is I5 

 
I11: goto(I8,) ) 
  F  (E). 

 
 goto(I8,+) is I6 

 goto(I9,*) is I7 
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I0 I4 I8 I11 

I2 I7 I10 

I3 

I1 I6 

I5 

I9 + 

+ 
* 

* 

( 

( 

( 

( 

id 

id 

id 

id 

) 
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I0 I4 I8 I11 

I2 I7 I10 

I3 

I1 I6 

I5 

I9 E 

E 

T 

T T 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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I0 I4 I8 I11 

I2 I7 I10 

I3 

I1 I6 

I5 

I9 E 

E 

+ 

+ 

T 

T T 

* 

* 

F 

F 

F 

F 

( 

( 

( 

( 

id 

id 

id 

id 

) 



LR(0) (?) Parse Table 

• The information is still not sufficient to 
help us resolve shift-reduce conflict. 
For example the state: 

I1: E′  E. 
          E  E. + T 

• We need some more information to 
make decisions. 
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Constructing parse table 

• First(α) for a string of terminals and non 
terminals α is 
– Set of symbols that might begin the fully 

expanded (made of only tokens) version of α 

• Follow(X) for a non terminal X is 
– set of symbols that might follow the derivation 

of X in the input stream 

first follow 

X 
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Compute first sets 

• If X is a terminal symbol then first(X) = {X} 
• If X  Є is a production then Є is in first(X) 
• If X is a non terminal and X  YlY2 … Yk is a 

production, then 
   if for some i, a is in first(Yi) 
     and Є is in all of first(Yj)  (such that j<i) 
     then a is in first(X) 
• If Є is in first (Y1) … first(Yk) then Є is in 

first(X) 
• Now generalize to a string 𝛼 of terminals 

and non-terminals 
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Example  

• For the expression grammar 

 E  T E‘                 E'  +T E' | Є   

 T  F T'       T'  * F T' | Є  

 F  ( E ) | id  

 

 First(E) = First(T) = First(F)  

                  = { (, id } 

 First(E')  

                   = {+, Є} 

 First(T')  

                   = { *, Є} 
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Compute follow sets 
 

1. Place $ in follow(S) // S is the start symbol 
2. If there is a production  A → αBβ  
    then everything in first(β) (except ε) is in 

follow(B) 
3. If there is a production A → αBβ and first(β) 

contains ε 
    then everything in follow(A) is in follow(B) 
4. If there is a production A → αB 
  then everything in follow(A) is in follow(B) 
Last two steps have to be repeated until the 
follow sets converge. 
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Example  

• For the expression grammar 

 E  T E’   

 E'  + T E' | Є   

 T  F T'   

 T'  * F T' | Є  

 F  ( E ) | id  
 

 
 follow(E) = follow(E’) = , $, ) - 
 follow(T) = follow(T’) = , $, ), + - 
 follow(F) = { $, ), +, *} 
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Construct SLR parse table 
• Construct C={I0, …, In} the collection of 

sets of LR(0) items 
• If Aα.aβ is in Ii and goto(Ii,a) = Ij  

 then action[i,a] = shift j 
• If Aα. is in Ii  

 then action[i,a] = reduce Aα for all a in 
follow(A)  

• If S'S. is in Ii then action[i,$] = accept 
• If goto(Ii,A) = Ij  

 then goto[i,A]=j for all non terminals A 
• All entries not defined are errors 
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Notes 
• This method of parsing is called SLR (Simple LR) 
• LR parsers accept LR(k) languages 

– L stands for left to right scan of input 
– R stands for rightmost derivation 
– k stands for number of lookahead token 

• SLR is the simplest of the LR parsing methods. 
SLR is too weak to handle most languages! 

• If an SLR parse table for a grammar does not 
have multiple entries in any cell then the 
grammar is unambiguous 

• All SLR grammars are unambiguous 
• Are all unambiguous grammars in SLR? 
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Practice Assignment 

Construct SLR parse table for following grammar 
 
 E  E + E | E - E | E * E | E / E | ( E ) | digit 
 
Show steps in parsing of string 
 9*5+(2+3*7) 
 
• Steps to be followed 

– Augment the grammar 
– Construct set of LR(0) items 
– Construct the parse table 
– Show states of parser as the given string is parsed 
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Example 

• Consider following grammar and its SLR parse table: 
 S’  S  
 S  L = R 
 S  R 
 L  *R 
 L  id 
 R  L 
 
I0: S’  .S 

S  .L=R 
S  .R 
L  .*R 
L  .id 
R  .L 

 

I1: goto(I0, S) 
 S’  S. 
 
I2: goto(I0, L) 
 S  L.=R 
 R  L. 
 

 Assignment (not 
to be submitted):  
Construct rest of 
the items and the 
parse table. 
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= * id $ S L R 

0 s4 s5 1 2 3 

1 acc 

2 s6,r6 r6 

3 r3 

4 s4 s5 8 7 

5 r5 r5 

6 s4 s5 8 9 

7 r4 r4 

8 r6 r6 

9 r2 

SLR parse table for the grammar 

The table has multiple entries in action[2,=]  
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• There is both a shift and a reduce entry in 
action[2,=]. Therefore state 2 has a shift-
reduce conflict on symbol “=“, However, 
the grammar is not ambiguous. 

• Parse id=id assuming reduce action is taken 
in [2,=] 
Stack  input  action 
0    id=id  shift 5 
0 id 5  =id  reduce by Lid 
0 L 2  =id  reduce by RL 
0 R 3  =id  error 
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• if shift action is taken in [2,=] 
 Stack   input  action 
 0   id=id$ shift 5 
 0 id 5  =id$  reduce by Lid 
 0 L 2  =id$  shift  6 
 0 L 2 = 6   id$  shift 5 
 0 L 2 = 6 id 5 $  reduce by Lid 
 0 L 2 = 6 L 8 $  reduce by RL 
 0 L 2 = 6 R 9 $  reduce by SL=R 
 0 S 1  $  ACCEPT  
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Problems in SLR parsing 
• No sentential form of this grammar can start with R=… 
• However, the reduce action in action[2,=] generates a 

sentential form starting with R= 
• Therefore, the reduce action is incorrect 
• In SLR parsing method state i calls for reduction on 

symbol “a”, by rule Aα if Ii contains [Aα.+ and “a” is 
in follow(A)  

• However, when state I appears on the top of the stack, 
the viable prefix βα on the stack may be such that βA 
can not be followed by symbol “a” in any right 
sentential form 

• Thus, the reduction by the rule Aα on symbol “a” is 
invalid 

• SLR parsers cannot remember the left context 
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Canonical LR Parsing 
• Carry extra information in the state so that 

wrong reductions by A  α will be ruled out 

• Redefine LR items to include a terminal 
symbol as a second component (look ahead 
symbol) 

• The general form of the item becomes [A  
α.β, a] which is called LR(1) item. 

• Item [A  α., a] calls for reduction only if 
next input is a. The set of symbols “a”s  will 
be a subset of Follow(A). 
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Closure(I) 
 
 
repeat 
 for each item [A  α.Bβ, a] in I 
  for each production B  γ in G' 
  and for each terminal b in First(βa) 
   add item [B  .γ, b] to I 
until no more additions to I 
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Example 
Consider the following grammar 
  
 S‘ S 
 S  CC 
 C  cC  | d 
 
Compute closure(I) where I=,*S’  .S, $]} 
 
 S‘ .S,  $ 
 S  .CC,  $ 
 C  .cC,  c 
 C  .cC,  d 
 C  .d,  c 
 C  .d,  d 
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Example 
Construct sets of LR(1) items for the grammar on previous slide 
 
I0: S′  .S,     $ 
  S  .CC,    $ 
  C  .cC,    c/d 
  C  .d,    c/d 
 
I1:  goto(I0,S) 
  S′  S.,     $ 
 
I2:  goto(I0,C) 
  S  C.C,     $ 
  C  .cC,    $ 
  C  .d,    $ 
 
I3:  goto(I0,c) 
  C  c.C,     c/d 
  C  .cC,    c/d 
  C  .d,    c/d 

 

I4:  goto(I0,d) 
  C  d.,      c/d 
 
I5:  goto(I2,C) 
  S  CC.,      $ 
 
I6:  goto(I2,c) 
  C  c.C,     $ 
  C  .cC,     $ 
  C  .d,     $ 
 
I7:  goto(I2,d) 
  C  d.,     $ 
 
I8:  goto(I3,C) 
  C  cC.,     c/d 
 
I9:  goto(I6,C) 
  C  cC.,     $ 
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Construction of Canonical LR 
parse table 

• Construct C={I0, …,In} the sets of LR(1) items. 
 
• If [A  α.aβ, b] is in Ii and goto(Ii, a)=Ij  

    then action[i,a]=shift j 
 

• If [A  α., a] is in Ii 

 then action[i,a] reduce A  α 
 

• If [S′  S., $] is in Ii 

 then action[i,$] = accept 
 
• If goto(Ii, A) = Ij then goto[i,A] = j for all non terminals A 
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Parse table 

State c d $ S C 

0 s3 s4 1 2 

1 acc 

2 s6 s7 5 

3 s3 s4 8 

4 r3 r3 

5 r1 

6 s6 s7 9 

7 r3 

8 r2 r2 

9 r2 
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Notes on Canonical LR Parser 

• Consider the grammar discussed in the previous two slides. The 
language specified by the grammar is c*dc*d. 

 
• When reading input cc…dcc…d the parser shifts cs into stack and 

then goes into state 4 after reading d. It then calls for reduction by 
Cd if following symbol is c or d. 

 
• IF $ follows the first d then input string is c*d which is not in the 

language; parser declares an error 
 

• On an error canonical LR parser never makes a wrong shift/reduce 
move. It immediately declares an error 

 
• Problem: Canonical LR parse table has a large number of states
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LALR Parse table 
• Look Ahead LR parsers 
 
• Consider a pair of similar looking states (same kernel and 

different lookaheads) in the set of LR(1) items 
 I4: C  d. , c/d  I7: C  d., $ 
 
• Replace I4 and I7 by a new state I47 consisting of 
 (C  d., c/d/$) 
 
• Similarly I3 & I6 and I8 & I9 form pairs 
 
• Merge LR(1) items having the same core 
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Construct LALR parse table 
• Construct C={I0,……,In} set of LR(1) items 
 
• For each core present in LR(1) items find all sets having the same 

core and replace these sets by their union 
 
• Let C' = {J0,…….,Jm} be the resulting set of items 
 
• Construct action table as was done earlier 
 
• Let J = I1 U I2…….U Ik 

 

 since I1 , I2……., Ik have same core, goto(J,X) will have he same 
core 

 
 Let K=goto(I1,X) U goto(I2,X)……goto(Ik,X) the goto(J,X)=K  
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LALR parse table … 

State c d $ S C 

0 s36 s47 1 2 

1 acc 

2 s36 s47 5 

36 s36 s47 89 

47 r3 r3 r3 

5 r1 

89 r2 r2 r2 
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Notes on LALR parse table 

• Modified parser behaves as original except that it will 
reduce Cd on inputs like ccd. The error will eventually 
be caught before any more symbols are shifted. 

 
• In general core is a set of LR(0) items and LR(1) grammar 

may produce more than one set of items with the same 
core. 

 
• Merging items never produces shift/reduce conflicts but 

may produce reduce/reduce conflicts.  
 

• SLR and LALR parse tables have same number of states. 
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Notes on LALR parse table… 
• Merging items may result into conflicts in LALR parsers 

which did not exist in LR parsers 
 

• New conflicts can not be of shift reduce kind: 
– Assume there is a shift reduce conflict in some state of LALR 

parser with items 
 {[Xα.,a],[Yγ.aβ,b]} 
– Then there must have been a state in the LR parser with the same 

core 
– Contradiction; because LR parser did not have conflicts 

 

• LALR parser can have new reduce-reduce conflicts 
– Assume states 
  {[Xα., a], [Yβ., b]} and {[Xα., b], [Yβ., a]}  
– Merging the two states produces 
  {[Xα., a/b], [Yβ., a/b]}  
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Notes on LALR parse table… 

• LALR parsers are not built by first making canonical LR parse tables 
 

• There are direct, complicated but efficient algorithms to develop LALR 
parsers 
 

• Relative power of various classes 
 

– SLR(1) ≤ LALR(1) ≤ LR(1) 
 

– SLR(k) ≤ LALR(k) ≤ LR(k) 
 

– LL(k) ≤ LR(k) 
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Error Recovery 
• An error is detected when an entry in the action table is found to be 

empty.  
 

• Panic mode error recovery can be implemented as follows:  
 

– scan down the stack until a state S with a goto on a particular 
nonterminal A is found. 
 

– discard zero or more input symbols until a symbol a is found that can 
legitimately follow A. 
 

– stack the state goto[S,A] and resume parsing. 

 
• Choice of A: Normally these are non terminals representing major 

program pieces such as an expression, statement or a block. For 
example if A is the nonterminal stmt, a might be semicolon or end.  
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Parser Generator 
• Some common parser generators 
 

–  YACC: Yet Another Compiler Compiler 
–  Bison: GNU Software 
–  ANTLR: ANother Tool for Language Recognition 

 
• Yacc/Bison source program specification (accept LALR 

grammars) 
 declaration 
 %% 
 translation rules 
 %% 
 supporting C routines 
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Yacc and Lex schema 

Lex 

Yacc y.tab.c 

C  
Compiler 

Parser 

Token  
specifications 

Grammar 
specifications 

Lex.yy.c 

C code for  
parser 

Object code 

Input 
program 

Abstract  
Syntax tree 

C code for lexical analyzer 

Refer to YACC Manual 
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Bottom up parsing … 
• A more powerful parsing technique 
 
• LR grammars – more expensive than LL 
 
• Can handle left recursive grammars 

 
• Can handle virtually all the programming languages 

 
• Natural expression of programming language syntax 

 
• Automatic generation of parsers (Yacc, Bison etc.) 

 
• Detects errors as soon as possible 

 
• Allows better error recovery  



Principles of Compiler Design
Intermediate Representation

Compiler

Front End

Lexical 
Analysis

Syntax 
Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

(Language specific)

Token
stream

Abstract
Syntax
tree Intermediate

Code

Source
Program

Target
Program

Back End

1



Intermediate Code Generation

• Code generation is a mapping from source level 
abstractions to target machine abstractions

• Abstraction at the source level
identifiers, operators, expressions, statements, 
conditionals, iteration, functions (user defined, system 
defined or libraries)

• Abstraction at the target level
memory locations, registers, stack, opcodes, addressing 
modes, system libraries, interface to the operating 
systems

2



Intermediate Code Generation ...

• Front end translates a source program into an intermediate 
representation

• Back end generates target code from intermediate representation

• Benefits
– Retargeting is possible
– Machine independent code optimization is possible

3

Front 
end

Intermediate
Code

generator

Machine 
Code

generator



Three address code

• Assignment

– x = y op z

– x = op y

– x = y

• Jump

– goto L

– if x relop y goto L

• Indexed assignment

– x = y[i]

– x[i] = y

• Function

– param x

– call p,n

– return y

• Pointer

– x = &y

– x = *y

– *x = y

4



Syntax directed translation of
expression into 3-address code

• Two attributes
• E.place, a name that will hold the 

value of E, and
• E.code, the sequence of three-address 

statements evaluating E.
• A function gen(…) to produce 

sequence of three address statements
– The statements themselves are kept in some 

data structure, e.g. list
– SDD operations described using pseudo code

5



Syntax directed translation of
expression into 3-address code

S → id := E

S.code := E.code ||

gen(id.place:= E.place)

E → E1 + E2

E.place:= newtmp

E.code:= E1.code || E2.code ||

gen(E.place := E1.place + E2.place)

E → E1 * E2

E.place:= newtmp

E.code := E1.code || E2.code ||

gen(E.place := E1.place * E2.place)

6



Syntax directed translation of
expression …

E → -E1

E.place := newtmp
E.code := E1.code ||

gen(E.place := - E1.place)
E → (E1)

E.place := E1.place
E.code := E1.code

E → id 
E.place := id.place
E.code := ‘ ‘

7



Example

For a = b * -c + b * -c 

following code is generated 

t1 = -c

t2 = b * t1

t3 = -c

t4 = b * t3

t5 = t2 + t4

a = t5 

8



Flow of Control 

S → while E do S1

Desired Translation is

S. begin : 

E.code

if E.place = 0 goto S.after

S1.code

goto S.begin

S.after :

9

S.begin := newlabel

S.after := newlabel

S.code := gen(S.begin:) ||
E.code ||
gen(if E.place = 0 goto S.after) ||
S1.code ||
gen(goto S.begin) ||
gen(S.after:)



Flow of Control …

S → if E then S1 else S2

E.code

if E.place = 0 goto S.else

S1.code

goto S.after

S.else:

S2.code

S.after:

10

S.else := newlabel

S.after := newlabel

S.code = E.code ||

gen(if E.place = 0 goto S.else) ||
S1.code ||
gen(goto S.after) ||
gen(S.else :) ||
S2.code ||
gen(S.after :)



Declarations

P → D

D → D ; D

D → id : T 

T → integer

T → real 

11



Declarations
For each name create symbol table entry with information 
like type and relative address

P → {offset=0} D

D → D ; D

D → id : T 
enter(id.name, T.type, offset);
offset = offset + T.width

T → integer 
T.type = integer; T.width = 4

T → real
T.type = real; T.width = 8

12



Declarations
For each name create symbol table entry with information 
like type and relative address

P → {offset=0} D

D → D ; D

D → id : T 
enter(id.name, T.type, offset);
offset = offset + T.width

T → integer 
T.type = integer; T.width = 4

T → real
T.type = real; T.width = 8

13



Declarations …

T → array [ num ] of T1

T.type = array(num.val, T1.type)

T.width = num.val x T1.width

T → ↑T1 

T.type = pointer(T1.type)

T.width = 4

14



Keeping track of local information

• when a nested procedure is seen, processing of 
declaration in enclosing procedure is temporarily 
suspended

• assume following language
P → D
D → D ;D | id : T | proc id ;D ; S

• a new symbol table is created when procedure 
declaration
D → proc id ; D1 ; S is seen

• entries for D1 are created in the new symbol table

• the name represented by id is local to the enclosing 
procedure

15



Example
program sort;

var a : array[1..n] of integer;
x : integer;

procedure readarray;
var i : integer;

……
procedure exchange(i,j:integers);

……
procedure quicksort(m,n : integer);

var k,v : integer;
function partition(x,y:integer):integer;

var i,j: integer;
……

……
begin{main}

……
end.

16
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nil header

a

x

readarray

exchange

quicksort

readarray exchange quicksort

header

header

headerheader

i k

v

i

j

partition

to readarray

to exchange

partition

sort



Creating symbol table: Interface
• mktable (previous)

create a new symbol table and return a pointer to the 
new table. The argument previous points to the 
enclosing procedure

• enter (table, name, type, offset)
creates a new entry

• addwidth (table, width)
records cumulative width of all the entries in a table

• enterproc (table, name, newtable)
creates a new entry for procedure name. newtable
points to the symbol table of the new procedure

• Maintain two stacks: (1) symbol tables and (2) offsets
• Standard stack operations: push, pop, top

18



Creating symbol table …
D → proc id;

{t = mktable(top(tblptr));

push(t, tblptr); push(0, offset)}

D1; S

{t = top(tblptr);

addwidth(t, top(offset));

pop(tblptr); pop(offset);

enterproc(top(tblptr), id.name, t)}

D → id: T

{enter(top(tblptr), id.name, T.type, top(offset));

top(offset) = top (offset) + T.width}

19



Creating symbol table …

P →

{t=mktable(nil);

push(t,tblptr);

push(0,offset)}

D 

{addwidth(top(tblptr),top(offset));

pop(tblptr); // save it somewhere!

pop(offset)}

D →  D ; D

20



Field names in records

T → record

{t = mktable(nil);

push(t, tblptr); push(0, offset)}

D end

{T.type = record(top(tblptr));

T.width = top(offset);

pop(tblptr); pop(offset)}

21



Names in the Symbol table

S → id := E
{p = lookup(id.place);
if p <> nil then emit(p := E.place)

else error}

E →  id
{p = lookup(id.name);
if p <> nil then E.place = p

else error}

22

emit is like gen, but 
instead of returning
code, it generates 
code as a side effect 
in a list of three 
address instructions.



Type conversion within assignments

E → E1+ E2

E.place= newtmp;
if E1.type = integer and E2.type = integer

then emit(E.place ':=' E1.place 'int+' E2.place);
E.type = integer;
…
similar code if both E1.type and E2.type are real
…
else if E1.type = int and E2.type = real

then
u = newtmp;
emit(u ':=' inttoreal E1.place);
emit(E.place ':=' u 'real+' E2.place);
E.type = real;

…
similar code if E1.type is real and E2.type is integer

26



Example

real x, y;

int i, j;

x = y + i * j

generates code

t1 = i int* j

t2 = inttoreal t1

t3 = y real+ t2

x = t3

27



Boolean Expressions

• compute logical values
• change the flow of control
• boolean operators are: and or not

E → E or E
|   E and E
|   not E
|   (E)
|   id relop id
|   true
|   false

28



Methods of translation

• Evaluate similar to arithmetic expressions
– Normally use 1 for true and 0 for false

• implement by flow of control
– given expression E1 or E2

if E1 evaluates to true 

then E1 or E2 evaluates to true 

without evaluating E2

29



Numerical representation

• a or b and not c

t1 = not c
t2 = b and t1

t3 = a or t2

• relational expression a < b is equivalent to
if a < b then 1 else 0

1. if a < b goto 4.
2. t = 0
3. goto 5
4. t = 1
5.

30



Syntax directed translation of 
boolean expressions

E → E1 or E2

E.place := newtmp
emit(E.place ':=' E1.place 'or' E2.place)

E → E1 and E2

E.place:= newtmp
emit(E.place ':=' E1.place 'and' E2.place)

E → not E1

E.place := newtmp
emit(E.place ':=' 'not' E1.place)

E → (E1) E.place = E1.place

31



Syntax directed translation of 
boolean expressions

E → id1 relop id2 
E.place := newtmp
emit(if id1.place relop id2.place goto nextstat+3)
emit(E.place = 0)
emit(goto nextstat+2)
emit(E.place = 1)

E → true 
E.place := newtmp
emit(E.place = '1')

E → false 
E.place := newtmp
emit(E.place = '0')

32

“nextstat” is a global 
variable; a pointer to 
the statement to be 
emitted. emit also 
updates the nextstat
as a side-effect.



Example: 
Code for a < b or c < d and e < f

100: if a < b goto 103

101: tl = 0

102: goto 104

103: tl = 1

104: 

if c < d goto 107

105: t2 = 0

106: goto 108

107: t2 = 1

108:

33

if e < f goto 111

109: t3 = 0

110: goto 112

111: t3 = 1

112: 

t4 = t2 and t3

113: t5 = tl or t4



Short Circuit Evaluation of boolean 
expressions

• Translate boolean expressions without:

– generating code for boolean operators

– evaluating the entire expression

• Flow of control statements

S → if E then S1

|  if E then S1 else S2

|  while E do S1

34

Each Boolean 
expression E has two 
attributes, true and 
false. These 
attributes hold the 
label of the target
stmt to jump to.



Control flow translation of
boolean expression

if E is of the form: a < b 

then code is of the form: if a < b goto E.true

goto E.false

E → id1 relop id2

E.code = gen( if id1 relop id2 goto E.true) ||

gen(goto E.false)

E → true E.code = gen(goto E.true)

E → false E.code = gen(goto E.false)
35



S → if E then S1

E.true = newlabel

E.false = S.next

S1.next = S.next

S.code = E.code || 

gen(E.true ':') || 

S1.code
36

E.true

E.true
E.false

E.false

E.code

S1.code



S → if E then S1 else S2

E.true = newlabel

E.false = newlabel

S1.next = S.next

S2.next = S.next

S.code = E.code || 

gen(E.true ':') || 

S1.code ||

gen(goto S.next) || 

gen(E.false ':') || 

S2.code

37

S2.code

E.true

E.true
E.false

E.false

S.next

E.code

S1.code

goto S.next



S → while E do S1 

S.begin = newlabel
E.true = newlabel
E.false = S.next
S1.next = S.begin
S.code = gen(S.begin ':') || 

E.code ||
gen(E.true ':') || 
S1.code ||
gen(goto S.begin)

38

E.true

E.true
E.false

E.false

S.begin
E.code

S1.code

goto S.begin



Control flow translation of
boolean expression

E → E1 or E2

E1.true := E.true
E1.false := newlabel
E2.true := E.true
E2.false := E.false
E.code := E1.code || gen(E1.false) || E2.code

E → E1 and E2

E1.true := newlabel
E1 false := E.false
E2.true := E.true
E2 false := E.false
E.code := E1.code || gen(E1.true) || E2.code

39



Control flow translation of
boolean expression …

E → not E1 E1.true := E.false

E1.false := E.true

E.code := E1.code

E → (E1)  E1.true := E.true

E1.false := E.false

E.code := E1.code

40



Example
Code for     a < b or c < d and e < f

if a < b goto Ltrue
goto L1

L1: if c < d goto L2
goto Lfalse

L2: if e < f goto Ltrue
goto Lfalse

Ltrue:
Lfalse: 

41



Example …
Code for while a < b do

if c<d then x=y+z
else        x=y-z

L1: if a < b goto L2
goto Lnext

L2: if c < d goto L3
goto L4

L3: t1 = Y + Z
X= t1

goto L1
L4: t1 = Y - Z

X= t1

goto L1
Lnext:

42



Case Statement
• switch expression

begin
case value: statement
case value: statement
….
case value: statement
default: statement

end

• evaluate the expression
• find which value in the list of cases is the same as 

the value of the expression. 
– Default value matches the expression if none of the 

values explicitly mentioned in the cases matches the 
expression

• execute the statement associated with the value 
found

43



Translation
code to evaluate E into t
if t <> V1 goto L1
code for S1
goto next

L1 if t <> V2 goto L2
code for S2
goto next

L2:      ……
Ln-2 if t <> Vn-l goto Ln-l

code for Sn-l
goto next

Ln-1: code for Sn 
next:

44

code to evaluate E into t

goto test

L1: code for S1

goto next

L2: code for S2

goto next

……

Ln: code for Sn

goto next

test: if t = V1 goto L1

if t = V2 goto L2

….

if t = Vn-1 goto Ln-1

goto Ln

next:

Efficient for n-way branch



BackPatching
• way to implement boolean expressions and 

flow of control statements in one pass
• code is generated as quadruples into an 

array
• labels are indices into this array
• makelist(i): create a newlist containing only 

i, return a pointer to the list.
• merge(p1,p2): merge lists pointed to by p1 

and p2 and return a pointer to the 
concatenated list

• backpatch(p,i): insert i as the target label for 
the statements in the list pointed to by p

45



Boolean Expressions
E → E1 or E2

| E1 and       E2

| not E1

| (E1)
| id1 relop id2

| true
| false

• Insert a marker non terminal M into the grammar 
to pick up index of next quadruple.

• attributes truelist and falselist are used to 
generate jump code for boolean expressions

• incomplete jumps are placed on lists pointed to 
by E.truelist and E.falselist 46

M

M

M → Є



Boolean expressions …
• Consider E → E1 and M E2

– if E1 is false then E is also false so 
statements in E1.falselist become 
part of E.falselist

– if E1 is true then E2 must be tested 
so target of E1.truelist is  beginning 
of E2

– target is obtained by marker M
– attribute M.quad records the 

number of the first statement of 
E2.code

47



E → E1 or M E2

backpatch(E1.falselist, M.quad)
E.truelist = merge(E1.truelist, E2.truelist)
E.falselist = E2.falselist

E → E1 and M E2

backpatch(E1.truelist, M.quad)
E.truelist = E2.truelist
E.falselist = merge(E1.falselist, E2.falselist)

E → not E1

E.truelist = E1 falselist
E.falselist = E1.truelist

E → ( E1 )
E.truelist = E1.truelist
E.falselist = E1.falselist

48



E → id1 relop id2

E.truelist = makelist(nextquad)
E.falselist = makelist(nextquad+ 1)
emit(if id1 relop id2 goto --- )
emit(goto ---)

E → true 
E.truelist = makelist(nextquad)
emit(goto ---)

E → false 
E.falselist = makelist(nextquad)
emit(goto ---)

M →  Є
M.quad = nextquad

49



Generate code for 
a < b or c < d and e < f

50

E.t={100,104}

E.f={103,105}

E.t={100}

E.f={101}
E.t={104}

E.f={103,105}
or M.q=102

Є

E.t={102}

E.f={103}

and M.q=104 E.t ={104}

E.f={105}

c d<

a < b

Є

e < f

Initialize nextquad to 100
100: if a < b goto -
101: goto -
102: if c < d goto -
103: goto -
104: if e < f goto -
105 goto –

backpatch(102,104)

104

backpatch(101,102)

102



Flow of Control Statements
S  if E then S1

| if E then S1 else S2

| while E do S1

| begin L end

| A

L  L ; S

|  S

S : Statement

A : Assignment

L : Statement list

51



Scheme to implement translation

• E has attributes truelist and falselist
• L and S have a list of unfilled quadruples to 

be filled by backpatching
• S  while E do S1

requires labels S.begin and E.true
– markers M1 and M2 record these labels

S  while M1 E do M2 S1
– when while. .. is reduced to S 

backpatch S1.nextlist to make target of all the 
statements to M1.quad

– E.truelist is backpatched to go to the beginning 
of S1 (M2.quad)

52



Scheme to implement translation …

S  if E then M S1

backpatch(E.truelist, M.quad)
S.nextlist = merge(E.falselist, 

S1.nextlist)
S  if E them M1 S1 N else M2 S2

backpatch(E.truelist, M1.quad)
backpatch(E.falselist, M2.quad )
S.next = merge(S1.nextlist, 

N.nextlist, 
S2.nextlist)
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Scheme to implement translation …

S  while M1 E do M2 S1

backpatch(S1.nextlist, M1.quad)
backpatch(E.truelist, M2.quad)
S.nextlist = E.falselist
emit(goto M1.quad)

54



Scheme to implement translation …

S  begin L end S.nextlist = L.nextlist

S  A S.nextlist = makelist()

L  L1 ; M S backpatch(L1.nextlist,

M.quad)

L.nextlist = S.nextlist

L  S L.nextlist = S.nextlist

N  N.nextlist = makelist(nextquad)

emit(goto ---)

M  M.quad = nextquad
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Non recursive predictive parsing 
Predictive parsing can also be accomplished using a predictive parsing 

table and a stack. 

It is sometimes called non-recursive predictive parsing. 

 

 
 

Idea: We construct a table M[X, token] which indicates which production to use 

if the top of the stack is a non-terminal X and the current token is equal 

to token; in that case we pop X from the stack and  

We push all the RHS symbols of the production M[X, token] in reverse order.  

We use a special symbol $ to denote the end of file. Let S be the start symbol.  

 

Construction of a predictive parsing table.  

Input. Grammar G.  

Output, Parsing table M.  

1. For each production A ->a of the grammar, do steps 2 and 3. 2. 

2.  For each terminal a in FIRST (α), add A->α to M[A,a].  

3.  If ε is in FlRST(α), add A->α to M[A, b ] for each terminal b in 

FOLLOW(A), If ε is in FIRST(α) and $ is in FOLLOW(A), add A ->α to 

M[A,α] 

   4. Make each undefined entry of M be error. 
 

For construction of parsing table, the rows are non-terminals and the columns are the 

terminals of the expression grammar. Each table cell contains one production. 

 

 

 



For example, the parsing table of the grammar G1 is: 

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E       

E’       

T       

T’       

F       

Now, the output of First and Follow of this expression grammar, we can easily 

construct the parsing table. 

 

First (E) = { id,’(‘}.  By rule 2, 

So fill up the corresponding cell with their productions. 

 

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E E -> TE’   E -> TE’   

E’       

T       

T’       

F       
 

FIRST(E') = {+,ε} 

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E E -> TE’   E -> TE’   

E’  E’->+TE’     

T       

T’       

F       

By using rule 3, First(E’) = { ε}, so add the production E’-> ε in Follow(E’) = {‘)’, $}.  

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E E -> TE’   E -> TE’   

E’  E’->+TE’   E’-> ε E’-> ε 

T       

T’       

F       



 

FIRST(T) = {'(',id} 

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E E -> TE’   E -> TE’   

E’  E’->+TE’   E’-> ε E’-> ε 

T T->FT’   T->FT’   

T’       

F       

FIRST(T') = {*,ε} 

By using rule 3, First(T’) = { ε}, so add the production T’-> ε in Follow(T’) = {+,‘)’, $}.  

FIRST(F) = {'(',id} 

 Id + * ( ) $ 

E E -> TE’   E -> TE’   

E’  E’->+TE’   E’-> ε E’-> ε 

T T->FT’   T->FT’   

T’  T’-> ε T’->*FT’  T’-> ε T’-> ε 

F F->id   F->(E)   

Parsing Table for grammar G2: 

  ( ) a , $ 

G G -> S $   G -> S $     

S S -> ( L )   
S -> a 

 
    

L 
L -> S L' 

 
  

L -> S L' 

 
    

L'   
L' ->ε 

 
  

L' ->, S L' 

 
  

 

Non-recursive predictive parsing.  

Input. A string w and a parsing table M for grammar G.  

Output. If w is in L (G), a leftmost derivation of w; otherwise, an error indication.  

Method. Initially, the parser is in a configuration in which it has $S on the stack with S, 

the start symbol of G on top, and w$ in the input buffer. The program that utilizes the 

prdiclive parsing table M to produce a parse for the input. 

set ip to point lo the first symbol of wS;  



repeat  

let X be the top stack symbol and a the symbol pointed to by ip;  

if X is a terminal or $ then 

 if X = a then pop X from the stack and advance ip  

else error() 

else //X is a non-terminal 

else if M[X, a] =  X –> Y1, Y2 . . - Yk then 

pop X from the stack;  

push Y1, Y2 . . - Yk, onto the stack, with Yi, on top;  

output the production X –> Y1, Y2 . . - Yk  

end 

 else error ()  

until X = $                /* stack is empty */ 

 

With input id + id*id: id the predictive parser makes the sequence of moves. 

 
Stack             Input          Action 

-------           -------         -------- 

$E                id+id*id$ 

$E'T              id+id*id$       rule used: E -> TE' 

$E'T'F            id+id*id$       rule used: T -> FT' 

$E'T'id           id+id*id$       rule used: F -> id 

$E'T'               +id*id$       match id 

$E'                 +id*id$       rule used: T'-> ε 

$E'T+               +id*id$       rule used: E'-> +TE' 

$E'T                 id*id$       match '+' 

$E'T'F               id*id$       rule used: T'-> FT' 

$E'T'id              id*id$       rule used: F -> id 

$E'T'                  *id$       match id 

$E'T'F*                *id$       rule used: T'-> *FT' 

$E'T'F                  id$       match `*' 

$E'T'id                 id$       rule used: F -> id 

$E'T'                     $       match `id' 

$E'                       $       rule used: T' -> ε 

$                         $       rule used: E'-> ε 

                                  SUCCESS! 

 



Principles of Compiler Design
Code Generation

1

Compiler

Front End

Lexical 
Analysis

Syntax 
Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

(Language specific)

Token
stream

Abstract
Syntax
tree

Source
Program

Target
Program

Back End

Code
Generation

Intermediate
Code



Code generation and Instruction 
Selection

Requirements
• output code must be correct
• output code must be of high quality
• code generator should run efficiently

2

Symbol
table

input outputFront
end

Intermediate
Code generator

Code
generator



Design of code generator: Issues
• Input: Intermediate representation with symbol 

table
– assume that input has been validated by the front end

• Target programs :
– absolute machine language 

fast for small programs
– relocatable machine code 

requires linker and loader
– assembly code 

requires assembler, linker, and loader

3



More Issues… 
• Instruction selection

– Uniformity
– Completeness
– Instruction speed, power consumption

• Register allocation
– Instructions with register operands are 

faster
– store long life time and counters in registers
– temporary locations
– Even odd register pairs

• Evaluation order
4



Instruction Selection
• straight forward code if efficiency is not an issue

a=b+c Mov b, R0
d=a+e Add c, R0

Mov R0, a
Mov a, R0 can be eliminated
Add e, R0
Mov R0, d

a=a+1 Mov a, R0 Inc a
Add #1, R0
Mov R0, a

5



Example Target Machine
• Byte addressable with 4 bytes per word
• n registers R0, R1, ..., Rn-l
• Two address instructions of the form 

opcode source, destination
• Usual opcodes like move, add, sub etc.
• Addressing modes

MODE FORM ADDRESS
Absolute M M
register R R
index c(R)         c+content(R)
indirect register *R content(R)
indirect index     *c(R)       content(c+content(R))
literal            #c            c

6



Flow Graph

• Graph representation of three address 
code

• Useful for understanding code generation 
(and for optimization)

• Nodes represent computation
• Edges represent flow of control 

7



Basic blocks
• (maximum) sequence of consecutive 

statements in which flow of control enters at 
the beginning and leaves at the end

Algorithm to identify basic blocks
• determine leader

– first statement is a leader
– any target of a goto statement is a leader
– any statement that follows a goto statement is a 

leader
• for each leader its basic block consists of the 

leader and all statements up to next leader8



Flow graphs
• add control flow information to basic 

blocks
• nodes are the basic blocks
• there is a directed edge from B1 to B2 if B2

can follow B1 in some execution sequence
– there is a jump from the last statement of B1

to the first statement of B2
– B2 follows B1 in natural order of execution 

• initial node: block with first statement as 
leader

9



Next use information
• for register and temporary allocation
• remove variables from registers if not 

used
• statement X = Y op Z

defines X and uses Y and Z
• scan each basic blocks backwards
• assume all temporaries are dead on 

exit and all user variables are live on 
exit

10



Computing next use information

Suppose we are scanning 
i : X := Y op Z
in backward scan

1. attach to statement i, information in symbol 
table about X, Y, Z

2. set X to “not live” and “no next use” in symbol 
table

3. set Y and Z to be “live” and next use as i in 
symbol table

11



Example

1: t1 = a * a
2: t2 = a * b
3: t3 = 2 * t2
4: t4 = t1 + t3
5: t5 = b * b
6: t6 = t4 + t5
7: X = t6

12



Example

7: no temporary is live
6: t6:use(7), t4 t5 not live
5: t5:use(6)
4: t4:use(6), t1 t3 not live
3: t3:use(4), t2 not live
2: t2:use(3)
1: t1:use(4)

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

13

Symbol Table

dead

dead

dead

dead

dead

dead

Use in 7

Use in 6

Use in 6

Use in 4

Use in 4

Use in 3

STATEMENT 
1: t1 = a * a
2: t2 = a * b
3: t3 = 2 * t2
4: t4 = t1 + t3
5: t5 = b * b
6: t6 = t4 + t5
7: X = t6



Example …

1: t1 = a * a
2: t2 = a * b
3: t2 = 2 * t2

4: t1 = t1 + t2

5: t2 = b * b
6: t1 = t1 + t2

7: X = t1

14

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

t1 t2

t3

t4
t5

t6

STATEMENT 
1: t1 = a * a
2: t2 = a * b
3: t3 = 2 * t2
4: t4 = t1 + t3
5: t5 = b * b
6: t6 = t4 + t5
7: X = t6



Code Generator

• consider each statement
• remember if operands are in registers
• Register descriptor

– Keep track of what is currently in each register.
– Initially all the registers are empty

• Address descriptor
– Keep track of location where current value of 

the name can be found at runtime 
– The location might be a register, stack, 

memory address or a set of those
15



Code Generation Algorithm
for each X = Y op Z do

• invoke a function getreg to 
determine location L where X must 
be stored. Usually L is a register.

• Consult address descriptor of Y to 
determine Y'. Prefer a register for Y'. 
If value of Y not already in L generate

Mov Y', L

16



Code Generation Algorithm
• Generate 

op Z', L
Again prefer a register for Z. Update 
address descriptor of X to indicate X is in L.

• If L is a register, update its descriptor to 
indicate that it contains X and remove X 
from all other  register descriptors.

• If current value of Y and/or Z have no next 
use and are dead on exit from block and 
are in registers, change register descriptor 
to indicate that they no longer contain Y 
and/or Z.

17



Function getreg
1. If Y is in register (that holds no other values) 

and Y is not live and has no next use after
X = Y op Z

then return register of Y for L.
2. Failing (1) return an empty register
3. Failing (2) if X has a next use in the block or 

op requires register then get a register R, 
store its content into M (by Mov R, M) and 
use it.

4. else select memory location X as L
18



Example
Stmt code reg desc addr desc
t1=a-b mov a,R0

sub b,R0 R0 contains t1 t1 in R0

t2=a-c mov a,R1 R0 contains t1 t1 in R0

sub c,R1 R1 contains t2 t2 in R1

t3=t1+t2 add R1,R0 R0 contains t3 t3 in R0

R1 contains t2 t2 in R1

d=t3+t2 add R1,R0 R0 contains d d in R0

mov R0,d d in R0 and
memory

19

t1=a-b
t2=a-c
t3=t1+t2
d=t3+t2



DAG representation of basic blocks
• useful data structures for implementing 

transformations on basic blocks
• gives a picture of how value computed by a 

statement is used in subsequent statements
• good way of determining common sub-

expressions
• A dag for a basic block has following labels on the 

nodes
– leaves are labeled by unique identifiers, either variable 

names or constants
– interior nodes are labeled by an operator symbol
– nodes are also optionally given a sequence of 

identifiers for labels
20



DAG representation: example
1. t1 := 4 * i
2. t2 := a[t1]
3. t3 := 4 * i
4. t4 := b[t3]
5. t5 := t2 * t4
6. t6 := prod + t5
7. prod := t6
8. t7 := i + 1
9. i := t7
10. if i <= 20 goto (1)

21
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Code Generation from DAG
S1 = 4 * i
S2 = addr(A)-4
S3 = S2[S1]
S4 = 4 * i
S5 = addr(B)-4
S6 = S5[S4]
S7 = S3 * S6
S8 = prod+S7
prod = S8
S9 = I+1
I = S9
If I <= 20 goto (1)

22

S1 = 4 * i
S2 = addr(A)-4
S3 = S2[S1]

S5 = addr(B)-4
S6 = S5[S4]
S7 = S3 * S6

prod = prod + S7

I = I + 1
If I <= 20 goto (1)



Rearranging order of the code
• Consider 

following basic 
block

t1 = a + b
t2 = c + d
t3 = e –t2
X = t1 –t3

and its DAG
23
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Rearranging order …
Three adress code for 
the DAG (assuming 
only two registers are 
available)

MOV  a, R0
ADD  b,  R0
MOV  c,  R1
ADD  d,  R1
MOV  R0, t1
MOV  e,  R0
SUB  R1, R0
MOV  t1, R1
SUB  R0, R1
MOV R1, X

24

Rearranging the code as
t2 = c + d
t3 = e –t2

t1 = a + b
X = t1 –t3

gives
MOV  c, R0
ADD  d,  R0
MOV  e,  R1
SUB  R0, R1
MOV  a, R0
ADD  b,  R0
SUB  R1, R0
MOV R1, X

Register spilling

Register reloading
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Unit I - Introduction to Software 

Engineering  



Software Engineering  

 Software is more than just a program code. It is a 

collection of executable programming code, associated 

libraries and documentation. When software made for 

a specific requirement is called software product.  

 

  Engineering – Its all about developing products, well 

defined, scientific principles and method. 

 

 IEEE defines, The application of a systematic, 

disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, 

operation and maintenance of software.  



The PRODUCT - What is it?  

 Computer software is the product that software 

engineers design and build.  

 

 It encompasses programs that execute within a 

computer of any size and architecture, documents that 

encompass hard-copy and virtual forms, and data that 

combine numbers and text but also includes 

representations of pictorial, video, and audio 

information. 



The PRODUCT - Who does it?  

 Software engineers build it, and virtually everyone in 

the industrialized world uses it either directly or 

indirectly. 



The PRODUCT - Why is it important? 

 Because it affects nearly every aspect of our lives and 

has become pervasive in our commerce, our culture, 

and our everyday activities. 



The PRODUCT - What is the work product?  

 From the point of view of a software engineer, the 

work product is the programs, documents, and data 

that are computer software.  

 

 From the user’s viewpoint, the work product is the 

resultant information that somehow makes the user’s 

world better. 



The PRODUCT - What are the steps? 

 You build computer software like you build any 

successful product, by applying a process that leads to 

a high-quality result that meets the needs of the people 

who will use the product.  

 

 You apply a software engineering approach. 



The Evolving Role of Software  

 Software plays on a dual role. It is a product , at the 

same time it is a  vehicle for delivering a product. 

 

Product : Software for particular application. 

Vehicle: Access the product via Operating system. 

 

Ex: MS Office product accessed via operating system. 

 

 For the past 50 years, dramatic changes in hardware, 

software, computing architecture, variety of input and 

output devices, memory and storage capacity. 

 

 



The Evolving Role of Software  

 Computer and Software impacts on our culture. 

 

 New industrial revolution, advent of micro electronics 

parts, transformation from industrial society to 

information society, Information and knowledge, By 

using the software interchange the knowledge 

throughout the world. 

 

 The Early years 1950-1965 ( Batch orientation, 

Limited distribution, Custom Software) 

 

 The Second Era  1966-1975 (Multi user, Real time, 

Database, Product software) 



The Evolving Role of Software  

 The Third Era 1976-1985 (Distributed System, 

Embedded Intelligence, Low Cost hardware) 

 

 The Fourth Era 1986-2000 (Powerful desktop systems, 

Object Oriented Technologies, Expert Systems, 

Artificial Neural Network, Parallel Computing and 

Network of Computers) 



Software 

Software is  

(1) instructions (computer programs) that when executed 

provide desired function and performance, 

 

(2) data structures that enable the programs to adequately 

manipulate information, and  

 

(3) documents that describe the operation and use of the 

programs.   



Characteristics of Software  

 Software is a logical rather than a physical system 

element.  

 

 Therefore, software has characteristics that are 

considerably different than those of hardware: 

 

1. Software is developed or engineered, it is not 

manufactured in the classical sense. 



Characteristics of Software  

2. Software doesn't "wear out." (Fig: 1.1 and 1.2) . 

Bathtub curve indicates that initially high failure rate, 

after the correction of defects, it maintain the steady state 

. After few years, hardware begin to wear out.  

High to low failure rate - steady  Low to high failure 



Characteristics of Software  

2. Software doesn't "wear out." (Fig: 1.1 and 1.2)  
 
 

3. Although the industry is moving toward component-

based assembly, most software continues to be custom 

built. (S/w should be reusable) 



Difference between Software and Hardware  

S. No Software Hardware 

1. It is a logical Unit It is a Physical Unit 

2. It is engineered or 

developed 

It is manufactured 

3. It does not wear out It may be wear out 

4. Custom built 

software. i.e., the 

software can be 

reused. 

Component based 

assemble. Hardware 

component difficult 

reuse. 



Changing Nature of Software – Software Application  

 The following categories of software continuing  

challenges for software engineers. 

 

 System software: It is a collection of programs 

written to service other program.  (Ex: Compilers, 

editors and file management utility software and 

operating system) 

 

 Application Software: It consists of standalone 

programs that solve a specific business need. (Ex: 

Data processing application, point of sale transaction ) 

 

 



Changing Nature of Software – Software Application  

 Engineering and scientific software: it is 

characterized by number crunching algorithm (Large 

number of mathematical calculation, Ex: astrology to 

volcanology, CAD, System Simulation) 

 

 Embedded software:  Embedded software resides 

within a product or system  and is used to implement 

and control feature and functions for the end-user and 

for the system itself. (Ex: Keypad control for 

microwave oven, washing machine ) 

 

 



Changing Nature of Software – Software Application  

 Product line software: Designed to provide specific 

capability for used by many  different customers. 

(Word processing and spread sheet, multimedia) 

 

 Web-Application: A set of linked hypertext files that 

present information using text and limited graphics. 

(Ex: Web Based Business Application software, such 

as WWW projects) 

 

 Artificial intelligence software: AI software makes 

use of non numeric algorithms to solve complex 

problem. (Robotics, Expert system, pattern recognition 

(voice or image)) 



Legacy Software  

 The older programs are known as legacy software.  

 

 The existing old software (legacy) can be modified or 

entirely to be creation of new software when the 

performance of legacy software is poor. 



Legacy Software   

The Legacy system often evolved for one or more of the 

following reason: 

 

 The software must be adapted to meet the needs of 

new computing environment or technology. 

 

 The software must be enhanced to implement new 

business requirements. 

 

 The software must be extended to make it 

interoperable with other modern system or database. 

 

 The software must be re-architected to make it viable 

within network environment. 



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 Prescriptive process models define a distinct set of 

activities, actions, tasks, milestones, and work 

products that are required to engineer high quality 

software.  

 

 These process models are not perfect, but they do 

provide a useful roadmap for software engineering 

work.  

  

 Prescriptive process models are sometimes referred to 

as ―traditional‖ process model or rigorous process 

model.  



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 All software process models can accommodate the 

generic framework activities. It contains: 

  

  

The definition phase: software project planning and 

requirement analysis. 

 

The development phase: Design, Coding and Testing. 

 

The support phase: Error correction and  adaptation as 

per customer requirements.  



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 The definition phase (software project Planning and 

requirement Analysis) focuses on what. 

 

 That is, during definition, the software engineer 

attempts to identify what information is to be 

processed, what function and performance are desired, 

what system behavior can be expected, what interfaces 

are to be established, what design constraints exist, 

and what validation criteria are required to define a 

successful system. 



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 The development phase ( Design, Coding and Testing) 

focuses on how.  

 

 That is, during development a software engineer 

attempts to define how data are to be structured, how 

function is to be implemented within a software 

architecture, how procedural details are to be 

implemented, how interfaces are to be characterized, 

how the design will be translated into a programming 

language (or nonprocedural language), and how 

testing will be performed. 



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 The support phase focuses on change associated with 

error correction, adaptations required as the software's 

environment evolves, and changes due to 

enhancements brought about by hanging customer 

requirements. 



SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS   

 Four types of change are encountered during the 

support phase: They are 

   

 Correction (uncover defects in the software)  

 Adaptation (the original environment (e.g., CPU, 

operating system, business rules, external product 

characteristics)),  

 Enhancement (the customer/user will recognize 

additional functions that will provide benefit.), 

  Prevention (preventive maintenance makes 

changes to computer programs so that they can be 

more easily corrected, adapted, and enhanced.) 



Software Development Process Model 

Waterfall Model 

Increment Process Model 

 Increment Model 

 RAD Model 

Evolutionary software process Model 

 Prototyping 

 Spiral 

 Concurrent Development Model 

Specialized Process Model 

 Component based Development Model 

 Formal Methods Model 



THE WATERFALL MODEL   

 The water fall model is well suited when the initial 

software requirements are reasonably well understood 

– when work flows from communication through 

deployment in a reasonably linear fashion.  

 

 



THE WATERFALL MODEL   

 The waterfall model, sometimes called the classic life 

cycle model, suggests a systematic, sequential 

approach to software development that begins with 

customer specifications of   requirements and 

progress through planning, modeling, construction, 

and deployment, culminating in on-going support of 

the completed software.  

   

 Figure 3.1 illustrates the waterfall model for software 

engineering.  



THE WATERFALL MODEL   



THE WATERFALL MODEL   

 Communication: This framework activities involves 

heavy communication and collaboration with the 

customer and encompasses requirements gathering 

and other related activities. 

 

 Planning : This activity establishes a plan for the 

software engineering work that follows. It describes 

the technical task to be conducted, the risk that are 

likely, the resources that will be required, the work 

products to be produced, and a work schedule. 

 

 



THE WATERFALL MODEL   

 Modeling: This activity encompasses the creation of 

models that allow the developer and the customer to 

better understand software requirement and the design 

that will achieve those requirements. 

 

 Construction: This activity combines code generation 

(either manual or automated) and the testing that 

required to uncovers the error in the code.  

 

 Deployment: The software is delivered to the 

customer who evaluates the delivered product and 

provides feedback based on the evaluation. 



THE WATERFALL MODEL   

 The water fall model is oldest paradigm of software 

engineering. Also, it has the following drawback. 

 

 Real projects rarely follow the sequential flow that 

the model proposes. 

 It is often difficult for the customer to state all 

requirements explicitly.  

 The customer must have patience. 

 

 The waterfall model leads to “blocking state”. It 

means some project  member must wait for other 

members of the team to complete dependent task. 



THE INCREMENT PROCESS MODEL   

 It is a combination of waterfall and prototype model.  

 

 The initial software requirements are reasonably well-

defined and the development effort is linear process.  

 

 In addition, there may be a compelling need to provide 

a limited set of software functionality to users quickly 

and then refine and expand on that functionality in 

later software releases. 



THE INCREMENT MODEL   

 The incremental model combines the elements of the 

waterfall model applied in an iterative fashion as 

shown in Figure 3.2. 



THE INCREMENT MODEL   



THE INCREMENT MODEL   

 Each linear sequence produces a deliverable 

―increment‖ of the software. 

 

 For example, word-processing software developed 

using the incremental paradigm might deliver basic 

file management, editing, and document production 

functions in the first increment; more sophisticated 

editing and document production capabilities in the 

second increment; spelling and grammar checking in 

the third increment; and advanced page layout 

capability in the fourth increment. 

 



THE INCREMENT MODEL   

 When an incremental model is used, the first increment is 

often a core product. That is, basic requirements are 

addressed, but many supplementary features (some 

known, others unknown) remain undelivered.  

 

 The core product is used by the customer (or undergoes 

detailed review). As a result of use and/or evaluation, a 

plan is developed for the next increment.  

  

 The plan addresses the modification of the core product 

to better meet the needs of the customer and the delivery 

of additional features and functionality. This process is 

repeated following the delivery of each increment, until 

the complete product is produced.  



THE INCREMENT MODEL   

 The incremental model focuses on the delivery of an 

operational product with each increment. Early 

increments are stripped down versions of the final 

product.  

  

 Incremental development is particularly useful when 

staffing is unavailable for a complete implementation 

by the business deadline. Early increments can be 

implemented with fewer people.  

  

 If the core product is well received, then additional 

staff (if required) can be added to implement the next 

increment. 



THE RAD Model 

 Rapid Application Development (RAD) is an 

incremental software process model that emphasizes a 

short development cycle.  

 

 The rapid developments are achieved by using a 

component-based construction approach.  

 

 If requirements are well understood and project scope 

is constrained, the RAD process enables a 

development team to create a ―fully functional 

system‖ within a very short time period (60 days to 90 

days) .  



THE RAD Model 

The RAD approach maps into generic framework 

activities.  

 

 Communication works to understand the business 

problem.  

 

 Planning is essential because multiple software teams 

work in parallel on different system functions.  

 

 Modeling consists of three major phases – business 

modeling, data modeling and process modeling – and 

establishes design representations that serve as the 

basis for RAD’s construction activity.  

 



THE RAD Model 

 Construction emphasizes the use of pre-existing 

software components and the application of automatic 

code generation.  

 

 Finally, deployment establishes a basis for subsequent 

iterations, if required.  



THE RAD Model 

 The RAD process model is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

The time constraints imposed on a RAD project 

demand ―Scalable Scope‖.  



THE RAD Model 

 If a business application can be modularized in a way 

that enables each major function to be completed in 

less than three months, it is a candidate model for 

RAD. 

 

  Each major function can be addressed by a separate 

RAD team and then integrated to form a whole.  



THE RAD Model - Disadvantages 

1. It is applied to large project, but scalable projects. 

 

2. It requires sufficient human resource to create the 

right number of RAD teams. 

 

3. If developer and customer are not committed to the 

rapid-fire activity then the project will fail. 

 

4. If a system cannot be properly modularized, the entire 

system will be collapsed. 

 

5. RAD may not be appropriate when technical risks are 

high (Ex: Introducing new technology) 



 The linear sequential model is designed for straight-

line development. This approach assumes that a 

complete system will be delivered after the linear 

sequence is completed. But practically it is impossible.  

 

 Evolutionary models are iterative. They are 

characterized in a manner that enables software 

engineers to develop increasingly more complete 

versions of the software.  

 

3.4 EVOLUTIONARY SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS 



3.4.1 PROTOTYPING 

 A customer defines a set of general objectives for 

software but does not identify detailed input, 

processing, or output requirements. In other cases, the 

developer may be unsure of the efficiency of an 

algorithm, the adaptability of an operating system, or 

the form that human/machine interaction should take. 

In these, and many other situations, a prototyping 

paradigm may offer the best approach.  

 

 Prototyping can be used as a standalone process 

model. It is a common technique and  it can be 

implemented with anyone of the process model. 



3.4.1 PROTOTYPING 

 The prototyping model as shown in figure 3.4. 



3.4.1 PROTOTYPING 

 The prototyping model begins with communication. 

Developer and customer meet and define the overall 

objectives for the software,   

 

 A prototyping iteration is planned quickly and 

modeling (in the form of a "quick design") occurs. 

 

 The quick design (prototype) focuses on a 

representation of those aspects of the software that 

will be visible to the customer/user (e.g., input 

approaches and output formats). The quick design 

leads to construction of prototype.  



3.4.1 PROTOTYPING 

 The prototype is deployed and evaluated by the 

customer/user. Feedback is used to refine requirements 

for the software to be developed. 

 

 Iteration occurs as the prototype is tuned to satisfy the 

needs of the customer, while at the same time enabling 

the developer to better understand what needs to be 

done. 



3.4.1 PROTOTYPING - Drawback 

 The customer may be unaware about overall software 

quality and long-term maintainability. 

 

 The developer often makes implementation 

compromises in order to get a prototype working 

quickly.  

 

 An inappropriate operating system or programming 

language may be used simply because it is available 

and known.  

 

 An inefficient algorithm may be implemented simply 

to demonstrate capability. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 The spiral development model is a risk driven process 

model generator that is used to guide multi-

stakeholder concurrent engineering of software 

intensive system. 

 

Features: 

 It is a cyclic approach for incrementally growing a 

system’s degree of definition and implementation 

while decreasing its degree of risk. 

 

 A set of anchor point milestones for ensuring 

stakeholders commitment to feasible and mutually 

satisfactory system solutions. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 Using the spiral model, software is developed in a 

series of incremental releases.  

 

 During early iterations, the incremental release might 

be a paper model or prototype.  

 

 During later iterations, increasingly more complete 

versions of the engineered system are produced. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 A spiral model is divided into a number of framework 

activities defined by the software engineers’ team. 

Figure 2.8 depicts a spiral model that contains six task 

regions: 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 Customer communication—tasks required to 

establish effective communication between developer 

and customer. 

 

 Planning—tasks required to define resources, 

timelines, and other project related information. 

 

 Risk analysis—tasks required to assess both technical 

and management risks. 

 

 Engineering—tasks required to build one or more 

representations of the application. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 Construction and release—tasks required to 

construct, test, install, and provide user support (e.g., 

documentation and training). 

 

 Customer evaluation—tasks required to obtain 

customer feedback based on evaluation of the software 

representations created during the engineering stage 

and implemented during the installation stage. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 
 As this evolutionary process begins, the software 

engineering team moves around the spiral in a 

clockwise direction, beginning at the center.  

 The first circuit around the spiral might result in the 

development of a product specification; subsequent 

passes around the spiral might be used to develop a 

prototype and then progressively more sophisticated 

versions of the software.  

 Each pass through the planning region results in 

adjustments to the project plan.  

 Cost and schedule are adjusted based on feedback 

derived from customer evaluation.  

 In addition, the project manager adjusts the planned 

number of iterations required to complete the 

software. 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

 Alternate View, starts with project entry point axis, the 

first stage is Concept development project, second, 

New Product development project, third, product 

enhancement project and fourth product maintenance 

project. 

 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

Advantage: 

 The spiral model is a realistic approach to the 

development of large-scale systems and software. 

 

 The spiral model uses prototyping as a risk reduction 

mechanism but, more important, enables the developer 

to apply the prototyping approach at any stage in the 

evolution of the product. 

 

 It maintains the systematic stepwise approach 

suggested by the classic life cycle but incorporates it 

into an iterative framework 

 



3.4.2 The Spiral Model 

Disadvantage: 

  

 The spiral model is not a solution. It may be difficult 

to convince customers. 

 

 It demands considerable risk assessment expertise and 

relies on this expertise for success. 

 

 If a major risk is not uncovered and managed, 

problems will undoubtedly occur 



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 

 The concurrent development model, sometimes called 

concurrent engineering, has been described in the 

following manner by Davis and Sitaram. 

 

 A concurrent process model is driven by user needs, 

management decisions, and review results.  The 

concurrent process model can be represented 

schematically as a series of major technical activities, 

tasks, and their associated states.  

 

 For example, the engineering activity defined for the 

spiral model is accomplished by invoking the following 

tasks: prototyping and/or analysis modeling, 

requirements specification, and design. 



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 

 Figure 3.6 provides a schematic representation of one 

activity with the concurrent process model.  

 

 The activity—analysis—may be in any one of the 

states noted at any given time.  

 

 Similarly, other activities (e.g., design or customer 

communication) can be represented in an analogous 

manner. All activities exist concurrently but reside in 

different states.  

 



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 

 For example, early in a project the customer 

communication activity (not shown in the figure) has 

completed its first iteration and exists in the awaiting 

changes state.  

 

 The analysis activity (which existed in the none state 

while initial customer communication was completed) 

now makes a transition into the under development 

state. If, however, the customer indicates that changes 

in requirements must be made, the analysis activity 

moves from the under development state into the 

awaiting changes state.  



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 

 The concurrent process model defines a series of 

events that will trigger transitions from state to state 

for each of the software engineering activities.  

 

 For example, during early stages of design, an 

inconsistency in the analysis model is uncovered. This 

generates the event analysis model correction which 

will trigger the analysis activity from the done state 

into the awaiting changes state. 

 



3.4.3  The Concurrent Development Model 

Advantage: 

  

 The concurrent process model is often used as the 

paradigm for the development of client/server. 

 

 The concurrent process model is applicable to all types 

of software development and provides an accurate 

picture of the current state of a project. 

 

 Each activity on the network exists simultaneously 

with other activities. 



3.5 Specialized Process Model 

 Specialized process models use many of the 

characteristics of the conventional models . 

 

 It includes Components based development and 

formal methods model. 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

 Object-oriented technologies provide the technical 

framework for a component-based process model for 

software engineering.  

 

 The object oriented paradigm emphasizes the creation 

of classes that encapsulate both data and the 

algorithms used to manipulate the data. 

 

  If properly designed and implemented, object-

oriented classes are reusable across different 

applications and computer-based system architectures. 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

 The component-based development (CBD) model 

incorporates many of the characteristics of the spiral 

model as shown in figure.  

 

 It is evolutionary in nature, demanding an iterative 

approach to the creation of software.  

 

 However, the component-based development model 

composes applications from prepackaged software 

components (called classes). 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

 The engineering activity begins with the identification 

of candidate classes.  

 

 This is accomplished by examining the data to be 

manipulated by the application and the algorithms that 

will be applied to accomplish the manipulation. 

 

  Corresponding data and algorithms are packaged into 

a class. 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

 Classes created in past software engineering projects 

are stored in a class library or repository. 

 

 Once candidate classes are identified, the class library 

is searched to determine if these classes already exist. 

If they do, they are extracted from the library and 

reused.  

 

 If a candidate class does not reside in the library, it is 

engineered using object-oriented methods.  

 

 Put new component into the Library. 

 



3.5.1 COMPONENT-BASED DEVELOPMENT 

Advantage: 
 The component-based development model leads to 

software reuse, and reusability provides software 

engineers with a number of measurable benefits. 

 

  Based on studies of reusability, QSM Associates, Inc., 

reports component assembly leads to a  

 

 70 percent reduction in development cycle time;  

 an 84 percent reduction in project cost, and  

 a productivity index of 26.2, compared to an 

industry norm of 16.9. 



3.5.2 THE FORMAL METHODS MODEL 

 The formal methods model encompasses a set of 

activities that leads to formal mathematical 

specification of computer software. 

 

  Formal methods enable a software engineer to 

specify, develop, and verify a computer-based system 

by applying a rigorous, mathematical notation.  

 

 A variation on this approach, called cleanroom 

software engineering, is currently applied by some 

software development organizations. 



3.5.2 THE FORMAL METHODS MODEL - 

Advantage 

 When formal methods are used during development, 

they provide a mechanism for eliminating many of the 

problems that are difficult to overcome using other 

software engineering paradigms. 

 

  Ambiguity, incompleteness, and inconsistency can be 

discovered and corrected more easily, not through ad 

hoc review but through the application of 

mathematical analysis. 



 

3.5.2 THE FORMAL METHODS MODEL 

Advantage 

 
 When formal methods are used during design, they 

serve as a basis for program verification and therefore 

enable the software engineer to discover and correct 

errors that might go undetected. 

 

 Although it is not destined to become a mainstream 

approach, the formal methods model offers the 

promise of defect-free software. Yet, the following 

concerns about its applicability in a business 

environment have been voiced: 

 



3.5.2 THE FORMAL METHODS MODEL - 

Drawback 
1. The development of formal models is currently 

 quite time consuming and expensive. 

 

2. Because few software developers have the 

 necessary background to apply formal methods, 

 extensive training is required. 

 

3. It is difficult to use the models as a communication 

 mechanism for technically unsophisticated 

 customers 
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Unit I 

 
 
The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) security architecture provides a systematic 
framework for defining security attacks, mechanisms, and services.  
  

Security attacks are classified as either passive attacks, which include unauthorized reading of 
a message of file and traffic analysis or active attacks, such as modification of messages or files, 
and denial of service.   
  

A security mechanism is any process (or a device incorporating such a process) that is designed 
to detect, prevent, or recover from a security attack. Examples of mechanisms are encryption 
algorithms, digital signatures, and authentication protocols.  
  

Security services include authentication, access control, data confidentiality, data integrity, 
non-repudiation, and availability.  
  

This is focused on two broad areas: cryptographic algorithms and protocols, which have a broad 
range of applications; and network and Internet security, which rely heavily on cryptographic 
techniques.  
  

Cryptographic algorithms and protocols can be grouped into four main areas:   

  

• Symmetric encryption: Used to conceal the contents of blocks or streams of data of any 
size, including messages, files, encryption keys, and passwords.  

  

• Asymmetric encryption: Used to conceal small blocks of data, such as encryption keys 
and hash function values, which are used in digital signatures.  

  

• Data integrity algorithms: Used to protect blocks of data, such as messages, from 
alteration.  

  

• Authentication protocols: These are schemes based on the use of cryptographic 
algorithms designed to authenticate the identity of entities.  

  
The field of network and Internet security consists of measures to deter, prevent, detect, and 
correct security violations that involve the transmission of information. That is a broad 
statement that covers a host of possibilities.  The following examples of security violations:  
  

1. User A transmits a file to user B. The file contains sensitive information (e.g., payroll 
records) that is to be protected from disclosure. User C, who is not authorized to read the 
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file, is able to monitor the transmission and capture a copy of the file during its 
transmission.  

2. A network manager, D, transmits a message to a computer, E, under its management. The 
message instructs computer E to update an authorization file to include the identities of  
a number of new users who are to be given access to that computer. User F intercepts the 
message, alters its contents to add or delete entries, and then forwards the message to 
computer E, which accepts the message as coming from manager D and updates its 
authorization file accordingly.  

3. Rather than intercept a message, user F constructs its own message with the desired 
entries and transmits that message to computer E as if it had come from manager D. 
Computer E accepts the message as coming from manager D and updates its 
authorization file accordingly.  

4. An employee is fired without warning. The personnel manager sends a message to a 
server system to invalidate the employee’s account. When the invalidation is 
accomplished, the server is to post a notice to the employee’s file as confirmation of the 
action. The employee is able to intercept the message and delay it long enough to make a 
final access to the server to retrieve sensitive information. The message is then 
forwarded, the action taken, and the confirmation posted. The employee’s action may go 
unnoticed for some considerable time.   

5. A message is sent from a customer to a stockbroker with instructions for various 
transactions. Subsequently, the investments lose value and the customer denies sending 
the message. Although this list by no means exhausts the possible types of network 
security violations, it illustrates the range of concerns of network security.  

  
Computer Security Concepts   

  

The protection afforded to an automated information system in order to attain the applicable 
objectives of preserving the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of information system 
resources (includes hardware, software, firmware, information/ data, and telecommunications).  
  

This definition introduces three key objectives that are at the heart of computer security:  
  

• Confidentiality: This term covers two related concepts:   
  

• Data confidentiality: Assures that private or confidential information is not made 
available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals.  

  

• Privacy: Assures that individuals control or influence what information related to them 
may be collected and stored and by whom and to whom that information may be 
disclosed.  

  

• Integrity: This term covers two related concepts:  
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Data integrity: Assures that information and programs are changed only in a specified 
and authorized manner.  
System integrity: Assures that a system performs its intended function in an unimpaired 
manner, free from deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized manipulation of the system.  

  
• Availability: Assures that systems work promptly and service is not denied to 

authorized users.  

  
Fig.1. The security Requirements Triad  

  

• Confidentiality: Preserving authorized restrictions on information access and 
disclosure, including means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information. 
A loss of confidentiality is the unauthorized disclosure of information.  

  

• Integrity: Guarding against improper information modification or destruction, including 
ensuring information non-repudiation and authenticity. A loss of integrity is the 
unauthorized modification or destruction of information.  

  

• Availability: Ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information. A loss of 
availability is the disruption of access to or use of information or an information system.  
  

The Challenges of Computer Security  

  
Computer and network security is both fascinating and complex. Some of the reasons follow:  
  

1. Security is not as simple as it might first appear to the novice. The requirements seem to 
be straightforward; indeed, most of the major requirements for security services can be 
given self-explanatory, one-word labels: confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation, 
or integrity. But the mechanisms used to meet those requirements can be quite complex, 
and understanding them may involve rather subtle reasoning.  
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2. In developing a particular security mechanism or algorithm, one must always consider 
potential attacks on those security features. In many cases, successful attacks are 
designed by looking at the problem in a completely different way, therefore exploiting an 
unexpected weakness in the mechanism.   

  

3. Because of point 2, the procedures used to provide particular services are often 
counterintuitive. Typically, a security mechanism is complex, and it is not obvious from  
the statement of a particular requirement that such elaborate measures are needed. It is 
only when the various aspects of the threat are considered that elaborate security 
mechanisms make sense.  

  

4. Having designed various security mechanisms, it is necessary to decide where to use 
them. This is true both in terms of physical placement (e.g., at what points in a network 
are certain security mechanisms needed) and in a logical sense [e.g., at what layer or 
layers of an architecture such as TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol) should mechanisms be placed].  

  

5. Security mechanisms typically involve more than a particular algorithm or protocol. They 
also require that participants be in possession of some secret information (e.g., an 
encryption key), which raises questions about the creation, distribution, and protection 
of that secret information. There also may be a reliance on communications protocols 
whose behavior may complicate the task of developing the security mechanism.     

  

6. Computer and network security is essentially a battle of wits between a perpetrator who 
tries to find holes and the designer or administrator who tries to close them. The great 
advantage that the attacker has is that he or she need only find a single weakness, while 
the designer must find and eliminate all weaknesses to achieve perfect security.  

  

7. There is a natural tendency on the part of users and system managers to perceive little 
benefit from security investment until a security failure occurs.   

  

8. Security requires regular, even constant, monitoring, and this is difficult in today’s 
shortterm, overloaded environment.  

  

9. Security is still too often an afterthought to be incorporated into a system after the design 
is complete rather than being an integral part of the design process.  

  

10. Many users and even security administrators view strong security as an impediment to 
efficient and user-friendly operation of an information system or use of information.  
  

The OSI Security Architecture  
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To assess effectively the security needs of an organization and to evaluate and choose various 
security products and policies, the manager responsible for security needs some systematic way 
of defining the requirements for security and characterizing the approaches to satisfying those 
requirements. This is difficult enough in a centralized data processing environment; with the use 
of local and wide area networks, the problems are compounded.  
  
ITU-T3 Recommendation X.800, Security Architecture for OSI, defines such a systematic 
approach. The OSI security architecture is useful to managers as a way of organizing the task of 
providing security. Furthermore, because this architecture was developed as an international 
standard, computer and communications vendors have developed security features for their 
products and services that relate to this structured definition of services and mechanisms.  
The OSI security architecture focuses on security attacks, mechanisms, and services. These can 
be defined briefly as  
  

• Security attack: Any action that compromises the security of information owned by an 
organization.  

  

• Security mechanism: A process (or a device incorporating such a process) that is 
designed to detect, prevent, or recover from a security attack.  

  

• Security service: A processing or communication service that enhances the security of 
the data processing systems and the information transfers of an organization. The 
services are intended to counter security attacks, and they make use of one or more 
security mechanisms to provide the service.  

  
Security Attacks  

  

A useful means of classifying security attacks, used both in X.800 and RFC 2828, is in terms of 
passive attacks and active attacks. A passive attack attempts to learn or make use of information 
from the system but does not affect system resources. An active attack attempts to alter system 
resources or affect their operation.  
  

Passive Attacks  

  

Passive attacks are in the nature of eavesdropping on, or monitoring of, transmissions. The goal 
of the opponent is to obtain information that is being transmitted. Two types of passive attacks 
are the release of message contents and traffic analysis.  
  
The release of message contents is easily understood. A telephone conversation, an electronic 
mail message, and a transferred file may contain sensitive or confidential information. We would 
like to prevent an opponent from learning the contents of these transmissions.  
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A second type of passive attack is traffic analysis. Suppose that we had a way of masking the 
contents of messages or other information traffic so that opponents, even if they captured the 
message, could not extract the information from the message. The common technique for 
masking contents is encryption. If we had encryption protection in place, an opponent might still 
be able to observe the pattern of these messages. The opponent could determine the location 
and identity of communicating hosts and could observe the frequency and length of messages 
being exchanged. This information might be useful in guessing the nature of the communication 
that was taking place.  
  

Passive attacks are very difficult to detect, because they do not involve any alteration of the data. 
Typically, the message traffic is sent and received in an apparently normal fashion, and neither 
the sender nor receiver is aware that a third party has read the messages or observed the traffic 
pattern. However, it is feasible to prevent the success of these attacks, usually by means of 
encryption. Thus, the emphasis in dealing with passive attacks is on prevention rather than 
detection.  
  
Active Attacks  

  
Active attacks involve some modification of the data stream or the creation of a false stream and 
can be subdivided into four categories: masquerade, replay, modification of messages, and 
denial of service.  
  
A masquerade takes place when one entity pretends to be a different entity. A masquerade 
attack usually includes one of the other forms of active attack. For example, authentication 
sequences can be captured and replayed after a valid authentication sequence has taken place, 
thus enabling an authorized entity with few privileges to obtain extra privileges by 
impersonating an entity that has those privileges.  
  

Replay involves the passive capture of a data unit and its subsequent retransmission to produce 
an unauthorized effect.   
  

Modification of messages simply means that some portion of a legitimate message is altered, 
or that messages are delayed or reordered, to produce an unauthorized effect (Figure 1.3c). For 
example, a message meaning “Allow John Smith to read confidential file accounts” is modified to 
mean “Allow Fred Brown to read confidential file accounts.”  
  

The denial of service prevents or inhibits the normal use or management of communications 
facilities. This attack may have a specific target; for example, an entity may suppress all messages 
directed to a particular destination (e.g., the security audit service).Another form of service 
denial is the disruption of an entire network, either by disabling the network or by overloading 
it with messages so as to degrade performance.  
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Active attacks present the opposite characteristics of passive attacks. Whereas passive attacks 
are difficult to detect, measures are available to prevent their success.  
  

On the other hand, it is quite difficult to prevent active attacks absolutely because of the wide 
variety of potential physical, software, and network vulnerabilities. Instead, the goal is to detect 
active attacks and to recover from any disruption or delays caused by them. If the detection has 
a deterrent effect, it may also contribute to prevention.  

  

Security Services   

  

X.800 defines a security service as a service that is provided by a protocol layer of 
communicating open systems and that ensures adequate security of the systems or of data 
transfers. Perhaps a clearer definition is found in RFC 2828, which provides the following 
definition: a processing or communication service that is provided by a system to give a specific 
kind of protection to system resources; security services implement security policies and are 
implemented by security mechanisms. X.800 divides these services into five categories.  
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Fig.2. Security Services  

Security Mechanisms   

  

Fig.3 lists the security mechanisms defined in X.800. The mechanisms are divided into those that 
are implemented in a specific protocol layer, such as TCP or an application-layer protocol, and 
those that are not specific to any particular protocol layer or security service. These mechanisms 
will be covered in the appropriate places in the book. So we do not elaborate now, except to 
comment on the definition of encipherment. X.800 distinguishes between reversible 
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encipherment mechanisms and irreversible encipherment mechanisms.A reversible 
encipherment mechanism is simply an encryption algorithm that allows data to be encrypted 
and subsequently decrypted. Irreversible encipherment mechanisms include hash algorithms 
and message authentication codes, which are used in digital signature and message 
authentication applications.  

  

  
Fig.3 Security Mechanisms  
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 A model for Network Security   

  

A model for much of what we will be discussing is captured, in very general terms, in Fig.4. A 
message is to be transferred from one party to another across some sort of Internet service. The 
two parties, who are the principals in this transaction, must cooperate for the exchange to take 
place. A logical information channel is established by defining a route through the Internet from 
source to destination and by the cooperative use of communication protocols (e.g., TCP/IP) by 
the two principals. Security aspects come into play when it is necessary or desirable to protect 
the information transmission from an opponent who may present a threat to confidentiality, 
authenticity, and so on. All the techniques for providing security have two components:  
  

• A security-related transformation on the information to be sent. Examples include the 
encryption of the message, which scrambles the message so that it is unreadable by the 
opponent, and the addition of a code based on the contents of the message, which can be used to 
verify the identity of the sender.   
   

   
Fig.4.Model for Network Security  

  

Some secret information shared by the two principals and, it is hoped, unknown to the opponent. 
An example is an encryption key used in conjunction with the transformation to scramble the 
message before transmission and unscramble it on reception.  
  
A trusted third party may be needed to achieve secure transmission. For example, a third party 
may be responsible for distributing the secret information to the two principals while keeping it 
from any opponent. Or a third party may be needed to arbitrate disputes between the two 
principals concerning the authenticity of a message transmission. This general model shows that 
there are four basic tasks in designing a particular security service:  
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1. Design an algorithm for performing the security-related transformation. The algorithm 
should be such that an opponent cannot defeat its purpose.  

2. Generate the secret information to be used with the algorithm.  
3. Develop methods for the distribution and sharing of the secret information.  
4. Specify a protocol to be used by the two principals that makes use of the security  

algorithm and the secret information to achieve a particular security service.  
   

Classical Encryption Techniques:  

  
Symmetric encryption, also referred to as conventional encryption or single-key encryption, was 
the only type of encryption in use prior to the development of publickey encryption in the 1970s. 
It remains by far the most widely used of the two types of encryption. Part One examines a 
number of symmetric ciphers. In this chapter, we begin with a look at a general model for the 
symmetric encryption process; this will enable us to understand the context within which the 
algorithms are used. Next, we examine a variety of algorithms in use before the computer era. 
Finally, we look briefly at a different approach known as steganography.    
  

Before beginning, we define some terms. An original message is known as the plaintext, while 
the coded message is called the ciphertext. The process of converting from plaintext to 
ciphertext is known as enciphering or encryption; restoring the plaintext from the ciphertext 
is deciphering or decryption. The many schemes used for encryption constitute the area of 
study known as cryptography. Such a scheme is known as a cryptographic system or a cipher. 
Techniques used for deciphering a message without any knowledge of the enciphering details 
fall into the area of cryptanalysis. Cryptanalysis is what the layperson calls “breaking the code.” 
The areas of cryptography and cryptanalysis together are called cryptology.  
  

Symmetric Cipher model   

  
A symmetric encryption scheme has five ingredients as shown in Fig.5.  

  

• Plaintext: This is the original intelligible message or data that is fed into the algorithm 
as input.  

  

• Encryption algorithm: The encryption algorithm performs various substitutions and 
transformations on the plaintext.  

  

• Secret key: The secret key is also input to the encryption algorithm.The key is a value 
independent of the plaintext and of the algorithm. The algorithm will produce a different 
output depending on the specific key being used at the time. The exact substitutions and 
transformations performed by the algorithm depend on the key.  

  

• Ciphertext: This is the scrambled message produced as output. It depends on the 
plaintext and the secret key. For a given message, two different keys will produce two 
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different ciphertexts. The ciphertext is an apparently random stream of data and, as it 
stands, is unintelligible.  

  

• Decryption algorithm: This is essentially the encryption algorithm run in reverse. It 
takes the ciphertext and the secret key and produces the original plaintext.  

  

There are two requirements for secure use of conventional encryption:  
  

1. We need a strong encryption algorithm. At a minimum, we would like the algorithm to 
be such that an opponent who knows the algorithm and has access to one or more 
ciphertexts would be unable to decipher the ciphertext or figure out the key.This 
requirement is usually stated in a stronger form:The opponent should be unable to 
decrypt ciphertext or discover the key even if he or she is in possession of a number of 
ciphertexts together with the plaintext that produced each ciphertext.  

2. Sender and receiver must have obtained copies of the secret key in a secure fashion and 
must keep the key secure. If someone can discover the key and  knows the algorithm, all 
communication using this key is readable.  

  

  

  
Fig.5. Model of Symmetric Cryptosystem  

Substitution Techniques   

  
The two basic building blocks of all encryption techniques are substitution and transposition. 
We examine these in the next two sections. Finally, we discuss a system that combines both 
substitution and transposition.  
  
A substitution technique is one in which the letters of plaintext are replaced by other letters or 
by numbers or symbols.1 If the plaintext is viewed as a sequence of bits, then substitution 
involves replacing plaintext bit patterns with ciphertext bit patterns.  
  
Caesar Cipher  
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The earliest known, and the simplest, use of a substitution cipher was by Julius Caesar. The 
Caesar cipher involves replacing each letter of the alphabet with the letter standing three places 
further down the alphabet. For example,   

plain: meet me after the toga party  
cipher: PHHW PH DIWHU WKH WRJD SDUWB  
  

Note that the alphabet is wrapped around, so that the letter following Z is A. We can define the 
transformation by listing all possibilities, as follows:  
  

plain: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z cipher: 
D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C  

  
Let us assign a numerical equivalent to each letter:  

  
Then the algorithm can be expressed as follows. For each plaintext letter p, substitute the 
ciphertext letter C:2  
  

C = E(3, p) = (p + 3) mod 26  

  

A shift may be of any amount, so that the general Caesar algorithm is   
  

C = E(k, p) = (p + k) mod 26  

  

where k takes on a value in the range 1 to 25.The decryption algorithm is simply  
  

p = D(k, C) = (C - k) mod 26  

   
If it is known that a given ciphertext is a Caesar cipher, then a brute-force cryptanalysis is easily 
performed: simply try all the 25 possible keys. Fig.6. shows the results of applying this strategy 
to the example ciphertext. In this case, the plaintext leaps out as occupying the third line.   
  
Three important characteristics of this problem enabled us to use a brute force cryptanalysis:  
  

1. The encryption and decryption algorithms are known.   
2. There are only 25 keys to try.  
3. The language of the plaintext is known and easily recognizable.  
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In most networking situations, we can assume that the algorithms are known. What generally 
makes brute-force cryptanalysis impractical is the use of an algorithm that employs a large 
number of keys. For example, the triple DES algorithm makes use of a 168-bit key, giving a key 
space of 2168 or greater than 3.7 * 1050 possible keys.  
  

  

  
  

Fig.6. Brute-Force Cryptanalysis of Caesar Cipher  

  

Monoalphabetic Ciphers  

  

With only 25 possible keys, the Caesar cipher is far from secure. A dramatic increase in the key 
space can be achieved by allowing an arbitrary substitution. Before proceeding, we define the 
term permutation. A permutation of a finite set of elements is an ordered sequence of all the 
elements of , with each element appearing exactly once. For example, if S={a,b,c}, there are six 
permutations of S:  
  

abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba  

  
In general, there are n! permutations of a set of elements, because the first element can be chosen 
in one of n ways, the second in n-1 ways, the third in n-2 ways, and so on.  
  
Recall the assignment for the Caesar cipher:  
 plain: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z        cipher: D E F G H I J K L M N O 

P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C  
The ciphertext to be solved is  

UZQSOVUOHXMOPVGPOZPEVSGZWSZOPFPESXUDBMETSXAIZ  
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VUEPHZHMDZSHZOWSFPAPPDTSVPQUZWYMXUZUHSX  
EPYEPOPDZSZUFPOMBZWPFUPZHMDJUDTMOHMQ  

  

Playfair Cipher  

  
The best-known multiple-letter encryption cipher is the Playfair, which treats digrams in the 
plaintext as single units and translates these units into ciphertext digrams.The Playfair 
algorithm is based on the use of a 5 x 5 matrix of letters constructed using a keyword. Here is an 
example, solved by Lord Peter Wimsey in Dorothy Sayers’s Have His Carcase:  

  

  
  

In this case, the keyword is monarchy. The matrix is constructed by filling in the letters of the 
keyword (minus duplicates) from left to right and from top to bottom, and then filling in the 
remainder of the matrix with the remaining letters in alphabetic order. The letters I and J count 
as one letter. Plaintext is encrypted two letters at a time, according to the following rules:  
  

1. Repeating plaintext letters that are in the same pair are separated with a filler letter, such 
as x, so that balloon would be treated as ba lx lo on.  

2. Two plaintext letters that fall in the same row of the matrix are each replaced by the letter 
to the right, with the first element of the row circularly following the last. For example, ar 
is encrypted as RM.  

3. Two plaintext letters that fall in the same column are each replaced by the letter beneath, 
with the top element of the column circularly following the last. For example, mu is 
encrypted as CM.   

4. Otherwise, each plaintext letter in a pair is replaced by the letter that lies in its own row 
and the column occupied by the other plaintext letter. Thus, hs becomes BP and ea 
becomes IM (or JM, as the encipherer wishes).  

  
Transposition Techniques   

  

All the techniques examined so far involve the substitution of a ciphertext symbol for a plaintext 
symbol. A very different kind of mapping is achieved by performing some sort of permutation 
on the plaintext letters. This technique is referred to as a transposition cipher.  
The simplest such cipher is the rail fence technique, in which the plaintext is written down as a 
sequence of diagonals and then read off as a sequence of rows. For example, to encipher the 
message “meet me after the toga party” with a rail fence of depth 2, we write the following:  
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m e m a t r h t g p r y     
e t e f e t e o a a t  

The encrypted message is  
  

MEMATRHTGPRYETEFETEOAAT  
  
This sort of thing would be trivial to cryptanalyze. A more complex scheme is to write the 
message in a rectangle, row by row, and read the message off, column by column, but permute 
the order of the columns. The order of the columns then becomes the key to the algorithm. For 
example,  
  

Key:     4 3 1 2 5 6 7  

Plaintext:   a  t  t  a c k p 
o  s t p o n e 
d u n t i l t  
w o a m x y z  

  

Ciphertext: TTNAAPTMTSUOAODWCOIXKNLYPETZ  
  

Thus, in this example, the key is 4312567.To encrypt, start with the column that is labeled 1, in 
this case column 3.Write down all the letters in that column. Proceed to column 4, which is 
labeled 2, then column 2, then column 1, then columns 5, 6, and 7. A pure transposition cipher is 
easily recognized because it has the same letter frequencies as the original plaintext. For the type 
of columnar transposition just shown, cryptanalysis is fairly straightforward and involves laying 
out the ciphertext in a matrix and playing around with column positions. Digram and trigram 
frequency tables can be useful.  

  
The transposition cipher can be made significantly more secure by performing more than one 
stage of transposition. The result is a more complex permutation that is not easily reconstructed.  
Thus, if the foregoing message is reencrypted using the same algorithm,  
 Key:     4 3 1 2 5 6 7  

Input:    t t n a a p t m 
t s u o a o d 
w c o i x k  
n l y p e t z  

Output: NSCYAUOPTTWLTMDNAOIEPAXTTOKZ  
  

  
To visualize the result of this double transposition, designate the letters in the original plaintext 
message by the numbers designating their position. Thus, with 28 letters in the message, the 
original sequence of letters is   
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01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14  
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28  

After the first transposition, we have  
  

03 10 17 24 04 11 18 25 02 09 16 23 01 08  
15 22 05 12 19 26 06 13 20 27 07 14 21 28  

  
Stenography  

  

A plaintext message may be hidden in one of two ways. The methods of steganography conceal 
the existence of the message, whereas the methods of cryptography render the message 
unintelligible to outsiders by various transformations of the text.  
  

A simple form of steganography, but one that is time-consuming to construct, is one in which an 
arrangement of words or letters within an apparently innocuous text spells out the real message. 
For example, the sequence of first letters of each word of the overall message spells out the 
hidden message.    
  

Various other techniques have been used historically; some examples are the following :  
  

• Character marking: Selected letters of printed or typewritten text are overwritten in 
pencil.The marks are ordinarily not visible unless the paper is held at an angle to bright 
light.  

  

• Invisible ink: A number of substances can be used for writing but leave no visible trace 
until heat or some chemical is applied to the paper.  

  

• Pin punctures: Small pin punctures on selected letters are ordinarily not visible unless 
the paper is held up in front of a light.  

  

• Typewriter correction ribbon: Used between lines typed with a black ribbon, the 
results of typing with the correction tape are visible only under a strong light.  

  

Steganography has a number of drawbacks when compared to encryption. It requires a lot of 
overhead to hide a relatively few bits of information, although using a scheme like that proposed 
in the preceding paragraph may make it more effective. Also, once the system is discovered, it 
becomes virtually worthless.This problem, too, can be overcome if the insertion method 
depends on some sort of key.   Alternatively, a message can be first encrypted and then hidden 
using steganography. The advantage of steganography is that it can be employed by parties who 
have something to lose should the fact of their secret communication (not necessarily the 
content) be discovered. Encryption flags traffic as important or secret or may identify the sender 
or receiver as someone with something to hide.  
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Unit II  
  

Block Ciphers and the Data Encryption Standard  

  

A block cipher is an encryption/decryption scheme in which a block of plaintext is treated as a 
whole and used to produce a ciphertext block of equal length.  
  

Many block ciphers have a Feistel structure. Such a structure consists of a number of identical 
rounds of processing. In each round, a substitution is performed on one half of the data being 
processed, followed by a permutation that interchanges the two halves. The original key is 
expanded so that a different key is used for each round.  
  

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) has been the most widely used encryption algorithm until 
recently. It exhibits the classic Feistel structure. DES uses a 64-bit block and a 56-bit key.  
  

Two important methods of cryptanalysis are differential cryptanalysis and linear cryptanalysis. 
DES has been shown to be highly resistant to these two types of attack.  
  

Block Cipher Principle  

  
 A stream cipher is one that encrypts a digital data stream one bit or one byte at a time. 
Examples of classical stream ciphers are the autokeyed Vigenère cipher and the Vernam cipher.  
In the ideal case, a one-time pad version of the Vernam cipher would be used   the keystream (ki) 
is as long as the plaintext bit stream (pi). If the cryptographic keystream is random, then this 
cipher is unbreakable by any means other than acquiring the keystream. However, the 
keystream must be provided to both users in advance via some independent and secure channel. 
This introduces insurmountable logistical problems if the intended data traffic is very large.   
  
Accordingly, for practical reasons, the bit-stream generator must be implemented as an 
algorithmic procedure, so that the cryptographic bit stream can be produced by both users.   The 
bit-stream generator is a key-controlled algorithm and must produce a bit stream that is 
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cryptographically strong. Now, the two users need only share the generating key, and each can 
produce the keystream.  
  

A block cipher is one in which a block of plaintext is treated as a whole and used to produce a 
ciphertext block of equal length. Typically, a block size of 64 or 128 bits is used. As with a stream 
cipher, the two users share a symmetric encryption key.    
  

Far more effort has gone into analyzing block ciphers. In general, they seem applicable to a 
broader range of applications than stream ciphers. The vast majority of network-based 
symmetric cryptographic applications make use of block ciphers.   
  

Accordingly, the concern in this chapter, and in our discussions throughout the book of 
symmetric encryption, will primarily focus on block ciphers. The Data Encryption Standard   
  

The most widely used encryption scheme is based on the Data Encryption Standard (DES) 
adopted in 1977 by the National Bureau of Standards, now the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST), as Federal Information Processing Standard 46 (FIPS PUB 46). The 
algorithm itself is referred to as the Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA). For DES, data are 
encrypted in 64-bit blocks using a 56-bit key. The algorithm transforms 64-bit input in a series 
of steps into a 64-bit output. The same steps, with the same key, are used to reverse the 
encryption.    
  
In the late 1960s, IBM set up a research project in computer cryptography led by Horst Feistel. 
The project concluded in 1971 with the development of an algorithm with the designation 
LUCIFER, which was sold to Lloyd’s of London for use in a cash-dispensing system, also 
developed by IBM. LUCIFER is a Feistel block cipher that operates on blocks of 64 bits, using a 
key size of 128 bits. Because of the promising results produced by the LUCIFER project, IBM 
embarked on an effort to develop a marketable commercial encryption product that ideally 
could be implemented on a single chip.    
  

In 1973, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) issued a request for proposals for a national 
cipher standard. IBM submitted the results of its Tuchman–Meyer project. This was by far the 
best algorithm proposed and was adopted in 1977 as the Data Encryption Standard.  

  

The overall scheme for DES encryption is illustrated in Fig.7. As with any encryption scheme, 
there are two inputs to the encryption function: the plaintext to be encrypted and the key. In this 
case, the plaintext must be 64 bits in length and the key is 56 bits in length.  
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Fig.7 General Depiction of DES Encryption Algorithm  

  
Looking at the left-hand side of the figure, we can see that the processing of the plaintext 
proceeds in three phases. First, the 64-bit plaintext passes through an initial permutation (IP) 
that rearranges the bits to produce the permuted input. This is followed by a phase consisting of 
sixteen rounds of the same function, which involves both permutation and substitution 
functions. The output of the last (sixteenth) round consists of 64 bits that are a function of the 
input plaintext and the key. The left and right halves of the output are swapped to produce the 
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preoutput. Finally, the preoutput is passed through a permutation [IP-1]that is the inverse of the 
initial permutation function, to produce the 64-bit ciphertext.   
  

The right-hand portion of Fig.7 shows the way in which the 56-bit key is used. Initially, the key 
is passed through a permutation function.Then, for each of the sixteen rounds, a subkey (Ki ) is 
produced by the combination of a left circular shift and a permutation. The permutation function 
is the same for each round, but a different subkey is produced because of the repeated shifts of 
the key bits.  

  

  
Fig.8. Permutation table for DES  

  

 The strength of DES   

  

Since its adoption as a federal standard, there have been lingering concerns about the level of 
security provided by DES. These concerns, by and large, fall into two areas: key size and the 
nature of the algorithm.  
  

The Use of 56-Bit Keys  

  

With a key length of 56 bits, there are 256 possible keys, which is approximately 7.2 X 1016 keys. 
Thus, on the face of it, a brute-force attack appears impractical. Assuming that, on average, half 
the key space has to be searched, a single machine performing one DES encryption per 
microsecond would take more than a thousand years to break the cipher.  
  
However, the assumption of one encryption per microsecond is overly conservative.  As far back 
as 1977, Diffie and Hellman postulated that the technology existed to build a parallel machine 
with 1 million encryption devices, each of which could perform one encryption per microsecond. 
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This would bring the average search time down to about 10 hours. The authors estimated that 
the cost would be about $20 million in 1977 dollars.  
  

DES finally and definitively proved insecure in July 1998, when the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation (EFF) announced that it had broken a DES encryption using a special-purpose “DES 
cracker” machine that was built for less than $250,000. The attack took less than three days. The 
EFF has published a detailed description of the machine, enabling others to build their own 
cracker. And, of course, hardware prices will continue to drop as speeds increase, making DES 
virtually worthless. It is important to note that there is more to a key-search attack than simply 
running through all possible keys.    
  

 The Nature of the DES Algorithm  

  

Another concern is the possibility that cryptanalysis is possible by exploiting the characteristics 
of the DES algorithm. The focus of concern has been on the eight substitution tables, or S-boxes, 
that are used in each iteration. Because the design criteria for these boxes, and indeed for the 
entire algorithm, were not made public, there is a suspicion that the boxes were constructed in 
such a way that cryptanalysis is possible for an opponent who knows the weaknesses in the 
Sboxes. This assertion is tantalizing, and over the years a number of regularities and unexpected 
behaviors of the S-boxes have been discovered. Despite this, no one has so far succeeded in 
discovering the supposed fatal weaknesses in the S-boxes.  
  
Timing Attacks   

  

Timing attack is one in which information about the key or the plaintext is obtained by observing 
how long it takes a given implementation to perform decryptions on various ciphertexts. A 
timing attack exploits the fact that an encryption or decryption algorithm often takes slightly 
different amounts of time on different inputs.  
  

 Block Cipher Design Principles  

  

Although much progress has been made in designing block ciphers that are cryptographically 
strong, the basic principles have not changed all that much since the work of Feistel and the DES 
design team in the early 1970s. It is useful to begin this discussion by looking at the published 
design criteria used in the DES effort. Then we look at three critical aspects of block cipher 
design: the number of rounds, design of the function F, and key scheduling.  
  

DES Design Criteria   

  
The criteria used in the design of DES focused on the design of the S-boxes and on the P function 
that takes the output of the S-boxes. The criteria for the S-boxes are as follows.  
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1. No output bit of any S-box should be too close a linear function of the input bits. 
Specifically, if we select any output bit and any subset of the six input bits, the fraction of 
inputs for which this output bit equals the XOR of these input bits should not be close to 
0 or 1, but rather should be near 1/2.  

2. Each row of an S-box (determined by a fixed value of the leftmost and rightmost input 
bits) should include all 16 possible output bit combinations.  

3. If two inputs to an S-box differ in exactly one bit, the outputs must differ in at least two 
bits.  

4. If two inputs to an S-box differ in the two middle bits exactly, the outputs must differ in 
at least two bits.  

5. If two inputs to an S-box differ in their first two bits and are identical in their last two 
bits, the two outputs must not be the same.  

6. For any nonzero 6-bit difference between inputs, no more than eight of the 32 pairs of 
inputs exhibiting that difference may result in the same output difference.  

7. This is a criterion similar to the previous one, but for the case of three S-boxes.  
   

Advanced Encryption Standard  

  

AES is a block cipher intended to replace DES for commercial applications. It uses a 128-bit block 
size and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits.  
  

AES does not use a Feistel structure. Instead, each full round consists of four separate functions:  
byte substitution, permutation, arithmetic operations over a finite field, and XOR with a key.  

  

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published by the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) in 2001. AES is a symmetric block cipher that is intended to replace DES 
as the approved standard for a wide range of applications.   
  

Compared to public-key ciphers such as RSA, the structure of AES and most symmetric ciphers 
is quite complex and cannot be explained as easily as many other cryptographic algorithms.     
  

This version allows the reader to perform encryption and decryption by hand and gain a good 
understanding of the working of the algorithm details. Classroom experience indicates that a 
study of this simplified version enhances understanding of AES.1    
  

AES Structure   

  
Fig.9. shows the overall structure of the AES encryption process. The cipher takes a plaintext 
block size of 128 bits, or 16 bytes. The key length can be 16, 24, or 32 bytes (128, 192, or 256 
bits). The algorithm is referred to as AES-128, AES-192, or AES-256, depending on the key 
length.  
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The input to the encryption and decryption algorithms is a single 128-bit block. In FIPS PUB 197, 
this block is depicted as a square matrix of bytes. This block is copied into the State array, which 
is modified at each stage of encryption or decryption. After the final stage, State is copied to an 
output matrix.    
  
Similarly, the key is depicted as a square matrix of bytes. This key is then expanded into an array 
of key schedule words. Figure 5.2b shows the expansion for the 128-bit key. Each word is four 
bytes, and the total key schedule is 44 words for the 128-bit key. Note that the ordering of bytes 
within a matrix is by column.  
  
So, for example, the first four bytes of a 128-bit plaintext input to the encryption cipher occupy 
the first column of the in matrix, the second four bytes occupy the second column, and so on. 
Similarly, the first four bytes of the expanded key, which form a word, occupy the first column 
of the w matrix.  
  
The cipher consists of rounds, where the number of rounds depends on the key length: 10 rounds 
for a 16-byte key, 12 rounds for a 24-byte key, and 14 rounds for a 32-byte key. The first N-1 
rounds consist of four distinct transformation functions: SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and 
AddRoundKey, which are described subsequently. The final round contains only three 
transformations, and there is a initial single transformation (AddRoundKey) before the first 
round, which can be considered Round 0. Each transformation takes one or more 4x4 matrices 
as input and produces a 4x4 matrix as output.   
  

Fig.9 shows that the output of each round is a  4x4 matrix, with the output of the final round 
being the ciphertext. Also, the key expansion function generates N+1 round keys, each of which 
is a distinct 4x4 matrix. Each round key serve as one of the inputs to the AddRoundKey 
transformation in each round.  
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Fig.9 AES Encryption Process  
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Unit III  
Public-key Cryptography and RSA  

  

Asymmetric encryption is a form of cryptosystem in which encryption and decryption are 
performed using the different keys-one a public key and one a private key. It is also known as 
public-key encryption.  
  

Asymmetric encryption transforms plaintext into ciphertext using a one of two keys and an 
encryption algorithm. Using the paired key and a decryption algorithm, the plaintext is 
recovered from the ciphertext.  
  

Asymmetric encryption can be used for confidentiality, authentication, or both.  
  
The most widely used public-key cryptosystem is RSA. The difficulty of attacking RSA is based 
on the difficulty of finding the prime factors of a composite number.  

  
The development of public-key cryptography is the greatest and perhaps the only true 
revolution in the entire history of cryptography. From its earliest beginnings to modern times, 
virtually all cryptographic systems have been based on the elementary tools of substitution and 
permutation. After millennia of working with algorithms that could be calculated by hand, a 
major advance in symmetric cryptography occurred with the development of the rotor 
encryption/decryption machine.   
  

The electromechanical rotor enabled the development of fiendishly complex cipher systems. 
With the availability of computers, even more complex systems were devised, the most 
prominent of which was the Lucifer effort at IBM that culminated in the Data Encryption 
Standard (DES). But both rotor machines and DES, although representing significant advances, 
still relied on the bread-and-butter tools of substitution and permutation.  

  
Public-key cryptography provides a radical departure from all that has gone before. For one 
thing, public-key algorithms are based on mathematical functions rather than on substitution 
and permutation. More important, public-key cryptography is asymmetric, involving the use of 
two separate keys, in contrast to symmetric encryption, which uses only one key. The use of two 
keys has profound consequences in the areas of confidentiality, key distribution, and 
authentication.  
   

Before proceeding, we should mention several common misconceptions concerning public-key 
encryption. One such misconception is that public-key encryption is more secure from 
cryptanalysis than is symmetric encryption. In fact, the security of any encryption scheme 
depends on the length of the key and the computational work involved in breaking a cipher. 
There is nothing in principle about either symmetric or public-key encryption that makes one 
superior to another from the point of view of resisting cryptanalysis.  
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Asymmetric Keys : Two related keys, a public key and a private key, that are used to perform 
complementary operations, such as encryption and decryption or signature generation and 
signature verification.  
  
Public Key Certificate: A digital document issued and digitally signed by the private key of a 
Certification Authority that binds the name of a subscriber to a public key.The certificate 
indicates that the subscriber identified in the certificate has sole control and access to the 
corresponding private key.  
  

Public Key (Asymmetric) Cryptographic Algorithm: A cryptographic algorithm that uses two 
related keys, a public key and a private key.The two keys have the property that deriving the 
private key from the public key is computationally infeasible.  
  

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): A set of policies, processes, server platforms, software and 
workstations used for the purpose of administering certificates and public-private key pairs, 
including the ability to issue, maintain, and revoke public key certificates.  

  

Principles of Public-Key Cryptosystems   

  
Public-Key Cryptosystems  

  

Asymmetric algorithms rely on one key for encryption and a different but related key for 
decryption.These algorithms have the following important characteristic.   
  

• It is computationally infeasible to determine the decryption key given only knowledge of 
the cryptographic algorithm and the encryption key.  

  

In addition, some algorithms, such as RSA, also exhibit the following characteristic.   
  

• Either of the two related keys can be used for encryption, with the other used for 
decryption.   

  
A public-key encryption scheme has six ingredients (Fig.10.)   
  

• Plaintext: This is the readable message or data that is fed into the algorithm as input.  
  

• Encryption algorithm: The encryption algorithm performs various transformations on 
the plaintext.  

  

• Public and private keys: This is a pair of keys that have been selected so that if one is 
used for encryption, the other is used for decryption. The exact transformations 
performed by the algorithm depend on the public or private key that is provided as input.  
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• Ciphertext: This is the scrambled message produced as output. It depends on the 
plaintext and the key. For a given message, two different keys will produce two different 
ciphertexts.  

  

• Decryption algorithm: This algorithm accepts the ciphertext and the matching key and 
produces the original plaintext.   

  

   
Fig.10. Public key Cryptography  
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The essential steps are the following.  
  

1. Each user generates a pair of keys to be used for the encryption and decryption of 
messages.  

2. Each user places one of the two keys in a public register or other accessible file. This is 
the public key.The companion key is kept private.As Figure 9.1a suggests, each user 
maintains a collection of public keys obtained from others.  

3. If Bob wishes to send a confidential message to Alice, Bob encrypts the message using 
Alice’s public key.  

4. When Alice receives the message, she decrypts it using her private key. No other recipient 
can decrypt the message because only Alice knows Alice’s private key.  
  

With this approach, all participants have access to public keys, and private keys are generated 
locally by each participant and therefore need never be distributed. As long as a user’s private 
key remains protected and secret, incoming communication is secure. At any time, a system can 
change its private key and publish the companion public key to replace its old public key.  
  

The below table summarizes some of the important aspects of symmetric and publickey 
encryption. To discriminate between the two, we refer to the key used in symmetric encryption 
as a secret key. The two keys used for asymmetric encryption are referred to as the public key 
and the private key. Invariably, the private key is kept secret, but it is referred to as a private 
key rather than a secret key to avoid confusion with symmetric encryption.  

  

  
Applications for Public-Key Cryptosystems  

  

Before proceeding, we need to clarify one aspect of public-key cryptosystems that is otherwise 
likely to lead to confusion. Public-key systems are characterized by the use of a cryptographic 
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algorithm with two keys, one held private and one available publicly. Depending on the 
application, the sender uses either the sender’s private key or the receiver’s public key, or both, 
to perform some type of cryptographic function. In broad terms, we can classify the use of 
public-key cryptosystems into three categories.  
  

• Encryption /decryption: The sender encrypts a message with the recipient’s public key.  

  

• Digital signature: The sender “signs” a message with its private key. Signing is achieved 
by a cryptographic algorithm applied to the message or to a small block of data that is a 
function of the message.  

  

• Key exchange: Two sides cooperate to exchange a session key. Several different 
approaches are possible, involving the private key(s) of one or both parties. Some 
algorithms are suitable for all three applications, whereas others can be used only for one 
or two of these applications.    

  

Requirements for Public-Key Cryptography  

  

1. It is computationally easy for a party B to generate a pair (public key PUb, private key PRb).  
  

2. It is computationally easy for a sender A, knowing the public key and the message to be 
encrypted,M, to generate the corresponding ciphertext:  

  

C = E(PUb,M)  
  

3. It is computationally easy for the receiver B to decrypt the resulting ciphertext using the 
private key to recover the original message:  

  

M = D(PRb, C) = D[PRb, E(PUb,M)]  

  

4. It is computationally infeasible for an adversary, knowing the public key, PUb, to determine 
the private key,PRb.  

  

5. It is computationally infeasible for an adversary, knowing the public key, PUb, and a 
ciphertext, C, to recover the original message,M.  

  

6. We can add a sixth requirement that, although useful, is not necessary for all public-key 
applications:  

  

7. The two keys can be applied in either order:  
  

M = D[PUb, E(PRb,M)] = D[PRb, E(PUb,M)]  
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The RSA algorithm   

  

The pioneering paper by Diffie and Hellman introduced a new approach to cryptography and, in 
effect, challenged cryptologists to come up with a cryptographic algorithm that met the 
requirements for public-key systems. A number of algorithms have been proposed for publickey 
cryptography. Some of these, though initially promising, turned out to be breakable.  
  

One of the first successful responses to the challenge was developed in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi 
Shamir, and Len Adleman at MIT and first published in 1978. The Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) 
scheme has since that time reigned supreme as the most widely accepted and implemented 
general-purpose approach to public-key encryption.  
  

The RSA scheme is a block cipher in which the plaintext and ciphertext are integers between 0 
and n - 1 for some n. A typical size for n is 1024 bits, or 309 decimal digits. That is, n is less than 
21024.We examine RSA in this section in some detail, beginning with an explanation of the 
algorithm. Then we examine some of the computational and cryptanalytical implications of RSA.  
  
Description of the Algorithm  

  
RSA makes use of an expression with exponentials. Plaintext is encrypted in blocks, with each 
block having a binary value less than some number n. That is, the block size must be less than or 
equal to log2(n) + 1; in practice, the block size is i bits, where 2i < n ≤2i+1. Encryption and 
decryption are of the following form, for some plaintext block M and ciphertext block C.  
  

C = Me mod n  

M = Cd mod n = (Me)d mod n = Med mod n  

  
Both sender and receiver must know the value of n. The sender knows the value of e, and only 
the receiver knows the value of d. Thus, this is a public-key encryption algorithm with a public 
key of PU = {e, n} and a private key of PR = {d, n}.   
  
For this algorithm to be satisfactory for public-key encryption, the following requirements must 
be met.   
  

1. It is possible to find values of e, d, n such that Med mod n = M for all M < n.   
  

2. It is relatively easy to calculate Me mod n and Cd mod n for all values of M < n.  
  

3. It is infeasible to determine d given e and n.  
  
For now, we focus on the first requirement and consider the other questions later.We need to 
find a relationship of the form  
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Med mod n = M  

  

The preceding relationship holds if e and d are multiplicative inverses modulo ø(n), where ø(n) 
is the Euler totient function.   

  

 
    

Fig.11. The RSA Algorithm  

  

 For this example, the keys were generated as follows.  
  
1. Select two prime numbers, p = 17 and q = 11.  
2. Calculate n = pq = 17 x 11 = 187.  
3. Calculate ø(n) = (p - 1)(q - 1) = 16 x 10 = 160.  
4. Select e such that e is relatively prime to ø(n) = 160 and less than ø(n); we choose e = 7. 5. 

Determine d such that de=1 (mod 160) and d < 160.The correct value is d = 23, because 23x7 
= 161 = (1x160) + 1; d can be calculated using the extended Euclid’s algorithm.  

  
The resulting keys are public key PU = {7, 187} and private key PR = {23, 187}.   
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The example shows the use of these keys for a plaintext input of M= 88. For encryption, we need 
to calculate C = 887 mod 187. Exploiting the properties of modular arithmetic, we can do this as 
follows.  
  
887 mod 187 = [(884 mod 187) x (882 mod 187) x (881 mod 187)] mod 187  
881 mod 187 = 88  
882 mod 187 = 7744 mod 187 = 77  
884 mod 187 = 59,969,536 mod 187 = 132  
887 mod 187 = (88 x 77 x 132) mod 187 = 894,432 mod 187 = 11  
  

For decryption, we calculate M = 1123 mod 187:  
1123 mod 187 = [(111 mod 187) x (112 mod 187) x (114 mod 187)  x 
(118 mod 187) x (118 mod 187)] mod 187  
  

111 mod 187 = 11  
112 mod 187 = 121  
114 mod 187 = 14,641 mod 187 = 55  
118 mod 187 = 214,358,881 mod 187 = 33  
1123 mod 187 = (11 x 121x 55 x 33x 33) mod 187 = 79,720,245 mod 187 = 88  
  

   
Fig.12 Example of RSA Algorithm  

The Security of RSA  

  
Four possible approaches to attacking the RSA algorithm are   
  

• Brute force: This involves trying all possible private keys.  
• Mathematical attacks: There are several approaches, all equivalent in effort to factoring 

the product of two primes.  
• Timing attacks: These depend on the running time of the decryption algorithm.  
• Chosen ciphertext attacks: This type of attack exploits properties of the RSA algorithm.  

  

Other Public key Cryptosystems  

  

A simple public-key algorithm is Diffie-Hellman key exchange. This protocol enables two users 
to establish a secret key using a public-key scheme based on discrete logarithms. The protocol 
is secure only if the authenticity of the two participants can be established.  
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Elliptic curve arithmetic can be used to develop a variety of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) 
schemes, including key exchange, encryption, and digital signature.  
  
For purposes of ECC, elliptic curve arithmetic involves the use of an elliptic curve equation 
defined over a finite field. The coefficients and variables in the equation are elements of a finite 
field. Schemes using and have been developed. Diffie-Hellman Key exchange   
The first published public-key algorithm appeared in the seminal paper by Diffie and Hellman 
that defined public-key cryptography and is generally referred to as Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange. A number of commercial products employ this key exchange technique.  
  

The purpose of the algorithm is to enable two users to securely exchange a key that can then be 
used for subsequent encryption of messages. The algorithm itself is limited to the exchange of 
secret values.  
  

The Diffie-Hellman algorithm depends for its effectiveness on the difficulty of computing 
discrete logarithms. Briefly, we can define the discrete logarithm in the following way. A 
primitive root of a prime number p as one whose powers modulo p generate all the integers from 
1 to p - 1. That is, if is a primitive root of the prime number p, then the numbers  
 a mod p, a2 mod p,…..  , ap-1 mod p  
  
are distinct and consist of the integers from 1 through in some permutation. For any integer b 
and a primitive root a of prime number , we can find a unique exponent i such that  

  

b= ai (mod p) where 0≤ i ≤ (p - 1)  
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Fig.13 The Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm  

  

ElGamal Cryptographic system   

In 1984, T. Elgamal announced a public-key scheme based on discrete logarithms, closely related 
to the Diffie-Hellman technique. The ElGamal2 cryptosystem is used in some form in a number 
of standards including the Digital Signature Standard (DSS), which is covered in   and the 
S/MIME e-mail standard.  
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Fig.14 Elgamal cryptosystem  

  

Elliptic curve Arithmetic  

  

Most of the products and standards that use public-key cryptography for encryption and digital 
signatures use RSA. As we have seen, the key length for secure RSA use has increased over recent 
years, and this has put a heavier processing load on applications using RSA.This burden has 
ramifications, especially for electronic commerce sites that conduct large numbers of secure 
transactions. A competing system challenges RSA: Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC is 
showing up in standardization efforts, including the IEEE P1363 Standard for Public-Key 
Cryptography.  
The principal attraction of ECC, compared to RSA, is that it appears to offer equal security for a 
far smaller key size, thereby reducing processing overhead. On the other hand, although the 
theory of ECC has been around for some time, it is only recently that products have begun to 
appear and that there has been sustained cryptanalytic interest in probing for weaknesses. 
Accordingly, the confidence level in ECC is not yet as high as that in RSA.  
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 Elliptic Curve Cryptography   

  

   
  

Fig.15 ECC Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange  

  
Unit IV  

Message Authentication Codes  

  
Message authentication is a mechanism or service used to verify the integrity of a message. 
Message authentication assures that data received are exactly as sent by (i.e., contain no 
modification, insertion, deletion, or replay) and that the purported identity of the sender is valid.  
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Symmetric encryption provides authentication among those who share the secret key.  
  

A message authentication code (MAC) is an algorithm that requires the use of a secret key. A 
MAC takes a variable-length message and a secret key as input and produces an authentication 
code. A recipient in possession of the secret key can generate an authentication code to verify 
the integrity of the message.  
  

One means of forming a MAC is to combine a cryptographic hash function in some fashion with 
a secret key.  
  

Another approach to constructing a MAC is to use a symmetric block cipher in such a way that it 
produces a fixed-length output for a variable length input.  
  

Message Authentication Requirements   

  
In the context of communications across a network, the following attacks can be identified.  
  

1. Disclosure: Release of message contents to any person or process not possessing the 
appropriate cryptographic key.  

2. Traffic analysis: Discovery of the pattern of traffic between parties. In a 
connectionoriented application, the frequency and duration of connections could be 
determined. In either a connection-oriented or connectionless environment, the number 
and length of messages between parties could be determined.   

3. Masquerade: Insertion of messages into the network from a fraudulent source. This 
includes the creation of messages by an opponent that are purported to come from an 
authorized entity. Also included are fraudulent acknowledgments of message receipt or 
nonreceipt by someone other than the message recipient.  

4. Content modification: Changes to the contents of a message, including 
insertion,deletion, transposition, and modification.  

5. Sequence modification: Any modification to a sequence of messages between parties, 
including insertion, deletion, and reordering.  

6. Timing modification: Delay or replay of messages. In a connection-oriented 
application, an entire session or sequence of messages could be a replay of some 
previous valid session, or individual messages in the sequence could be delayed or 
replayed. In a connectionless application, an individual message (e.g., datagram) could 
be delayed or replayed.  

7. Source repudiation: Denial of transmission of message by source.  
8. Destination repudiation: Denial of receipt of message by destination.  

  
In summary, message authentication is a procedure to verify that received messages come from 
the alleged source and have not been altered. Message authentication may also verify sequencing 
and timeliness. A digital signature is an authentication technique that also includes measures to 
counter repudiation by the source.  
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 Message Authentication Functions  

  
Any message authentication or digital signature mechanism has two levels of functionality. At 
the lower level, there must be some sort of function that produces an authenticator: a value to 
be used to authenticate a message. This lower-level function is then used as a primitive in a 
higher-level authentication protocol that enables a receiver to verify the authenticity of a 
message.  
  
This section is concerned with the types of functions that may be used to produce an 
authenticator. These may be grouped into three classes.  
  

• Hash function: A function that maps a message of any length into a fixedlength hash 
value, which serves as the authenticator  

  

• Message encryption: The ciphertext of the entire message serves as its authenticator   

  

• Message authentication code (MAC): A function of the message and a secret key that 
produces a fixed-length value that serves as the authenticator  
   

Message Encryption  

  

Message encryption by itself can provide a measure of authentication. The analysis differs for 
symmetric and public-key encryption schemes.   
  
Symmetric Encryption Consider the straightforward use of symmetric encryption. A message M 
transmitted from source A to destination B is encrypted using a secret key K shared by A and B. 
If no other party knows the key, then confidentiality is provided: No other party can recover the 
plaintext of the message.  
  

In addition, B is assured that the message was generated by A.Why? The message must have 
come from A, because A is the only other party that possesses and therefore the only other party 
with the information necessary to construct ciphertext that can be decrypted with K. 
Furthermore, if M is recovered, B knows that none of the bits of have been altered, because an 
opponent that does not know K would not know how to alter bits in the ciphertext to produce 
the desired changes in the plaintext.  
  

So we may say that symmetric encryption provides authentication as well as confidentiality. 
However, this flat statement needs to be qualified. Consider exactly what is happening at B. Given 
a decryption function D and a secret key K, the destination will accept any input and produce 
output Y = D(K, X). If X is the ciphertext of a legitimate message M produced by the corresponding 
encryption function, then Y is some plaintext message M. Otherwise, Y will likely be a 
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meaningless sequence of bits. There may need to be some automated means of determining at B 
whether Y is legitimate plaintext and therefore must have come from A.  
  

  
Fig.16. Basic uses of Message Encryption  

  

For a number of applications and encryption schemes, the desired conditions prevail as a matter 
of course. For example, suppose that we are transmitting English language messages using a 
Caesar cipher with a shift of one (K =1). A sends the following legitimate ciphertext:  
  

Nbsftfbupbutboeepftfbupbutboemjuumfmbnctfbujwz  
  

B decrypts to produce the following plaintext:  
  

Mareseatoatsanddoeseatoatsandlittlelambseativy  

  
A simple frequency analysis confirms that this message has the profile of ordinary English. On 
the other hand, if an opponent generates the following random sequence of letters:  
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Zuvrsoevgqxlzwigamdvnmhpmccxiuureosfbcebtqxsxq  

  
this decrypts to  
  

ytuqrndufpwkyvhfzlcumlgolbbwhttqdnreabdaspwrwp  
  

Message Authentication Code  

  

An alternative authentication technique involves the use of a secret key to generate a small 
fixedsize block of data, known as a cryptographic checksum or MAC, that is appended to the 
message. This technique assumes that two communicating parties, say A and B, share a common 
secret key .When A has a message to send to B, it calculates the MAC as a function of the message 
and the key:  
  

  

MAC = MAC(K, M)  

Where  
  

M = input message  

C = MAC function  

K= shared secret key  

MAC = message authentication code  

  

  
Fig.17 Basic uses of Message Authentication Code  
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The message plus MAC are transmitted to the intended recipient.The recipient performs the 
same calculation on the received message, using the same secret key, to generate a new MAC.  
   
Requirements for Message Authentication Codes  

  

A MAC, also known as a cryptographic checksum, is generated by a function C of the form  
  

T = MAC(K, M)  

  

where M is a variable-length message, K is a secret key shared only by sender and receiver, and 
MAC( K,M ) is the fixed-length authenticator, sometimes called a tag. The tag is appended to the 
message at the source at a time when the message is assumed or known to be correct.The 
receiver authenticates that message by recomputing the tag.  
  

When an entire message is encrypted for confidentiality, using either symmetric or asymmetric 
encryption, the security of the scheme generally depends on the bit length of the key. Barring 
some weakness in the algorithm, the opponent must resort to a brute-force attack using all 
possible keys. On average, such an attack will require 2(k-1) attempts for a k-bit key. In particular, 
for a ciphertext only attack, the opponent, given ciphertext C, performs Pi = D(Ki, C) for all 
possible key values Ki until a Pi is produced that matches the form of acceptable plaintext.  
  

 MACs Based Hash On Functions:HMAC   

  
This has traditionally been the most common approach to constructing a MAC. In recent years, 
there has been increased interest in developing a MAC derived from a cryptographic hash 
function. The motivations for this interest are  
   

1. Cryptographic hash functions such as MD5 and SHA generally execute faster in software 
than symmetric block ciphers such as DES.  

2. Library code for cryptographic hash functions is widely available. With the development 
of AES and the more widespread availability of code for encryption algorithms, these 
considerations are less significant, but hash-based MACs continue to be widely used. A 
hash function such as SHA was not designed for use as a MAC and cannot be used directly 
for that purpose, because it does not rely on a secret key.There have been a number of 
proposals for the incorporation of a secret key into an existing hash algorithm.    
  

HMAC Design Objectives  

  
RFC 2104 lists the following design objectives for HMAC.  
  

• To use, without modifications, available hash functions. In particular, to use hash 
functions that perform well in software and for which code is freely and widely available.  
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• To allow for easy replace ability of the embedded hash function in case faster or more 
secure hash functions are found or required.   

  

• To preserve the original performance of the hash function without incurring a significant 
degradation.  

  

• To use and handle keys in a simple way.  
  

• To have a well understood cryptographic analysis of the strength of the authentication 
mechanism based on reasonable assumptions about the embedded hash function.  

  

The first two objectives are important to the acceptability of HMAC. HMAC treats the hash 
function as a “black box.” This has two benefits. First, an existing implementation of a hash 
function can be used as a module in implementing HMAC. In this way, the bulk of the HMAC code 
is prepackaged and ready to use without modification. Second, if it is ever desired to replace a 
given hash function in an HMAC implementation, all that is required is to remove the existing 
hash function module and drop in the new module. This could be done if a faster hash function 
were desired. More important, if the security of the embedded hash function were compromised, 
the security of HMAC could be retained simply by replacing the embedded hash function with a 
more secure one (e.g., replacing SHA-2 with SHA-3).   
  

The last design objective in the preceding list is, in fact, the main advantage of HMAC over other 
proposed hash-based schemes. HMAC can be proven secure provided that the embedded hash 
function has some reasonable cryptographic strengths. We return to this point later in this 
section, but first we examine the structure of HMAC.  
  

Digital Signatures  

  

A digital signature is an authentication mechanism that enables the creator of a message to 
attach a code that acts as a signature. Typically the signature is formed by taking the hash of the 
message and encrypting the message with the creator’s private key. The signature guarantees 
the source and integrity of the message.  
  

The digital signature standard (DSS) is an NIST standard that uses the secure hash algorithm 
(SHA).  

  

Properties  

  

Message authentication protects two parties who exchange messages from any third party. 
However, it does not protect the two parties against each other. Several forms of dispute 
between the two are possible.  
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Fig.18 Generic model of Digital Signature Process  

  

For example, suppose that John sends an authenticated message to Mary, using one of the 
schemes of Fig.18. Consider the following disputes that could arise.  
  

1. Mary may forge a different message and claim that it came from John. Mary would simply 
have to create a message and append an authentication code using the key that John and 
Mary share.  

2. John can deny sending the message. Because it is possible for Mary to forge a message, 
there is no way to prove that John did in fact send the message.   
  

Both scenarios are of legitimate concern. Here is an example of the first scenario: An electronic 
funds transfer takes place, and the receiver increases the amount of funds transferred and claims 
that the larger amount had arrived from the sender. An example of the second scenario is that 
an electronic mail message contains instructions to a stockbroker for a transaction that 
subsequently turns out badly. The sender pretends that the message was never sent.  
  
In situations where there is not complete trust between sender and receiver, something more 
than authentication is needed. The most attractive solution to this problem is the digital 
signature. The digital signature must have the following properties:  
  

• It must verify the author and the date and time of the signature.   
• It must authenticate the contents at the time of the signature.  
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• It must be verifiable by third parties, to resolve disputes.  
Attacks and Forgeries  

  

• Key-only attack: C only knows A’s public key.  

• Known message attack: C is given access to a set of messages and their signatures.  
• Generic chosen message attack: C chooses a list of messages before attempting to 

breaks A’s signature scheme, independent of A’s public key. C then obtains from A valid 
signatures for the chosen messages.The attack is generic, because it does not depend on 
A’s public key; the same attack is used against everyone.  

• Directed chosen message attack: Similar to the generic attack, except that the list of 
messages to be signed is chosen after C knows A’s public key but before any signatures 
are seen.  

• Adaptive chosen message attack: C is allowed to use A as an “oracle.” This means the A 
may request signatures of messages that depend on previously obtained message– 
signature pairs.      

The following outcome in  are the non-negligible probability:  
  

• Total break: C determines A’s private key.   

• Universal forgery: C finds an efficient signing algorithm that provides an equivalent way 
of constructing signatures on arbitrary messages.  

• Selective forgery: C forges a signature for a particular message chosen by C.  
• Existential forgery: C forges a signature for at least one message. C has no control over 

the message. Consequently, this forgery may only be a minor nuisance to A.  
  
Digital Signature Requirements  

  

On the basis of the properties and attacks just discussed, we can formulate the following 
requirements for a digital signature.  
  

• The signature must be a bit pattern that depends on the message being signed.  
• The signature must use some information unique to the sender to prevent  both forgery 

and denial.  
• It must be relatively easy to produce the digital signature.  
• It must be relatively easy to recognize and verify the digital signature.  
• It must be computationally infeasible to forge a digital signature, either by constructing 

a new message for an existing digital signature or by constructing a fraudulent digital 
signature for a given message.   

• It must be practical to retain a copy of the digital signature in storage.  
  

Digital signature Standard  

  
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published Federal Information 
Processing Standard FIPS 186, known as the Digital Signature Standard (DSS). The DSS makes 
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use of the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) presents a new digital signature technique, the Digital 
Signature Algorithm (DSA).The DSS was originally proposed in 1991 and revised in 1993 in 
response to public feedback concerning the security of the scheme. There was a further minor 
revision in 1996. In 2000, an expanded version of the standard was issued as FIPS 186-2, 
subsequently updated to FIPS 186-3 in 2009. This latest version also incorporates digital 
signature algorithms based on RSA and on elliptic curve cryptography. In this section, we discuss 
the original DSS algorithm.  
  
The DSS Approach  

  

The DSS uses an algorithm that is designed to provide only the digital signature function. Unlike 
RSA, it cannot be used for encryption or key exchange. Nevertheless, it is a public-key technique. 
Fig.19 contrasts the DSS approach for generating digital signatures to that used with RSA. In the 
RSA approach, the message to be signed is input to a hash function that produces a secure hash 
code of fixed length. This hash code is then encrypted using the sender’s private key to form the 
signature. Both the message and the signature are then transmitted. The recipient takes the 
message and produces a hash code. The recipient also decrypts the signature using the sender’s 
public key. If the calculated hash code matches the decrypted signature, the signature is accepted 
as valid. Because only the sender knows the private key, only the sender could have produced a 
valid signature.  
  

  

  

   
Fig.19 Two approaches of Digital Signatures  

  
The DSS approach also makes use of a hash function. The hash code is provided as input to a 
signature function along with a random number k generated for this particular signature. The 
signature function also depends on the sender’s private key (PRa) and a set of parameters known 
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to a group of communicating principals. We can consider this set to constitute a global public 
key (PUG). The result is a signature consisting of two components, labeled s and r.  
  

  
Unit V  

Transport Level Security  

  

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) provides security services between TCP and applications that use 
TCP.The Internet standard version is called Transport Layer Service (TLS).  
  

SSL/TLS provides confidentiality using symmetric encryption and message integrity using a 
message authentication code.   
  

SSL/TLS includes protocol mechanisms to enable two TCP users to determine the security 
mechanisms and services they will use.  
  

HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) refers to the combination of HTTP and SSL to implement secure 
communication between a Web browser and a Web server.   
  

Secure Shell (SSH) provides secure remote logon and other secure client/server facilities.  
  

Web Security Considerations   

  

The World Wide Web is fundamentally a client/server application running over the Internet and 
TCP/IP intranets. As such, the security tools and approaches discussed so far are relevant to the 
issue of Web security. But, the web presents new challenges not generally appreciated in the 
context of computer and network security.  
  

• The Internet is two-way. Unlike traditional publishing environments—even electronic 
publishing systems involving teletext, voice response, or fax-back— the Web is 
vulnerable to attacks on the Web servers over the Internet.  

  

• The Web is increasingly serving as a highly visible outlet for corporate and product 
information and as the platform for business transactions. Reputations can be damaged 
and money can be lost if the Web servers are subverted.  

  

• Although Web browsers are very easy to use, Web servers are relatively easy to configure 
and manage, and Web content is increasingly easy to develop, the underlying software is 
extraordinarily complex. This complex software may hide many potential security flaws. 
The short history of the Web is filled with examples of new and upgraded systems, 
properly installed, that are vulnerable to a variety of security attacks.  
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• A Web server can be exploited as a launching pad into the corporation’s or agency’s entire 
computer complex. Once the Web server is subverted, an attacker may be able to gain 
access to data and systems not part of the Web itself but connected to the server at the 
local site.  

  
• Casual and untrained (in security matters) users are common clients for Web-based 

services. Such users are not necessarily aware of the security risks that exist and do not 
have the tools or knowledge to take effective countermeasures.  
  

Web Security Threats  

  

Fig.20 provides a summary of the types of security threats faced when using the Web. One way 
to group these threats is in terms of passive and active attacks. Passive attacks include 
eavesdropping on network traffic between browser and server and gaining access to 
information on a Web site that is supposed to be restricted.   
  

Active attacks include impersonating another user, altering messages in transit between client 
and server, and altering information on a Web site. Another way to classify Web security threats 
is in terms of the location of the threat:Web server,Web browser, and network traffic between 
browser and server. Issues of server and browser security fall into the category of computer 
system security; Part Four of this book addresses the issue of system security in general but is 
also applicable to Web system security. Issues of traffic security fall into the category of network 
security and are addressed in this chapter.  
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Fig.20 A Comparison of Threats on the Web  

Web Traffic Security Approaches  

  

A number of approaches to providing Web security are possible. The various approaches that 
have been considered are similar in the services they provide and, to some extent, in the 
mechanisms that they use, but they differ with respect to their scope of applicability and their 
relative location within the TCP/IP protocol stack.  
  
Fig.21 illustrates this difference. One way to provide Web security is to use IP security (IPsec) 
(Figure 21a).The advantage of using IPsec is that it is transparent to end users and applications 
and provides a general-purpose solution. Furthermore, IPsec includes a filtering capability so 
that only selected traffic need incur the overhead of IPsec processing.  
  
Another relatively general-purpose solution is to implement security just above TCP (Figure 
21b). The foremost example of this approach is the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and the followon 
Internet standard known as Transport Layer Security (TLS). At this level, there are two 
implementation choices. For full generality, SSL (or TLS) could be provided as part of the 
underlying protocol suite and therefore be transparent to applications. Alternatively, SSL can be 
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embedded in specific packages. For example, Netscape and Microsoft Explorer browsers come 
equipped with SSL, and most Web servers have implemented the protocol.  

  

  
  

Fig.21 Relative Location of Security Facilities in the TCP/IP Protocol Stack  

  

Secure Socket Layer and Transport Layer security   

  

Netscape originated SSL. Version 3 of the protocol was designed with public review and input 
from industry and was published as an Internet draft document. Subsequently, when a 
consensus was reached to submit the protocol for Internet standardization, the TLS working 
group was formed within IETF to develop a common standard. This first published version of 
TLS can be viewed as essentially an SSLv3.1 and is very close to and backward compatible with 
SSLv3. This section is devoted to a discussion of SSLv3. In the next section, the principal 
differences between SSLv3 and TLS are described.  
  
SSL Architecture  

  

SSL is designed to make use of TCP to provide a reliable end-to-end secure service. SSL is not a 
single protocol but rather two layers of protocols, as illustrated in Fig.22.  
The SSL Record Protocol provides basic security services to various higherlayer protocols. In 
particular, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which provides the transfer service for Web 
client/server interaction, can operate on top of SSL. Three higher-layer protocols are defined as 
part of SSL: the Handshake Protocol,The Change Cipher Spec Protocol, and the Alert 
Protocol.These SSL-specific protocols are used in the management of SSL exchanges and are 
examined later in this section.  
  
Two important SSL concepts are the SSL session and the SSL connection, which are defined in 
the specification as follows.  
  

• Connection: A connection is a transport (in the OSI layering model definition) that 
provides a suitable type of service. For SSL, such connections are peer-to-peer 
relationships. The connections are transient. Every connection is associated with one 
session.  
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• Session: An SSL session is an association between a client and a server. Sessions are 
created by the Handshake Protocol. Sessions define a set of cryptographic security 
parameters which can be shared among multiple connections. Sessions are used to avoid 
the expensive negotiation of new security parameters for each connection.  

  

   
Fig.22 SSL Protocol Stack  

  
Between any pair of parties (applications such as HTTP on client and server), there may be 
multiple secure connections. In theory, there may also be multiple simultaneous sessions 
between parties, but this feature is not used in practice.   
  
There are a number of states associated with each session. Once a session is established, there 
is a current operating state for both read and write (i.e., receive and send). In addition, during 
the Handshake Protocol, pending read and write states are created. Upon successful conclusion 
of the Handshake Protocol, the pending states become the current states.  
  

A session state is defined by the following parameters.   
  

• Session identifier: An arbitrary byte sequence chosen by the server to identify an active 
or resumable session state.  

• Peer certificate: An X509.v3 certificate of the peer. This element of the state may be null.  
• Compression method: The algorithm used to compress data prior to encryption.  
• Cipher spec: Specifies the bulk data encryption algorithm (such as null,AES, etc.) and a 

hash algorithm (such as MD5 or SHA-1) used for MAC calculation. It also defines 
cryptographic attributes such as the hash_size.  

• Master secret: 48-byte secret shared between the client and server.   
• Is resumable: A flag indicating whether the session can be used to initiate new 

connections.  
  

A connection state is defined by the following parameters.  
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• Server and client random: Byte sequences that are chosen by the server and client for 
each connection.  

• Server write MAC secret: The secret key used in MAC operations on data sent by the 
server.  

• Client write MAC secret: The secret key used in MAC operations on data sent by the 
client.  

• Server write key: The secret encryption key for data encrypted by the server and 
decrypted by the client.  

• Client write key: The symmetric encryption key for data encrypted by the client and 
decrypted by the server.  

• Initialization vectors: When a block cipher in CBC mode is used, an initialization vector 
(IV) is maintained for each key.This field is first initialized by the SSL Handshake 
Protocol. Thereafter, the final ciphertext block from each record is preserved for use as 
the IV with the following record.  

• Sequence numbers: Each party maintains separate sequence numbers for transmitted 
and received messages for each connection. The appropriate sequence number is set to 
zero. Sequence numbers may not exceed 264 – 1.  

  

SSL Record Protocol  

  
The SSL Record Protocol provides two services for SSL connections:  
  

• Confidentiality: The Handshake Protocol defines a shared secret key that is used for 
conventional encryption of SSL payloads.  

• Message Integrity: The Handshake Protocol also defines a shared secret key that is used 
to form a message authentication code (MAC).  

  
Fig.23 indicates the overall operation of the SSL Record Protocol. The Record Protocol takes an 
application message to be transmitted, fragments the data into manageable blocks, optionally 
compresses the data, applies a MAC, encrypts, adds a header, and transmits the resulting unit in 
a TCP segment. Received data are decrypted, verified, decompressed, and reassembled before 
being delivered to higher-level users.  
  

The first step is fragmentation. Each upper-layer message is fragmented into blocks of 214 bytes 
(16384 bytes) or less. Next, compression is optionally applied. Compression must be lossless 
and may not increase the content length by more than 1024 bytes. In SSLv3 (as well as the 
current version of TLS), no compression algorithm is specified, so the default compression 
algorithm is null. The next step in processing is to compute a message authentication code 
over the compressed data. For this purpose, a shared secret key is used. The calculation is 
defined as  

  
hash(MAC_write_secret || pad_2||  
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hash(MAC_write_secret || pad_1||seq_num || SSLCompressed.type 
|| SSLCompressed.length ||  
SSLCompressed.fragment)  
  

   
Fig.23 SSL Record Protocol Operation  

  

Transport Layer Security   

  
TLS is an IETF standardization initiative whose goal is to produce an Internet standard version 
of SSL. TLS is defined as a Proposed Internet Standard in RFC 5246. RFC 5246 is very similar to 
SSLv3. In this section, we highlight the differences.  
  

  

  

  
Version Number  

  
The TLS Record Format is the same as that of the SSL Record Format and the fields in the header 
have the same meanings. The one difference is in version values. For the current version of TLS, 
the major version is 3 and the minor version is 3.  
  

Message Authentication Code  

  

There are two differences between the SSLv3 and TLS MAC schemes: the actual algorithm and 
the scope of the MAC calculation. TLS makes use of the HMAC algorithm defined in RFC 2104.   
HMAC is defined as  
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HMACK(M)= H[(K+  opad) || H[(K+ ipad) || M]]  
Where  
  

H = embedded hash function (for TLS, either MD5 or SHA-1)  
M = message input to HMAC  
K+ = secret key padded with zeros on the left so that the result is equal to the block length 
of the hash code (for MD5 and SHA-1, block length = 512 bits) ipad = 00110110 (36 in 
hexadecimal) repeated 64 times (512 bits) opad = 01011100 (5C in hexadecimal) 
repeated 64 times (512 bits)  

  

  

SSLv3 uses the same algorithm, except that the padding bytes are concatenated with the secret 
key rather than being XORed with the secret key padded to the block length. The level of security 
should be about the same in both cases.  
  
For TLS, the MAC calculation encompasses the fields indicated in the following expression:  
  

MAC(MAC_write_secret,seq_num || TLSCompressed.type ||  
TLSCompressed.version || TLSCompressed.length || TLSCompressed.fragment)  

  
Electronic Mail Security  

  

PGP is an open-source, freely available software package for e-mail security.  
  
It provides authentication through the use of digital signature, confidentiality through the use of 
symmetric block encryption, compression using the ZIP algorithm, and e-mail compatibility 
using the radix-64 encoding scheme.  
  

• PGP incorporates tools for developing a public-key trust model and public-key certificate 
management.  

• S/MIME is an Internet standard approach to e-mail security that incorporates the same 
functionality as PGP.  

• DKIM is a specification used by e-mail providers for cryptographically signing e-mail 
messages on behalf of the source domain.  

  
In virtually all distributed environments, electronic mail is the most heavily used network-based 
application. Users expect to be able to, and do, send e-mail to others who are connected directly 
or indirectly to the Internet, regardless of host operating system or communications suite. With 
the explosively growing reliance on e-mail, there grows a demand for authentication and 
confidentiality services. Two schemes stand out as approaches that enjoy widespread use: Pretty 
Good Privacy (PGP) and S/MIME. Both are examined in this chapter. The chapter closes with a 
discussion of Domain Keys Identified Mail.  
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Pretty Good privacy  

  

PGP is a remarkable phenomenon. Largely the effort of a single person, Phil Zimmermann, PGP 
provides a confidentiality and authentication service that can be used for electronic mail and file 
storage applications. In essence, Zimmermann has done the following:  

  

1. Selected the best available cryptographic algorithms as building blocks.  
2. Integrated these algorithms into a general-purpose application that is independent of 

operating system and processor and that is based on a small set of easy-to-use 
commands.  

3. Made the package and its documentation, including the source code, freely available via 
the Internet, bulletin boards, and commercial networks such as AOL (America On Line).  

4. Entered into an agreement with a company (Viacrypt, now Network Associates) to 
provide a fully compatible, low-cost commercial version of PGP.   

  

PGP has grown explosively and is now widely used. A number of reasons can be cited for this 
growth.  
  

1. It is available free worldwide in versions that run on a variety of platforms, including 
Windows, UNIX, Macintosh, and many more. In addition, the commercial version 
satisfies users who want a product that comes with vendor support.   

  

2. It is based on algorithms that have survived extensive public review and are considered 
extremely secure. Specifically, the package includes RSA, DSS, and Diffie-Hellman for 
public-key encryption;CAST-128, IDEA, and 3DES for symmetric encryption; and SHA-1 
for hash coding.  

  

3. It has a wide range of applicability, from corporations that wish to select and enforce a 
standardized scheme for encrypting files and messages to individuals who wish to 
communicate securely with others worldwide over the Internet and other networks.   

  

4. It was not developed by, nor is it controlled by, any governmental or standards 
organization. For those with an instinctive distrust of “the establishment,” this makes 
PGP attractive.  

  

5. PGP is now on an Internet standards track.  Nevertheless, PGP still has an aura of an 
antiestablishment endeavor.  

  

We begin with an overall look at the operation of PGP. Next, we examine how cryptographic keys 
are created and stored. Then, we address the vital issue of public-key management. Most of the 
notation used in this chapter has been used before, but a few terms are new. It is perhaps best 
to summarize those at the beginning. The following symbols are used.  
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Ks = session key used in symmetric encryption scheme  
PRa = private key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme  
PUa = public key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme  
EP = public-key encryption  
DP = public-key decryption  
EC = symmetric encryption  
DC = symmetric decryption  
H=hash function  
||=concatenation  
R64 = conversion to radix 64 ASCII format  
Z = compression using ZIP algorithm  

  

The PGP documentation often uses the term secret key to refer to a key paired with a public key 
in a public-key encryption scheme. As was mentioned earlier, this practice risks confusion with 
a secret key used for symmetric encryption. Hence, we use the term private key instead.  

  
S/MIME  

  

Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (S/MIME) is a security enhancement to the MIME 
Internet e-mail format standard based on technology from RSA Data Security. Although both PGP 
and S/MIME are on an IETF standards track, it appears likely that S/MIME will emerge as the 
industry standard for commercial and organizational use, while PGP will remain the choice for 
personal e-mail security for many users. S/MIME is defined in a number of documents—most 
importantly RFCs 3370, 3850, 3851, and 3852.  
  
To understand S/MIME, we need first to have a general understanding of the underlying e-mail 
format that it uses, namely MIME. But to understand the significance of MIME, we need to go 
back to the traditional e-mail format standard, RFC 822, which is still in common use. The most 
recent version of this format specification is RFC 5322 (Internet Message Format). Accordingly, 
this section first provides an introduction to these two earlier standards and then moves on to a 
discussion of S/MIME.  
  

RFC 5322  

  

RFC 5322 defines a format for text messages that are sent using electronic mail. It has been the 
standard for Internet-based text mail messages and remains in common use. In the RFC 5322 
context, messages are viewed as having an envelope and contents. The envelope contains 
whatever information is needed to accomplish transmission and delivery. The contents compose 
the object to be delivered to the recipient. The RFC 5322 standard applies only to the contents. 
However, the content standard includes a set of header fields that may be used by the mail 
system to create the envelope, and the standard is intended to facilitate the acquisition of such 
information by programs.   
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The overall structure of a message that conforms to RFC 5322 is very simple. A message consists 
of some number of header lines (the header) followed by unrestricted text (the body). The header 
is separated from the body by a blank line. Put differently, a message is ASCII text, and all lines 
up to the first blank line are assumed to be header lines used by the user agent part of the mail 
system. A header line usually consists of a keyword, followed by a colon, followed by the 
keyword’s arguments; the format allows a long line to be broken up into several lines. The most 
frequently used keywords are From, To, Subject, and Date.   
  
Here is an example message:  
  

Date: October 8, 2009 2:15:49 PM EDT  
From: William Stallings <ws@shore.net>  
Subject: The Syntax in RFC 5322  
To: Smith@Other-host.com  
Cc: Jones@Yet-Another-Host.com  
Hello. This section begins the actual message body, which is delimited from the 
message heading by a blank line.  

  
Another field that is commonly found in RFC 5322 headers is Message-ID. This field contains a 
unique identifier associated with this message.  
  
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions  

  

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) is an extension to the RFC 5322 framework that 
is intended to address some of the problems and limitations of the use of Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP), defined in RFC 821, or some other mail transfer protocol and RFC 5322 for 
electronic mail.  The following limitations of the SMTP/5322 scheme are.  
  

1. SMTP cannot transmit executable files or other binary objects. A number of schemes are 
in use for converting binary files into a text form that can be used by SMTP mail systems, 
including the popular UNIX UUencode/Uudecode scheme. However, none of these is a 
standard or even a de facto standard.  

2. SMTP cannot transmit text data that includes national language characters, because 
these are represented by 8-bit codes with values of 128 decimal or  higher, and SMTP is 
limited to 7-bit ASCII.  

3. SMTP servers may reject mail message over a certain size.  
4. SMTP gateways that translate between ASCII and the character code EBCDIC do not use 

a consistent set of mappings, resulting in translation problems.  
5. SMTP gateways to X.400 electronic mail networks cannot handle nontextual data 

included in X.400 messages.  
6. Some SMTP implementations do not adhere completely to the SMTP standards defined 

in RFC 821. Common problems include:  
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• Deletion, addition, or reordering of carriage return and linefeed  
• Truncating or wrapping lines longer than 76 characters  
• Removal of trailing white space (tab and space characters)  
• Padding of lines in a message to the same length  
• Conversion of tab characters into multiple space characters  

   

The MIME specification includes the following elements.  
  

1. Five new message header fields are defined, which may be included in an RFC 5322 
header. These fields provide information about the body of the message.   

2. A number of content formats are defined, thus standardizing representations that 
support multimedia electronic mail.  

3. Transfer encodings are defined that enable the conversion of any content format into a 
form that is protected from alteration by the mail system.   

  

In this subsection, we introduce the five message header fields. The next two subsections deal 
with content formats and transfer encodings.  
  

The five header fields defined in MIME are  
  

• MIME-Version: Must have the parameter value 1.0. This field indicates that the message 
conforms to RFCs 2045 and 2046.  

• Content-Type: Describes the data contained in the body with sufficient detail that the 
receiving user agent can pick an appropriate agent or mechanism to represent the data 
to the user or otherwise deal with the data in an appropriate manner.  

• Content-Transfer-Encoding: Indicates the type of transformation that has been used to 
represent the body of the message in a way that is acceptable for mail transport.  

• Content-ID: Used to identify MIME entities uniquely in multiple contexts.   
• Content-Description: A text description of the object with the body; this is useful when 

the object is not readable (e.g., audio data).  
  

Any or all of these fields may appear in a normal RFC 5322 header. A compliant implementation 
must support the MIME-Version, Content-Type, and Content- Transfer-Encoding fields; the 
Content-ID and Content-Description fields are optional and may be ignored by the recipient 
implementation.  
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Fig.24 MIME Content Types  

  

Domain Keys Identified mail   

  

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a specification for cryptographically signing e-mail 
messages, permitting a signing domain to claim responsibility for a message in the mail stream.   
  
Message recipients (or agents acting in their behalf) can verify the signature by querying the 
signer’s domain directly to retrieve the appropriate public key and thereby can confirm that the 
message was attested to by a party in possession of the private key for the signing domain.   
  

DKIM is a proposed Internet Standard (RFC 4871: Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) 
Signatures). DKIM has been widely adopted by a range of e-mail providers, including 
corporations, government agencies, gmail, yahoo, and many Internet Service Providers (ISPs).  
  

 Before beginning our discussion of DKIM, we introduce the standard Internet mail architecture. 
Then we look at the threat that DKIM is intended to address, and finally provide an overview of 
DKIM operation.  
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Internet Mail Architecture  

   

At its most fundamental level, the Internet mail architecture consists of a user world in the form 
of Message User Agents (MUA), and the transfer world, in the form of the Message Handling 
Service (MHS), which is composed of Message Transfer Agents (MTA).  
  

The MHS accepts a message from one user and delivers it to one or more other users, creating a 
virtual MUA-to-MUA exchange environment. This architecture involves three types of 
interoperability. One is directly between users: messages must be formatted by the MUA on 
behalf of the message author so that the message can be displayed to the message recipient by 
the destination MUA.  
  

There are also interoperability requirements between the MUA and the MHS—first when a 
message is posted from an MUA to the MHS and later when it is delivered from the MHS to the 
destination MUA. Interoperability is required among the MTA components along the transfer 
path through the MHS.   
  
Fig.25 illustrates the key components of the Internet mail architecture, which include the 
following.  
  

• Message User Agent (MUA): Works on behalf of user actors and user applications.  It is 
their representative within the e-mail service.Typically, this function is housed in the 
user’s computer and is referred to as a client e-mail program or a local network e-mail 
server.The author MUA formats a message and performs initial submission into the MHS 
via a MSA. The recipient MUA processes received mail for storage and/or display to the 
recipient user.  

  

• Mail Submission Agent (MSA): Accepts the message submitted by an MUA and enforces 
the policies of the hosting domain and the requirements of Internet standards.This 
function may be located together with the MUA or as a separate functional model. In the 
latter case, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is used between the MUA and the 
MSA.  

  

• Message Transfer Agent (MTA): Relays mail for one application-level hop. It is like a 
packet switch or IP router in that its job is to make routing assessments and to move the 
message closer to the recipients. Relaying is performed by a sequence of MTAs until the 
message reaches a destination MDA. An MTA also adds trace information to the message 
header. SMTP is used between MTAs and between an MTA and an MSA or MDA.  

  

• Mail Delivery Agent (MDA): Responsible for transferring the message from the MHS to 
the MS.  
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• Message Store (MS): An MUA can employ a long-term MS. An MS can be located on a 
remote server or on the same machine as the MUA.Typically, an MUA retrieves messages 
from a remote server using POP (Post Office Protocol) or IMAP (Internet Message Access 
Protocol).  

  
Fig.25 Function Modules and Standardized Protocols for the Internet  

  
Two other concepts need to be defined. An administrative management domain (ADMD) is 
an Internet e-mail provider. Examples include a department that operates a local mail relay 
(MTA), an IT department that operates an enterprise mail relay, and an ISP that operates a public 
shared e-mail service.   
  
Each ADMD can have different operating policies and trust-based decision making. One obvious 
example is the distinction between mail that is exchanged within an organization and mail that 
is exchanged between independent organizations. The rules for handling the two types of traffic 
tend to be quite different.  
  

 The Domain Name System (DNS) is a directory lookup service that provides a mapping 
between the name of a host on the Internet and its numerical address.  

  
IP security  

  
IP security (IPsec) is a capability that can be added to either current version of the Internet 
Protocol (IPv4 or IPv6) by means of additional headers.   
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IPsec encompasses three functional areas: authentication, confidentiality, and key management.  
  
Authentication makes use of the HMAC message authentication code. Authentication can be 
applied to the entire original IP packet (tunnel mode) or to all of the packet except for the IP 
header (transport mode).  
  
Confidentiality is provided by an encryption format known as encapsulating security payload. 
Both tunnel and transport modes can be accommodated.  
  
 IKE defines a number of techniques for key management.  
  

 IP security Overview   

  
In 1994, the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) issued a report titled “Security in the Internet 
Architecture” (RFC 1636). The report identified key areas for security mechanisms. Among these 
were the need to secure the network infrastructure from unauthorized monitoring and control 
of network traffic and the need to secure end-user-to-end-user traffic using authentication and 
encryption mechanisms.  
  
To provide security, the IAB included authentication and encryption as necessary security 
features in the next-generation IP, which has been issued as IPv6. Fortunately, these security 
capabilities were designed to be usable both with the current IPv4 and the future IPv6. This 
means that vendors can begin offering these features now, and many vendors now do have some 
IPsec capability in their products. The IPsec specification now exists as a set of Internet 
standards.  
  

Applications of IPsec  

  
IPsec provides the capability to secure communications across a LAN, across private and public 
WANs, and across the Internet. Examples of its use include:  
  

• Secure branch office connectivity over the Internet: A company can build a secure 
virtual private network over the Internet or over a public WAN. This enables a business 
to rely heavily on the Internet and reduce its need for private networks, saving costs and 
network management overhead.  

• Secure remote access over the Internet: An end user whose system is equipped with 
IP security protocols can make a local call to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and gain 
secure access to a company network.This reduces the cost of toll charges for traveling 
employees and telecommuters.  

• Establishing extranet and intranet connectivity with partners: IPsec can be used to 
secure communication with other organizations, ensuring authentication and 
confidentiality and providing a key exchange mechanism.  
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• Enhancing electronic commerce security: Even though some Web and electronic 
commerce applications have built-in security protocols, the use of IPsec enhances that 
security. IPsec guarantees that all traffic designated by the network administrator is both 
encrypted and authenticated, adding an additional layer of security to whatever is 
provided at the application layer.  

  

• The principal feature of IPsec that enables it to support these varied applications is that 
it can encrypt and/or authenticate all traffic at the IP level.Thus, all distributed 
applications (including remote logon, client/server, e-mail, file transfer,Web access, and 
so on) can be secured.  

  

  

   
Fig.26 An IP Security Scenario  

  

Fig.26 is a typical scenario of IPsec usage. An organization maintains LANs at dispersed locations. 
Nonsecure IP traffic is conducted on each LAN. For traffic offsite, through some sort of private 
or public WAN, IPsec protocols are used.   
  
These protocols operate in networking devices, such as a router or firewall, that connect each 
LAN to the outside world. The IPsec networking device will typically encrypt and compress all 
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traffic going into the WAN and decrypt and decompress traffic coming from the WAN; these 
operations are transparent to workstations and servers on the LAN. Secure transmission is also 
possible with individual users who dial into the WAN. Such user workstations must implement 
the IPsec protocols to provide security.  

  

  

Benefits of IPsec  

  

Some of the benefits of IPsec:  
  

• When IPsec is implemented in a firewall or router, it provides strong security that can be 
applied to all traffic crossing the perimeter. Traffic within a company or workgroup does 
not incur the overhead of security-related processing.  

• IPsec in a firewall is resistant to bypass if all traffic from the outside must use IP and the 
firewall is the only means of entrance from the Internet into the organization.  

• IPsec is below the transport layer (TCP, UDP) and so is transparent to applications.There 
is no need to change software on a user or server system when IPsec is implemented in 
the firewall or router. Even if IPsec is implemented in end systems, upper-layer software, 
including applications, is not affected.  

• IPsec can be transparent to end users. There is no need to train users on security 
mechanisms, issue keying material on a per-user basis, or revoke keying material when 
users leave the organization.  

• IPsec can provide security for individual users if needed. This is useful for offsite workers 
and for setting up a secure virtual subnetwork within an organization for sensitive 
applications.  
  

IPsec Services  

  
IPsec provides security services at the IP layer by enabling a system to select required security 
protocols, determine the algorithm(s) to use for the service(s), and put in place any 
cryptographic keys required to provide the requested services.  
  
Two protocols are used to provide security: an authentication protocol designated by the header 
of the protocol,Authentication Header (AH); and a combined encryption/ authentication 
protocol designated by the format of the packet for that protocol, Encapsulating Security Payload 
(ESP). RFC 4301 lists the following services:  
  

• Access control  
• Connectionless integrity  
• Data origin authentication  
• Rejection of replayed packets (a form of partial sequence integrity)  
• Confidentiality (encryption)  
• Limited traffic flow confidentiality  
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 IP Security Policy   

  
Fundamental to the operation of IPsec is the concept of a security policy applied to each IP packet 
that transits from a source to a destination. IPsec policy is determined primarily by the 
interaction of two databases, the security association database (SAD) and the security policy 
database (SPD). This section provides an overview of these two databases and then 
summarizes their use during IPsec operation. Fig.27 illustrates the relevant relationships.  
  
Security Associations  

  

A key concept that appears in both the authentication and confidentiality mechanisms for IP is 
the security association (SA).An association is a one-way logical connection between a sender 
and a receiver that affords security services to the traffic carried on it. If a peer relationship is 
needed for two-way secure exchange, then two security associations are required. Security 
services are afforded to an SA for the use of AH or ESP, but not both.  

  

   
Fig.27 IPsec Architecture  

  

A security association is uniquely identified by three parameters.  
  

• Security Parameters Index (SPI): A bit string assigned to this SA and having local 
significance only.The SPI is carried in AH and ESP headers to enable the receiving system 
to select the SA under which a received packet will be processed.  

• IP Destination Address: This is the address of the destination endpoint of the SA, which 
may be an end-user system or a network system such as a firewall or router.  

• Security Protocol Identifier: This field from the outer IP header indicates whether the 
association is an AH or ESP security association.   

  
Hence, in any IP packet, the security association is uniquely identified by the Destination Address 
in the IPv4 or IPv6 header and the SPI in the enclosed extension header (AH or ESP).  
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Security Association Database  

  
In each IPsec implementation, there is a nominal2 Security Association Database that defines the 
parameters associated with each SA. A security association is normally defined by the following 
parameters in an SAD entry.  
  

• Security Parameter Index: A 32-bit value selected by the receiving end of an SA to 
uniquely identify the SA. In an SAD entry for an outbound SA, the SPI is used to construct 
the packet’s AH or ESP header. In an SAD entry for an inbound SA, the SPI is used to map 
traffic to the appropriate SA.  

• Sequence Number Counter: A 32-bit value used to generate the Sequence Number field 
in AH or ESP headers.    

  

• Sequence Counter Overflow: A flag indicating whether overflow of the Sequence 
Number Counter should generate an auditable event and prevent further transmission of 
packets on this SA (required for all implementations).   

• Anti-Replay Window: Used to determine whether an inbound AH or ESP packet is a 
replay.    

• AH Information: Authentication algorithm, keys, key lifetimes, and related parameters 
being used with AH (required for AH implementations).  

• ESP Information: Encryption and authentication algorithm, keys, initialization values, 
key lifetimes, and related parameters being used with ESP (required for ESP 
implementations).  

• Lifetime of this Security Association: A time interval or byte count after which an SA 
must be replaced with a new SA (and new SPI) or terminated, plus an indication of which 
of these actions should occur (required for all implementations).  
  

Encapsulating Security Payload  

  

ESP can be used to provide confidentiality, data origin authentication, connectionless integrity, 
an anti-replay service (a form of partial sequence integrity), and (limited) traffic flow 
confidentiality. The set of services provided depends on options selected at the time of Security 
Association (SA) establishment and on the location of the implementation in a network topology. 
ESP can work with a variety of encryption and authentication algorithms, including 
authenticated encryption algorithms such as GCM.  
  

ESP Format  

  

Fig.28 a shows the top-level format of an ESP packet. It contains the following fields.  
  

• Security Parameters Index (32 bits): Identifies a security association.  

• Sequence Number (32 bits): A monotonically increasing counter value; this provides 
an anti-replay function, as discussed for AH.  
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• Payload Data (variable): This is a transport-level segment (transport mode) or IP 
packet (tunnel mode) that is protected by encryption.  

• Padding (0 – 255 bytes): The purpose of this field is discussed later.  
• Pad Length (8 bits): Indicates the number of pad bytes immediately preceding this field.  
• Next Header (8 bits): Identifies the type of data contained in the payload data field by 

identifying the first header in that payload (for example, an extension header in IPv6, or 
an upper-layer protocol such as TCP).  

  
Fig.28 ESP Packet Format  

  

• Integrity Check Value (variable): A variable-length field (must be an integral number 
of 32bit words) that contains the Integrity Check Value computed over the ESP packet 
minus the Authentication Data field. When any combined mode algorithm is employed, 
the algorithm itself is expected to return both decrypted plaintext and a pass/fail 
indication for the integrity check. For combined mode algorithms, the ICV that would 
normally appear at the end of the ESP packet (when integrity is selected) may be omitted. 
When the ICV is omitted and integrity is selected, it is the responsibility of the combined 
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mode algorithm to encode within the Payload Data an ICVequivalent means of verifying 
the integrity of the packet.  

  

Two additional fields may be present in the payload (Fig.28b). An initialization value (IV), or 
nonce, is present if this is required by the encryption or authenticated encryption algorithm used 
for ESP. If tunnel mode is being used, then the IPsec implementation may add traffic flow 
confidentiality (TFC) padding after the Payload Data and before the Padding field, as explained 
subsequently.  
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Part 1: Learning PHP 
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PHP started out as a small open source project that evolved as more and more people found 

out how useful it was. Rasmus Lerdorf unleashed the first version of PHP way back in 1994. 

 

 PHP is a recursive acronym for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor". 

 

 PHP is a server side scripting language that is embedded in HTML. It is used to manage 

dynamic content, databases, session tracking, even build entire e-commerce sites. 

 

 It is integrated with a number of popular databases, including MySQL, PostgreSQL, 

Oracle, Sybase, Informix, and Microsoft SQL Server. 

 

 PHP is pleasingly zippy in its execution, especially when compiled as an Apache module 

on the Unix side. The MySQL server, once started, executes even very complex queries 

with huge result sets in record-setting time. 

 

 PHP supports a large number of major protocols such as POP3, IMAP, and LDAP. PHP4 

added support for Java and distributed object architectures (COM and CORBA), making 

n-tier development a possibility for the first time. 

 

 PHP is forgiving: PHP language tries to be as forgiving as possible. 

 

 PHP Syntax is C-Like. 

Common Uses of PHP 

PHP performs system functions, i.e. from files on a system it can create, open, read, write, 

and close them. The other uses of PHP are:  

 

 PHP can handle forms, i.e. gather data from files, save data to a file, thru email you 

can send data, return data to the user. 

 

 You add, delete, modify elements within your database thru PHP. 

 

 Access cookies variables and set cookies. 

 

 Using PHP, you can restrict users to access some pages of your website. 

 

 It can encrypt data. 

 

 

 

 

  

 PHP ─ INTRODUCTION 
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Characteristics of PHP 

Five important characteristics make PHP's practical nature possible: 

 

 Simplicity 

 

 Efficiency 

 

 Security 

 

 Flexibility 

 

 Familiarity 

"Hello World" Script in PHP 

To get a feel of PHP, first start with simple PHP scripts. Since "Hello, World!" is an essential 

example, first we will create a friendly little "Hello, World!" script. 

 

As mentioned earlier, PHP is embedded in HTML. That means that in amongst your normal 

HTML (or XHTML if you're cutting-edge) you'll have PHP statements like this: 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>Hello World</title> 
<body> 
    <?php echo "Hello, World!";?> 
</body> 
</html> 

It will produce the following result: 

Hello, World! 

If you examine the HTML output of the above example, you'll notice that the PHP code is not 

present in the file sent from the server to your Web browser. All of the PHP present in the 

Web page is processed and stripped from the page; the only thing returned to the client from 

the Web server is pure HTML output. 

 

All PHP code must be included inside one of the three special markup tags ate are recognized 

by the PHP Parser. 

<?php PHP code goes here ?> 
 
<?    PHP code goes here ?> 
 
<script language="php"> PHP code goes here </script> 

 

Most common tag is the <?php...?> and we will also use the same tag in our tutorial. 
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From the next chapter, we will start with PHP Environment Setup on your machine and then 

we will dig out almost all concepts related to PHP to make you comfortable with the PHP 

language. 
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In order to develop and run PHP Web pages, three vital components need to be installed on 

your computer system. 

 

Web Server - PHP will work with virtually all Web Server software, including Microsoft's 

Internet Information Server (IIS) but then most often used is freely available Apache Server. 

Download Apache for free here: http://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi 

 

Database - PHP will work with virtually all database software, including Oracle and Sybase 

but most commonly used is freely available MySQL database. Download MySQL for free here: 

http://www.mysql.com/downloads/index.html 

 

PHP Parser - In order to process PHP script instructions, a parser must be installed to 

generate HTML output that can be sent to the Web Browser. This tutorial will guide you how 

to install PHP parser on your computer. 

PHP Parser Installation 

Before you proceed, it is important to make sure that you have a proper environment setup 

on your machine to develop your web programs using PHP. 

 

Type the following address into your browser's address box. 

http://127.0.0.1/info.php 

If this displays a page showing your PHP installation related information, then it means you 

have PHP and Webserver installed properly. Otherwise you have to follow given procedure to 

install PHP on your computer. 

 

This section will guide you to install and configure PHP over the following four platforms: 

 PHP Installation on Linux or Unix with Apache 

 PHP Installation on Mac OS X with Apache 

 PHP Installation on Windows NT/2000/XP with IIS 

 PHP Installation on Windows NT/2000/XP with Apache 

PHP Installation on Linux or Unix with Apache 

If you plan to install PHP on Linux or any other variant of Unix, then here is the list of 

prerequisites: 

 

 PHP ─ ENVIRONMENT SETUP 
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 The PHP source distribution http://www.php.net/downloads.php 

The latest Apache source distribution  

http://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi 

 

 A working PHP-supported database, if you plan to use one ( For example MySQL, 

Oracle etc. ) 

 

 Any other supported software to which PHP must connect (mail server, BCMath 

package, JDK, and so forth) 

 

 An ANSI C compiler 

 

 Gnu make utility - you can freely download it at 

http://www.gnu.org/software/make 

 

Now here are the steps to install Apache and PHP5 on your Linux or Unix machine. If your 

PHP or Apache versions are different, then please take care accordingly. 

  

 If you haven't already done so, unzip and untar your Apache source distribution. Unless 

you have a reason to do otherwise, /usr/local is the standard place. 

gunzip -c apache_1.3.x.tar.gz 
tar -xvf apache_1.3.x.tar 

 Build the apache Server as follows 

cd apache_1.3.x 
./configure --prefix=/usr/local/apache --enable-so 
make 
make install 

 Unzip and untar your PHP source distribution. Unless you have a reason to do 

otherwise, /usr/local is the standard place. 

gunzip -c php-5.x.tar.gz 
tar -xvf php-5.x.tar 
cd php-5.x 

 Configure and Build your PHP, assuming you are using MySQL database. 

./configure --with-apxs=/usr/sbin/apxs \ 
            --with-mysql=/usr/bin/mysql 
make 
make install 

 Install the php.ini file. Edit this file to get configuration directives: 

cd ../../php-5.x 
cp php.ini-dist /usr/local/lib/php.ini 
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 Tell your Apache server where you want to serve files from, and what extension(s) 

you want to identify PHP files. .php is the standard, but you can use .html, .phtml, or 

whatever you want. 

 

o Go to your HTTP configuration files (/usr/local/apache/conf or whatever your 

path is) 

 

o Open httpd.conf with a text editor. 

 

o Search for the word DocumentRoot (which should appear twice), and change 

both paths to the directory you want to serve files out of (in our case, 

/home/httpd). We recommend a home directory rather than the default 

/usr/local/apache/htdocs because it is more secure, but it doesn.t have to be 

in a home directory. You will keep all your PHP files in this directory. 

 

 Add at least one PHP extension directive, as shown in the first line of code that follows. 

In the second line, we.ve also added a second handler to have all HTML files parsed 

as PHP 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .html 

 Restart your server. Every time you change your HTTP configuration or php.ini files, 

you must stop and start your server again. 

cd ../bin 

./apachectl start 

 Set the document root directory permissions to world-executable. The actual PHP files 

in the directory need only be world-readable (644). If necessary, replace /home/httpd 

with your document root below: 

chmod 755 /home/httpd/html/php 

 Open a text editor. Type: <?php phpinfo(); ?>. Save this file in your Web server's 

document root as info.php. 

 

 Start any Web browser and browse the file. You must always use an HTTP request 

(http://www.testdomain.com/info.php or http://localhost/info.php or 

http://127.0.0.1/info.php) rather than a filename (/home/httpd/info.php) for the file 

to be parsed correctly 

 

You should see a long table of information about your new PHP installation message 

Congratulations! 
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PHP Installation on Mac OS X with Apache 

Mac users have the choice of either a binary or a source installation. In fact, your OS X 

probably came with Apache and PHP preinstalled. This is likely to be quite an old build, and it 

probably lacks many of the less common extensions. 

 

However, if all you want is a quick Apache + PHP + MySQL/PostgreSQL setup on your laptop, 

this is certainly the easiest way to fly. All you need to do is edit your Apache configuration file 

and turn on the Web server. 

 

So just follow the steps given below: 

 

 Open the Apache config file in a text editor as root. 

sudo open -a TextEdit /etc/httpd/httpd.conf 

 

 Edit the file. Uncomment the following lines: 

Load Module php5_module 

AddModule mod_php5.c 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php 

 You may also want to uncomment the <Directory /home/*/Sites> block or otherwise 

tell Apache which directory to serve out of. 

 

 Restart the Web server 

sudo apachectl graceful 

 Open a text editor. Type: <?php phpinfo(); ?>. Save this file in your Web server's 

document root as info.php. 

  

 Start any Web browser and browse the file.you must always use an HTTP request 

(http://www.testdomain.com/info.php or http://localhost/info.php or 

http://127.0.0.1/info.php) rather than a filename (/home/httpd/info.php) for the file 

to be parsed correctly 

 

You should see a long table of information about your new PHP installation message 

Congratulations! 

PHP Installation on Windows NT/2000/XP with IIS 

The Windows server installation of PHP running IIS is much simpler than on Unix, since it 

involves a precompiled binary rather than a source build. 

 

If you plan to install PHP over Windows, then here is the list of prerequisites: 
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 A working PHP-supported Web server. Under previous versions of PHP, IIS/PWS was 

the easiest choice because a module version of PHP was available for it; but PHP now 

has added a much wider selection of modules for Windows. 

 

 A correctly installed PHP-supported database like MySQL or Oracle etc. (if you plan to 

use one) 

 

 The PHP Windows binary distribution (download it atwww.php.net/downloads.php) 

 

 A utility to unzip files (search http://download.cnet.com for PC file compression 

utilities) 

 

Now here are the steps to install Apache and PHP5 on your Windows machine. If your PHP 

version is different, then please take care accordingly. 

  

 Extract the binary archive using your unzip utility; C:\PHP is a common location. 

 

 Copy some .dll files from your PHP directory to your systems directory (usually 

C:\Winnt\System32). You need php5ts.dll for every case. You will also probably need 

to copy the file corresponding to your Web server module - C:\PHP\Sapi\php5isapi.dll. 

It's possible you will also need others from the dlls subfolder - but start with the two 

mentioned above and add more if you need them. 

 

 Copy either php.ini-dist or php.ini-recommended (preferably the latter) to your 

Windows directory (C:\Winnt or C:\Winnt40), and rename it php.ini. Open this file in 

a text editor (for example, Notepad). Edit this file to get configuration directives; We 

highly recommend new users set error reporting to E_ALL on their development 

machines at this point. For now, the most important thing is the doc_root directive 

under the Paths and Directories section. make sure this matches your IIS Inetpub 

folder (or wherever you plan to serve out of). 

 

 Stop and restart the WWW service. Go to the Start menu -> Settings -> Control Panel 

-> Services. Scroll down the list to IIS Admin Service. Select it and click Stop. After it 

stops, select World Wide Web Publishing Service and click Start. Stopping and 

restarting the service from within Internet Service Manager will not suffice. Since this 

is Windows, you may also wish to reboot. 

 

 Open a text editor. Type: <?php phpinfo(); ?>. Save this file in your Web server's 

document root as info.php. 

 

 Start any Web browser and browse the file.you must always use an HTTP request 

(http://www.testdomain.com/info.php or http://localhost/info.php or 

http://127.0.0.1/info.php) rather than a filename (/home/httpd/info.php) for the file 

to be parsed correctly 

 

You should see a long table of information about your new PHP installation message 

Congratulations! 
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PHP Installation on Windows NT/2000/XP with Apache 

To install Apache with PHP 5 on Windows follow the following steps. If your PHP and Apache 

versions are different, then please take care accordingly. 

 

 Download Apache server from www.apache.org/dist/httpd/binaries/win32. You want 

the current stable release version with the no_src.msi extension. Double-click the 

installer file to install; C:\Program Files is a common location. The installer will also 

ask you whether you want to run Apache as a service or from the command line or 

DOS prompt. We recommend you do not install as a service, as this may cause 

problems with startup. 

 

 Extract the PHP binary archive using your unzip utility; C:\PHP is a common location. 

 

 Copy some .dll files from your PHP directory to your system directory (usually 

C:\Windows). You need php5ts.dll for every case. You will also probably need to copy 

the file corresponding to your Web server module - C:\PHP\Sapi\php5apache.dll. to 

your Apache modules directory. It's possible that you will also need others from the 

dlls subfolder, but start with the two mentioned previously and add more if you need 

them. 

 

 Copy either php.ini-dist or php.ini-recommended (preferably the latter) to your 

Windows directory, and rename it php.ini. Open this file in a text editor (for example, 

Notepad). Edit this file to get configuration directives; At this point, we highly 

recommend that new users set error reporting to E_ALL on their development 

machines. 

 

 Tell your Apache server where you want to serve files from and what extension(s) you 

want to identify PHP files (.php is the standard, but you can use .html, .phtml, or 

whatever you want). Go to your HTTP configuration files (C:\Program Files\Apache 

Group\Apache\conf or whatever your path is), and open httpd.conf with a text editor. 

Search for the word DocumentRoot (which should appear twice) and change both paths 

to the directory you want to serve files out of. (The default is C:\Program Files\Apache 

Group\Apache\htdocs.). Add at least one PHP extension directive as shown in the first 

line of the following code: 

 

LoadModule php5_module modules/php5apache.dll 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php .phtml 

  

 You may also need to add the following line: 

AddModule mod_php5.c 

 Stop and restart the WWW service. Go to the Start menu -> Settings -> Control Panel 

-> Services. Scroll down the list to IIS Admin Service. Select it and click Stop. After it 

stops, select World Wide Web Publishing Service and click Start. Stopping and 

restarting the service from within Internet Service Manager will not suffice. Since this 

is Windows, you may also wish to reboot. 
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 Open a text editor. Type: <?php phpinfo(); ?>. Save this file in your Web server's 

document root as info.php. 

 

 Start any Web browser and browse the file.you must always use an HTTP request 

(http://www.testdomain.com/info.php or http://localhost/info.php or 

http://127.0.0.1/info.php) rather than a filename (/home/httpd/info.php) for the file 

to be parsed correctly 

 

You should see a long table of information about your new PHP installation message 

Congratulations! 

 

Apache Configuration 

If you are using Apache as a Web Server, then this section will guide you to edit Apache 

Configuration Files. 

 

PHP.INI File Configuration 

The PHP configuration file, php.ini, is the final and most immediate way to affect PHP's 

functionality. 

 

Just Check it here: PHP.INI File Configuration 

 

Windows IIS Configuration 

To configure IIS on your Windows machine you can refer your IIS Reference Manual shipped 

along with IIS. 

 

Apache Configuration for PHP 

Apache uses httpd.conf file for global settings, and the .htaccess file for per-directory access 

settings. Older versions of Apache split up httpd.conf into three files (access.conf, httpd.conf, 

and srm.conf), and some users still prefer this arrangement. 

 

Apache server has a very powerful, but slightly complex, configuration system of its own. 

Learn more about it at the Apache Web site: www.apache.org 

 

The following section describes settings in httpd.conf that affect PHP directly and cannot be 

set elsewhere. If you have standard installation, then httpd.conf will be found at 

/etc/httpd/conf: 

Timeout 

This value sets the default number of seconds before any HTTP request will time out. If you 

set PHP's max_execution_time to longer than this value, PHP will keep grinding away but the 
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user may see a 404 error. In safe mode, this value will be ignored; you must use the timeout 

value in php.ini instead 

DocumentRoot 

DocumentRoot designates the root directory for all HTTP processes on that server. It looks 

something like this on Unix: 

DocumentRoot ./usr/local/apache_1.3.6/htdocs. 

You can choose any directory as document root. 

 

AddType 

The PHP MIME type needs to be set here for PHP files to be parsed. Remember that you can 

associate any file extension with PHP like .php3, .php5 or .htm. 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php 

AddType application/x-httpd-phps .phps 

AddType application/x-httpd-php3 .php3 .phtml 

AddType application/x-httpd-php .html 

Action 

You must uncomment this line for the Windows apxs module version of Apache with shared 

object support: 

LoadModule php4_module modules/php4apache.dll 

or on Unix flavors: 

LoadModule php4_module modules/mod_php.so 

 

AddModule 

You must uncomment this line for the static module version of Apache. 

AddModule mod_php4.c 

PHP.INI file Configuration 

The PHP configuration file, php.ini, is the final and most immediate way to affect PHP's 

functionality. The php.ini file is read each time PHP is initialized.in other words, whenever 

httpd is restarted for the module version or with each script execution for the CGI version. If 
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your change isn’t showing up, remember to stop and restart httpd. If it still isn’t showing up, 

use phpinfo() to check the path to php.ini. 

 

The configuration file is well commented and thorough. Keys are case sensitive, keyword 

values are not; whitespace, and lines beginning with semicolons are ignored. Booleans can 

be represented by 1/0, Yes/No, On/Off, or True/False. The default values in php.ini-dist will 

result in a reasonable PHP installation that can be tweaked later. 

 

Here we are explaining the important settings in php.ini which you may need for your PHP 

Parser. 

short_open_tag = Off 

Short open tags look like this: <? ?>. This option must be set to Off if you want to use XML 

functions. 

safe_mode = Off 

If this is set to On, you probably compiled PHP with the --enable-safe-mode flag. Safe mode 

is most relevant to CGI use. See the explanation in the section "CGI compile-time options". 

earlier in this chapter. 

safe_mode_exec_dir = [DIR] 

This option is relevant only if safe mode is on; it can also be set with the --with-exec-dir flag 

during the Unix build process. PHP in safe mode only executes external binaries out of this 

directory. The default is /usr/local/bin. This has nothing to do with serving up a normal 

PHP/HTML Web page. 

 

safe_mode_allowed_env_vars = [PHP_] 

This option sets which environment variables users can change in safe mode. The default is 

only those variables prepended with "PHP_". If this directive is empty, most variables are 

alterable. 

safe_mode_protected_env_vars = [LD_LIBRARY_PATH] 

This option sets which environment variables users can't change in safe mode, even if 

safe_mode_allowed_env_vars is set permissively. 

 

disable_functions = [function1, function2...] 

A welcome addition to PHP4 configuration and one perpetuated in PHP5 is the ability to disable 

selected functions for security reasons. Previously, this necessitated hand-editing the C code 

from which PHP was made. Filesystem, system, and network functions should probably be the 

first to go because allowing the capability to write files and alter the system over HTTP is 

never such a safe idea. 
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max_execution_time = 30 

The function set_time_limit() won.t work in safe mode, so this is the main way to make a 

script time out in safe mode. In Windows, you have to abort based on maximum memory 

consumed rather than time. You can also use the Apache timeout setting to timeout if you 

use Apache, but that will apply to non-PHP files on the site too. 

error_reporting = E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE 

The default value is E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE, all errors except notices. Development servers 

should be set to at least the default; only production servers should even consider a lesser 

value 

error_prepend_string = [""] 

With its bookend, error_append_string, this setting allows you to make error messages a 

different color than other text, or what  you have. 

warn_plus_overloading = Off 

This setting issues a warning if the + operator is used with strings, as in a form value. 

variables_order = EGPCS 

This configuration setting supersedes gpc_order. Both are now deprecated along with 

register_globals. It sets the order of the different variables: Environment, GET, POST, 

COOKIE, and SERVER (aka Built-in). 

 

You can change this order around. Variables will be overwritten successively in left-to-right 

order, with the rightmost one winning the hand every time. This means if you left the default 

setting and happened to use the same name for an environment variable, a POST variable, 

and a COOKIE variable, the COOKIE variable would own that name at the end of the process. 

In real life, this doesn't happen much. 

 

register_globals = Off 

This setting allows you to decide whether you wish to register EGPCS variables as global. This 

is now deprecated, and as of PHP4.2, this flag is set to Off by default. Use superglobal arrays 

instead. All the major code listings in this book use superglobal arrays. 

gpc_order = GPC 

This setting has been GPC Deprecated. 
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magic_quotes_gpc = On 

This setting escapes quotes in incoming GET/POST/COOKIE data. If you use a lot of forms 

which possibly submit to themselves or other forms and display form values, you may need 

to set this directive to On or prepare to use addslashes() on string-type data. 

magic_quotes_runtime = Off 

This setting escapes quotes in incoming database and text strings. Remember that SQL adds 

slashes to single quotes and apostrophes when storing strings and does not strip them off 

when returning them. If this setting is Off, you will need to use stripslashes() when outputting 

any type of string data from a SQL database. If magic_quotes_sybase is set to On, this must 

be Off. 

magic_quotes_sybase = Off 

This setting escapes single quotes in incoming database and text strings with Sybase-style 

single quotes rather than backslashes. If magic_quotes_runtime is set to On, this must be 

Off. 

auto-prepend-file = [path/to/file] 

If a path is specified here, PHP must automatically include() it at the beginning of every PHP 

file. Include path restrictions do apply. 

auto-append-file = [path/to/file] 

If a path is specified here, PHP must automatically include() it at the end of every PHP 

file.unless you escape by using the exit() function. Include path restrictions do apply. 

include_path = [DIR] 

If you set this value, you will only be allowed to include or require files from these directories. 

The include directory is generally under your document root; this is mandatory if you.re 

running in safe mode. Set this to . in order to include files from the same directory your script 

is in. Multiple directories are separated by colons: .:/usr/local/apache/htdocs:/usr/local/lib. 

doc_root = [DIR] 

If you.re using Apache, you.ve already set a document root for this server or virtual host in 

httpd.conf. Set this value here if you.re using safe mode or if you want to enable PHP only on 

a portion of your site (for example, only in one subdirectory of your Web root). 

file_uploads = [on/off] 

Turn on this flag if you will upload files using PHP script. 

upload_tmp_dir = [DIR] 

Do not uncomment this line unless you understand the implications of HTTP uploads! 
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session.save-handler = files 

Except in rare circumstances, you will not want to change this setting. So don't touch it. 

ignore_user_abort = [On/Off] 

This setting controls what happens if a site visitor clicks the browser.s Stop button. The default 

is On, which means that the script continues to run to completion or timeout. If the setting is 

changed to Off, the script will abort. This setting only works in module mode, not CGI. 

mysql.default_host = hostname 

The default server host to use when connecting to the database server if no other host is 

specified. 

mysql.default_user = username 

The default user name to use when connecting to the database server if no other name is 

specified. 

mysql.default_password = password 

The default password to use when connecting to the database server if no other password is 

specified. 
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Escaping to PHP 

The PHP parsing engine needs a way to differentiate PHP code from other elements in the 

page. The mechanism for doing so is known as 'escaping to PHP.' There are four ways to do 

this: 

Canonical PHP tags 

The most universally effective PHP tag style is: 

<?php...?> 

If you use this style, you can be positive that your tags will always be correctly interpreted. 

Short-open (SGML-style) tags 

Short or short-open tags look like this: 

<?...?> 

Short tags are, as one might expect, the shortest option You must do one of two things to 

enable PHP to recognize the tags: 

 

 Choose the --enable-short-tags configuration option when you're building PHP. 

 

 Set the short_open_tag setting in your php.ini file to on. This option must be disabled 

to parse XML with PHP because the same syntax is used for XML tags. 

ASP-style tags 

ASP-style tags mimic the tags used by Active Server Pages to delineate code blocks. ASP-

style tags look like this: 

<%...%> 

To use ASP-style tags, you will need to set the configuration option in your php.ini file. 

HTML script tags 

HTML script tags look like this: 

<script language="PHP">...</script> 

 PHP ─ SYNTAX OVERVIEW 
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Commenting PHP Code 

A comment is the portion of a program that exists only for the human reader and stripped out 

before displaying the programs result. There are two commenting formats in PHP: 

 
Single-line comments: They are generally used for short explanations or notes relevant to 

the local code. Here are the examples of single line comments. 

<? 
# This is a comment, and 
# This is the second line of the comment 
// This is a comment too. Each style comments only 
print "An example with single line comments"; 
?> 

 
Multi-lines printing: Here are the examples to print multiple lines in a single print 

statement: 

<? 
# First Example 
print <<<END 
This uses the "here document" syntax to output 
multiple lines with $variable interpolation. Note 
that the here document terminator must appear on a 
line with just a semicolon no extra whitespace! 
END; 
# Second Example 
print "This spans 
multiple lines. The newlines will be 
output as well"; 
?> 

 
Multi-lines comments: They are generally used to provide pseudocode algorithms and more 

detailed explanations when necessary. The multiline style of commenting is the same as in C. 

Here are the example of multi lines comments. 

<? 
/* This is a comment with multiline 
    Author : Mohammad Mohtashim 
    Purpose: Multiline Comments Demo 
    Subject: PHP 
*/ 
print "An example with multi line comments"; 
?> 
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PHP is whitespace insensitive 

Whitespace is the stuff you type that is typically invisible on the screen, including spaces, 

tabs, and carriage returns (end-of-line characters). 

 

PHP whitespace insensitive means that it almost never matters how many whitespace 

characters you have in a row.one whitespace character is the same as many such characters. 

 

For example, each of the following PHP statements that assigns the sum of 2 + 2 to the 

variable $four is equivalent: 

$four = 2 + 2; // single spaces 
$four <tab>=<tab2<tab>+<tab>2 ; // spaces and tabs 
$four = 
2+ 
2; // multiple lines 

PHP is case sensitive 

Yeah it is true that PHP is a case sensitive language. Try out the following example: 

<html> 
<body> 
<? 
$capital = 67; 
print("Variable capital is $capital<br>"); 
print("Variable CaPiTaL is $CaPiTaL<br>"); 
?> 
</body> 
</html> 

This will produce the following result: 

Variable capital is 67 
Variable CaPiTaL is 

Statements are expressions terminated by semicolons 

A statement in PHP is any expression that is followed by a semicolon (;).Any sequence of valid 

PHP statements that is enclosed by the PHP tags is a valid PHP program. Here is a typical 

statement in PHP, which in this case assigns a string of characters to a variable called 

$greeting: 

 

$greeting = "Welcome to PHP!"; 
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Expressions are combinations of tokens 

The smallest building blocks of PHP are the indivisible tokens, such as numbers (3.14159), 

strings (.two.), variables ($two), constants (TRUE), and the special words that make up the 

syntax of PHP itself like if, else, while, for and so forth 

Braces make blocks 

Although statements cannot be combined like expressions, you can always put a sequence of 

statements anywhere a statement can go by enclosing them in a set of curly braces. 

Here both statements are equivalent: 

 

 

if (3 == 2 + 1) 

  print("Good - I haven't totally lost my mind.<br>"); 

 

if (3 == 2 + 1) 

{ 

   print("Good - I haven't totally"); 

   print("lost my mind.<br>"); 

} 

Running PHP Script from Command Prompt 

Yes you can run your PHP script on your command prompt. Assuming you have the following 

content in test.php file 

<?php 
   echo "Hello PHP!!!!!"; 
?> 

Now run this script as command prompt as follows: 

$ php test.php 

It will produce the following result 

Hello PHP!!!!! 
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The main way to store information in the middle of a PHP program is by using a variable. 

Here are the most important things to know about variables in PHP. 

 

 All variables in PHP are denoted with a leading dollar sign ($). 

 

 The value of a variable is the value of its most recent assignment. 

 

 Variables are assigned with the = operator, with the variable on the left-hand side and 

the expression to be evaluated on the right. 

 

 Variables can, but do not need, to be declared before assignment. 

 

 Variables in PHP do not have intrinsic types - a variable does not know in advance 

whether it will be used to store a number or a string of characters. 

 

 Variables used before they are assigned have default values. 

 

 PHP does a good job of automatically converting types from one to another when 

necessary. 

 

 PHP variables are Perl-like. 

 

PHP has a total of eight data types which we use to construct our variables: 

 

 Integers: are whole numbers, without a decimal point, like 4195. 

 

 Doubles: are floating-point numbers, like 3.14159 or 49.1. 

 

 Booleans: have only two possible values either true or false. 

 

 NULL: is a special type that only has one value: NULL. 

 

 Strings: are sequences of characters, like 'PHP supports string operations.' 

 

 Arrays: are named and indexed collections of other values. 

 

 Objects: are instances of programmer-defined classes, which can package up both 

other kinds of values and functions that are specific to the class. 

 

 Resources: are special variables that hold references to resources external to PHP 

(such as database connections). 

 

The first five are simple types, and the next two (arrays and objects) are compound - the 

compound types can package up other arbitrary values of arbitrary type, whereas the simple 

types cannot. 

 PHP ─ VARIABLE TYPES 
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We will explain only simile data type in this chapters. Array and Objects will be explained 

separately. 

Integers 

They are whole numbers, without a decimal point, like 4195. They are the simplest type .they 

correspond to simple whole numbers, both positive and negative. Integers can be assigned 

to variables, or they can be used in expressions, like so: 

$int_var = 12345; 

$another_int = -12345 + 12345; 

Integer can be in decimal (base 10), octal (base 8), and hexadecimal (base 16) format. 

Decimal format is the default, octal integers are specified with a leading 0, and hexadecimals 

have a leading 0x. 

 

For most common platforms, the largest integer is (2**31 . 1) (or 2,147,483,647), and the 

smallest (most negative) integer is . (2**31 . 1) (or .2,147,483,647). 

Doubles 

They like 3.14159 or 49.1. By default, doubles print with the minimum number of decimal 

places needed. For example, the code: 

$many = 2.2888800; 

$many_2 = 2.2111200; 

$few = $many + $many_2; 

print(.$many + $many_2 = $few<br>.); 

It produces the following browser output: 

2.28888 + 2.21112 = 4.5 

Boolean 

They have only two possible values either true or false. PHP provides a couple of constants 

especially for use as Booleans: TRUE and FALSE, which can be used like so: 

if (TRUE) 

   print("This will always print<br>"); 

else 

   print("This will never print<br>"); 
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Interpreting other types as Booleans 

Here are the rules for determine the "truth" of any value not already of the Boolean type: 

 

 If the value is a number, it is false if exactly equal to zero and true otherwise. 

 

 If the value is a string, it is false if the string is empty (has zero characters) or is the 

string "0", and is true otherwise. 

 

 Values of type NULL are always false. 

 

 If the value is an array, it is false if it contains no other values, and it is true otherwise. 

For an object, containing a value means having a member variable that has been 

assigned a value. 

 

 Valid resources are true (although some functions that return resources when they are 

successful will return FALSE when unsuccessful). 

 

 Don't use double as Booleans. 

 

Each of the following variables has the truth value embedded in its name when it is used in a 

Boolean context. 

$true_num = 3 + 0.14159; 

$true_str = "Tried and true" 

$true_array[49] = "An array element"; 

$false_array = array(); 

$false_null = NULL; 

$false_num = 999 - 999; 

$false_str = ""; 

NULL 

NULL is a special type that only has one value: NULL. To give a variable the NULL value, 

simply assign it like this: 

$my_var = NULL; 

The special constant NULL is capitalized by convention, but actually it is case insensitive; you 

could just as well have typed: 

$my_var = null; 

A variable that has been assigned NULL has the following properties: 

 

 It evaluates to FALSE in a Boolean context. 
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 It returns FALSE when tested with IsSet() function. 

Strings 

They are sequences of characters, like "PHP supports string operations". Following are valid 

examples of string: 

$string_1 = "This is a string in double quotes"; 

$string_2 = "This is a somewhat longer, singly quoted string"; 

$string_39 = "This string has thirty-nine characters"; 

$string_0 = ""; // a string with zero characters 

Singly quoted strings are treated almost literally, whereas doubly quoted strings replace 

variables with their values as well as specially interpreting certain character sequences. 

<? 

$variable = "name"; 

$literally = 'My $variable will not print!\\n'; 

print($literally); 

$literally = "My $variable will print!\\n"; 

print($literally); 

?> 

 

This will produce the following result: 

My $variable will not print!\n 

My name will print 

There are no artificial limits on string length - within the bounds of available memory, you 

ought to be able to make arbitrarily long strings. 

 

Strings that are delimited by double quotes (as in "this") are preprocessed in both the 

following two ways by PHP: 

 

 Certain character sequences beginning with backslash (\) are replaced with special 

characters 

 

 Variable names (starting with $) are replaced with string representations of their 

values. 

 

The escape-sequence replacements are: 

 

 \n is replaced by the newline character 
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 \r is replaced by the carriage-return character 

 

 \t is replaced by the tab character 

 

 \$ is replaced by the dollar sign itself ($) 

 

 \" is replaced by a single double-quote (") 

 

 \\ is replaced by a single backslash (\) 

 

Here Document 

You can assign multiple lines to a single string variable using here document: 

<?php 

 

$channel =<<<_XML_ 

<channel> 

<title>What's For Dinner<title> 

<link>http://menu.example.com/<link> 

<description>Choose what to eat tonight.</description> 

</channel> 

_XML_; 

 

echo <<<END 

This uses the "here document" syntax to output 

multiple lines with variable interpolation. Note 

that the here document terminator must appear on a 

line with just a semicolon. no extra whitespace! 

<br /> 

END; 

 

print $channel; 

?> 

This will produce the following result: 

This uses the "here document" syntax to output 

 

multiple lines with variable interpolation. Note 
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that the here document terminator must appear on a 

line with just a semicolon. no extra whitespace! 

 

<channel> 

<title>What's For Dinner<title> 

<link>http://menu.example.com/<link> 

<description>Choose what to eat tonight.</description> 

 

 

 

Variable Naming 

Rules for naming a variable is: 

 

 Variable names must begin with a letter or underscore character. 

 

 A variable name can consist of numbers, letters, underscores but you cannot use 

characters like + , - , % , ( , ) . & , etc 

 

There is no size limit for variables. 

PHP – Variables 

Scope can be defined as the range of availability a variable has to the program in which it is 

declared. PHP variables can be one of four scope types: 

 

 Local variables 

 

 Function parameters 

 

 Global variables 

 

 Static variables 

PHP Local Variables 

A variable declared in a function is considered local; that is, it can be referenced solely in that 

function. Any assignment outside of that function will be considered to be an entirely different 

variable from the one contained in the function: 

<? 

$x = 4; 

function assignx () { 
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$x = 0; 

print "\$x inside function is $x.  
"; 

} 

assignx(); 

print "\$x outside of function is $x.  
"; 

?> 

This will produce the following result. 

$x inside function is 0. 

$x outside of function is 4. 

PHP Function Parameters 

PHP Functions are covered in detail in PHP Function Chapter. In short, a function is a small 

unit of program which can take some input in the form of parameters and does some 

processing and may return a value. 

 

Function parameters are declared after the function name and inside parentheses. They are 

declared much like a typical variable would be: 

<? 

// multiply a value by 10 and return it to the caller 

function multiply ($value) { 

    $value = $value * 10; 

    return $value; 

} 

 

$retval = multiply (10); 

Print "Return value is $retval\n"; 

?> 

This will produce the following result. 

Return value is 100 
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PHP Global Variables 

In contrast to local variables, a global variable can be accessed in any part of the program. 

However, in order to be modified, a global variable must be explicitly declared to be global in 

the function in which it is to be modified. This is accomplished, conveniently enough, by 

placing the keyword GLOBAL in front of the variable that should be recognized as global. 

Placing this keyword in front of an already existing variable tells PHP to use the variable having 

that name. Consider an example: 

<? 

$somevar = 15; 

function addit() { 

GLOBAL $somevar; 

$somevar++; 

print "Somevar is $somevar"; 

} 

addit(); 

?> 

 

 

 

This will produce the following result. 

Somevar is 16 

PHP Static Variables 

The final type of variable scoping that I discuss is known as static. In contrast to the variables 

declared as function parameters, which are destroyed on the function's exit, a static variable 

will not lose its value when the function exits and will still hold that value should the function 

be called again. 

 

You can declare a variable to be static simply by placing the keyword STATIC in front of the 

variable name. 

<? 

function keep_track() { 

   STATIC $count = 0; 

   $count++; 

   print $count; 

   print " 
"; 
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} 

keep_track(); 

keep_track(); 

keep_track(); 

?> 

This will produce the following result. 

1 

2 

3 
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A constant is a name or an identifier for a simple value. A constant value cannot change 

during the execution of the script. By default, a constant is case-sensitive. By convention, 

constant identifiers are always uppercase. A constant name starts with a letter or underscore, 

followed by any number of letters, numbers, or underscores. If you have defined a constant, 

it can never be changed or undefined. 

 

To define a constant you have to use define() function and to retrieve the value of a constant, 

you have to simply specifying its name. Unlike with variables, you do not need to have a 

constant with a $. You can also use the function constant() to read a constant's value if you 

wish to obtain the constant's name dynamically. 

constant() function 

As indicated by the name, this function will return the value of the constant. 

 

This is useful when you want to retrieve value of a constant, but you do not know its name, 

i.e., it is stored in a variable or returned by a function. 

constant() example 

<?php 

 

define("MINSIZE", 50); 

 

echo MINSIZE; 

echo constant("MINSIZE"); // same thing as the previous line 

 

?> 

Only scalar data (boolean, integer, float and string) can be contained in constants. 

Differences between constants and variables are 

 There is no need to write a dollar sign ($) before a constant, where as in Variable one 

has to write a dollar sign. 

 

 Constants cannot be defined by simple assignment, they may only be defined using 

the define() function. 

 

 Constants may be defined and accessed anywhere without regard to variable scoping 

rules. 

 PHP ─ CONSTANTS 
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 Once the Constants have been set, may not be redefined or undefined. 

 

Valid and invalid constant names 

// Valid constant names 

define("ONE",     "first thing"); 

define("TWO2",    "second thing"); 

define("THREE_3", "third thing") 

// Invalid constant names 

define("2TWO",    "second thing"); 

define("__THREE__", "third value");  

PHP Magic constants 

PHP provides a large number of predefined constants to any script which it runs. 

 

There are five magical constants that change depending on where they are used. For example, 

the value of __LINE__ depends on the line that it's used on in your script. These special 

constants are case-insensitive and are as follows: 

 

The following table lists a few "magical" PHP constants along with their description:  

 

Name Description 

__LINE__ The current line number of the file. 

__FILE__ The full path and filename of the file. If used inside an include, the 

name of the included file is returned. Since PHP 
4.0.2, __FILE__ always contains an absolute path whereas in older 

versions it contained relative path under some circumstances. 

__FUNCTION__ The function name. (Added in PHP 4.3.0) As of PHP 5 this constant 

returns the function name as it was declared (case-sensitive). In PHP 

4 its value is always lowercased. 

__CLASS__ The class name. (Added in PHP 4.3.0) As of PHP 5 this constant 

returns the class name as it was declared (case-sensitive). In PHP 4 

its value is always lowercased. 

__METHOD__ The class method name. (Added in PHP 5.0.0) The method name is 

returned as it was declared (case-sensitive). 
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What is Operator? Simple answer can be given using expression 4 + 5 is equal to 9. Here 

4 and 5 are called operands and + is called operator. PHP language supports following type 

of operators. 

 

 Arithmetic Operators 

 

 Comparison Operators 

 

 Logical (or Relational) Operators 

 

 Assignment Operators 

 

 Conditional (or ternary) Operators 

 

Let’s have a look on all operators one by one. 

Arithmetic Operators  

The following arithmetic operators are supported by PHP language: 

 

Assume variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20 then: 

 

Operator Description Example 

+ Adds two operands A + B will give 30 

- Subtracts second operand from the first A - B will give -10 

* Multiply both operands A * B will give 200 

/ Divide the numerator by denominator B / A will give 2 

% Modulus Operator and remainder of after an 

integer division 

B % A will give 0 

++ Increment operator, increases integer value by 

one 

A++ will give 11 

-- Decrement operator, decreases integer value 

by one 

A-- will give 9 

 

 PHP ─ OPERATOR TYPES 
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Example 

Try the following example to understand all the arithmetic operators. Copy and paste following 

PHP program in test.php file and keep it in your PHP Server's document root and browse it 

using any browser. 

 

<html> 

<head><title>Arithmetical Operators</title><head> 

<body> 

<?php 

    $a = 42; 

    $b = 20; 

     

    $c = $a + $b; 

    echo "Addition Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a - $b; 

    echo "Subtraction Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a * $b; 

    echo "Multiplication Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a / $b; 

    echo "Division Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a % $b; 

    echo "Modulus Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a++;  

    echo "Increment Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

    $c = $a--;  

    echo "Decrement Operation Result: $c <br/>"; 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

This will produce the following result: 

Addition Operation Result: 62 

Subtraction Operation Result: 22 

Multiplication Operation Result: 840 

Division Operation Result: 2.1 
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Modulus Operation Result: 2 

Increment Operation Result: 42 

Decrement Operation Result: 43 
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End of ebook preview 
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Introduction to data mining: Motivation, importance, definition of data 
mining, kinds of data mining, kinds of patterns, data mining technologies, 
kinds of applications targeted, major issues in data mining; Preprocessing: 
data objects and attribute types, basic statistical descriptions of data, data 
visualization, data quality, data cleaning, data integration, data reduction, 
data transformation and data discretization. 

MOTIVATION AND IMPORTANCE: 
Data Mining is defined as the procedure of extracting information from huge 
sets of data. In other words, we can say that data mining is mining 
knowledge from data. The tutorial starts off with a basic overview and the 
terminologies involved in data mining and then gradually moves on to cover 
topics such as knowledge discovery, query language, classification and 
prediction, decision tree induction, cluster analysis, and how to mine the 
Web. 
here is a huge amount of data available in the Information Industry. This 
data is of no use until it is converted into useful information. It is necessary 
to analyze this huge amount of data and extract useful information from it. 
Extraction of information is not the only process we need to perform; data 
mining also involves other processes such as Data Cleaning, Data 
Integration, Data Transformation, Data Mining, Pattern Evaluation and Data 
Presentation. Once all these processes are over, we would be able to use this
information in many applications such as Fraud Detection, Market Analysis, 
Production Control, Science Exploration, etc.

DEFINITION OF DATA MINING? 



Data Mining is defined as extracting information from huge sets of data. In 
other words, we can say that data mining is the procedure of mining 
knowledge from data. The information or knowledge extracted so can be 
used for any of the following applications − 
• Market Analysis 

• Fraud Detection 

• Customer Retention 

• Production Control 



* Major Sources of Abundant data: 
- Business – Web, E-commerce, Transactions, Stocks 
- Science – Remote Sensing, Bio informatics, Scientific Simulation 
- Society and Everyone – News, Digital Cameras, You Tube 
* Need for turning data into knowledge – Drowning in data, but starving for 
knowledge 
* Applications that use data mining: 
- Market Analysis - Fraud Detection - Customer Retention 
- Production Control - Scientific Exploration

Definition of Data Mining? 
Extracting and ‘Mining’ knowledge from large amounts of data. 
“Gold Mining from rock or sand” is same as “Knowledge mining from data” 
Other terms for Data Mining: 
o Knowledge Mining 
o Knowledge Extraction 
o Pattern Analysis 
o Data Archeology 
o Data Dredging 
Data Mining is not same as KDD (Knowledge Discovery from Data) 
Data Mining is a step in KDD

Data Cleaning – Remove noisy and inconsistent data 
Data Integration – Multiple data sources combined Data Selection – Data 
relevant to analysis retrieved 
Data Transformation – Transform into form suitable for Data Mining 
(Summarized / Aggregated) 
Data Mining – Extract data patterns using intelligent methods 
Pattern Evaluation – Identify interesting patterns 
Knowledge Presentation – Visualization / Knowledge Representation 
– Presenting mined knowledge to the user 
DIFFERENET KINDS OF DATA MINING: 
There are several major data mining techniques have been developing 
and using in data mining projects recently including 
association, 
classification, 
clustering, 
prediction, 



sequential patterns and 
decision tree. 
We will briefly examine those data mining techniques in the following 
sections.

Association: 
Association is one of the best-known data mining technique. In association, a
pattern is discovered based on a relationship between items in the same 
transaction. That’s is the reason why association technique is also known as 
relation technique. The association technique is used in market basket 
analysis to identify a set of products that customers frequently purchase 
together. 
Retailers are using association technique to research customer’s buying 
habits. Based on historical sale data, retailers might find out that customers 
always buy crisps when they buy beers, and, therefore, they can put beers 
and crisps next to each other to save time for the customer and increase 
sales. 
Classification 
Classification is a classic data mining technique based on machine learning. 
Basically, classification is used to classify each item in a set of data into one 
of a predefined set of classes or groups. Classification method makes use of 
mathematical techniques such as decision trees, linear programming, neural 
network, and statistics. In classification, we develop the software that can 
learn how to classify the data items into groups. For example, we can apply 
classification in the application that “given all records of employees who left 
the company, predict who will probably leave the company in a future 
period.” In this case, we divide the records of employees into two groups 
that named “leave” and “stay”. And then we can ask our data mining 
software to classify the employees into separate groups. 
Clustering 
Clustering is a data mining technique that makes a meaningful or useful 
cluster of objects which have similar characteristics using the automatic 
technique. The clustering technique defines the classes and puts objects in 
each class, while in the classification techniques, objects are assigned into 
predefined classes. To make the concept clearer, we can take book 
management in the library as an example. In a library, there is a wide range 
of books on various topics available. The challenge is how to keep those 
books in a way that readers can take several books on a particular topic 
without hassle. By using the clustering technique, we can keep books that 
have some kinds of similarities in one cluster or one shelf and label it with a 
meaningful name. If readers want to grab books in that topic, they would 
only have to go to that shelf instead of looking for the entire library. 



Prediction 
The prediction, as its name implied, is one of a data mining techniques that 
discovers the relationship between independent variables and relationship 
between dependent and independent variables. For instance, the prediction 
analysis technique can be used in the sale to predict profit for the future if 
we consider the sale is an independent variable, profit could be a dependent 
variable. Then based on the historical sale and profit data, we can draw a 
fitted regression curve that is used for profit prediction. 
Sequential Patterns 
Sequential patterns analysis is one of data mining technique that seeks to 
discover or identify similar patterns, regular events or trends in transaction 
data over a business period. 
In sales, with historical transaction data, businesses can identify a set of 
items that customers buy together different times in a year. Then businesses
can use this information to recommend customers buy it with better deals 
based on their purchasing frequency in the past. 
Decision trees 
The A decision tree is one of the most commonly used data mining 
techniques because its model is easy to understand for users. In decision 
tree technique, the root of the decision tree is a simple question or condition 
that has multiple answers. Each answer then leads to a set of questions or 
conditions that help us determine the data so that we can make the final 
decision based on it. For example, We use the following decision tree to 
determine whether or not to play tennis: Starting at the root node, if the 
outlook is overcast then we should definitely play tennis. If it is rainy, we 
should only play tennis if the wind is the week. And if it is sunny then we 
should play tennis in case the humidity is normal. 
We often combine two or more of those data mining techniques together to 
form an appropriate process that meets the business needs. 
1. Classification analysis 



This analysis is used to retrieve important and relevant information about 
data, and metadata. It is used to classify different data in different classes. 
Classification is similar to clustering in a way that it also segments data 
records into different segments called classes. But unlike clustering, here the
data analysts would have the knowledge of different classes or cluster. So, in
classification analysis you would apply algorithms to decide how new data 
should be classified. A classic example of classification analysis would be our
outlook email. In outlook, they use certain algorithms to characterize an 
email as legitimate or spam. 
2. Association rule learning 
It refers to the method that can help you identify some interesting relations 
(dependency modeling) between different variables in large databases. This 
technique can help you unpack some hidden patterns in the data that can be
used to identify variables within the data and the concurrence of different 
variables that appear very frequently in the dataset.association rules are 
useful for examining and forecasting customer behavior. It is highly 
recommended in the retail industry analysis. This technique is used to 
determine shopping basket data analysis, product clustering, catalog design 
and store layout. In it, programmers use association rules to build programs 
capable of machine learning. 
3. Anomaly or outlier detection 
This refers to the observation for data items in a dataset that do not match 
an expected pattern or an expected behavior. Anomalies are also known as 
outliers, novelties, noise, deviations and exceptions. Often they provide 
critical and actionable information. An anomaly is an item that deviates 
considerably from the common average within a dataset or a combination of 
data. These types of items are statistically aloof as compared to the rest of 
the data and hence, it indicates that something out of the ordinary has 
happened and requires additional attention. This technique can be used in a 
variety of domains, such as intrusion detection, system health monitoring, 
fraud detection, fault detection, event detection in sensor networks, and 
detecting eco-system disturbances. Analysts often remove the anomalous 
data from the dataset top discover results with an increased accuracy. 
4. Clustering analysis 
The cluster is actually a collection of data objects; those objects are similar 
within the same cluster. That means the objects are similar to one another 
within the same group and they are rather different or they are dissimilar or 
unrelated to the objects in other groups or in other clusters. Clustering 
analysis is the process of discovering groups and clusters in the data in such 
a way that the degree of association between two objects is highest if they 
belong to the same group and lowest otherwise.a result of this analysis can 
be used to create customer profiling. 
5. Regression analysis 



In statistical terms, a regression analysis is the process of identifying and 
analyzing the relationship among variables. It can help you understand the 
characteristic value of the dependent variable changes, if any one of the 
independent variables is varied. This means one variable is dependent on 
another, but it is not vice versa.it is generally used for prediction and 
forecasting. 
All of these techniques can help analyze different data from different 
perspectives. Now you have the knowledge to decide the best technique to 
summarize data into useful information – information that can be used to 
solve a variety of business problems to increase revenue, customer 
satisfaction, or decrease unwanted cost.

1.Classification: 
This analysis is used to retrieve important and relevant information about 
data, and metadata. This data mining method helps to classify data in 
different classes. 
2. Clustering: 
Clustering analysis is a data mining technique to identify data that are like 
each other. This process helps to understand the differences and similarities 
between the data. 
3. Regression: 
Regression analysis is the data mining method of identifying and analyzing 
the relationship between variables. It is used to identify the likelihood of a 
specific variable, given the presence of other variables. 
4. Association Rules: 
This data mining technique helps to find the association between two or 
more Items. It discovers a hidden pattern in the data set. 
5. Outer detection: 



This type of data mining technique refers to observation of data items in the 
dataset which do not match an expected pattern or expected behavior. This 
technique can be used in a variety of domains, such as intrusion, detection, 
fraud or fault detection, etc. Outer detection is also called Outlier Analysis or 
Outlier mining. 



6. Sequential Patterns: 
This data mining technique helps to discover or identify similar patterns or 
trends in transaction data for certain period. 
7. Prediction: 
Prediction has used a combination of the other data mining techniques like 
trends, sequential patterns, clustering, classification, etc. It analyzes past 
events or instances in a right sequence for predicting a future event. 
DATA MINING TECHNIQUES(IN DETAIL): 
1.Tracking patterns. One of the most basic techniques in data mining is 
learning to recognize patterns in your data sets. This is usually a recognition 
of some aberration in your data happening at regular intervals, or an ebb 
and flow of a certain variable over time. For example, you might see that 
your sales of a certain product seem to spike just before the holidays, or 
notice that warmer weather drives more people to your website. 
2. Classification. Classification is a more complex data mining technique 
that forces you to collect various attributes together into discernable 
categories, which you can then use to draw further conclusions, or serve 
some function. For example, if you’re evaluating data on individual 
customers’ financial backgrounds and purchase histories, you might be able 
to classify them as “low,” “medium,” or “high” credit risks. You could then 
use these classifications to learn even more about those customers. 
3. Association. Association is related to tracking patterns, but is more 
specific to dependently linked variables. In this case, you’ll look for specific 
events or attributes that are highly correlated with another event or 
attribute; for example, you might notice that when your customers buy a 
specific item, they also often buy a second, related item. This is usually 
what’s used to populate “people also bought” sections of online stores. 
4. Outlier detection. In many cases, simply recognizing the overarching 
pattern can’t give you a clear understanding of your data set. You also need 
to be able to identify anomalies, or outliers in your data. For example, if your
purchasers are almost exclusively male, but during one strange week in July, 
there’s a huge spike in female purchasers, you’ll want to investigate the 
spike and see what drove it, so you can either replicate it or better 
understand your audience in the process. 
5. Clustering. Clustering is very similar to classification, but involves 
grouping chunks of data together based on their similarities. For example, 
you might choose to cluster different demographics of your audience into 
different packets based on how much disposable income they have, or how 
often they tend to shop at your store. 



6. Regression. Regression, used primarily as a form of planning and 
modeling, is used to identify the likelihood of a certain variable, given the 
presence of other variables. For example, you could use it to project a 
certain price, based on other factors like availability, consumer demand, and 
competition. More specifically, regression’s main focus is to help you uncover
the exact relationship between two (or more) variables in a given data set. 
7. Prediction. Prediction is one of the most valuable data mining 
techniques, since it’s used to project the types of data you’ll see in the 
future. In many cases, just recognizing and understanding historical trends is
enough to chart a somewhat accurate prediction of what will happen in the 
future. For example, you might review consumers’ credit histories and past 
purchases to predict whether they’ll be a credit risk in the future. 
DATA MINING TOOLS: 
So do you need the latest and greatest machine learning technology to be 
able to apply these techniques? Not necessarily. In fact, you can probably 
accomplish some cutting-edge data mining with relatively modest database 
systems, and simple tools that almost any company will have. And if you 
don’t have the right tools for the job, you can always create your own. 
However you approach it, data mining is the best collection of techniques 
you have for making the most out of the data you’ve already gathered. As 
long as you apply the correct logic, and ask the right questions, you can walk
away with conclusions that have the potential to revolutionize your 
enterprise. 
Challenges of Implementation of Data mine: 
• Skilled Experts are needed to formulate the data mining queries. 

• Overfitting: Due to small size training database, a model may not fit future 
states. 

• Data mining needs large databases which sometimes are difficult to 
manage 

• Business practices may need to be modified to determine to use the 
information uncovered. 

• If the data set is not diverse, data mining results may not be accurate. 

• Integration information needed from heterogeneous databases and global 
information systems could be complex 

MAJOR ISSUES IN DATA MINING: 
• Mining Methodology Issues: 

•  o  Mining different kinds of knowledge in databases. 

• o  Incorporation of background knowledge 

• o  Handling noisy or incomplete data 



• o  Pattern Evaluation – Interestingness Problem 



• User Interaction Issues: 

• o Interactive mining of knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction 

• o Data mining query languages and ad-hoc data mining. • Performance 
Issues: 

•  o Efficiency and Scalability of Data Mining Algorithms. 

•  o  Parallel, distributed and incremental mining algorithms. 

• Issues related to diversity of data types: 

• o Handling of relational and complex types of data. 

• o Mining information from heterogeneous databases and global information
system 

DATA MINING TECHNOLOGIES: 
As a highly application-driven domain, data mining has incorporated many 
techniques from other domains such as statistics, machine learning, pattern 
recognition, database and data warehouse systems, information retrieval, 
visualization, algorithms, high-performance computing, and many application
domains (Figure ) The interdisciplinary nature of data mining research and 
development contributes significantly to the success of data mining and its 
extensive applications. In this section, we give examples of several 
disciplines that strongly influence the development of data mining methods. 



DATA OBJECTS AND ATTRIBUTE TYPES: 
When we talk about data mining, we usually discuss about knowledge 
discovery from data. To get to know about the data it is necessary to discuss 
about data objects, data attributes and types of data attributes. Mining data 
includes knowing about data, finding relation between data. And for this we 
need to discuss about data objects and attributes. 
Data objects are the essential part of a database. A data object represents 
the entity. Data Objects are like group of attributes of a entity. For example a
sales data object may represent customer, sales or purchases. When a data 
object is listed in a database they are called data tuples. 
Attribute 
It can be seen as a data field that represents characteristics or features of a 
data object. For a customer object attributes can be customer Id, address 
etc. We can say that a set of attributes used to describe a given object
are known as attribute vector or feature vector. Type of attributes : 
This is the First step of Data Data-preprocessing. We differentiate between 
different types of attributes and then preprocess the data. So here is 
description of attribute types. 1. Qualitative (Nominal (N), Ordinal (O), 
Binary(B)). 2. Quantitative (Discrete, Continuous)

Qualitative Attributes 
1. Nominal Attributes – related to names : The values of a Nominal 
attribute are name of things, some kind of symbols. Values of Nominal 
attributes represents some category or state and that’s why nominal 
attribute also referred as categorical attributes and there is no order 
(rank, position) among values of nominal attribute. 



Example :

   

2. Binary Attributes : Binary data has only 2 values/states. For Example 
yes or no, affected or unaffected, true or false.
 i) Symmetric : Both values are equally important (Gender).
 ii) Asymmetric : Both values are not equally important (Result). 

3. Ordinal Attributes : The Ordinal Attributes contains values that have a 
meaningful sequence or ranking(order) between them, but the magnitude 
between values is not actually known, the order of values that shows what is 
important but don’t indicate how important it is. 

Quantitative Attributes 
1. Numeric : A numeric attribute is quantitative because, it is a measurable 
quantity, represented in integer or real values. Numerical attributes are of 2 
types, interval and ratio. i) An interval-scaled attribute has values, whose
differences are interpretable, but the numerical attributes do not have the 
correct reference point or we can call zero point. Data can be added and 
subtracted at interval scale but can not be multiplied or divided.Consider a 
example of temperature in degrees Centigrade. If a days temperature of one 



day is twice than the other day we cannot say that one day is twice as hot as
another day. 

ii) A ratio-scaled attribute is a numeric attribute with an fix zero-point. If a 
measurement is ratio-scaled, we can say of a value as being a multiple (or 
ratio) of another value. The values are ordered, and we can also compute the
difference 



between values, and the mean, median, mode, Quantile-range and Five 
number summary can be given. 
2. Discrete : Discrete data have finite values it can be numerical and can 
also be in categorical form. These attributes has finite or countably infinite 
set of values.  
3. Continuous : Continuous data have infinite no of states. Continuous data 
is of float type. There can be many values between 2 and 3. Example : 

DATA PRE-PROCESSING 
Definition - What does Data Preprocessing mean? 
Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that involves transforming 
raw data into an understandable format. Real-world data is often incomplete,
inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviors or trends, and is likely to 
contain many errors. Data preprocessing is a proven method of resolving 
such issues. Data preprocessing prepares raw data for further processing. 
Data preprocessing is used database-driven applications such as customer 
relationship management and rule-based applications (like neural networks). 
Data goes through a series of steps during preprocessing: 
• Data Cleaning: Data is cleansed through processes such as filling in 
missing values, smoothing the noisy data, or resolving the inconsistencies in 
the data. 



• Data Integration: Data with different representations are put together 
and conflicts within the data are resolved. 
• Data Transformation: Data is normalized, aggregated and generalized. 
• Data Reduction: This step aims to present a reduced representation of 
the data in a data warehouse. 
• Data Discretization: Involves the reduction of a number of values of a 
continuous attribute by dividing the range of attribute intervals. 

Why Data Pre-processing? 
Data preprocessing prepares raw data for further processing. The traditional 
data preprocessing method is reacting as it starts with data that is assumed 
ready for analysis and there is no feedback and impart for the way of data 
collection. The data inconsistency between data sets is the main difficulty for
the data preprocessing 
Following is the Major task of preprocessing 
Data Cleaning 
Data in the real world is dirty. That is it is incomplete or noisy or inconsistent.
Incomplete: means lacking attribute values, lacking certain attributes of 
interest, or containing only aggregate data 
e.g., occupation=“ ” 
Noisy: means containing errors or outliers 
e.g., Salary=“-10” 
Inconsistent: means containing discrepancies in codes or names 



e.g., Age=“42” Birthday=“03/07/1997” 
e.g., Was rating “1,2,3”, now rating “A, B, C” 
e.g., discrepancy between duplicate records 
Why Is Data Dirty? 
Data is dirty because of the below reasons. 
Incomplete data may come from 
“Not applicable” data value when collected 
Different considerations between the time when the data was collected and 
when it is analyzed. 
Human / hardware / software problems 
Noisy data (incorrect values) may come from 
Faulty data collection instruments 
Human or computer error at data entry 
Errors in data transmission 
Inconsistent data may come from 
Different data sources 
Functional dependency violation (e.g., modify some linked data) 
Duplicate records also need data cleaning 
Why Is Data Pre-processing Important? 
Data Pre-processing is important because: 
If there is No quality data, no quality mining results! 
Quality decisions must be based on quality data 
e.g., duplicate or missing data may cause incorrect or even misleading 
statistics. 
Data warehouse needs consistent integration of quality data 
Data extraction, cleaning, and transformation comprises the majority of the 
work of building a data warehouse 
DATA CLEANING 
Importance of Data Cleaning 
“Data cleaning is one of the three biggest problems in data warehousing”— 
“Data cleaning is the number one problem in data warehousing”—DCI survey
Data cleaning tasks are: 
Filling in missing values 
Identifying outliers and smoothing out noisy data 



Correcting inconsistent data 
Resolving redundancy caused by data integration 
Explanation of Data Cleaning 
Missing Data 
Eg. Missing customer income attribute in the sales data 
Methods of handling missing values: 
a) Ignore the tuple 
1) When the attribute with missing values does not contribute to any of the 
classes or has missing class label. 
2) Effective only when more number of missing values are there for many 
attributes in the tuple. 
3) Not effective when only few of the attribute values are missing in a tuple. 
b) Fill in the missing value manually 
1) This method is time consuming 
2) It is not efficient 
3) The method is not feasible 
c) Use of a Global constant to fill in the missing value 
1) This means filling with “Unknown” or “Infinity” 
2) This method is simple 
3) This is not recommended generally 
d) Use the attribute mean to fill in the missing value 
That is, take the average of all existing income values and fill in the missing 
income value. 
e) Use the attribute mean of all samples belonging to the same class as that 
of the given tuple. 
Say, there is a class “Average income” and the tuple with the missing value 
belongs to this class and then the missing value is the mean of all the values
in this class. 
f) Use the most probable value to fill in the missing value 
This method uses inference based tools like Bayesian Formula, Decision tree 
etc. 
Data Cleaning in Data Mining 



Quality of your data is critical in getting to final analysis. Any data which 
tend to be incomplete, noisy and inconsistent can effect your result. 
Data cleaning in data mining is the process of detecting and removing 
corrupt or inaccurate records from a record set, table or database. 
Some data cleaning methods :- 
1 You can ignore the tuple.This is done when class label is missing.This 
method is not very effective , unless the tuple contains several attributes 
with missing values. 
2 You can fill in the missing value manually.This approach is effective on 
small data set with some missing values. 
3 You can replace all missing attribute values with global constant, such as a
label like “Unknown” or minus infinity. 
4 You can use the attribute mean to fill in the missing value.For example 
customer average income is 25000 then you can use this value to replace 
missing value for income. 
5 Use the most probable value to fill in the missing value. 
Noisy Data 
Noise is a random error or variance in a measured variable. Noisy Data may 
be due to faulty data collection instruments, data entry problems and 
technology limitation. 
How to Handle Noisy Data? 
Binning: 
Binning methods sorted data value by consulting its “neighbor- hood,” that 
is, the values around it.The sorted values are distributed into a number of 
“buckets,” or bins. 
For example 
Price = 4, 8, 15, 21, 21, 24, 25, 28, 34 
Partition into (equal-frequency) bins: 
Bin a: 4, 8, 15 
Bin b: 21, 21, 24 
Bin c: 25, 28, 34 
In this example, the data for price are first sorted and then partitioned into 
equal-frequency bins of size 3. 
Smoothing by bin means: 
Bin a: 9, 9, 9 
Bin b: 22, 22, 22 
Bin c: 29, 29, 29 
In smoothing by bin means, each value in a bin is replaced by the mean 
value of the bin. 
Smoothing by bin boundaries: 
Bin a: 4, 4, 15 



Bin b: 21, 21, 24 
Bin c: 25, 25, 34 
In smoothing by bin boundaries, each bin value is replaced by the closest 
boundary value. 
Regression 
Data can be smoothed by fitting the data into a regression functions. 
Clustering: 
Outliers may be detected by clustering,where similar values are organized 
into groups, or “clusters.Values that fall outside of the set of clusters may be 
considered outliers. 
Clustering 
DATA INTEGRATION 
i)_Data Integration 
- Combines data from multiple sources into a single store. 
- Includes multiple databases, data cubes or flat files 
ii)Schema integration 
- Integrates meta data from different sources 
- Eg. A.cust_id = B.cust_no 
iii)Entity Identification Problem 
- Identify real world entities from different data sources 
- Eg. Pay type filed in one data source can take the values ‘H’ or ‘S’, Vs 
in another data source it can take the values 1 or2 
iv )Detecting and resolving data value conflicts: 
- For the same real world entity, the attribute value can be different in 
different data sources 
- Possible reasons can be - Different interpretations, different representation 
and different scaling 
- Eg. Sales amount represented in Dollars (USD) in one data 



source and as Pounds ($) in another data source. 
V) Handling Redundancy in data integration: 
- When we integrate multiple databases data redundancy occurs 
- Object Identification – Same attributes / objects in different data sources 
may have different names. 
- Derivable Data – Attribute in one data source may be derived from 
Attribute(s) in another data source 
Eg. Monthly_revenue in one data source and Annual revenue in another data 
source. 
- Such redundant attributes can be detected using Correlation Analysis 
- So, Careful integration of data from multiple sources can help in reducing or
avoiding data redundancy and inconsistency which will in turn improve 
mining speed and quality. 
DATA INTEGRATION IN DATA MINING 
Data Integration is a data preprocessing technique that combines data from 
multiple sources and provides users a unified view of these data.

 Data Integration 
These sources may include multiple databases, data cubes, or flat files. One 
of the most well-known implementation of data integration is building an 
enterprise's data warehouse. 
The benefit of a data warehouse enables a business to perform analyses 
based on the data in the data warehouse. 



There are mainly 2 major approaches for data integration:- 
1 Tight Coupling 
In tight coupling data is combined from different sources into a single 
physical location through the process of ETL - Extraction, Transformation and
Loading. 
2 Loose Coupling 
In loose coupling data only remains in the actual source databases. In this 
approach, an interface is provided that takes query from user and transforms
it in a way the source database can understand and then sends the query 
directly to the source databases to obtain the result. 
DATA TRANSFORMATION 
Smoothing:- Removes noise from the data 
Aggregation:- Summarization, Data cube Construction 
Generalization:- Concept Hierarchy climbing 
Attribute / Feature Construction:- New attributes constructed from the given 
ones 
Normalization:- Data scaled to fall within a specified range 
- min-max normalization - z-score normalization 
- normalization by decimal scaling 
In data transformation process data are transformed from one format to 
another format, that is more appropriate for data mining. 
Some Data Transformation Strategies:- 
1 Smoothing 
Smoothing is a process of removing noise from the data. 
2 Aggregation 
Aggregation is a process where summary or aggregation operations are 
applied to the data. 
3 Generalization 
In generalization low-level data are replaced with high-level data by using 
concept hierarchies climbing. 
4 Normalization 
Normalization scaled attribute data so as to fall within a small specified 
range, such as 
0.0 to 1.0. 
5 Attribute Construction 
In Attribute construction, new attributes are constructed from the given set 
of attributes. 
DATA DISCRETIZATION AND CONCEPT HIERARCHY GENERATION 



Data Discretization techniques can be used to divide the range of continuous
attribute into intervals.Numerous continuous attribute values are replaced by
small interval labels. 
This leads to a concise, easy-to-use, knowledge-level representation of 
mining results. 
Top-down discretization 
If the process starts by first finding one or a few points (called split points or 
cut points) to split the entire attribute range, and then repeats this 
recursively on the resulting intervals, then it is called top-down discretization
or splitting. 
Bottom-up discretization 
If the process starts by considering all of the continuous values as potential 
split-points, removes some by merging neighborhood values to form 
intervals, then it is called bottom-up discretization or merging. 
Discretization can be performed rapidly on an attribute to provide a 
hierarchical partitioning of the attribute values, known as a concept 
hierarchy. 
Concept hierarchies 
Concept hierarchies can be used to reduce the data by collecting and 
replacing low-level concepts with higher-level concepts. 
In the multidimensional model, data are organized into multiple dimensions, 
and each dimension contains multiple levels of abstraction defined by 
concept hierarchies. This organization provides users with the flexibility to 
view data from different perspectives. 
Data mining on a reduced data set means fewer input/output operations and 
is more efficient than mining on a larger data set. 
Because of these benefits, discretization techniques and concept hierarchies 
are typically applied before data mining, rather than during mining. 
Discretization and Concept Hierarchy Generation for Numerical Data
Typical methods 
1 Binning 
Binning is a top-down splitting technique based on a specified number of 
bins.Binning is an unsupervised discretization technique. 
2 Histogram Analysis 
Because histogram analysis does not use class information so it is an 
unsupervised discreti In data transformation process data are transformed 
from one format to another format, that is more appropriate for data mining. 
Some Data Transformation Strategies:- 
1 Smoothing 
Smoothing is a process of removing noise from the data. 



2 Aggregation 
Aggregation is a process where summary or aggregation operations are 
applied to the data. 
3 Generalization 
In generalization low-level data are replaced with high-level data by using 
concept hierarchies climbing. 
4 Normalization 
Normalization scaled attribute data so as to fall within a small specified 
range, such as 0.0 to 1.0. 
5 Attribute Construction 
In Attribute construction, new attributes are constructed from the given set 
of attributes. 
zation technique. Histograms partition the values for an attribute into disjoint
ranges called buckets. 
3 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis is a popular data discretization method. A clustering 
algorithm can be applied to discrete a numerical attribute of A by 
partitioning the values of A into clusters or groups. 
Each initial cluster or partition may be further decomposed into several 
subcultures, forming a lower level of the hierarchy.

                                          UNIT 2

                            DATAWARE HOUSING

   Multidimensional Data model-Datawarehouse Architecture-Data warehouse
Implementation-From data warehouse to data mining –online Analytical 
processing-online Analytical mining

  Data Warehouse: 

               A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant 
and non-volatile collection of data in support of management's decision 
making process.  

Subject-Oriented: A data warehouse can be used to analyze a particular 
subject area. For example, "sales" can be a particular subject. 



Integrated: A data warehouse integrates data from multiple data sources. 
For example, source A and source B may have different ways of identifying a 
product, but in a data warehouse, there will be only a single way of 
identifying a product. 

Time-Variant: Historical data is kept in a data warehouse. For example, one
can retrieve data from 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, or even older data 
from a data warehouse. This contrasts with a transactions system, where 
often only the most recent data is kept. For example, a transaction system 
may hold the most recent address of a customer, where a data warehouse 
can hold all addresses associated with a customer. 

Non-volatile: Once data is in the data warehouse, it will not change. So, 
historical data in a data warehouse should never be altered.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA MODEL

              A multidimensional model views data in the form of a data-cube. A 
data cube enables data to be modeled and viewed in multiple dimensions. It 
is defined by dimensions and facts.

              The dimensions are the perspectives or entities concerning which an
organization keeps records. For example, a shop may create a sales data 
warehouse to keep records of the store's sales for the dimension time, item, 
and location. These dimensions allow the save to keep track of things, for 
example, monthly sales of items and the locations at which the items were 
sold. Each dimension has a table related to it, called a dimensional table, 
which describes the dimension further. For example, a dimensional table for 
an item may contain the attributes item_name, brand, and type.

                    A multidimensional data model is organized around a central 
theme, for example, sales. This theme is represented by a fact table. Facts 
are numerical measures. The fact table contains the names of the facts or 
measures of the related dimensional tables.



Consider the data of a shop for items sold per quarter in the city of Delhi. 
The data is shown in the table. In this 2D representation, the sales for Delhi 
are shown for the time dimension (organized in quarters) and the item 
dimension (classified according to the types of an item sold). The fact or 
measure displayed in rupee_sold (in thousands).

Now, if we want to view the sales data with a third dimension, For example, 
suppose the data according to time and item, as well as the location is 
considered for the cities Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Delhi. These 3D data



are shown in the table. The 3D data of the table are represented as a series 
of 2D tables.

Conceptually, it may also be represented by the same data in the form of a 
3D data cube, as shown in fig:



DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE

                   A data warehouse can be built using a top-down approach, a 
bottom-up approach, or a combination of both.  

            The top-down approach starts with the overall design and 
planning. It is useful in cases where the technology is mature and well 
known, and where the business problems that must be solved are clear and 
well understood.  

             The bottom-up approach starts with experiments and prototypes. 
This is useful in the early stage of business modeling and technology 
development. It allows an organization to move forward at considerably less 
expense and to evaluate the benefits of the technology before making 
significant commitments. 

                In the combined approach, an organization can exploit the planned
and strategic nature of the top-down approach while retaining the rapid 
implementation and opportunistic application of the bottom-up approach. 

 The warehouse design process consists of the following steps: 

              Choose a business process to model, for example, orders, invoices, 
shipments, inventory, account administration, sales, or the general ledger. If 
the business process is organizational and involves multiple complex object 
collections, a data warehouse model should be followed. However, if the 
process is departmental and focuses on the analysis of one kind of business 
process, a data mart model should be chosen. 

                 Choose the grain of the business process. The grain is the 
fundamental, atomic level of data to be represented in the fact table for this 
process, for example, individual transactions, individual daily snapshots, and 
so on. 

                 Choose the dimensions that will apply to each fact table record. 
Typical dimensions are time, item, customer, supplier, warehouse, 
transaction type, and status.  



                Choose the measures that will populate each fact table record. 
Typical measures are numeric additive quantities like dollars sold and units 
sold.

A Three Tier Data Warehouse Architecture: 

Tier-1: 

                              The bottom tier is a warehouse database server that is 
almost always a relationaldatabase system. Back-end tools and utilities are 
used to feed data into the bottomtier from operational databases or other 
external sources (such as customer profileinformation provided by external 
consultants). These tools and utilities performdataextraction, cleaning, and 
transformation (e.g., to merge similar data from differentsources into a 
unified format), as well as load and refresh functions to update thedata 
warehouse . The data are extracted using application programinterfaces 
known as gateways.

         A gateway is supported by the underlying DBMS andallows client 
programs to generate SQL code to be executed at a server.  

             Examples of gateways include ODBC (Open Database Connection) 
and OLEDB (Open Linkingand Embedding for Databases) by Microsoft and 
JDBC (Java Database Connection). This tier also contains a metadata 
repository, which stores information aboutthe data warehouse and its 
contents.  

Tier-2: 

                  The middle tier is an OLAP server that is typically implemented 
using either a relational OLAP (ROLAP) model or a multidimensional OLAP. 

              OLAP model is an extended relational DBMS thatmaps operations on
multidimensional data to standard relational operations.   A multidimensional
OLAP (MOLAP) model, that is, a special-purpose server that directly 
implements multidimensional data and operations. 

 Tier-3: 

           The top tier is a front-end client layer, which contains query and 
reporting tools, analysis tools, and/or data mining tools (e.g., trend analysis, 
prediction, and so on).



  DATA WAREHOUSE MODELS

There are three data warehouse models. 

1. Enterprise warehouse    
            An enterprise warehouse collects all of the information about 
subjects spanning the entire organization.  It provides corporate-wide 
data integration, usually from one or more operational systems or 
external information providers, and is cross-functional in scope.   It 
typically contains detailed data aswell as summarized data, and can 
range in size from a few gigabytes to hundreds of gigabytes, terabytes,
or beyond.  
              An enterprise data warehouse may be implemented on 
traditional mainframes, computer superservers, or parallel architecture
platforms. It requires extensive business modeling and may take years 
to design and build. 

 2. Data mart: 

                  A data mart contains a subset of corporate-wide data that is of 
value to aspecific group of users. The scope is confined to specific selected 
subjects. For example,a marketing data mart may confine its subjects to 
customer, item, and sales. Thedata contained in data marts tend to be 
summarized. 

               Data marts are usually implemented on low-cost departmental 
servers that areUNIX/LINUX- or Windows-based. The implementation cycle of 
a data mart ismore likely to be measured in weeks rather than months or 
years. However, itmay involve complex integration in the long run if its 
design and planning werenot enterprise-wide.

3. Virtual warehouse:  

                   A virtual warehouse is a set of views over operational databases.
Forefficient query processing, only some of the possible summary views may
be materialized.  

            A virtual warehouse is easy to build but requires excess capacity on 
operational database servers.



Meta Data Repository: 

                Metadata are data about data.When used in a data warehouse, 
metadata are the data thatdefine warehouse objects. Metadata are created 
for the data names anddefinitions of the given warehouse. Additional 
metadata are created and captured fortimestamping any extracted data, the
source of the extracted data, and missing fieldsthat have been added by 
data cleaning or integration processes. 

  A metadata repository should contain the following: 

                     A description of the structure of the data warehouse, which 
includes the warehouse schema, view, dimensions, hierarchies, and derived 
data definitions, as well as data mart locations and contents. 

                     Operational metadata, which include data lineage (history of 
migrated data and the sequence of transformations applied to it), currency 
of data (active, archived, or purged), and monitoring information (warehouse
usage statistics, error reports, and audit trails).

                  The algorithms used for summarization, which include measure 
and dimension definitionalgorithms, data on granularity, partitions, subject 
areas, aggregation, summarization,and predefined queries and reports. 

                  The mapping from the operational environment to the data 
warehouse, which includessource databases and their contents, gateway 
descriptions, data partitions, data extraction, cleaning, transformation rules 
and defaults, data refresh and purging rules, andsecurity (user authorization 
and access control). 

                      Data related to system performance, which include indices and
profiles that improvedata access and retrieval performance, in addition to 
rules for the timing and scheduling of refresh, update, and replication cycles.

               Business metadata, which include business terms and definitions, 
data ownershipinformation, and charging policies. 

OLAP(Online Analaytical Processing)

                OLAP is an approach to answering multi-dimensional analytical 
(MDA) queries swiftly.   

              OLAP is part of the broader category of business intelligence, which 
also encompasses relational database, report writing and data mining.   



             OLAP tools enable users to analyze multidimensional data 
interactively from multiple perspectives.  

OLAP consists of three basic analytical operations:  

 Consolidation (Roll-Up)

  Drill-Down 

 Slicing And Dicing 

 Consolidation involves the aggregation of data that can be accumulated 
and computed in one or more dimensions. For example, all sales offices are 
rolled up to the sales department or sales division to anticipate sales trends. 

 The drill-down is a technique that allows users to navigate through the 
details. For instance, users can view the sales by individual products that 
make up a region’s sales.  

 Slicing and dicing is a feature whereby users can take out (slicing) a 
specific set of data of the OLAP cube and view (dicing) the slices from 
different viewpoints. 

 

   Types of OLAP: 

 1. Relational OLAP (ROLAP): 

               ROLAP works directly with relational databases. The base data and 
the dimension tables are stored as relational tables and new tables are 
created to hold the aggregated information. It depends on a specialized 
schema design. 

              This methodology relies on manipulating the data stored in the 
relational database to give the appearance of traditional OLAP's slicing and 
dicing functionality. In essence, each action of slicing and dicing is equivalent
to adding a "WHERE" clause in the SQL statement.  

              ROLAP tools do not use pre-calculated data cubes but instead pose 
the query to the standard relational database and its tables in order to bring 
back the data required to answer the question. 

             ROLAP tools feature the ability to ask any question because the 
methodology does not limit to the contents of a cube. 



             ROLAP also has the ability to drill down to the lowest level of detail in
the database. 

2. Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP): 

              MOLAP is the 'classic' form of OLAP and is sometimes referred to as 
just OLAP.  

            MOLAP stores this data in an optimized multi-dimensional array 
storage, rather than in a relational database. Therefore it requires the pre-
computation and storage of information in the cube - the operation known as
processing.  

             MOLAP tools generally utilize a pre-calculated data set referred to as 
a data cube. The data cube contains all the possible answers to a given 
range of questions.  

            MOLAP tools have a very fast response time and the ability to quickly 
write back data into the data set. 

 3. Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP): 

              There is no clear agreement across the industry as to what 
constitutes Hybrid OLAP, except that a database will divide data between 
relational and specialized storage.

                   For example, for some vendors, a HOLAP database will use 
relational tables to hold the larger quantities of detailed data, and use 
specialized storage for at least some aspects of the smaller quantities of 
more-aggregate or less-detailed data. 

              HOLAP addresses the shortcomings of MOLAP and ROLAP by 
combining the capabilities of both approaches.   HOLAP tools can utilize both 
pre-calculated cubes and relational data sources.

 OLAM (Online Analytical Mining)

          An OLAM server performs analytical mining in data cubes in a similar 
manner as an OLAP server performs on-line analytical processing, 

         The OLAM and OLAP servers both accept user on-line queries (or 
commands) via a graphical user interface API and work with the data cube in 
the data analysis via a cube API.                                     



            A metadata directory is used to guide the access of the data cube. 
The data cube can be constructed by accessing and/or integrating multiple 
databases via an MDDB API and/or by filtering a data warehouse via a 
database API that may support OLE DB or ODBC connections.

               OLAM server may perform multiple data mining tasks, such as 
concept description, association, classification, prediction, clustering, time-
series analysis, and so on, it usually consists of multiple integrated data 
mining modules and is more sophisticated than an OLAP server.

                   Data warehouses on a finer level by exploring implementation 
issues such as data cube computation, OLAP query answering strategies, and
methods of generalization.

                . The capability of OLAP to provide multiple and dynamic views of 
summarized data in a data warehouse sets a solid foundation for successful 
data mining.



                                                            Unit III 
               Frequent Patterns, Associations And Classification:
 The Apriori Algorithm – Definition of Classification and Prediction – 
Classification by Decision Tree Induction - Bayesian Classification – Rule 
Based Classification – Classification by Back Propagation – Lazy Learners – K-
Nearest Neighbor – Other Classification Methods. 

Apriori Algorithm 
Apriori algorithm is a classical algorithm in data mining. It is used for mining 
frequent itemsets and relevant association rules. It is devised to operate on a
database containing a lot of transactions, for instance, items brought by 
customers in a store. 
It is very important for effective Market Basket Analysis and it helps the 
customers in purchasing their items with more ease which increases the 
sales of the markets. It has also been used in the field of healthcare for the 
detection of adverse drug reactions 
Definition of Apriori Algorithm 
• The Apriori Algorithm is an influential algorithm for mining frequent item 
sets for Boolean association rules. 
• Apriori uses a “bottom up” approach, where frequent subsets are extended
one item at a time (a step known as candidate generation, and groups of 
candidates are tested against the data. 
• Apriori is designed to operate on database containing transactions (for 
example, collections of items bought by customers, or details of a website 
frequentation). 





Key Concept 
• Frequent item sets: All the sets which contain the item with the minimum 
support (denoted as for item set. 
• Apriori Property: Any subset of frequent item set must be frequent. 
• Join operation: To find, a set of candidate k-item sets is generated by 
joining with itself. 

Apriori Algorithm Steps 
Below are the apriori algorithm steps: 
1. Scan the transaction data base to get the support ‘S’ each 1-itemset, 
compare ‘S’ with min_sup, and get a support of 1-itemsets, 
2. Use join to generate a set of candidate k-item set. Use apriori property to 
prune the unfrequented k-item sets from this set. 
3. Scan the transaction database to get the support ‘S’ of each candidate k-
item set in the given set, compare ‘S’ with min_sup, and get a set of frequent
k-item set 
4. If the candidate set is NULL, for each frequent item set 1, generate all 
nonempty subsets of 1. 
5. For every nonempty subsets of 1, output the rule “s=>(1-s)” if confidence 
C of the rule “s=>(1-s)” min_conf 
6. If the candidate set is not NULL, go to step 2. 

Example for Apriori Algorithms 
Market-Basket Analysis is one of the examples for Apriori. 



• Provides insight into which products tend to be purchased together and 
which are most amenable to promotion. 
• Actionable rules 
• Trivial rules 
• People who buy chalk-piece also buy duster 
• Inexplicable 
• People who buy mobile also buy bag 

Database D 
Minsup = 0.5

 
Apriori Algorithm: Pseudo code 
• Join step: is generated by joining with itself 
• Prune Step: any (k-1) item set that is not frequent cannot be a subset of a 
frequent k-item set 
• Pseudo-code: 



Limitations 
• Apriori algorithm can be very slow and the bottleneck is candidate 
generation. 
• For example, if the transaction DB has 104 frequent 1-itemsets, they will 
generate 107 candidate 2-itemsets even after employing the downward 
closure. 
• To compute those with sup more than min sup, the database need to be 
scanned at every level. It needs (n +1 ) scans, where n is the length of the 
longest pattern 

Methods To Improve Apriori’s Efficiency 
• Hash-based itemset counting: A k-itemset whose corresponding hashing 
bucket count is below the threshold cannot be frequent 
• Transaction reduction: A transaction that does not contain any frequent k-
itemset is useless in subsequent scans 
• Partitioning: Any itemset that is potentially frequent in DB must be 
frequent in at least one of the partitions of DB. 
• Sampling: mining on a subset of given data, lower support threshold + a 
method to determine the completeness 
• Dynamic itemset counting: add new candidate itemsets only when all of 
their subsets are estimated to be frequent 

Apriori Advantages/Disadvantages 
• Advantages 
• Uses large itemset property 
• Easily parallelized 



• Easy to implement 
• Disadvantages 
• Assumes transaction database is memory resident. 
• Requires many database scans 

DEFINITION OF CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION 
Classification 
Classification is a classic data mining technique based on machine learning. 
Basically, classification is used to classify each item in a set of data into one 
of a predefined set of classes or groups. Classification method makes use of 
mathematical techniques such as decision trees, linear programming, neural 
network, and statistics. 
Prediction 
The prediction, as its name implied, is one of a data mining techniques that 
discovers the relationship between independent variables and relationship 
between dependent and independent variables. For instance, the prediction 
analysis technique can be used in the sale to predict profit for the future if 
we consider the sale is an independent variable, profit could be a dependent 
variable. Then based on the historical sale and profit data, we can draw a 
fitted regression curve that is used for profit prediction. 
INTRODUCTION: 
Classification is a data mining function that assigns items in a collection to 
target categories or classes. The goal of classification is to accurately predict
the target class for each case in the data. For example, a classification model
could be used to identify loan applicants as low, medium, or high credit risks.
Classifications are discrete and do not imply order. The simplest type of 
classification problem is binary classification. In binary classification, the 
target attribute has only two possible values: for example, high credit rating 
or low credit rating. Multiclass targets have more than two values: for 
example, low, medium, high, or unknown credit rating. 
Different classification algorithms use different techniques for finding 
relationships. Classification models are tested by comparing the predicted 
values to known target values in a set of test data. 
The historical data for a classification project is typically divided into two 
data sets: one for building the model; the other for testing the model. 
Classification has many applications in customer segmentation, business 
modeling, marketing, credit analysis, and biomedical and drug response 
modeling. 
How Does Classification Works? 



The Data Classification process includes two steps − 
• Building the Classifier or Model(Learning Step) 

• Using Classifier for Classification(Classifying Step) 

Building the Classifier or Model 
• This step is the learning step or the learning phase. 
• In this step the classification algorithms build the classifier. 
• The classifier is built from the training set made up of database tuples and 
their associated class labels. 
• Each tuple that constitutes the training set is referred to as a category or 
class. These tuples can also be referred to as sample, object or data points. 

Using Classifier for Classification 
In this step, the classifier is used for classification. Here the test data is used 
to estimate the accuracy of classification rules. The classification rules can 
be applied to the new data tuples if the accuracy is considered acceptable. 

Classification Issues 
The major issue is preparing the data for Classification. Preparing the data 
involves the following activities − 
• Data Cleaning − Data cleaning involves removing the noise and 
treatment of missing values.. 
• Relevance Analysis − Database may also have the irrelevant attributes. 
Correlation analysis is used to know whether any two given attributes are 
related. 

• Data Transformation and reduction − The data can be 
transformed by any of the following methods. o Normalization − The data 
is transformed using normalization. Normalization involves scaling all values 
for given attribute in order to make them fall within a 



small specified range. Normalization is used when in the learning 
step, the neural networks or the methods involving measurements are used. 

o Generalization − The data can also be transformed by 
generalizing it to the higher concept. For this purpose we can use the 
concept hierarchies. 

**************************** 
CLASSIFICATION BY DECISION TREE INDUCTION: 
A decision tree is a structure that includes a root node, branches, and leaf 
nodes. Each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch 
denotes the outcome of a test, and each leaf node holds a class label. The 
topmost node in the tree is the root node.The following decision tree is for 
the concept buy_computer that indicates whether a customer at a company 
is likely to buy a computer or not. Each internal node represents a test on an 
attribute. Each leaf node represents a class. 

The benefits of having a decision tree are as follows − 
• It does not require any domain knowledge. 

• It is easy to comprehend. 

• The learning and classification steps of a decision tree are simple and fast. 

Decision Tree Induction Algorithm 



A machine researcher named J. Ross Quinlan in 1980 developed a decision 
tree algorithm known as ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser). Later, he presented 
C4.5, which was the successor of ID3. ID3 and C4.5 adopt a greedy 
approach. In this algorithm, there is no backtracking; the trees are 
constructed in a top-down recursive divide-and-conquer manner. 
Generating a decision tree form training tuples of data partition D 
Algorithm : Generate_decision_tree 
Input: 
Data partition, D, which is a set of training tuples 
and their associated class labels. 
attribute_list, the set of candidate attributes. 
Attribute selection method, a procedure to determine the 
splitting criterion that best partitions that the data 
tuples into individual classes. This criterion includes a 
splitting_attribute and either a splitting point or splitting subset. 
Output: 
A Decision Tree 
Method 
create a node N; 
if tuples in D are all of the same class, C then 
return N as leaf node labeled with class C; 
if attribute_list is empty then 
return N as leaf node with labeled 
with majority class in D;|| majority voting 
apply attribute_selection_method(D, attribute_list) 
to find the best splitting_criterion; 
label node N with splitting_criterion; 



if splitting_attribute is discrete-valued and 
multiway splits allowed then // no restricted to binary trees 
attribute_list = splitting attribute; // remove splitting attribute 
for each outcome j of splitting criterion 
// partition the tuples and grow subtrees for each partition 
let Dj be the set of data tuples in D satisfying outcome j; // a partition 
if Dj is empty then 
attach a leaf labeled with the majority 
class in D to node N; 
else 
attach the node returned by Generate 
decision tree(Dj, attribute list) to node N; 
end for 
return N; 
Tree Pruning 
Tree pruning is performed in order to remove anomalies in the training data 
due to noise or outliers. The pruned trees are smaller and less complex. 
Tree Pruning Approaches 
There are two approaches to prune a tree − 
• • Pre-pruning − The tree is pruned by halting its construction early. 
• • Post-pruning - This approach removes a sub-tree from a fully grown
tree. 

Cost Complexity 
The cost complexity is measured by the following two parameters − 
• • Number of leaves in the tree, and 
• • Error rate of the tree. 



************************* 
DT RULES (RULE BASED CLASSIFICATION) 
Rule-based classifier makes use of a set of IF-THEN rules for classification. 
We can express a rule in the following from − 
IF condition THEN conclusion 
Let us consider a rule R1, 
R1: IF age = youth AND student = yes 
THEN buy_computer = yes 
• • The IF part of the rule is called rule antecedent orprecondition. 
• • The THEN part of the rule is called rule consequent. 
• • The antecedent part the condition consist of one or more attribute 
tests and these tests are logically ANDed. 
• • The consequent part consists of class prediction. 

Note − We can also write rule R1 as follows − 
R1: (age = youth) ^ (student = yes))(buys computer = yes) 
If the condition holds true for a given tuple, then the antecedent is satisfied. 
Rule Extraction 
Here we will learn how to build a rule-based classifier by extracting IF-THEN 
rules from a decision tree. 
To extract a rule from a decision tree − 
• • One rule is created for each path from the root to the leaf node. 

• • To form a rule antecedent, each splitting criterion is logically ANDed. 

• • The leaf node holds the class prediction, forming the rule 
consequent. 



Rule Induction Using Sequential Covering Algorithm 
Sequential Covering Algorithm can be used to extract IF-THEN rules form the 
training data. We do not require to generate a decision tree first. In this 
algorithm, each rule for a given class covers many of the tuples of that class.
Some of the sequential Covering Algorithms are AQ, CN2, and RIPPER. As per
the general strategy the rules are learned one at a time. For each time rules 
are learned, a tuple covered by the rule is removed and the process 
continues for the rest of the tuples. This is because the path to each leaf in a 
decision tree corresponds to a rule. 
Note − The Decision tree induction can be considered as learning a set of 
rules simultaneously. 
The Following is the sequential learning Algorithm where rules are learned 
for one class at a time. When learning a rule from a class Ci, we want the 
rule to cover all the tuples from class C only and no tuple form any other 
class. 
Algorithm: Sequential Covering 
Input: 
D, a data set class-labeled tuples, 
Att_vals, the set of all attributes and their possible values. 
Output: A Set of IF-THEN rules. 
Method: 
Rule_set={ }; // initial set of rules learned is empty 
for each class c do 
repeat 
Rule = Learn_One_Rule(D, Att_valls, c); 
remove tuples covered by Rule form D; 
until termination condition; 
Rule_set=Rule_set+Rule; // add a new rule to rule-set 
end for 



return Rule_Set; 
Rule Pruning 
The rule is pruned is due to the following reason − 
• • The Assessment of quality is made on the original set of training 
data. The rule may perform well on training data but less well on subsequent
data. That's why the rule pruning is required. 

• • The rule is pruned by removing conjunct. The rule R is pruned, if 
pruned version of R has greater quality than what was assessed on an 
independent set of tuples. 

FOIL is one of the simple and effective method for rule pruning. For a given 
rule R, 
FOIL_Prune = pos - neg / pos + neg 
where pos and neg is the number of positive tuples covered by R, 
respectively. 
Note − This value will increase with the accuracy of R on the pruning set. 
Hence, if the FOIL_Prune value is higher for the pruned version of R, then we 
prune 
Overfitting and Tree Pruning 
_ Overfitting: An induced tree may overfit the training data 
_ Too many branches, some may reflect anomalies due to noise or 
outliers 
_ Poor accuracy for unseen samples 
_ Two approaches to avoid overfitting 
_ Prepruning: Halt tree construction early—do not split a node if this 
would result in the goodness measure falling below a threshold 
_ Difficult to choose an appropriate threshold 
_ Postpruning: Remove branches from a “fully grown” tree—get a 
sequence of progressively pruned trees 
_ Use a set of data different from the training data to decide 
which is the “best pruned tree” 
Danger of overfitting 
_ 
Learning the training data too precisely usually leads to poor classification 



results on new data.Classifier has to have the ability to generalize. 
underfit fit overfit 
******************************* 

NAÏVE BAYES METHOD (BAYSIAN CLASSIFICATION): 
Bayesian classification is based on Bayes' Theorem. Bayesian classifiers are 
the statistical classifiers. Bayesian classifiers can predict class membership 
probabilities such as the probability that a given tuple belongs to a particular
class. 

Baye's Theorem 
Bayes' Theorem is named after Thomas Bayes. There are two types of 
probabilities − 
• Posterior Probability [P(H/X)] 

• Prior Probability [P(H)] 

where X is data tuple and H is some hypothesis. 
According to Bayes' Theorem, 
P(H/X)= P(X/H)P(H) / P(X) 

Bayesian Belief Network 
Bayesian Belief Networks specify joint conditional probability distributions. 
They are also known as Belief Networks, Bayesian Networks, or Probabilistic 
Networks. 
• A Belief Network allows class conditional independencies to be defined 
between subsets of variables. 



• It provides a graphical model of causal relationship on which learning can 
be performed. 

• We can use a trained Bayesian Network for classification. 

There are two components that define a Bayesian Belief Network − 
• Directed acyclic graph 

• A set of conditional probability tables 

Directed Acyclic Graph 
• Each node in a directed acyclic graph represents a random variable. 

• These variable may be discrete or continuous valued. 

• These variables may correspond to the actual attribute given in the data. 

Directed Acyclic Graph Representation 
The following diagram shows a directed acyclic graph for six Boolean 
variables. 
The arc in the diagram allows representation of causal knowledge. For 
example, lung cancer is influenced by a person's family history of lung 
cancer, as well as whether or not the person is a smoker. It is worth noting 
that the variable PositiveXray is independent of whether the patient has a 
family history of lung cancer or that the patient is a smoker, given that we 
know the patient has lung cancer. 
Conditional Probability Table 



The conditional probability table for the values of the variable LungCancer 
(LC) showing each possible combination of the values of its parent nodes, 
FamilyHistory (FH), and Smoker (S) is as follows – 
************************** 

CLASSIFICATION BY BACK PROPOGATION 
Backpropagation: A neural network learning algorithm 
Started by psychologists and neurobiologists to develop and test 
computational analogues of neurons 
A neural network: A set of connected input/output units where each 
connection has a weight associated with it 
During the learning phase, the network learns by adjusting the weights 
so as to be able to predict the correct class label of the input tuples 
Also referred to as connectionist learning due to the connections between
units 
Neural Network as a Classifier 
Weakness 
o Long training time 
o Require a number of parameters typically best determined empirically, 
e.g., the network topology or ``structure." 
o Poor interpretability: Difficult to interpret the symbolic meaning behind the 
learned weights and of ``hidden units" in the network 
Strength 
o High tolerance to noisy data 



o Ability to classify untrained patterns 
o Well-suited for continuous-valued inputs and outputs o Successful on a 
wide array of real-world data 
o Algorithms are inherently parallel 
o Techniques have recently been developed for the extraction of rules from 
trained neural networks 
ANeuron(=aperceptron)

o The inputs to the network correspond to the attributes measured for each 
training tuple 
o Inputs are fed simultaneously into the units making up the input layer 
o They are then weighted and fed simultaneously to a hidden layer 
o The number of hidden layers is arbitrary, although usually only one 
o The weighted outputs of the last hidden layer are input to units making up 
the output layer, which emits the network's prediction 



• The network is feed-forward in that none of the weights cycles back to an 
input unit or to an output unit of a previous layer 

The backpropagation (BP) algorithm learns the classification model by 
training a multilayer feed-forward neural network. The generic architecture 
of the neural network for BP is shown in the following diagrams, with one 
input layer, some hidden layers, and one output layer. Each layer contains 
some units or perceptron. Each unit might be linked to others by weighted 
connections. The values of the weights are initialized before the training. The
number of units in each layer, number of hidden layers, and the connections 
will be empirically defined at the very start. 





Other Classification Methods 
Genetic Algorithms 
o Genetic Algorithm: based on an analogy to biological evolution 
o An initial population is created consisting of randomly generated rules 
Each rule is represented by a string of bits 
E.g., if A1 and ¬A2 then C2 can be encoded as 100 o If an attribute has k > 2
values, k bits can be used 
o Based on the notion of survival of the fittest, a new population is formed 
to consist of the fittest rules and their offsprings 
o The fitness of a rule is represented by its classification accuracy on a set of
training examples 
o Offsprings are generated by crossover and mutation 
o The process continues until a population P evolves when each rule in P 
satisfies aprespecified threshold 



o Slow but easily parallelizable 
Rough Set Approach: 
o Rough sets are used to approximately or ―roughly‖ define equivalent
classes 
o A rough set for a given class C is approximated by two sets: a lower 
approximation (certain to be in C) and an upper approximation (cannot be 
described as not belonging to C) 
• Finding the minimal subsets (reducts) of attributes for feature reduction is
NP-hard but a discernibility matrix (which stores the differences between 
attribute values for each pair of data tuples) is used to reduce the 
computation intensity 

Figure: A rough set approximation of the set of tuples of the class C 
suing lower and upper approximation sets of C. The rectangular 
regions represent equivalence classes 
Fuzzy Set approaches 
o Fuzzy logic uses truth values between 0.0 and 1.0 to represent the degree 
of membership (such as using fuzzy membership graph) 
o Attribute values are converted to fuzzy values 



e.g., income is mapped into the discrete categories {low, medium, high} 
with fuzzy values calculated 
o For a given new sample, more than one fuzzy value may apply 
o Each applicable rule contributes a vote for membership in the categories 
o Typically, the truth values for each predicted category are summed, and 
these sums are combined

UNIT-IV
CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Definition-Types of Cluster Analysis-Categorization of major 
Clustering Techniques-Partitioning Methods-Hierarchical Clustering-BRICH-
ROCK-Grid Based Methods-Model Based Clustering Methods-Outlier Analysis

What Is Cluster Analysis?

 The process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes of 
similar objects is called clustering. A cluster is a collection of data objects 
that are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to 
the objects in other clusters. A cluster of data objects can be treated 
collectively as one group and so may be considered as a formof data 
compression.

Types of Data in Cluster Analysis:-
Data matrix (or object-by-variable structure): This represents n objects, such 
as persons,with p variables (also called measurements or attributes), such as
age, height,weight, gender, and so on.
Dissimilarity matrix (or object-by-object structure): This stores a collection of 
proximities that are available for all pairs of n objects.
A Categorization of Major Clustering Methods:



 the major clustering methods can be classified into the following categories:
Partitioning methods: Given a database of n objects or data tuples, a 
partitioning method constructs k partitions of the data, where each partition 
represents a cluster and k n. That is, it classifies the data into k groups, 
which together satisfy thefollowing requirements: (1) each groupmust 
contain at least one object, and (2) each object must belong to exactly one 
group.
Hierarchical methods: A hierarchical method creates a hierarchical 
decomposition of the given set of data objects. A hierarchical method can be 
classified as being either agglomerative or divisive, based on howthe 
hierarchical decomposition is formed. The agglomerative approach, also 
called the bottom-up approach, starts with each object forming a separate 
group.
Density-based methods: Most partitioning methods cluster objects based 
on the distance between objects. Such methods can find only spherical-
shaped clusters and encounter difficulty at discovering clusters of arbitrary 
shapes.Other clustering methods have been developed based on the notion 
of density.
Grid-based methods: Grid-based methods quantize the object space into a 
finite number of cells that form a grid structure. All of the clustering 
operations are performed on the grid structure (i.e., on the quantized space).
The main advantage of this approach is its fast processing time, which is 
typically independent of the number of data objects and dependent only on 
the number of cells in each dimension in the quantized space.
Model-based methods:Model-based methods hypothesize a model for 
each of the clusters and find the best fit of the data to the given model. A 
model-based algorithm may locate clusters by constructing a density 
function that reflects the spatial distribution of the data points.
BIRCH: Balanced Iterative Reducing and ClusteringUsing Hierarchies
BIRCH is designed for clustering a large amount of numerical data by 
integration of hierarchical clustering (at the initial microclustering stage) and
other clustering methods such as iterative partitioning (at the later 
macroclustering stage). It overcomes the twodifficulties of agglomerative 
clustering methods: (1) scalability and (2) the inability.
ROCK: A Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm for Categorical Attributes



ROCK (RObust Clustering using linKs) is a hierarchical clustering algorithm 
that explores the concept of links (the number of common neighbors 
between two objects) for data with categorical attributes.ROCK takes a more 
global approach to clustering by considering the neighborhoods of individual 
pairs of points. If two similar points also have similar neighborhoods, then 
the two points
likely belong to the same cluster and so can be merged.
Grid-Based Methods
The grid-based clustering approach uses a multiresolution grid data 
structure. It quantizes the object space into a finite number of cells that form
a grid structure on which all of the operations for clustering are performed. 
The main advantage of the approach is its fast processing time, which is 
typically independent of the number of data objects, yet dependent on only 
the number of cells in each dimension in the quantized space.
Model-Based Clustering Methods
Model-based clustering methods attempt to optimize the fit between the 
given data and some mathematical model. Such methods are often based on
the assumption that the data are generated by a mixture of underlying 
probability distributions.
Expectation-Maximization
TheEM(Expectation-Maximization) algorithm is a popular iterative refinement
algorithm that can be used for finding the parameter estimates.EM starts 
with an initial estimateor “guess” of the parameters of the mixture model 
(collectively referred to as the parameter vector). It iteratively rescores the 
objects against the mixture density produced by the parameter vector.
Outlier Analysis
there exist data objects that do not comply with the general behavior or 
model of the data. Such data objects, which are grossly different from or 
inconsistent with the remaining set of data, are called outliers.Many data 
mining algorithms try to minimize the influence of outliers or 
eliminatethemall together. This, however, could result in the loss of 
important hidden information because one person’s noise could be another 
person’s signal. In other words, the outliers may be of particular interest, 
such as in the case of fraud detection, where outliers may indicate fraudulent
activity. Thus, outlier detection and analysis is an interesting data mining 
task, referred to as outlier mining.These can be categorized into four 
approaches: the statistical approach, the distance-based
approach, the density-based local outlier approach, and the deviation-based 
approach.
• Statistical Distribution-Based Outlier Detection

• Distance-Based Outlier Detection

• Density-Based Local Outlier Detection

• Deviation-Based Outlier Detection



UNIT-V

                   Spatial, Multimedia, Text And Web Data:

             Spatial Data Mining-Multimedia Data Mining-Text Mining-
Mining the World Wide Web-Data Mining Application-Trends in Data 
Mining.

Spatial Data Mining
 A spatial database stores a large amount of space-related data, such 

as maps, preprocessed remote sensing or medical imaging data, and 
VLSI chip layout data.

 Spatial databases have many features distinguishing them from 
relational databases. 

 They carry topological and/or distance information, usually organized 
by sophisticated, multidimensional spatial indexing structures that are 
accessed by spatial data access methods and often require spatial 
reasoning, geometric computation, and spatial knowledge 
representation techniques.

 Spatial data mining refers to the extraction of knowledge, spatial 
relationships, or other interesting patterns not explicitly stored in 



spatial databases. Such mining demands an integration of data mining 
with spatial database technologies.

What about using statistical techniques for spatial data mining?

 Statistical spatial data analysis has been a popular approach to 
analyzing spatial data and exploring geographic information.

  The term geo statistics is often associated with continuous geographic
space, where as the term spatial statistics is often associated with 
discrete space. 

 In a statistical model that handles non spatial data, one usually 
assumes statistical independence among different portions of data. 

Spatial Data Cube Construction and Spatial OLAP

 With relational data, we can integrate spatial data to construct a data 
warehouse that facilitates spatial data mining. 

 A spatial data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-
variant, and nonvolatile collection of both spatial and non spatial data 
in support of spatial data mining and spatial-data related decision-
making processes.

Example:- 

 Spatial data cube and spatial OLAP. There are about 3,000 weather 
probes distributed in

 British Columbia (BC), Canada, each recording daily temperature and 
precipitation for a designated small area and transmitting signals to a 
provincial weather station.

  With a spatial data warehouse that supports spatial OLAP, a user can 
view weather patterns on a map by month, by region, and by different 
combinations of temperature and precipitation, and can dynamically 
drill down or roll up along any dimension to explore desired patterns.

  There are several challenging issues regarding the construction and 
utilization of spatial data warehouses. The first challenge is the 
integration of spatial data from heterogeneous sources and systems.

  Spatial data are usually stored in different industry firms and 
government agencies using various data formats. 

 Data formats are not only structure-specific (e.g., raster- vs. vector-
based spatial data, object-oriented vs. relational models, different 
spatial storage and indexing structures), but also vendor-specific.

Multimedia Data Mining:-
        
  What is a multimedia database?



 A multimedia database system stores and manages a large collection
of multimedia data, such as audio, video, image, graphics, speech, 
text, document, and hypertext data, which contain text, text 
markups, and linkages. 

 Multimedia database systems are increasingly common owing to the 
popular use of audio video equipment, digital cameras, CD-ROMs, 
and the Internet. 

 Typical multimedia database systems include NASA’s EOS (Earth 
Observation System), various kinds of image and audio-video 
databases, and Internet databases.

Text Mining:-
 Most previous studies of data mining have focused on structured data, 

such as relational, transactional, and data warehouse data. 
  In reality, a substantial portion of the available information is stored in

text databases (or document databases), which consist of large 
collections of documents from various sources, such as news articles, 
research papers, books, digital libraries, e-mail messages, and Web 
pages.

  Text databases are rapidly growing due to the increasing amount of 
information available in electronic form, such as electronic 
publications, various kinds of electronic documents, e-mail, and the 
World Wide Web (which can also be viewed as a huge, interconnected, 
dynamic text database).

Mining theWorld WideWeb

 The World Wide Web serves as a huge, widely distributed, global 
information service center for news, advertisements, consumer 
information, financial management, education, government, e-
commerce, and many other information services.

 The Web also contains a rich and dynamic collection of hyperlink 
information and Web page access and usage information, providing 
rich sources for data mining. 

Data Mining Applications
 In the previous chapters of this book, we have studied principles and 

methods for mining relational data, data warehouses, and complex 
types of data (including stream data, time-series and sequence data, 
complex structured data, spatiotemporal data, multimedia data, 
heterogeneous multi database data, text data, and Web data).



  Because data mining is a relatively young discipline with wide and 
diverse applications, there is still a nontrivial gap between general 
principles of data mining and application specific, effective data mining
tools. 



Multimedia 

Introduction



• The term multimedia is coined from two terms: multiple 
and media

• Multimedia means usage of multiple media to communicate

• Multimedia is the field concerned with the computer-
controlled integration of text, graphics, drawings, still and 
moving images (Video), animation, audio, and any other 
media where every type of information can be represented, 
stored, transmitted and processed digitally.

•  Multimedia also refers to the use of electronic media to 
store and experience multimedia content. 

• Multimedia is similar to traditional mixed media in fine art, 
but with a broader scope. 

• The term "rich media" is synonymous for interactive 
multimedia. 

• A Multimedia Application is an Application which uses a 
collection of multiple media sources e.g. text, graphics, 
images, sound/audio, animation and/or video



• Multimedia may be broadly divided into linear and non-
linear categories.

•  Linear active content progresses without any navigation 
control for the viewer such as a cinema presentation.

•  Non-linear content offers user interactivity to control 
progress as used with a computer game or used in self-
paced computer based training. 

• Non-linear content is also known as hypermedia content. 

• Hypertext is a text which contains links to other texts



• HyperMedia is not constrained to be text-based. It 
can include other media, e.g., graphics, images, and 
especially the continuous media – sound and video.



• A Multimedia System is a system capable of 
processing multimedia data and applications

• A Multimedia System is characterised by the 
processing, storage, generation, manipulation and 
rendition of Multimedia information

• A Multimedia system has four basic 
characteristics:

• Multimedia systems must be computer 
controlled.

• Multimedia systems are integrated.

• The information they handle must be 
represented digitally.

• The interface to the final presentation of media 
is usually interactive.



Features of Multimedia
• Multimedia presentations may be viewed in 

person on stage, projected, transmitted, or played 
locally with a media player. 

• A broadcast may be a live or recorded multimedia 
presentation. 

• Broadcasts and recordings can be either analog or 
digital electronic media technology.

• Digital online multimedia may be downloaded or 
streamed.

• Streaming multimedia may be live or on-demand.

• Multimedia games and simulations may be used 
in a physical environment with special effects, with 
multiple users in an online network, or locally with 
an offline computer, game system, or simulator.



Challenges for Multimedia 
Systems

• Distributed Networks

• Temporal relationship between data

– Render different data at same time — 
continuously.

– Sequencing within the media

playing frames in correct order/time frame in video

– Synchronisation — inter-media scheduling

E.g. Video and Audio — Lip synchronisation is 
clearly important for humans to watch playback 
of video and audio and even animation and 
audio.



Key Issues for Multimedia 
Systems

• The key issues multimedia systems need to deal 
with here are:

• How to represent and store temporal information.

• How to strictly maintain the temporal 
relationships on play back/retrieval

• What process are involved in the above.

• Data has to represented digitally — Analog–
Digital Conversion, Sampling etc.

• Large Data Requirements—bandwidth, storage, 
compression



Desirable Features for a 
Multimedia System

• The following features are desirable for a Multimedia 
System:

 Very High Processing Power — needed to deal with 
large data processing and real time delivery of media. 
Special hardware commonplace.

 Multimedia Capable File System —needed to deliver 
real-time media — e.g. Video/Audio Streaming.

 Special Hardware/Software needed – e.g RAID 
technology.

 Data Representations — File Formats that support 
multimedia should be easy to handle yet allow for 
compression/decompression in real-time.

 Network Support — Client-server systems common as 
distributed systems common.



 Efficient and High I/O —input and output to the file 
subsystem needs to be efficient and fast. 

Needs to allow for real-time recording as well as 
playback of data. e.g. Direct to Disk recording systems.

 Special Operating System —to allow access to file 
system and process data efficiently and quickly. 

Needs to support direct transfers to disk, real-time 
scheduling, fast interrupt processing, I/O streaming etc.

 Storage and Memory — large storage units (of the 
order of 50 -100 Gb or more) and large memory (50 -100 
Mb or more). 

Large Caches also required and frequently of Level 2 
and 3 hierarchy for efficient management.

 Software Tools — user friendly tools needed to handle 
media, design and develop applications, deliver media.



Components of a Multimedia 
System

• The Components (Hardware and Software) required for 
a multimedia system:

 Capture devices — Video Camera, Video Recorder, 
Audio Microphone, Keyboards, mice, graphics tablets, 
3D input devices, tactile sensors, VR devices. Digitising/
Sampling Hardware

 Storage Devices —Hard disks, CD-ROMs, Jaz/Zip 
drives, DVD, etc

 Communication Networks —Ethernet, Token Ring, 
FDDI, ATM, Intranets, Internets.

 Computer Systems — Multimedia Desktop machines, 
Workstations, MPEG/VIDEO/DSP Hardware

 Display Devices — CD-quality speakers, HDTV,SVGA, 
Hi-Res monitors, Colour printers etc.



Applications of Multimedia
• Multimedia Applications 

include:

⎈ World Wide Web

⎈  Hypermedia courseware

⎈ Video conferencing

⎈ Video-on-demand

⎈ Interactive TV

⎈ Groupware

⎈ Home shopping

⎈ Games

⎈ Virtual reality

⎈ Digital video editing and 
production systems

⎈ Multimedia Database 
systems

⎈ Advertisements

⎈ Art

⎈ Education

⎈ Entertainment

⎈ Engineering

⎈ Medicine

⎈ Mathematics

⎈ Business

⎈ Scientific research and 
spatial

⎈ Temporal applications



• A few application areas of multimedia are listed below:
1. Creative industries 
 Creative industries use multimedia for a variety of 

purposes ranging from fine arts, to entertainment, to 
commercial art, to journalism, to media and software 
services provided for any of the industries An individual 
multimedia

 Request for their skills range from technical, to analytical 
and to creative.

2. Commercial 
 Industrial, business to business, and interoffice 

communications are
 often developed by creative services firms for advanced 

multimedia presentations
 Commercial multimedia developers may be hired to 

design for governmental services and nonprofit services 
applications as well.



3. Entertainment and Fine Arts 

 Multimedia is heavily used in the entertainment industry, 
especially to develop special effects in movies and animations. 

 Multimedia games are a popular pastime and are software 
programs available either as CD-ROMs or online. 

 Multimedia applications that allow users to actively 
participate instead of just sitting by as passive recipients of 
information are called Interactive Multimedia.

4. Education 

 In Education, multimedia is used to produce computer-based 
training courses (popularly called CBTs) and reference books 
like encyclopaedia and almanacs. 

 A CBT lets the user go through a series of presentations, text 
about a particular topic, and associated illustrations in 
various information formats.

 Edutainment is an informal term used to describe combining 
education with entertainment, especially multimedia 
entertainment.



5. Engineering 

 Software engineers may use multimedia in Computer 
Simulations for anything from entertainment to 
training such as military or industrial training.

 Multimedia for software interfaces are often done as 
collaboration between creative professionals and 
software engineers. 

6. Industry 

 In the Industrial sector, multimedia is used as a way 
to help present information to shareholders, 
superiors and coworkers. 

 Multimedia is also helpful for providing employee 
training, advertising and selling products all over the 
world via virtually unlimited web-based technologies.



7. Mathematical and Scientific Research 
 In Mathematical and Scientific Research, multimedia is mainly used 

for modeling and simulation. 
 For example, a scientist can look at a molecular model of a particular 

substance and manipulate it to arrive at a new substance.
 Representative research can be found in journals such as the Journal 

of Multimedia. 
8. Medicine 
 In Medicine, doctors can get trained by looking at a virtual surgery 

or they can simulate how the human body is affected by diseases 
spread by viruses and bacteria and then develop techniques to 
prevent it.

9. Multimedia in Public Places 
 In hotels, railway stations, shopping malls, museums, and grocery 

stores,
 multimedia will become available at stand-alone terminals or kiosks 

to provide information and help. 
 Such installation reduce demand on traditional information booths 

and personnel, add value, and they can work around the clock, even 
in the middle of the night, when live help is off duty.



10. Video Teleconferencing: 
 Transmission of synchronised video and audio in 

real‐time  through computer networks in between 
two or more multipoints (or participants) separated 
by locations.

 Reduces travelling cost and saves time;
  Increases productivity and improves the quality of 

teaching and learning;
 Make quick and spontaneous decisions;
 Increases satisfaction in teaching or at the 

workplace Video requires more bandwidth than 
audio.

 Video teleconferencing is expensive. 
 Requires a network to support short‐delay as audio 

and video are asynchronous and it is realtime.



11. Edutainment: 

 The inclusion of multimedia in the field of education 
gave birth to edutainment, which is a new learning 
approach combining education with entertainment. 

 Eg. Math Blaster, Fun Maths etc.

12. Digital Library: 

 With the existence of the digital or virtual library, 
students no longer need to go to libraries but can 
search and obtain information that they require 
through the Internet.

13. Multimedia Store and Forward Mail: 

 Allow users to generate, modify and receive documents 
that contain multimedia. Eg. Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo etc



Stages of Multimedia Application 
Development 

• In multimedia application development a few stages 
have to complete before other stages being, and some 
stages may be skipped or combined with other stages.  

• Following are the four basic stages of multimedia 
project development : 

1. Planning and Costing : 

 This stage of multimedia application is the first stage 
which begins with an idea or need. 

 This idea can be further refined by outlining its 
messages and objectives.  

 Before starting to develop the multimedia project, it is 
necessary to plan what writing skills, graphic art, 
music, video and other multimedia expertise will be 
required.   



 It is also necessary to estimate the time needed to prepare all 
elements of multimedia and prepare a budget accordingly. 

   After preparing a budget, a prototype or proof of concept can 
be developed.  

2. Designing and Producing :  

  The next stage is to execute each of the planned tasks and create 
a finished product. 

3. Testing :  

 Testing a project ensure the product to be free from bugs.  

 Apart from bug elimination another aspect of testing is to ensure 
that the multimedia application meets the objectives of the project

4. Delivering : 

 The final stage of the multimedia application development is to 
pack the project and deliver the completed project to the end 
user.  

 This stage has several steps such as implementation, 
maintenance, shipping and marketing the product.



Multimedia Building Blocks 
• Any multimedia application consists any or all of the 

following components 

1. Text  : 

 Text and symbols are very important for communication 
in any medium. 

 With the recent explosion of the Internet and World Wide 
Web, text has become more the important than ever.  

 Web is HTML (Hyper text Markup language) originally 
designed to display simple text documents on computer 
screens, with occasional graphic images thrown in as 
illustrations.

2. Audio : 

 Sound is perhaps the most element of multimedia.



3. Images : 

 Images whether represented analog or digital plays a vital 
role in a multimedia.  

 It is expressed in the form of still picture, painting or a 
photograph taken through a digital camera. 

4. Animation : 

 Animation is the rapid display of a sequence of images of 2-
D artwork or model positions in order to create an illusion of 
movement.

5. Video : 

 Digital video has supplanted analog video as the method of 
choice for making video for multimedia use.  

 Video in multimedia are used to portray real time moving 
pictures in a multimedia project.



Multimedia Hardware



• The hardware required for multimedia PC 
depends on the personal preference, budget, 
project delivery requirements and the type of 
material and content in the project

• The hardware required for multimedia can be 
classified into five. They are

1. Connecting Devices

2. Input devices

3. Output devices

4. Storage devices and

5. Communicating devices



Connecting Devices

• Among the many hardware – computers, monitors, disk 
drives, video projectors, light valves, video projectors, 
players, VCRs, mixers, sound speakers there are 
enough wires which connect these devices

• The data transfer speed the connecting devices 
provide will determine the faster delivery of the 
multimedia content

• The most popularly used connecting devices are:

1. SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)

3. MCI (Media Control Interface)

4. IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics)

5. USB (Universal Serial Bus)



SCSI
• SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) is a set of 

standards for physically connecting and transferring data 
between computers and peripheral devices.

• It define commands, protocols, electrical and optical interfaces.

• SCSI is most commonly used for hard disks and tape drives

• but it can connect a wide range of other devices, including 
scanners, and optical drives (CD, DVD, etc.)

• SCSI is popular on high-performance workstations and servers

SCSI interfaces

• SCSI is available in a variety of interfaces

• Common interface is parallel SCSI (also called SPI)

• It uses a parallel electrical bus design

• iSCSI drops physical implementation entirely, and instead uses 
TCP/IP as a transport mechanism



SCSI cabling

• Internal SCSI cables are usually ribbon cables that 
have multiple 68 pin or 50 pin connectors

• External cables are shielded and only have connectors 
on the ends

iSCSI

• ISCSI preserves the basic SCSI paradigm, especially 
the command set

• The iSCSI standard, an embedding of SCSI-3 over 
TCP/IP

Serial SCSI

• Four recent versions of SCSI, SSA (Serial Storage 
Architecture) , FC-AL(Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop), 
FireWire, and Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) break from 
the traditional parallel SCSI standards and perform 
data transfer via serial communications

• SSA is a fault tolerant peripheral interface from IBM 
that transfer data at 80 and 160 Mbytes/sec.

• Serial SCSI has faster data rates, hot swapping, and 
improved fault isolation

• Serial SCSI devices are more expensive than the 
equivalent parallel SCSI devices



SCSI command protocol

• The SCSI standards include a complex set of command protocol 
definitions

• SCSI terminology, communication takes place between an initiator 
and a target

• The initiator sends a command to the target which then responds

• SCSI commands are sent in a Command Descriptor Block (CDB)

• The CDB consists of a one byte operation code followed by five or 
more bytes containing command-specific parameters

• At the end of the command sequence the target returns a Status 
Code byte

• The status codes are 00h for success, 02h for an error (called a 
Check Condition), or 08h for busy.

• If the target returns a Check Condition in response to a command

• then initiator issues a SCSI Request Sense command in order to 
obtain a Key Code Qualifier (KCQ) from the target

• The Check Condition and Request Sense sequence involves a special 
SCSI protocol called a Contingent Allegiance Condition



• There are 4 categories of SCSI commands: N (non-data), W (writing 
data from initiator to target), R (reading data), and B (bidirectional). 

• There are about 60 different SCSI commands in total, with the most 
common being:

1.  Test unit ready: Queries device to see if it is ready for data transfers 
(disk spun up, media loaded, etc.).

2.  Inquiry: Returns basic device information, also used to "ping" the 
device since it does not modify sense data.

3.  Request sense: Returns any error codes from the previous command 
that returned an error status.

4. Send diagnostic and Receives diagnostic results: runs a simple self-
test or a specialized test defined in a diagnostic page.

5.  Start/Stop unit: Spins disks up and down, load/unload media.

6. Read capacity: Returns storage capacity.

7. Format unit: Sets all sectors to all zeroes, also allocates logical 
blocks avoiding defective sectors.

8. Read Format Capacities: Read the capacity of the sectors.

9. Read (four variants): Reads data from a device.



10. Write (four variants): Writes data to a device.

11. Log sense: Returns current information from log pages.

12. Mode sense: Returns current device parameters from mode pages.

13. Mode select: Sets device parameters in a mode page.

• Each device on the SCSI bus is assigned at least one Logical Unit 
Number (LUN).

• Simple devices have just one LUN, more complex devices may have 
multiple LUNs.

• A "direct access" (i.e. disk type) storage device consists of a number 
of logical blocks, usually referred to by the term Logical Block 
Address (LBA)

• A typical LBA equates to 512 bytes of storage. 

• four different command variants are provided for reading and writing 
data.

• The Read(6) and Write(6) commands contain a 21-bit LBA address.

• The Read(10), Read(12), Read Long, Write(10), Write(12), and Write 
Long commands all contain a 32-bit LBA address plus various other 
parameter options.



• Reads and writes on a sequential access device happen at the 
current position, not at a specific LBA.

• The block size on sequential access devices can either be 
fixed or variable, depending on the specific device.

SCSI device identification

• SCSI transport protocols, there is an automated process of 
"discovery" of the IDs.

• SSA initiators "walk the loop" to determine what devices are 
there and then assign each one a 7-bit "hop-count" value.

• FC-AL initiators use the LIP (Loop Initialization Protocol) to 
interrogate each device port for its WWN (World Wide 
Name).

• For iSCSI, because of the unlimited scope of the (IP) network, 
the process is quite complicated.

• On a parallel SCSI bus, a device (e.g. host adapter, disk drive) 
is identified by a "SCSI ID", which is a number in the range 
0-7 on a narrow bus and in the range 0–15 on a wide bus.



• The adapter often contains a BIOS program

• host computer to configure the SCSI-ID

• The SCSI-ID of a device in a drive enclosure that has a backplane is 
set either by jumpers or by the slot

• each slot on the enclosure's back plane delivers control signals to the 
drive to select a unique SCSI-ID

• A SCSI enclosure without a backplane often has a switch for each 
drive to choose the drive's SCSI-ID.

• The enclosure is packaged with connectors that must be plugged into 
the drive where the jumpers are typically located; the switch 
emulates the necessary jumpers.

• SCSI target device (which can be called a "physical unit") is often 
divided into smaller "logical units.“

• the actual LUN may be called a "LUN number" or "LUN id“.

• Setting the bootable (or first) hard disk to SCSI-ID 0 is an accepted 
IT community recommendation. SCSI-ID 2 is usually set aside for the 
Floppy drive while SCSI=ID 3 is typically for a CD ROM.



Media Control Interface (MCI)
• MCI is API for controlling multimedia peripherals 

connected to a Microsoft Windows or OS/2 computer.

• MCI makes it very simple to write a program which 
can play a wide variety of media files and even to 
record sound by just passing commands as strings.

• It uses relations described in Windows registries or in 
the [MCI] section of the file SYSTEM.INI

• The MCI interface is a high-level API developed by 
Microsoft and IBM for controlling multimedia devices, 
such as CD-ROM players and audio controllers.

• The advantage is that MCI commands can be 
transmitted both from the programming language and 
from the scripting language (open script, lingo).



MCI Devices
• The Media Control Interface consists 

of 4 parts:
1. AVIVideo
2. CDAudio
3. Sequencer
4. WaveAudio

• Each of these so-called MCI devices 
can play a certain type of files e.g. 
AVI Video plays avi files, CDAudio 
plays cd tracks among others

• To play a type of media, it needs to 
be initialized correctly using MCI 
commands. 

• These commands are subdivided into 
categories:
1. System Commands
2. Required Commands
3. Basic Commands
4. Extended Commands



Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE)
• storage devices connect to the computer through IDE 

interface.
• an IDE interface is a standard way for a storage device to 

connect to a computer.
• IDE is actually not the true technical name for the 

interface standard.
• The original name, AT Attachment (ATA), developed 

for the IBM AT computer
• The basic concept behind IDE is that the hard drive and 

the controller should be combined.
• The controller is a small circuit board with chips that 

provide guidance as to exactly how the hard drive stores 
and accesses data.

• The distance between the controller and the hard drive 
could result in poor signal quality and affect 
performance.



• IDE devices use a ribbon 
cable to connect to each 
other.

• Ribbon cables have all of the 
wires laid flat next to each 
other

• IDE ribbon cables have either 
40 or 80 wires.

• There is a connector at each 
end of the cable

• This cable cannot exceed 18 
inches (46 cm) in total length 
(12 inches from first to 
second connector, and 6 
inches from second to third) 
to maintain signal integrity.



• The three connectors are typically different colors 
and attach to specific items:

1. The blue connector attaches to the motherboard.

2. The black connector attaches to the primary 
(master) drive.

3. The grey connector attaches to the secondary 
(slave) drive.

• Enhanced IDE (EIDE) — an extension to the 
original ATA standard again developed by Western 
Digital

• It support of drives having a storage capacity larger 
than 504 MiBs (528 MB), up to 7.8 GiBs (8.4 GB).

• With the introduction of Serial ATA around 2003, 
conventional ATA was renamed to Parallel ATA (P-
ATA)



Universal Serial Bus (USB)

• USB is a serial bus standard to interface devices.

• USB was designed to allow peripherals to be connected using 
a single standardized interface socket

• It improve plug-and-play capabilities by allowing devices to be 
connected and disconnected without rebooting the computer 
(hot swapping)

• It provides power to low-consumption devices without the 
need for an external power supply

• allows many devices to be used without requiring 
manufacturer specific, individual device drivers to be installed

• USB can connect computer peripherals such as mouse 
devices, keyboards, PDAs, gamepads and joysticks, scanners, 
digital cameras, printers, personal media players, and flash 
drives.

• USB simplifies

• connecting several printers to one computer.



• The design of USB is 
standardized by the USB 
Implementers Forum (USB-IF)

• Notable members have included 
Apple Inc., Hewlett-Packard, 
NEC, Microsoft, Intel, and Agere.

• A USB system has an asymmetric 
design, consisting of a host, a 
multitude of downstream USB 
ports, and multiple peripheral 
devices connected in a tiered-star 
topology.

• USB hubs may be included in the 
tiers, allowing branching into a 
tree structure, subject to a limit 
of 5 levels of tiers.



• USB host may have multiple host controllers and 
each host controller may provide one or more 
USB ports.

• USB devices are linked in series through hubs

• There always exists one hub known as the root 
hub, which is built-in to the host controller

• A single physical USB device may consist of 
several logical sub-devices that are referred to as 
device functions

• each individual device may provide several 
functions, such as a webcam (video device 
function) with a built-in microphone (audio 
device function)



Multimedia Hardware – Storage 
Devices

• A data storage device is a device for recording (storing) 
information (data).

• Recording can be done using virtually any form of energy.

• A storage device may hold information, process 
information, or both.

• Electronic data storage is storage which requires 
electrical power to store and retrieve that data

• Electronic data may be stored in either an analog or 
digital signal format

• Most electronic data storage media are considered 
permanent (non-volatile) storage

• electronically stored information is considered volatile 
memory



Random Access Memory (RAM)

• RAM is the main memory 
where the Operating system is 
initially loaded and the 
application programs are 
loaded at a later stage

• RAM is volatile in nature and 
every program that is quit/exit 
is removed from the RAM

• RAM capacity, higher will be 
the processing speed 

• A fast processor without 
enough RAM may waste 
processor cycles while it 
swaps needed portions of 
program code into and out of 
memory.



Read-Only Memory (ROM)
• Read-only memory is not volatile
• ROM is typically used in 

computers to hold the small 
BIOS program that initially 
boots up the computer, and it is 
used in printers to hold built-in 
fonts

• Programmable ROMs (called 
EPROM’s) allow changes to be 
made that are not forgotten

• A new and inexpensive 
technology, optical read-only 
memory (OROM)

• OROM s offer 128MB of storage



Floppy and Hard Disks

• Floppy disks and hard 
disks are mass-storage 
devices for binary data-data 
that can be easily read by a 
computer.

• Hard disks can contain 
much more information 
than floppy disks and can 
operate at far greater data 
transfer rates.

• A floppy disk is made of 
flexible Mylar plastic coated 
with a very thin layer of 
special magnetic material.



• A hard disk is actually a stack 
of hard metal platters coated 
with magnetically sensitive 
material,

• a series of recording heads or 
sensors that hover a 
hairbreadth above the fast-
spinning surface

• magnetizing or demagnetizing 
spots along formatted tracks 
using technology similar to 
that used by floppy disks and 
audio and video tape recording

• Hard disks are the most 
common mass-storage device 
used on computers, and for 
making multimedia



Zip, jaz, SyQuest, and Optical storage 
devices

• SyQuest’s 44MB removable 
cartridges have been the most 
widely used portable medium 
among multimedia developers and 
professionals

• Iomega’s inexpensive Zip drives 
with their 100MB cartridges are 
another removable media

• Iomega’s Jaz cartridges provide 
a gigabyte of removable storage 
media and have fast enough 
transfer rates for audio and video 
development

• Magneto-optical (MO) drives 
use a high-power laser to heat 
tiny spots on the metal oxide 
coating of the disk. While the spot 
is hot, a magnet aligns the oxides 
to provide a 0 or 1 (on or off) 
orientation.



Digital versatile disc (DVD)
• Optical disc technology for distribution of 

multimedia and feature-length movies called 
DVD

• With this new medium capable not only of 
gigabyte storage capacity but also fullmotion 
video (MPEG2) and high-quantity audio in 
surround sound

• There are two types of DVD-DVD-Video and 
DVD-ROM

• DVD can provide 720 pixels per horizontal line

• Television (NTSC) provides 240-television 
pictures will be sharper

• With Dolby

• AC-3 Digital surround Sound, six discrete 
audio channels can be programmed for digital 
surround sound, and with a separate 
subwoofer channel

• DVD also supports Dolby pro-Logic Surround 
Sound, standard stereo and mono audio



CD-ROM Players

• It is an integral part of the 
multimedia development workstation 
and are important delivery vehicle for 
large, mass-produced projects

• A wide variety of developer utilities, 
graphic backgrounds, stock 
photography and sounds, 
applications, games, reference texts, 
and educational software are 
available only on this medium

• CD-ROM players have typically been 
very slow to access and transmit data

• new developments have led to double, 
triple, quadruple, speed and even 24x 
drives designed specifically for 
computer use



CD Recorders
• CD-recordable (CD-R) 

blank optical discs to 
create a CD in most 
formats of CD-ROM and 
CD-Audio

• For recording first 
organize files on your hard 
disk(s) into a “virtual” 
structure, then writes them 
to the CD in that order.

• CD-R discs are made 
differently than normal 
CDs but can play in any 
CD-Audio or CD-ROM 
player



Videodisc Players
• Videodisc can be used in 

conjunction with the 
computer to deliver 
multimedia applications.

• The output of the videodisc 
player is an analog 
television signal

• you must setup a television 
separate from your 
computer monitor or use a 
video digitizing board to 
“window” the analog signal 
on your monitor



Multimedia Storage – Optical 
Devices

CD-ROM

• A Compact Disc or CD is an optical disc used to store 
digital data, originally developed for storing digital audio

• An audio CD consists of one or more stereo tracks stored 
using 16-bit PCM coding at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz

• Standard CDs have a diameter of 120 mm and can hold 
approximately 80 minutes of audio.

• The technology was later adapted for use as a data 
storage device, known as a CD-ROM, and to include 
record once and re-writable media (CD-R and CD-RW 
respectively)



Physical details of CD-ROM

• A Compact Disc is made from a 1.2 mm thick disc of almost 
pure polycarbonate plastic and weighs approximately 16 
grams.

• A thin layer of aluminium is applied to the surface to make 
it reflective, and is protected by a film of lacquer.

• CD data is stored as a series of tiny indentations (pits), 
encoded in a tightly packed spiral track molded into the top 
of the polycarbonate layer.

• The areas between pits are known as "lands". 

• Each pit is approximately 100 nm deep by 500 nm wide, 
and varies from 850 nm to 3.5 μm in length.m in length.

• The spacing between the tracks, the pitch, is 1.6 μm in length.m. 

• A CD is read by focusing a 780 nm wavelength 
semiconductor laser through the bottom of the 
polycarbonate layer.



Disc shapes and diameters

• The digital data on a CD begins at the center of the disc and 
proceeds outwards to the edge

• Standard CDs are available in two sizes

• most common is 120 mm in diameter, with a 74 or 80-minute 
audio capacity and a 650 or 700 MB data capacity.

• 80 mm discs ("Mini CDs“) were originally designed for CD 
singles and can hold up to 21 minutes of music or 184 MB of 
data

Logical formats of CD-ROM

Audio CD

• The main parameters of the CD are as follows:

1. Scanning velocity: 1.2–1.4 m/s (constant linear velocity) – 
equivalent to approximately 500 rpm at the inside of the disc, 
and approximately 200 rpm at the outside edge.



2. Track pitch: 1.6 μm in length.m

3. Disc diameter 120 mm

4. Disc thickness: 1.2 mm

5. Inner radius program area: 25 mm

6. Outer radius program area: 58 mm

7. Center spindle hole diameter: 15 mm

• The program area is 86.05 cm² and the length of the 
recordable spiral is 86.05 cm² / 1.6 μm in length.m = 5.38 km. 

• With a scanning speed of 1.2 m/s, the playing time is 74 
minutes, or around 650 MB of data on a CD-ROM.

• The smallest entity in a CD is called a frame

• A frame consists of 33 bytes and contains six complete 16-bit 
stereo samples (2 bytes × 2 channels × six samples equals 24 
bytes)

• The other nine bytes consist of eight Cross-Interleaved Reed-
Solomon Coding error correction bytes and one subcode byte, 
used for control and display.



• Each byte is translated into a 14-bit word using Eight-to- Fourteen 
Modulation, which alternates with 3-bit merging words

• In total we have 33 × (14 + 3) = 561 bits. 

• A 27-bit unique synchronization word is added, so that the number 
of bits in a frame totals 588 (of which only 192 bits are music).

• These 588-bit frames are in turn grouped into sectors. 

• Each sector contains 98 frames, totaling 98 × 24 = 2352 bytes of 
music. 

• The CD is played at a speed of 75 sectors per second, which results 
in 176,400 bytes per second.

• Divided by 2 channels and 2 bytes per sample, this result in a 
sample rate of 44,100 samples per second.

• the time format is commonly measured in minutes, seconds and 
frames (mm:ss:ff), 

• where one frame corresponds to one sector, or 1/75th of a second 
of stereo sound.



• The largest entity on a CD is called a track.

• A CD can contain up to 99 tracks

• Each track can in turn have up to 100 indexes

• hidden tracks are placed at the end of the last track of 
the disc, often using index 2 or 3.

CD-Text

• CD-Text is an extension of the Red Book specification 
for audio CD that allows for storage of additional text 
information (e.g., album name, song name, artist) on a 
standards-compliant audio CD

• The information is stored either in the lead-in area of 
the CD, where there is roughly five kilobytes of space 
available, or in the subcode channels R to W on the 
disc, which can store about 31 megabytes



CD + Graphics

• Compact Disc + Graphics (CD+G) is a special audio compact disc 
that contains graphics data in addition to the audio data on the 
disc.

• CD+G player, can output a graphics signal

• graphics are almost exclusively used to display lyrics on a 
television set

CD + Extended Graphics

• Compact Disc + Extended Graphics (CD+EG, also known as 
CD+XG) is an improved variant of the Compact Disc + Graphics 
(CD+G) format

• CD+EG utilizes basic CD-ROM features to display text and video 
information in addition to the music being played.

CD-MIDI

• Compact Disc MIDI or CD-MIDI is a type of audio CD where sound 
is recorded in MIDI format, rather than the PCM format of Red 
Book audio CD.

• This provides much greater capacity in terms of playback duration



Video CD

• Video CD is a standard digital format for storing video on a 
Compact Disc.

• VCDs are playable in dedicated VCD players

Super Video CD

• Super Video CD (Super Video Compact Disc or SVCD) is a format 
used for storing video on standard compact discs

• SVCD has two-thirds the resolution of DVD, and over 2.7 times 
the resolution of VCD

• One CD-R disc can hold up to 60 minutes of standard quality 
SVCD-format video

Photo CD

• Photo CD is a system designed by Kodak for digitizing and 
storing photos in a CD.

• the discs were designed to hold nearly 100 high quality images, 
scanned prints and slides using special encoding



Picture CD

• Picture CD is another photo product by Kodak

• It holds photos from a single roll of color film, stored at 
1024×1536 resolution using JPEG compression

CD Interactive

• The Philips "Green Book" specifies the standard for 
interactive multimedia Compact Discs designed for CD-i 
players.

• This Compact Disc format hides the initial tracks which 
contains the software and data files used by CD-i players

Enhanced CD

• Enhanced CD, also known as CD Extra and CD Plus, is a 
certification mark of the Recording Industry Association of 
America for various technologies that combine audio and 
computer data for use in both compact disc and CD-ROM 
players.



Recordable CD

• Recordable compact discs, CD-Rs, are injection moulded with a 
"blank" data spiral.

• The resulting discs can be read by most (but not all) CD-ROM 
drives and played in most (but not all) audio CD players.

Recordable Audio CD

• The Recordable Audio CD is designed to be used in a consumer 
audio CD recorder

• These consumer audio CD recorders use SCMS (Serial Copy 
Management System)

ReWritable CD

• CD-RW is a re-recordable medium that uses a metallic alloy 
instead of a dye.

• The write

• laser in this case is used to heat and alter the properties of the 
alloy, and hence change its reflectivity.



DVD - Digital Versatile Disc
• DVD (also known as "Digital Versatile Disc" or 

"Digital Video Disc") is a popular optical disc 
storage media format.

• Its main uses are video and data storage.
• DVDs are of the same dimensions as compact discs 

(CDs) but store more than 6 times the data.
• Variations of DVD the way data is stored on the discs:
• DVD-ROM has data which can only be read and not 

written, 
• DVD-R can be written once and then functions as a 

DVD-ROM
• DVD-RAM or DVD-RW holds data that can be re-

written multiple times



DVD disc capacity

•The 12 cm type is a standard DVD, and the 8 cm variety 
is known as a mini-DVD. 
•These are the same sizes as a standard CD and a mini-
CD
•GB here means gigabyte, equal to 109 (or 
1,000,000,000) bytes.
• Gibibyte (GiB), equal to 230 (or 1,073,741,824) bytes.



Technology
• DVD uses 650 nm wavelength laser diode light as 

opposed to 780 nm for CD. 
• This permits a smaller spot on the media surface 

that is 1.32 µm for DVD while it was 2.11 µm for CD.
• Writing speeds for DVD were 1x, that is 1350 kB/s 

(1318 KiB/s)
• 18x or 20x have 18 or 20 times that speed. 
DVD recordable and rewritable
• DVD recordables are used for consumer audio and 

video recording. 
• Three formats were developed: DVD-R/RW 

(minus/dash), DVD+R/RW (plus), DVD-RAM.



Dual layer recording
• Dual Layer recording allows DVD-R and DVD+R discs to store 

significantly more data, up to 8.5 Gigabytes per side, per disc, 
compared with 4.7 Gigabytes for single-layer discs.

• A Dual Layer disc differs from its usual DVD 
• The drive with Dual Layer capability accesses the second layer by 

shining the laser through the first semi-transparent layer.
• DVD recordable discs supporting this technology are backward 

compatible with some existing DVD players and DVD-ROM drives.
DVD-Video
• DVD-Video is a standard for storing video content on DVD media.
• DVD-Video discs use either 4:3 or anamorphic 16:9 aspect ratio 

MPEG-2 video, stored at a resolution of 720×480 (NTSC[National 
Television System Committee]) or 720×576 (PAL[Phase 
Alternating Line]) at 24, 30, or 60 FPS(Frames Per Second)

• Audio is commonly stored using the Dolby Digital (AC-3) or Digital 
Theater System (DTS) formats, ranging from 16-bits/48kHz to 24-
bits/96kHz format



DVD-Audio

• DVD-Audio is a format for delivering high-
fidelity audio content on a DVD. 

• It offers many channel configuration options 
(from mono to 7.1 surround sound) at various 
sampling frequencies

• Up to 24-bits/192kHz versus CDDA's 
16-bits/44.1kHz. 



Multimedia Hardware – Input 
Devices

• An input device is a hardware mechanism that 
transforms information in the external world for 
consumption by a computer.

•  input devices are under direct control by a 
human user

• Any sensor which monitors, scans for and 
accepts information from the external world can 
be considered an input device



Classification of Input Devices
• Input devices can be classified according to:-
1. whether the input is discrete (e.g. keypresses) or 

continuous (e.g. a mouse's position) the number of 
degrees of freedom involved (e.g. many mice allow 
2D positional input, but some devices allow 3D 
input, such as the Logitech Magellan Space Mouse) 

2. Pointing devices, which are input devices used to 
specify a position in space. It further classified as:

i. Whether the input is direct or indirect.
• With direct input, the input space coincides with the 

display space(Touchscreens and light pens involve 
direct input) 

• indirect input include the mouse and trackball. 



Keyboards
• A keyboard is the most common method of interaction with 

a computer
• layouts depending upon your computer system and 

keyboard model
• The most common keyboard for PCs is the 101 style 
• Keyboards are typically rated for at least 50 million cycles 

(the number of times a key can be pressed before it might 
suffer breakdown).

Pointing devices
• A pointing device is any computer hardware component  

that allows a user to input spatial data to a computer
• CAD systems and graphical user interfaces (GUI) allow the 

user to control and provide data to the computer using 
physical gestures - point, click, and drag 

• A mouse is the standard tool for interacting with a 
graphical user interface (GUI).



• Examples of common pointing devices include
 mouse trackball 
  touchpad 
  spaceBall 
 touchscreen 
 graphics tablets (or digitizing tablet) that use a stylus 

light pen 
 light gun 
  steering wheel - can be thought of as a 1D pointing 

device yoke (aircraft) 
  isotonic joysticks - where the user can freely change 

the position of the stick, with more or less constant 
force

   joystick
 pointing stick 



High-degree of 
freedom input 
devices 

•  devices sometimes be 
used as pointing devices 
but could also be used in 
other ways

• Example devices are: 
Wired glove and Shape 
Tape 

W
ired g love

S
hape T

ape



Composite devices
• Input devices, such as 

buttons and joysticks, 
can be combined on a 
single physical device 
that could be thought of 
as a composite device

• Many gaming devices 
have controllers like 
this

 Game controller 
  Gamepad (or joypad) 
  Paddle (game 

controller) 
 Wii Remote 

Game 
controller 

 G
a
m

e
p

a
d

 

Paddle Wii Remote 



Imaging and Video input 
devices

1.Flat-Bed Scanners
• most useful equipment used in 

producing a multimedia project
• there are flat-bed and handheld 

scanners
• gray-scale and color flat-bed 

scanners that provide a 
resolution of 300 or 600 dots per 
inch (dpi)

• Handheld scanners can be useful 
for scanning small images and 
columns of text not used for large 
multimedia applications

• Scanners helps make clear 
electronic images of existing 
artwork 



• The devices used for 
capturing image and video 
are:

  Webcam 
  Image scanner 
  Fingerprint scanner 
 Barcode reader 
 3D scanner 
 medical imaging sensor 

technology
 Computed tomography 
 Magnetic resonance imaging 
 Positron emission 

tomography 
 Medical ultrasonography 

F
in

g
e
r p

rin
t s ca
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r

Barcode 
reader 

3
D

 sca
n
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e
r



Computed 
tomography

ultrasonography



Audio input devices 
•   The devices used 

for capturing audio 
are

  Microphone 
  Speech recognition 



Touchscreens

• Touchscreens are monitors that usually have a 
textured coating across the glass face

• This coating is sensitive to pressure and registers the 
location of the user’s finger when it touches the 
screen

• The Touch Mate System, which has no coating, 
measures the pitch, roll, and rotation of the monitor 
when pressed by a finger, and determines how much 
force was exerted and the location where the force 
was applied

• Other touchscreens use invisible beams of infrared 
light that crisscross the front of the monitor to 
calculate where a finger was pressed.

• Pressing twice on the screen in quick and dragging 
the finger, without lifting it, to another location 
simulates a mouse click-and-drag



Multimedia Hardware – OUTPUT 
DEVICES

1. Audio devices
• All Macintoshes are equipped with an internal speaker and 

a dedicated sound clip, and they are capable of audio 
output without additional hardware and/or software.

• To take advantage of built-in stereo sound, external speaker 
are required.

2.    Amplifiers and Speakers
• Speakers with built-in amplifiers or attached to an external 

amplifier are important when the project will be presented 
to a large audience or in a noisy setting

3. Monitors
• The monitor needed for development of multimedia projects 

depends on the type of multimedia application created
• multimedia developers will often attach more than one 

monitor to their computers, using add-on graphic board



4. Video Device
• video digitizing board installed in a computer, we can 

display a television picture on your monitor
• boards include a frame-grabber feature for capturing 

the image and turning it in to a color bitmap, which can 
be saved as a PICT or TIFF file

• Display of video on any computer platform requires 
manipulation of an enormous amount of data

5. Projectors
• Cathode-ray tube (CRT) projectors, liquid crystal 

display (LCD) panels attached to an overhead 
projector, stand-alone LCD projectors, and light-valve 
projectors are available to splash the work on to big-
screen surfaces.

• CRT projectors use three separate projection tubes and 
lenses (red, green, and blue), and three color channels 
of light must “converge” accurately on the screen



• LCD projection panels contain a projection lamp 
and lenses

• It produce an image brighter and shaper than 
the simple panel model

6. Printers
• From storyboards to presentation to production 

of collateral marketing material, color printers 
have become an important part of the 
multimedia development environment.



Multimedia Hardware - 
COMMUNICATION DEVICES

• multimedia applications are developed in 
workgroups comprising instructional designers, 
writers, graphic artists, programmers, and 
musicians located in the same office space or 
building

• The workgroup members’ computers are 
connected on a local area network (LAN)

• Communication among workgroup members and 
with the client is essential to the efficient and 
accurate completion of project



1. Modems
• Modems can be connected to the 

computer externally at the port or 
internally as a separate board

• Internal modems often include fax 
capability

• Modem speed, measured in baud
• copper telephone lines and the 

switching equipment at the phone 
companies’ central offices can handle 
modulated analog signals up to about 
28,000 bps on “clean” lines

• Modem data transmission speeds 
higher than that (56 Kbps) are 
counting on their hardware-based 
compression algorithms to crunch the 
data before sending it, decompressing 
it upon arrival at the receiving end



2. ISDN
• For higher transmission 

speeds, you will need to use 
Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN), Switched-
56, T1, T3, DSL(Digital 
Subscriber Line), ATM, or 
another of the telephone 
companies’ Digital Switched 
Network Services.

• ISDN lines are popular 
because of their fast 128 
Kbps data transfer rate

• ISDN lines are important for 
Internet access, networking, 
and audio and video 
conferencing



3. Cable Modems
•  Cable modems operate at speeds 

100 to 1,000 times as fast as a 
telephone modem

• receiving data at up to 10Mbps 
and sending data at speeds 
between 2Mbps and 10 Mbps

• It provide high-bandwidth 
Internet access and also 
streaming audio and video for 
television viewing

• It connect to computers with 
10baseT Ethernet connectors

• Cable modems usually send and 
receive data asymmetrically – they 
receive more (faster) than they 
send (slower)



MULTIMEDIA 
SOFTWARE

The basic tools(SOFTWARE_ set for 
building multimedia project contains 
one or more authoring systems and 
various editing applications for text, 
images, sound, and motion video. 



Text Editing and Word 
Processing S/W

• A word processor is usually the first software 

tool computer users rely upon for creating text

• Word processors include spellcheckers, table 

formatters, thesauruses and prebuilt 

templates for letters, resumes, purchase 

orders and other common documents



OCR Software

• OCR software turns bitmapped characters into 

electronically recognizable ASCII text

• A scanner is typically used to create the bitmap

• Then the software breaks the bitmap into chunks 

according to whether it contains text or graphics

• OCR detects the texture and density of areas of the 

bitmap and by detecting edges

• The text areas of the image are then converted to ASCII 

character using probability and expert system algorithms.



Image-Editing  S/W
• Image-editing application is specialized and 

powerful tools for enhancing and retouching 
existing bitmapped images. 

• Here are some features typical of image-editing 
applications and of interest to multimedia 
developers:

 Multiple windows that provide views of more than 
one image at a time 

 Conversion of major image-data types and industry-
standard file formats 

 Direct inputs of images from scanner and video 
sources 

 Capable selection tools, such as rectangles, lassos, 
and magic wands, to select portions of a bitmap 

 Image and balance controls for brightness, 
contrast, and color balance Good masking features 

 Anti-aliasing capability, and sharpening and 
smoothing controls 



 Color-mapping controls for precise adjustment of color balance
 Tools for retouching, blurring, sharpening, lightening, 

darkening, smudging, and tinting 
 Geometric transformation such as flip, skew, rotate, and distort, 

and perspective changes 
 Ability to resample and resize an image
 Ability to create images from scratch, using line, rectangle, 

square, circle, ellipse, polygon, airbrush, paintbrush, pencil, and 
eraser tools, with customizable brush shapes and user-definable 
bucket and gradient fills 

 Multiple typefaces, styles, and sizes, and type manipulation and 
masking routines Filters for special effects

 Ability to design in layers that can be combined, hidden, and 
reordered 

 Image-editing programs usually support powerful plug-in 
modules available from third-party developers that allow to 
wrap, twist, shadow, cut, diffuse, and otherwise “filter” your 
images for special visual effects.



Painting and Drawing S/W
• Painting and drawing tools, as well as 3-D modelers, 

are perhaps the most important items in the toolkit
• greatest influence on the end user is the graphical 

display
• Painting software, such as Photoshop, Fireworks, 

and Painter, is dedicated to producing crafted 
bitmap images

• Drawing software, such as CorelDraw, FreeHand, 
Illustrator, Designer, and Canvas, is dedicated to 
producing vector-based line art easily printed to 
paper at high resolution.

• vector-based packages such as Macromedia’s Flash 
are aimed at reducing file download times on the 
Web, and may contain both bitmaps and drawn art.



• features in a drawing or painting packages are:
A graphical user interface with pull-down 

menus, status bars, palette control, and dialog 
boxes for quick, logical selection

Scalable dimensions, so you can resize, stretch
Paint tools to create geometric shapes, from 

squares to circles and from curves to complex 
polygons 

Ability to pour a color, pattern, or gradient into 
any area 

Ability to paint with patterns and clip art 
Customizable pen and brush shapes and sizes 
Eyedropper tool that samples colors 
Zooming, for magnified pixel editing 
Good palette management when in 8-bit mode 



Sound Editing  S/W

• Sound editing tools for both digitized and MIDI 

sound lets hear music as well as create it

• For MIDI(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) 

sound, a MIDI synthesizer is required to play and 

record sounds from musical instruments

• For ordinary sound there are varieties of 

software such as Soundedit, MP3cutter, 

Wavestudio



Animation, Video and Digital 
Movie S/W

• Animation and digital movies are sequences of bitmapped graphic 
scenes 

• the content developer to create, edit and present digitized motion 
video segments.

Video formats
• A video format describes how one device sends video pictures to 

another device
• Video formats were originally designed for display devices such 

as CRTs
• A video format describes a rectangular image carried within an 

envelope containing information about the image
• A frame can consist of two or more fields, sent sequentially
• A frame consists of a series of lines, known as scan lines
• Scan lines have a regular and consistent length in order to 

produce a rectangular image



QuickTime
• QuickTime is a multimedia framework developed by Apple Inc. 
• It handles various formats of digital video, media clips, sound, text, 

animation, music, and several types of interactive panoramic images. 
• it provides essential support for software packages including iTunes, 

QuickTime Player and Safari.
• The QuickTime technology consists of the following:
 The QuickTime Player application created by Apple, which is a media 

player. 
 The QuickTime framework, which provides a common set of APIs for 

encoding and decoding audio and video. 
 The QuickTime Movie (.mov) file format, an openly-documented media 

container. 
• QuickTime is distributed free of charge, and includes the QuickTime Player 

application
• iTunes can export audio in WAV, AIFF(Audio Interchange File Format), 

MP3(MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3), AAC(Advanced Audio Coding), and Apple 
Lossless. 

• The QuickTime (.mov) file format functions as a multimedia container file 
• It contains one or more tracks, each of which stores a particular type of 

data: audio, video, effects, or text



OLE
• Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) is a technology 

that allows embedding and linking to documents and 
other objects

• OLE was developed by Microsoft
• It is found on the Component Object Model.
• OLE object is any object that implements the 

IOleObject interface
• The main benefit of using OLE is to display 

visualizations of data from other programs
• "embedding" is also central to much use of multimedia 

in Web pages, which tend to embed video, animation 
(including Flash animations), and audio files within the 
hypertext markup language (such as HTML or XHTML) 
or other structural markup language used (such as XML 
or SGML)



DDE
• Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is a 

technology for communication between 
multiple applications under Microsoft 
Windows and OS/14

• The primary function of DDE is to allow 
Windows applications to share data.

• The data communication was established by a 
simple, three-segment model. 

• Each program was known to DDE by its 
"application" name

• Each application organize information by 
groups known as "topic" and each topic could 
serve up individual pieces of data as an "item“



Office suite

• An office suite, sometimes called an office 
application suite or productivity suite 

• software suite intended to be used by typical 
clerical worker and knowledge workers

• Most office application suites include at least 
a word processor and a spreadsheet element. 

• It also contain a presentation program, 
database tool, graphics suite and 
communications tools. 

• The currently dominant office suite is 
Microsoft Office, StarOffice



Presentation S/W
• Presentation is the process of presenting the content of a topic 

to an audience. 
• A presentation program is a computer software package used 

to display information
• There are many different types of presentations including 

professional, education, worship and for general 
communication

• Presentation software includes:
IBM Lotus 
Freelance Graphics
Macromedia 
Action!
MagicPoint
Microsoft 
PowerPoint
OpenOffice.org 
Impress
Scala Multimedia
Screencast
Umibozu (wiki)
VCN ExecuVision

 Adobe Persuasion
 AppleWorks
Astound by Gold Disk Inc.
Beamer (LaTeX)
Google Docs which now 
includes presentations
Harvard Graphics
HyperCard



Animation



• Animations are created from a sequence of still images.
• Each image is slightly changed from the previous on with 

respect to one or more objects in the image
• Animation can also involve a model, which is changed by 

small amounts at a time and then repeatedly photographed
• This type of animation is referred to a stop motion 

animation
• Animation sequences are created by two types of artists:

– The lead artists or experts who draw those frames 
where major changes takes place within the sequence, 
called key-frames

– The assistants draw a number of frames in between key-
frames , a process called tweening



Types of Animation
1. Cel Animation
• Cel comes from the word celluloid.
• Celluloid is a material that made up early motion 

picture film
• It refers to the transparent piece of film that is 

used in hand-drawn animation
• Animation cels are generally layered, one on top 

of the other, to produce a single animation frame



2. Path Animation
• The animation does not exist as a collection of frames 

but rather as mathematical entities, called vectors, 
stored by animation program.

• It involves an image or a collection of images together 
called a sprite

• The sprite moves along a motion path, typically curved, 
called splines 

• The vector define how the movement of the sprite 
takes place, that is they represent a spline as a set of 
equations

• The spline passes through a series of anchor points to 
change the shape of the curve

• Path animation is also known as sprite animation



3. 2D vs 3D Animation
• 2D animation are drawn taking into account two 

coordinate axes along X and Y directions.
• 3D animation monitors objects by space coordinates
• It usually involves modeling, rendering and adding 

surface properties, lighting and camera motions



Computer Assisted Animation
• It is also based on the keyframe concept.
• The advantage of computer assisted animation is 

that in-between frames are created by the 
animation program not by junior animator

• The software typically simulates the process of 
traditional cel based animation

• It places the animated object on a timeline to depict 
the flow of time

• A playback head moves across the timeline to 
display each of the frames one after another

• Key frames created by picking a point on the 
timeline and then choosing a value for a time-
varying parameter (position or color)

• The computer generates or tweens intermediate 
frame by interpolating the values for the parameter

• Linear motion paths contain sharp angle bends at 
the key frames



• A registration point is a point on each cel that lines up 
with the same point on every other cel

• Computer animation programs have grid and alignment 
commands to help animators to correctly register 
drawings





Creating Movement
1. Coordinate System
• Two lines perpendicular to each other with distances 

marked along each line allow you to locate shapes 
accurately on a plane.

• This kind of system is called a coordinate system 
• The numbers that identify where a point is, are called 

coordinates of a point
• The two lines drawn perpendicular to each other are called 

axes of the coordinate system
• Horizontal axis is called X axis and the vertical axis is called 

Y axis
• The point at which the axes cross is called the origin whose 

coordinates are (0,0)
• For 3D animation objects described in a three dimensional 

space instead of a plane



2. Transformations
• Three basic transformation are:

a. Translation involves moving an object in 
straight lines in any direction on the screen

b. Rotation implies changing the orientation of 
an object by rotating it through some angles 
in the clockwise or counter-clockwise 
directions

c. Scaling implies enlarging or shrinking whole 
or part of an object



Principles of Animation

1. Squash and Stretch
• A bouncing ball is the classical example for squash 

and stretch
• The ball should be flattened as it strikes the ground
• Revert back to the original shape as it rebounds 

back into the air
• Amount of flattening should be proportional to the 

height from which the ball is falling



2. Anticipation
• Prepare to act before we actually act and the animation 

should make it clear
• For example, before running away a character might brace 

its feet and look behind
3. Staging 
• It means to arrange things in each frame so that the action 

is clear and easy to see.
• At a given moment a scene has only a few main characters
• Staging means to give those characters emphasis and to 

integrate then with a background
4. Follow-through and Overlapping Action
• Follow-through makes an action easier to see and more 

realistic
• Anticipation and follow-through combine in overlapping 

action
• Overlap contributes the continuity of a scene



5. Slow-in and Slow-out
• Bouncing ball is the illustration of slow in and slow 

out.
• It means that there are more in-between frames 

immediately before and after each stop, with fewer 
frames for faster action between two stops

6.Arcs
• Living things rarely move in perfectly straight lines
• Overall movement of characters in an animation 

should also follow arc.
7. Secondary Action
• Secondary actions result from the main action
• Anticipation and follow-through are two important 

examples



8. Timing
• The speed of an action is an important way to 

show a character intent
• Timing is the important way to indicate weight
• Holding an important moment of scene is 

getting proper speed
9. Exaggeration
• Exaggerating an action can make it seem real
• Exaggerating the important elements makes 

them stand out and brings them closer to the 
viewer

10. Appeal
• Appeal is visual as well as psychological



Animation Techniques
1. Cel Animation
2. Computer Animation 
3. Kinematics
• ‘Kinematics’ refers to the mechanical study of motion
• Inverse Kinematics is in high-end 3D programs, it is the process by which you link 

objects such as hands to arms and define their relationships and limits. 

• The standard downward propagation of transformations is sometimes 
referred to as forward kinematics

• The hierarchy of an inverse kinematic model is often called a chain
• Each joint or node is referred to as a link in the chain
• The end point of the final link in an inverse kinematic chain, the point 

that you move is called the effector
• The starting point of the first link in the chain is called the root of the 

chain



4. Morphing 

•  Morphing is popular effect in which one image 
transforms into another. 

• Morphing application and other modeling tools that 
offer this effect can perform transition not only between 
still images but often between moving images as well. 

• The morphed images were built at a rate of 8 frames per 
second, with each transition taking a total of 4 seconds. 

• Some product that uses the morphing features are as 
follows 
– Black Belt’s Easy Morph and WinImages,
– Human Software’s Squizz
– Valis Group’s Flo , MetaFlo, and MovieFlo.

 



Digital Representations of 
Sound



• Basic concepts of digital signal 
representation includes:
1. Conversion of signals 
2. Comparison of audio data with MIDI 

data
3. Sampling
4. Aliasing
5. Quantization and
6. dither



Signal Conversion

Analog-to-digital 
Conversion
– A digital recorder 

handles discrete-
time signals 

– The diagram 
represents the 
digital audio 
recording and 
playback process





Digital Audio Recording versus MIDI 
recording

• Digital audio recorders and MIDI sequencers are 
digital 

• Record multiple “tracks”
• They differ in the amount and type of information that 

each one handles
• Records a human performance on a keyboard
• Small amount of control information is transmitted 

from the keyboard to the sequencer
• MIDI does not transmit the sampled waveform of the 

sound
• The sequencer records only the start time and ending 

time, its pitch, and the amplitude at the beginning  of 
the note

• This information is transmitted back to the 
synthesizer on which it was originally played

• If the musician plays four quarter notes at a tempo of 
60 beats per minute on a MIDI synthesizer



• 16 pieces of information capture this 4-second 
sound(four starts, ends, pitches and amplitudes)

• If we record the same sound with a microphone 
connected a digital audio tape recorder set to sampling 
frequency of 44.1 KHz

• 3,52,800 pieces of information are recorded (44,100 * 2 
channels * 4 seconds)

• The storage requirement of digital audio are large
• Using  16-bit samples, it takes over 7,00,000  bytes to 

store a 4-second sound
• This is 44,100 times more data than is stored by MIDI
• An advantage  of  MIDI  sequence recording  is low cost
• The advantage of a digital audio recording is it can 

capture any sound that can be recorded by a 
microphone



Sampling
• The number of bits used to represent each sample 

determines the noise level and the amplitude range
• The sampling frequency is expressed in terms of 

samples per second
• Sampling rate is expressed in terms of Hertz
• Sampling frequencies around 50 KHz are common in 

digital audio system
• The signal is defined at discrete times, each time 

represented by one sample(vertical bar)
• The DAC and associate hardware can exactly 

reconstruct the original signal from these samples
• The part of the signal “between the samples” can be 

restored
• The smoothing filter connects the dots between the 

discrete samples



Aliasing 
(Foldover)

• In figure (a) shows a signal with a 
cycle eight samples long

• Figure (d) shows a cycle two 
samples long

• Figure (g) shows a waveform 
with eleven cycles per ten 
samples

• Each sets of samples is passed 
through the DAC and associated 
hardware, a signal is 
reconstructed (c), (f) and (i) 

• The signal shown in dotted line in 
(c)  is reconstructed more or less 
accurately

• The result of (f) is less 
satisfactory

• In (i) resynthesized wave form is 
completely different from original 

• This means that the 
reconstructed signal sounds at a 
pitch different from that of the 
original signal

• This kind of distortion is called 
aliasing or foldover



Quantization
• Another difference between analog and digital signal is 

quantization or discrete amplitude resolution

• Samples are usually represented as integers

• If the input signal has a voltage corresponding to a value 
between 53 and 54, then the converter round it off and assign 
a value of 53.

• In general, for each sample taken, the value of the sample 
usually differs slightly from the value of the original signal

• This problem in digital signal is known as quantization error 
or quantization noise

• Quantization noise is dependent on two factors: the signal 
itself and the accuracy

• In a digital system  there can be no quantization noise  when 
nothing(or silence) is recorded

• If the input signal is silence, then the signal is represented by 
a series  samples  each of which is exactly zero



• In a PCM system that represents each sample value by an integer

• Quantization noise is directly tied to the number of bits  that are 
used to represent a sample

• This specification is the sample width or quantization level of a 
system

Dither

• To solve low-level quantization problems some systems introduce 
a small amount of analog noise called dither

• It is added to the signal prior to analog-to-digital conversion

• The ADC to make random variations around the low-level signal, 
which smooth's out the pernicious effect of square wave 
harmonics

• With dither the quantization error is usually signal dependent

• The amount of added noise is usually on the order of 3 dB

• Dithering may not be necessary with an accurate 20-bit converter

• When converting signals from a 20-bit to a 16-bit format dithering 
is necessary to preserve signal fidelity 



DIGITAL SIGNAL 
PROCESSING



• Digital signal processing is preferred over 
analog signal processing when it is feasible

• Its advantages are 
– the quality can be precisely controlled (via wordlength and 

sampling rate)
– changes in the processing algorithm are made in software.

• Its disadvantages are
– it may be more expensive 
– Speed or throughput is limited.

• Between samples, several multiplications, 
additions, and other numerical operations 
need to be performed

• This limits sampling rate, which in turn limits 
the bandwidth of signals that can be 
processed.



• For example, the standard for high fidelity audio is 44,100 
samples per second.

• This limits bandwidth to below the half-sampling 
frequency of about f0 / 2 = 22 kHz, 

• and gives the processor only 22.7 microseconds between 
samples for its computations.

• the half-sampling frequency f0 / 2 may also be referred to 
as the Nyquist frequency

• the sampling rate f0 may be referred to as either the 
Nyquist sampling rate, Shannon sampling rate, or critical 
sampling rate.

• In order to do digital signal processing of analog signals, 
one must first sample. 

• After the processing is completed, a continuous time 
signal must be constructed.

• The highest usable frequency in digital signal processing 
is one half the sampling frequency.



 converting a discrete time digital signal to a continuous time 
analog voltage signal is called a digital to analog converter 
or DAC

 The process of quality reconstruction of signals involves a 
sample rate increase before using a DAC

 If the samples, which are inserted between the known 
samples

 x[k] are smoothly interpolated
 An incoming continuous signal, x(t), is bandlimited by an 

anti-aliasing filter and then sampled (analog to digital 
conversion) to form x[n]

 If the samples x[n] were sampled at or above the Nyquist 
sampling rate

 They will contain enough information to reconstruct the 
analog signal  xˆ( t) , which is an estimate of the original x(t).

 Digital signal x[n] is processed digitally and then converted 
back to an analog signal



 digital signal processing is required before the 
analog reconstruction process can take place

•The first block in the Digital Signal Processing is a 
rate conversion of the digital signal x[k]
•The sampling rate has been artificially increased 
by the factor M, by placing M- 1 zeros between 
every two samples x[k].
• This is known as upsampling (or zero-fill)



 The output of the upsampler is

  The integer M is the upsampling ratio and M / t0 is the 
new sampling rate after the insertion of M - 1 zeros

 the sampling period for w[k] is t0 / M
 the sampling frequency is Mf0

 the non-zero samples w[Mn]= x[n] occur only at 
multiples of M

 the terms in the DTFT of w[k] are exactly the same as 
the terms in the DTFT of x[n]

 the Nyquist band of W is 



 The second block in the Digital Signal Processing 
is a digital filter, which is used for digital 
interpolation

 This filter is also called a discrete-time PAM(pulse 
amplitude modulation ) filter

 The output of this filter is the convolution of the 
zero-filled sequence w[k] with the pulse response 
of a PAM (or smoothing) filter p[k]:

 where P(z) is the transfer function of the PAM 
filter:



 the discrete-time PAM filter, p[k], runs at a rate M 
times faster than x[n]

 meaning it outputs values y[k] at rate Mf0 in 
response to nonzero inputs at rate f0

 the rate of x[k] had to be increased to the rate of 
p[k]

 w[k] was created to match the rate of p[k]
 the following notations are equivalent 

Implementations of the Same Digital Interpolation 
Scheme:



 two equivalent digital interpolation schemes that take 

a low rate input signal, x[n], and output a higher rate 

signal y[k]

 On the left side of Figure, a more traditional and 

mathematically conventional implementation

 In this case, the signal rate of x[n] is increase to the 

rate of the interpolation filter by the use of a zero-fill 

upsampler or rate converter

 The output of this upsampler, w[k], is then passed 

through the interpolation filter p[k] where a straight 

convolution is used to generate the output y[k]
 p[k] is running at the same signal rate as w[k]



 The right side of Figure uses a different 
representation of digital interpolation

 A low rate signal, x[n], is running through a high 
rate filter

 This filter is outputting samples y[k] at a rate M 
times faster than the inputs x[n] are coming in

 both of the systems are linear, an input of zero must 
output a zero

 At the final stage of digital signal processing is the 
upsampled and interpolated sequence y[k] is now 
passed through a DAC

 The process is shown in the following figure 



 The final continuous time output signal is

 Q(j ) represents the DAC. In time the DAC filter 
will have a unit step response, which is a square 
pulse of width t0 /M

 the output of the DAC be

 with the following spectrum



 the signal v(t) is passed through an analog 
lowpass filter F( j2 f )

 This filter could be considered either a smoothing 
filter (for the effects that are seen in the time 
domain) or an anti-imaging filter (for the effects 
seen in the frequency domain)



Images and Graphics



• The pictures broadly classified into two groups:
• Images that depict some real world situation 

typically captured by a camera
• Graphics that have been drawn or painted and 

can depict any fictitious scenario
• Images can either pure black and white, or 

greyscale having number of grey shades, or color 
containing a number of color shades

• Image processing involves three stages: input, 
editing and output

• Two types of graphics are used in multimedia 
titles: draw-type and bitmap

• Draw-type graphics (also called vector 
graphics) represent an image as a geometric 
shape made up of straight lines, ovals, and arcs.

• A bitmap graphic, represents the graphic image 
as an array of dots, called pixels.



Graphics/Image Data Types
 1-bit Images
•  Each pixel is stored as a single bit (0 or 1), so also 

referredto as binary image.
•  Such an image is also called a 1-bit monochrome image 

since it contains no color.
•  Fig. shows a 1-bit monochrome image (called \Lena” by 

multimedia scientists | this is a standard image used to 
illustrate many algorithms).



 8-bit Gray-level Images
• Each pixel has a gray-value between 0 and 255. 

Each pixel is represented by a single byte; e.g., a 
dark pixel might have a value of 10, and a bright 
one might be 230.

•  Bitmap: The two-dimensional array of pixel 
values that rep-resents the graphics/image data.

•  Image resolution refers to the number of pixels 
in a digital image (higher resolution always yields 
better quality).

• Fairly high resolution for such an image might be 
1600x1200, whereas lower resolution might be 
640  480.

• Each pixel is usually stored as a byte (a value 
between 0 to 255), so a 640  480 grayscale image 
requires 300 kB of storage (640  480 = 307; 200).

•  Fig. shows the Lena image again, but this time in 
grayscale.





• The most common data types for graphics and 
image file formats 24-bit color and 8-bit color.

•  Some formats are restricted to particular 
hardware/operating system platforms, while 
others are “cross-platform" formats.

•  Even if some formats are not cross-platform, 
there are conversion applications that will 
recognize and translate formats from one 
system to another.

• Most image formats incorporate some variation 
of a compression technique due to the large 
storage size of image files. 

• Compression techniques can be classified into 
either lossless or lossy.



 24-bit Color Images
•  In a color 24-bit image, each pixel is 

represented by three bytes, usually 
representing RGB.
 This format supports 256x256x256 possible combined colors, or a total of 

16,777,216 possible colors.
 However such flexibility does result in a storage penalty: A 640x480 24-bit 

color image would require 921.6 kB of storage without any compression.

•  An important point: many 24-bit color 
images are actually stored as 32-bit images, 
with the extra byte of data for each pixel used 
to store an alpha value representing special 
effect information (e.g., transparency).

•  Fig. shows the image forestre.bmp., a 24-
bit image in Microsoft Windows BMP format. 
Also shown are the grayscale images for just 
the Red, Green, and Blue channels, for this 
image.





8-bit Color Images
•  Many systems can make use of 8 bits of color 

information (the so-called “256 colors") in producing a 
screen image.

•  Such image files use the concept of a lookup table to 
store color information.

•  Basically, the image stores not color, but instead just a 
set of bytes, each of which is actually an index into a 
table with 3-byte values that specify the color for a pixel 
with that lookup table index.

• Fig. shows the resulting 8-bit image, in GIF format.



Color Look-up Tables (LUTs)
• The idea used in 8-bit color images is to 

store only the index, or code value, for 
each pixel. Then, e.g., if a pixel stores 
the value 25, the meaning is to go to 
row 25 in a color look-up table (LUT)



Image types
1. Hard Copy vs. Soft Copy
• The pictures printed on paper or some other kinds of 

surfaces like plastic, cloth, wood etc.- called hard 
copy images

• Images seen in electronic form using specialized 
procedures and are referred to as soft copy images.

2.     Continuous Tone, Half-tone and Bitone
• Photographs are known as continuous tone images 

– composed of a large number of varying tones or 
shades of colors

• Due to some limitations of the display or printing 
devices, subset of total number of colors are displayed 
called partial tone or half-tone

• Other type is bitonal images, which uses only two 
colors, typically black and white.



Color Models
• Color models help us in recognizing  and 

expressing information related to color.
• Elementary colors are known as primary 

colors.
• Primary colors mixed in varying proportions 

produce other colors called composite colors.
• Two primary colors mixed in equal proportions 

produce a secondary color
• The primary colors along with the total range of 

composite colors they can produce  constitute 
color model.



1. RGB Model

• This model has three primary colors: red, green, blue
• CRT display devices uses this model
• Proportions of colors are determined by strength
• An electron beam having the maximum intensity falling on 

a phosphor dot creates 100 % of the corresponding color
• 50% of the color results from a beam having half of the 

peak strength
• Proportions are measured in percentage values.
• RGB model is called an additive model
• A color present at 100%  of its intensity is called 

saturated, otherwise the color is unsaturated
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2.CMYK model

• CMYK model is used to specify printed colors
• The primary colors of this model are Cyan, Magenta 

and Yellow
• The model is known as a subtractive model
• The K standing for the black component
• The secondary colors of the CMYK model are the 

same as the primary colors of the RGB model and vice 
versa.

• These two models are known as complimentary 
models
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Capturing and Editing 
Images

• The image that is seen on a computer monitor is 
digital bitmap stored in video memory, updated 
about every 1/60 second or faster, depending 
upon monitor’s scan rate. 

• for multimedia project, it may often be needed to 
capture and store an image directly from screen

• the Prt Scr key available in the keyboard to 
capture a image

• an image-editing program and experiment with 
different filters, the contrast, and various special 
effects



Image File Formats
• There are many file formats used to store 

bitmaps and vectored drawing. Following 
is a list of few image file formats.

Format Extension
Microsoft Windows Device 
Independent Bitmap

.bm
p .dib

Microsoft Palette .pal

Autocad format 2D .dxf

JPEG .jpg

Windows Meta file
.wm
f

Portable network graphic .png
Compuserve Graphic 
Interchange Format .gif

Apple Macintosh .pict .pic  .pct



Converting between Bitmaps and 
Drawn Images

• Programs and utilities  that will 
compute the bounds of a bitmapped 
image

• Or shapes of colors within an image 
and then derive the polygon object that 
describe the image

• This procedure is called autotracing.
• It is available in vector drawing 

applications



Compressing Bitmaps
• According to the compression method used, graphic file 

formats can be regarded as being of three types.
• The first type stores graphics uncompressed.

 The final file size will typically be a bit larger than the 
size of the graphic stored in it, allowing for a bit of 
extra space for internal housekeeping for the file.

 Windows BMP (.bmp) files are an example of this sort of 
format.

• The second type is called "non-lossy“ or “lossless” 
compression formats.
 Whatever gets stored in them will be identical to what 

emerges from a lossless file when it's unpacked.
 Most graphic formats use lossless compression - the 

GIF and PCX formats are among them.
 Some algorithms used are Huffman, Arithmetic 

Decomposition, Lempel Ziv,  Runlength Encoding



• The third type of bitmapped graphic file 
formats is called "lossy" compression.
Photorealistic images don't compress well because they 

have lots of details
 the details are what prevent areas from being all the 

same color, and as such from responding well to 
compression.

 In some cases the details represent very subtle color 
variations

perhaps too subtle to be discernable by your eye, or at 
least, too subtle to make much of a difference to your 
perception of the graphic in question.

• Algorithms are  Forward Discrete 
Cosine Transform (FDCT),Quantizer, 
Interframe correlation, Simple 
predictive encoding 



• Lossy compression seeks to improve upon the 
compression of the graphics it deals with by 
throwing away some of the details in your source 
images to create more areas which are all the same 
colour.

• Having done so, lossy compression can typically 
improve upon the file compression offered by the 
non lossy formats.

• Examples of lossy image file format are JPEG, PIC, 
and ART.

• Lossy compression allows you to specify the amount 
of detail to be discarded when a graphic is 
compressed. This level of image degradation is 
called the “quality factor“.





HYPERTEXT
• Hypertext most often refers to text on a computer 

that will lead the user to other, related information 
on demand. 

• hypertext makes possible a dynamic organization of 
information through links and connections (called 
hyperlinks).

• Information is linked and cross-referenced in many 
different ways and is widely available to end users

• Hypertext can be designed to perform various tasks:
 when a user "clicks" on it or "hovers" over it, a bubble 

with a word definition may appear
 or a web page on a related subject may load, 
 or a video clip may run, or an application may open.



• Hypertext documents can either be static 
(prepared and stored in advance) or dynamic 
(continually changing in response to user input). 

• Static hypertext can be used to cross-reference 
collections of data in documents, software 
applications, or books on CD. 

• A well-constructed system can also incorporate 
other user-interface conventions, such as menus 
and command lines. 

• Hypertext can develop very complex and 
dynamic systems of linking and cross-
referencing. 

• The most famous implementation of hypertext is 
the World Wide Web.



Hypermedia - Structure 
for Hypermedia• Hypermedia programs consist of many “pages” 

each of which contains multimedia objects 
(text, images, sound, videos, animations) that 
are linked to other objects or pages

 A particular element (object) can be linked to several other elements
 For example pointing to a word might display its definition, whereas 

clicking on it might transport you to a page with greatly expanded 
information on the topic

• Hypermedia programs do not have the 
traditional organization of sequential pages. 
This is in contrary to approaches such tutorials, 
drills and simulations

 The pages can be traversed in many different sequences which is 
difficult to estimate in advance



Hypermedia formats
• There are several hypermedia formats that 

can be used  in e-learning (depending on 
the purpose of learning). The most 
common of them are:
 Encyclopedic reference
 Specific subject matter reference
 Analysis of a domain
 Case study
 Construction set
 Edutainment
 Museum
 Archive



1. Encyclopedic reference

• Encyclopedic references include encyclopedias,
• dictionaries, thesauruses, etc.

 They contain large amounts of text, pictures, audio, and 
movies with links between interrelated information and 
several methods of searching and retrieving the information

2. Analysis for a domain
• Analysis of a domain is similar to specific subject matter 

reference but emphasizes on the analysis rather on presenting 
information. 

• Therefore, it includes different viewpoints and arguments, it 
discuss the complexities of the subject and analyzes its issues.

3. Case Study
• Case studies is the most easily hypermedia format for e-

learning.
• It is similar to the analysis for a domain but analyzes a more 

defined topic, such as a person, a historical event, or a work of 
art or literature.



4. Construction Set
• Construction set are hypermedia programs which in addition 

to the material (references) provide learners with tools to 
construct their own hypermedia compositions.

5. Edutainment
• Edutainment refers to hypermedia programs that are both 

educational and entertaining. 
• They are generally specific matter references or case studies 

embedded in a scenario that is engaging for young children
6. Museum
• They virtual museums representing real ones and their 

exhibits. 
• They typically include virtual reality capabilities to represent 

reality as better as possible
7. Archives
• They are collections of movies, news, photographs, newspaper 

articles, journal articles etc. which either exist in digital form 
or they have been digitized



Factors in Hypermedia 
design

• When designing hypermedia programs the 
designer should:
 Select one of the hypermedia formats that best accomplish 

the purpose of learning
 Create the characteristics (factors) of the program in 

accordance with the selected format and the purpose

• There three categories of characteristics 
which affect hypermedia design
 The hypermedia database
 Navigation and orientation
 Features supporting learning and learning strategies 

(involvement of learning theories)



The Hypermedia 
database• A central component of a hypermedia 

program is a database of information. 
• Without a database hypermedia programs 

are just a collection of web-pages.
• The following factors are related with the 

hypermedia database
 Media types
 Size of database
 Organization of the database
 Resolution
 Modifiability
 Platform independence
 Language independence



1.Media types: proper choice and 
integration of appropriate media

 Text => Good for high ability learners, easy to search, 
formatted in many different ways, easy to display, good for 
encoding conceptually complex information

 Still Pictorial Images => Attract attention, good for 
describing real objects, more memorable than text, they 
are relatively language independent, convey spatial 
information well

 Motion images => Attract attention and improve 
motivation, convey both spatial and temporal information, 
good for teaching sequences and procedures. They 
combine well with aural information

 Aural information => It is combined with motion images or 
still images to describe procedural or spatial information, 
good for narrative information, conveys emotional 
information



2. Size of the Database: to take advantage of 
hypermedia programs a large database is an 
essential characteristic which should be 
supported (at the cost of the increased mass 
storage space that is required)

 Small amounts of information are delivered better using other 
instructional methodologies (tutorials, drills, open ended 
environments, etc).

 The larger the database the more (and efficient) navigation tools 
required

3. Organization of the Database: A database 
may be organized in several ways, 
alphabetically, temporally, hierarchically, etc. 
This is easily achieved by sorting applied to 
different fields

 Hypermedia databases must be organized in many different ways to 
support different purposes or different learners.



4. Resolution (granularity): It refers to how 
finely information is divided into separable 
usable pieces (text “pieces” for example can be 
words, sentences, paragraphs, chapters etc.)
 More finely divided =>

  Learners focus on more specific content goals
 Flexible use of information

 Less finely divided =>
 Learners tend toward more broad and general learning 
 Ease of creation

5. Modifiability: It refers to the ability of 
learners to modify the content of the database. 
Modifiability is rarely supported in commercial 
hypermedia programs
 Modifiability is an important characteristic for hypermedia programs 

used for learning.



Navigation and 
orientation

• Navigation => Getting where you want to go
• Orientation => Knowing where you are and 

where the
• information you want is 
• Hypermedia disorientation and pour 

navigation are the most important problems 
in learning from hypermedia

• Navigation methods in hypermedia:
 Hyperlinks, Menus, Indexes, Tables of Contents, Searching, 

Bookmarks and Histories

• Orientation devices
 Maps, timelines, menus, text cues



Factors affecting 
hyperlinks

• Although several methods of navigation are provided in 
hypermedia programs the primary type is hyperlinks. 

• A number of factors are relevant to hyperlinks:
 Types of links (text, labels, pictures, parts of picture, 

icons, movies, parts of movies, etc)
 Purpose of links (encyclopedias => definitions, 

analysis of a domain => multiple perspectives, etc)
 Density of links (readability, disorientation)
 Visibility
 Screen location
 Confirmation
 Semantic cueing
 Distance (local vs distant web sites)
 Modifiability



Buttons 

• Buttons are objects that make 
things happen when they are clicked 

• Use common button shapes and 
sizes 

• Label them clearly 
• Each button must be linked with 

actions
• Button provides the user 

interactions



VIDEO
• Motion video(or simply video) is a combination of image 

and audio
• It consists of a set of still images called frames displayed 

to the user
• Frames displayed one after another at a specific speed  

known as frame rate(fps).
• Frame rate should range between 20 and 30 for realistic 

motion
• Motion picture is recorded on celluloid film and displayed
• In analog systems, the video signal from the camera is 

delivered to the Video In connector(s) of a VCR
• It is recorded on magnetic videotape
• In digital systems, the video signal from the camera is first 

digitized as a single frame and the data is compressed 
before it is written.



Analog display 
standards• Three analog broadcast video standards are commonly used: 

NTSC, PAL, SECAM and HDTV.
1. NTSC(National Television Standards Committee)
• This standards defined method for encoding information into 

the electronic signal 
• A single frame of video was made up of 525 horizontal scan 

lines
• It is drawn inside  face of a phosphor-coated picture tube 

every 1/30th second
• The electron beam made two passes: first it draws all the odd-

numbered lines, then even-numbered lines.
• Each pass takes 60 Hz.
• Frames created at the rate of 30 fps.
• This process is called interlacing
• Computer monitors draw lines of the entire frame in a single 

pass called progressive-scan technology.



2. PAL(Phase Alternate Line)
• It increased the screen resolution to 625 horizontal lines
• But the scan rate is 20 frames per second.
• The odd and even lines are interlaced, each field taking 

1/50th of a second to draw. i.e 50 Hz
3. SECAM(Sequential Color and Memory)
• It is a 625-line, 50 Hz system
• Its differs from NTSC and PAL color system in its basic 

technology and broadcast method
4. HDTV
•  High Definition Television (HDTV) provides high 

resolution in a 16:9 aspect ratio 
• This aspect ratio allows the viewing of Cinemascope and 

Panavision movies. 
• There is contention between the broadcast and 

computer industries about whether to use interlacing or 
progressive-scan technologies.



NTSC television overscan
35mm slide / photo

HDTV

approx. 648X480 (4:3) 1280X720 (16:9)
768X512 (3:2)

Difference between VGA and HDTV aspect ratios



Digital Display 
Standards1. Advanced Television System Committee(ATSC)

• It supports the screen aspect ration of 16:9
• Images upto1920x1080 pixels in size
• Allowing upto six standard-definition “virtual 

channels” broadcast on a single TV station using the 
existing 6 MHz channel.

• It improves the “theater quality” because it uses 
Dolby Digital AC-3 format to provide 5.1 channel 
surround sound

2. Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting(ISDB)
• It is used in Japan to allow radio and television 

stations to convert to digital format



Digital Audio
• Analog quantity is converted to digital form through the processes 

of sampling, quantization and code word generation.
• Digital form is degraded by quantization error
• The quality is improved by increasing sampling rate
• The upper value of sampling rate is limited by hardware/software
• Digital audio parameters are: practical audio sampling, Aliasing, 

Bit rate and file size, streaming audio and High fidelity(Hi-Fi)
1. Practical Audio Sampling
• As per the Nyquist’s theorem sampling frequency needs to be 

twice the input frequency
• Full range of human hearing ranges from 20Hz to 20kHz.
• to represent the entire range digitally, minimum sampling 

frequencies around 40kHz
• In practical systems a slightly higher frequency in the range of 44 

to 48kHz is used.



2. Aliasing
• The highest audio frequency in a sampling system must be  less 

than or equal to the Nyquist frequency
• If the audio frequency is greater than the Nyquist frequency 

erroneous signals can appear 
• It is impossible to distinguish them from the legitimate signals.
• This effect is called aliasing
3. Bit Rate and File Size
• Increasing sampling rate and resolution increases file size
• This requires higher storage space and greater processing 

power
4. Streaming Audio
• It is used for downloading files on the internet
• The music begins to play as soon as a buffer memory on the 

receiving device fills up
• The remaining portion of the audio downloaded in the 

background.



• A popular type of streaming format is RealNetwork’s Real Audio
• Real audio files can be coded at a variety of bit rates
• A decoder decode all the bits to produce high quality signal
• Macromedia’s Shockwave is a streaming audio package based on 

MPEG layer III coding
5. High Fidelity(Hi-Fi)
• It is a term describing the reproduction of sound and image identical 

to the original in quality
• RIAA(Recording Industry Association of America) equalization is a 

specification for the correct playback of records
• Equalization is a process of modifying the frequencies around a 

central point.
• The number of variant equalizers are
• A peaking equalizer change the frequencies around a central point
• A Shelving equalizers change a wide range of frequencies by a 

fixed amount
• A graphic equalizer consists of a band-pass filters with 

independent gain controls for each



Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface



 MIDI is a communications standard 
developed for electronic musical 
instruments and computers

 it is the sound equivalent of vector graphics
 It is not digitized sound, but a series of 

commands which a MIDI playback device 
interprets to reproduce the sound

 MIDI files are very compact
 the sounds produced by the MIDI file 

depend on the playback device
 MIDI files are only suitable for recording 

music; they cannot be used to store 
dialogue



 Synthesizer:
 It is a sound generator (various pitch, loudness, 

tone colour).
 A good (musician's) synthesizer often has a 

microprocessor, keyboard, control panels, 
memory, etc.

 Sequencer:
 It can be a stand-alone unit or a software 

program for a personal computer. (It used to be 
a storage server for MIDI data. 

 Nowadays it is more a software music editor on 
the computer.

 It has one or more MIDI INs and MIDI OUTs.



 Track:
 Track in sequencer is used to organize the 

recordings.
 Tracks can be turned on or off on recording or 

playing back.
 Channel:

 MIDI channels are used to separate information in a 
MIDI system.

 There are 16 MIDI channels in one cable.
 Channel numbers are coded into each MIDI message.

 Timbre:
 The quality of the sound, e.g., flute sound, cello 

sound, etc.
 Multitimbral - capable of playing many different 

sounds at the same time (e.g., piano, brass, drums, 
etc.)



 Pitch:
 musical note that the instrument plays

 Voice:
 Voice is the portion of the synthesizer that 

produces sound.
 Synthesizers can have many (12, 20, 24, 36, 

etc.) voices.
 Each voice works independently and 

simultaneously to produce sounds of different 
timbre and pitch.

 Patch:
 the control settings that define a particular 

timbre.



MIDI connectors:
  three 5-pin ports found on the back of 

every MIDI unit
 MIDI IN: the connector via which the device 

receives all MIDI data.
 MIDI OUT: the connector through which the 

device transmits all the MIDI data it
 generates itself.
 MIDI THROUGH: the connector by which the 

device echoes the data receives from MIDI 
IN.





A Typical MIDI Sequencer Setup
 MIDI OUT of synthesizer is connected to 

MIDI IN of sequencer.
 MIDI OUT of sequencer is connected to 

MIDI IN of synthesizer and through to 
each of the additional sound modules.

 During recording, the keyboard-equipped 
synthesizer is used to send MIDI message 
to the sequencer, which records them.

 During play back: messages are send out 
from the sequencer to the sound modules 
and the synthesizer which will play back 
the music.



 MIDI messages are used by MIDI devices to 
communicate with each other.

Structure of MIDI messages:
 MIDI message includes a status byte and up 

to two data bytes.
 Status byte 

  The most significant bit of status byte is set to 1.
 The 4 low-order bits identify which channel it 

belongs to (four bits produce 16 possible 
channels).

 The 3 remaining bits identify the message.
 The most significant bit of data byte is set to 

0.



 
MIDI messages 

channel messages system messages 

voice messages mode messages MIDI messages MIDI messages MIDI messages 



 A. Channel messages:
 messages that are transmitted on 

individual channels rather that globally 
to all devices in the MIDI network.

 A.1. Channel voice messages:
 Instruct the receiving instrument to assign 

particular sounds to its voice
 Turn notes on and off
 Alter the sound of the currently active note or 

notes
 A.2. Channel mode messages:

 Channel mode messages are a special case of 
the Control Change message

 Channel mode messages determine how an 
instrument will process MIDI voice messages.



 B. System Messages:
 System messages carry information that is not 

channel specific, such as timing signal for 
synchronization, positioning information in pre-
recorded MIDI sequences, and detailed setup 
information for the destination device.

 B.1. System real-time messages:
 messages related to synchronization

 B.2. System common messages:
 contain the following unrelated messages

 B.3. System exclusive message:
 (a) Messages related to things that cannot be 

standardized, (b) addition to the original MIDI 
specification.

 It is just a stream of bytes, all with their high bits 
set to 0, bracketed by a pair of system exclusive 
start and end messages



Multimedia Networking 



• A multimedia networking system allows for 

the data exchange of discrete and 

continuous media among computers. 

• Communication requires proper services 

and protocols for data transmission. 

• Multimedia networking enables distribution 

of media to different workstation.



Layers, Protocols and Services

• A service provides a set of operations to the requesting application.

• Logically related services are grouped into layers according to the OSI 

reference model. 

• The services describe its service elements (Service Data Units = SDUs). 

• A protocol consists of a set of rules which must be followed by peer layer 

instances during any communication between these two peers

• It is comprised of the formal (syntax) and the meaning (semantics) of the 

exchanged data units (Protocol Data Units = PDUs)

• Multimedia communication puts several requirements on services and 

protocols

• this set of requirements depends to a large extent on the respective 

application.

• the following requirements must be taken into account:



 Audio and video data process need to be bounded 
by deadlines or even defined by a time interval. 

 End –to-end jitter must be bounded. Large jitter 
values would mean large buffers and higher end-
to-end delays

 All guarantees necessary for achieving the data 
transfer within the required time span must be 
met

 The services should provide mechanisms for 
synchronizing different data streams

 The multimedia communication must be 
compatible with the most widely used 
communication protocols and must make use of 
existing, as well as future networks

 Discrete data must be transmitted without any 
delay

 The actual audio/video data rate varies strongly. 
This leads to fluctuations of the data rate, which 
needs to be handled by the services. 



Physical Layer
•  The physical layer defines the transmission method of 

individual bits over the physical medium, such as fiber 
optics.

Data Link Layer
•  The data link layer provides the transmission of information 

blocks known as data frames. 
• This layer is responsible for access protocols to the physical 

medium, error recognition and correction, flow control and 
block synchronization.

• Access protocols are very much dependent on the network. 
• Networks can be divided into two categories: those using 

point-to-point connections and those using broadcast 
channels

• broadcast network, the key issue is how to determine, who 
gets access to the channel

• To solve this problem, the Medium Access Control (MAC) 
sublayer was introduced and MAC protocols, such as the 
Timed Token Rotation Protocol and Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD)

• the error control for multimedia transmission needs a 
different mechanism than retransmission because a late 
frame is a lost frame.



Network Layer
• The network layer transports information blocks, called 

packets, from one station to another. 
• this layer provides services such as addressing, 

internetworking, error handling, network management 
with congestion control and sequencing of packets.

• continuous media require resource reservation and 
guarantees for transmission at this layer. 

• A request for reservation for later resource guarantees is 
defined through Quality of Service (QoS) parameters

• The reservation must be done along the path between 
the communicating stations.

Transport Layer
• The transport layer provides a process-to-process 

connection.
• the QoS, which is provided by the network layer, is 

enhanced, meaning that if the network service is poor
• Large packets are segmented at this layer and 

reassembled into their original size at the receiver



Session Layer
• multimedia sessions which reside over one or more transport 

connections, must be established
• This introduces a more complex view on connection 

reconstruction in the case of transport problems.

Presentation Layer
•  The presentation layer abstracts from different formats ( the 

local syntax) and provides common formats ( transfer 
syntax). 

• this layer must provide services for transformation between 
the application-specific formats and the agreed-upon format.

• audio and video formats also require conversion between 
formats.

Application Layer
•  This layer considers all application-specific services, such as 

file transfer service embedded in the file transfer protocol 
(FTP) and the electronic mail service

• With respect to audio and video, special services for support 
of real-time access and transmission must be provided.



Multimedia on Networks

• The main goal of distributed multimedia 
communication systems is to transmit all their media 
over the same network.

• three categories: Local Area Networks (LANs), 
Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs), and Wide Area 
Networks (WANs).

Local Area Networks (LANs)
• A LAN is characterized by 
 its extension over a few kilometers at most,
 a total data rate of at least several Mbps, 
 its complete ownership by a single organization
• LAN communication is broadcasting using broadcast 

channel (multi-access channel). 



High-speed Ethernet
•  Ethernet is the most widely used LAN. 
• Ethernet offers bandwidth of at least 10 Mbps, 
• but new fast LAN technologies for Ethernet with 

bandwidths in the range of 100Mbps 
• bus-based network uses the CSMA/CD protocol for 

resolution of multiple access to the broadcast channel
• before data transmission the network state is checked 

by the sender station
• Each station may try to send its data only if, no other 

station transmits data. 
• each station can simultaneously listen and send.

Dedicated Ethernet
• the transmission of audio/video data is to dedicate a 

separate Ethernet LAN to the transmission of 
continuous data.

• end-users need at least two separate networks for 
their communications: one for continuous data and 
another for discrete data



Fast Ethernet
•  Fast Ethernet, known as 100Base-T offers 

throughput speed of up to 100 Mbits/s, and it 
permits users to move gradually into the world of 
high-speed LANs.

• Media-Independent Interface (MII) for fast 
Ethernet, which enables it to support various 
cabling types on the same Ethernet network. 

• fast Ethernet offers three media options:
1)100 Base-T4 for half-duplex operation on four 

pairs of UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair cable), 
2)100 Base-TX for half-or full-duplex operation on 

two pairs of UTP or STP (Shielded Twisted Pair 
cable),

3)100 Base-FX for half-and full-duplex transmission 
over fiber optic cable.



Token Ring
• The Token Ring is a LAN with 4 or 16 Mbits/s throughput. 
• All stations are connected to a logical ring
• In a Token Ring, a special bit pattern (3-byte), called a token
• Ring interfaces have two operating modes: listen and transmit
• In the listen mode, input bits are simply copied to the output.
• In the transmit mode, which is entered only after the token has 

been seized, the interface breaks the connection between the 
input and the output, entering its own data onto the ring

• After a station has finished transmitting the last bit of its last 
frame, it must regenerate the token. 

• the Token Ring MAC Sublayer Protocol (IEEE standard 
8020.5)is used

• Each frame includes a Sender Address (SA) and a Destination 
Address (DA)



FDDI

• The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is a high-
performance fiber optic LAN, which is configured as a ring. 

• it runs at 100 Mbps over distances up to 100 km with up to 
500 stations. 

• The FDDI design specification calls for no more than one 
error in 20.5*10^10 bits.

• The FDDI cabling consists of two fiber rings, one 
transmitting clockwise and the other transmitting counter-
clockwise. 

• If either one breaks, the other can be used as backup.
• FDDI supports different transmission modes 
• The synchronous mode allows a bandwidth reservation; the 

asynchronous mode behaves similar to the Token Ring 
protocol. 

• Many current implementations support only the 
asynchronous mode.





The OS offers various services related to the 
essential resources of a computer: CPU, main 
memory, storage and all input and output 
devices.

In multimedia applications, a lot of data 
manipulation (e.g. A/D, D/A and format 
conversion) is required and this involves a lot of 
data transfer, which consumes many resources.

The integration of discrete and continuous 
multimedia data demands additional services 
from many operating system components.

The major aspect in this context is real-time 
processing of continuous media data.



Issues
1. Process management: a brief presentation of 

traditional real-time scheduling algorithms.

2. It must take into account the timing 
requirement imposed by the handling of 
multimedia data.

3. Concerns in process management (Scheduling):

4. Timing requirements and this resource 
reservation has to cover all resources on a data 
path.

Traditional 
OS 

MM OS

Timing Requirement No Yes

Fairness Yes Yes



2. File systems: outlines disk access algorithms, 
data placement and structuring

3. Interprocess communication and 
synchronization

The communication & synchronization between 
single processes must meet the restrictions of 
real-time requirements and timing relations 
among different media.

4. Memory management has to provide access 
to data with a guaranteed timing delay and 
efficient data manipulation functions. (e.g. 
should minimize physical data copy operations.)

5. Database management should rely on file 
management services



Real-time Process
A real-time process is a process which delivers the 

results of the processing in a given time-span.

The main characteristic of real-time systems is the 
correctness of the computation.

 Errorless computation

 The time in which the result is presented

Speed and efficiency are not the main characteristic of 
real-time systems.

e.g. the video data should be presented at the right 
time, neither too quickly nor too slowly

Timing and logical dependencies among different 
related tasks, processed at the same time, must also be 
considered.



Deadlines
A deadline represents the latest acceptable 

time for the presentation of a processing 
result.

1.Soft deadline:
a deadline which cannot be exactly 

determined and which failing to meet does 
not produce an unacceptable result.

Its miss may be tolerated as long as

 (1) not too many deadlines are missed and/or

 (2) the deadlines are not missed by much.



2. Hard deadline:
a deadline which should never be violated.
Its violation causes a system failure.
Determined by the physical 

characteristics of real-time processes.



Characteristics of real time 
systems

The necessity of deterministic and 
predictable behavior of real-time systems 
requires processing guarantees for time-
critical tasks.

A real-time system is distinguished by the 
following features:
Predictably fast response to time-critical events 

and accurate timing information:

A high degree of schedulability: to meet the 
deadlines.

Stability under transient overload: critical task 
first.



Real time and 
multimedia
Traditional real-time scheduling techniques usually 

have a high demand for security and fault-tolerance.
Real-time requirements of multimedia systems:

 The fault-tolerance requirements of multimedia 
systems are usually less strict than those of real-time 
systems that have a direct physical impact.

 For many multimedia system applications, missing a 
deadline is not a severe failure, although it should be 
avoided. 

 In general, all time-critical operations are periodic 
and schedulability considerations for periodic tasks 
are much easier.

 The bandwidth demand of continuous media is 
usually negotiable and the media is usually scalable.



Resource management
Multimedia systems with integrated audio and video 

processing are at the limit of their capacity

No redundancy of resource capacity can be expected 
in the near future.

In a multimedia system, the given timing guarantees 
for the processing of continuous media must be 
adhered to along the data path.

The actual requirements depend on (1) the type of 
media and (2) the nature of the applications 
supported.

The shortage of resources requires careful allocation.

The resource is first allocated and then managed.



Resource management - Resources
A resource is a system entity required by tasks for 

manipulating data.

A resource can be active or passive.

1.Active resource:

 e.g. the CPU or a network adapter for protocol 
processing;

    it provides a service.

2.Passive resource:

 e.g. main memory, communication bandwidth or 
file systems;

 It denotes some system capability required by 
active resources.



A resource can be either used exclusively 
by one process at a time or shared 
between various processes.

Active ones are often exclusive while 
passive ones can usually be shared.

Each resource has a capacity in a given 
time-span. (e.g. processing time for CPU, 
the amount of storage for memory and 
etc.)

For real-time scheduling, only the 
temporal division of resource capacity 
among real-time processes is of interest.



Resource management - Requirements
The requirements of multimedia applications 

and data streams must be served.

The transmission/processing requirements of 
local and distributed multimedia applications 
can be specified according to the following 
characteristics:

Throughput: Determined by the needed data 
rate of a connection to satisfy the application 
requirements.

Delay "at the resource" (local): The maximum 
time span for the completion of a certain task 
at this resource.



 End-to-end delay (global): The total delay for a data 
unit to be transmitted from the source to its 
destination.

 Jitter: Determines the maximum allowed variance in 
the arrival of data at the destination.

 Reliability: Defines error detection and error 
correction mechanisms used for the transmission 
and processing of multimedia tasks.

 How to handle errors: Ignored, indicated and/or corrected.

 Retransmission may not be acceptable for time critical 
data.

These requirements are known as Quality of 
Service (QoS) parameters.



Resource management - Components and 
phases

Resource allocation and management can be 
based on the interaction between clients and 
their respective resource managers.

The client selects the resource and requests 
a resource allocation by specifying its QoS 
specification.

The resource manager checks its own 
resource utilization and decides if the 
reservation request can be served or not.

Performance can be guaranteed once it is 
accepted.



Phases of the resource reservation and management 
process

1.Schedulability
 The resource manager checks with the given QoS 

parameters (e.g. throughput and reliability).
2.QoS calculation

 The resource manager calculates the best possible 
performance (e.g. delay) the resource can guarantee 
for the new request.

3.Resource reservation
 Allocates the required capacity to meet the QoS 

guarantees for each request.
4. Resource scheduling

 Incoming messages (i.e. LDUs) from connections are 
scheduled according to the given QoS guarantees.



Resource management - Allocation 
Scheme

Reservation of resources can be made either in 
a pessimistic or optimistic way:
The pessimistic approach avoids resource 

conflicts by making reservations for the worst 
case. 

The optimistic approach reserves resources 
according to an average workload only.



Continuous media resource 
model
A model is frequently adopted to define QoS 

parameters and the characteristics of the data 
stream.

It is based on the model of linear bounded arrival 
process (LBAP).

A distributed system is decomposed into a chain of 
resources traversed by the messages on their end-
to-end path.

The data stream consists of LDUs (messages).

Various data streams are independent of each 
other.

The model considers a burst of messages consists 
of messages that arrived ahead of schedule.



Process management
It's handled by the process manager.
The process manager maps single processes onto 

resources according to a specified scheduling policy 
such that all processes meet their requirements.

A process under control of the process manager can 
be in one of the 4 states:
1. Idle state: No process is assigned to the program.
2. Blocked state: The process is waiting for an event, 

i.e., it lacks one of the necessary resources for 
processing.

3. Ready-to-run state: All necessary resources except 
the processor are assigned to the process.

4. Running state: A process is running as long as the 
system processor is assigned to it.



The process manager is the scheduler.
The scheduler transfers a process into the 

ready-to-run state by assigning it a position 
in the respective queue of the dispatcher.

Dispatcher is the essential part of the 
operating system kernel.

The next process to run is chosen 
according to a priority policy.

The process with the longest ready time is 
chosen if more than one processes have 
equal priority.



Real-time processing 
requirements

The real-time process manager determines a 
schedule for the resource CPU that allows it to 
make reservations and to give processing 
guarantees.

Each of them can meet its deadlines.
In a multimedia system, continuous and discrete 

media data are processed concurrently.
There are 2 conflicting goals for scheduling of 

multimedia tasks.
 An uncritical process should not suffer from starvation 

because time-critical processes are executed. 
 A time-critical process must never be subject to 

priority inversion.



Traditional real-time 
scheduling

The goal of traditional scheduling on time-
sharing computers is Optimal throughput, 
optimal resource utilization and fair queuing.

The main goal of real-time tasks is to provide a 
schedule that allows all, respectively, as many 
time-critical processes as possible, to be 
processed in time, according to their deadline.

Two basic algorithms for solving real-time 
scheduling problems: Earliest deadline first 
algorithm and Rate monotonic scheduling.



Earliest deadline first (EDF) 
algorithm

The highest priority is assigned to the task with the 
earliest deadline.

EDF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm.

At every new ready state, the scheduler selects the 
task with the earliest deadline among the tasks that 
are ready and not fully processed.

At any arrival of a new task, EDF must be computed 
immediately leading to a new order and the new task 
is scheduled according to its deadline.

The running task is preempted.

No guarantee about the processing of any task can 
be given.

It has a lot of overhead.



Extension of EDF (Time-Driven Scheduler 
(TDS)):
 If an overload situation occurs the scheduler 

aborts tasks which cannot meet their deadlines 
anymore.

 If there is still an overload situation, the 
scheduler removes task which is less important 
for the system.



Another variant of EDF:
Every task is divided into a mandatory and an 

optional part.

A task is terminated according to the deadline of 
the mandatory part, even if it is not completed at 
this time.

Tasks are scheduled with respect to the deadline 
of the mandatory parts.

The optional parts are processed if the resource 
capacity is not fully utilized.

In an overload situation, the optional parts are 
aborted.

This implementation favors scalable video.



Rate monotonic algorithm
It is an optimal, static, priority-driven algorithm for 

preemptive, periodic jobs.

It is optimal in a way that it can provide the same 
schedule any static algorithm can provide.

There are 5 necessary prerequisites to apply the rate 
monotonic algorithm:

 The requests for all tasks with deadlines are periodic.

 Each task must be completed before the next request 
occurs.

 All tasks are independent.

 Run-time for each request of a task is constant

 Any non-periodic task in the system has no required 
deadline.



A process is scheduled by a static algorithm 
at the beginning of the processing.

Each task is processed with the priority 
calculated at the beginning.

No further scheduling is required.

Static priorities are assigned to tasks, once at 
the connection set-up phase, according to 
their request rates.

How to determine the priority?
Tasks with higher request rates will have 

higher priorities.

The task with the shortest period gets the 
highest priority.



The response time is the time span 
between the request and the end of 
processing the task.

This time span is maximal when all 
processes with a higher priority request to 
be processed at the same time.

The time instant when this happens is 
known as the critical instant.

The critical time zone is the time 
interval between the critical instant and 
the completion of a task. (the shorter, the 
better.)



Extensions to Rate Monotonic 
Scheduling

divides a task into a mandatory and an 
optional part.

The processing of the mandatory part 
delivers a result which can be accepted by 
the user.

The optional part only refines the result.
The mandatory part is scheduled according 

to the rate monotonic algorithm.
The optional part is scheduled with other 

polices.



What can we do if there are aperiodic tasks in some 
systems?

 If the aperiodic request is an aperiodic continuous stream, 
we transform it into a periodic stream if possible.

 If the stream is not continuous, we can apply a sporadic 
server to respond to aperiodic requests.

Pros of the rate monotonic algorithm

 It is particularly suitable for continuous media data 
processing because it makes optimal use of their 
periodicity.

 No scheduling overhead as it is a static algorithm.

Potential problems:
 Problems emerge with data streams which have no constant 

processing time per message

 The simplest solution is to schedule these tasks according to 
their maximum data rate, but this decreases processor 
utilization.



Other approaches for In-time 
scheduling

Least Laxity First (LLF)

 The task with the shortest remaining laxity is scheduled 
first.

 The laxity is the time between the actual time t and the 
deadline minus the remaining processing time

 LLF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm for exclusive 
resources.

 Problems of laxity-dependence:
 The determination of the laxity is inexact as the processing time 

can't be exactly specified in advance.
 The laxity of waiting processes dynamically changes over time.



Disadvantages of LLF:

This may cause numerous context switches.

The laxity of each task must be newly 
determined at each scheduling point.

Shortest Job First (SJF)

The task with the shortest remaining 
computation time is chosen for execution.

 It guarantees that as many tasks as possible 
meet their deadlines under an overload 
situation if all of them have the same deadline.

 In most multimedia systems with preemptive 
tasks, the rate monotonic algorithm in different 
variations is employed.



File systems
A file is a sequence of information held as a unit for 

storage and use in a computer system.

Files are stored in secondary storage.

In traditional file systems, the information types 
stored in files are sources, objects, libraries and 
executables of programs, numeric data, text, payroll 
records, etc.

In multimedia systems, the stored information also 
covers digitized video and audio with their related 
realtime 'read' and 'write' commands.

The file system provides access and control functions 
for the storage and retrieval of files.

Two issues are addressed here: the organization of 
the file system and disk scheduling.



Multimedia file systems
Continuous media data are different from discrete data 

in:

1.Real time characteristics:

 The data must be presented (read) before a well defined 
deadline with small jitter only.

2.File size:

 The size of video and audio files are usually very large.

 The file system must organize the data on disk in a way 
that efficiently uses the limited storage.

3.Multiple data streams

 Must support different media at one time.

 Must consider tight relations between different streams 
arriving from different sources.



Storage devices:

Tapes are inadequate for multimedia systems 
because they cannot provide independent 
accessible streams, and random access is 
slow and expensive.

Disks can be characterized in 2 different 
ways:

1.How information is stored on them: re-
writeable, write-once or read-only

2.The method of recording: magnetic or optical

Different algorithms for magnetic and optical 
disksare necessary.



File Structure and placement on disk

Main goal of the file organization in conventional file 
systems:

 To make efficient use of the storage capacity (i.e. to reduce 
internal and external fragmentation)

 To allow arbitrary deletion and extension of files

Main goal of the file organization in multimedia file 
systems:

 To provide a constant and timely retrieval of data.

Internal fragmentation occurs when blocks of data are 
not entirely filled.

External fragmentation occurs when files are stored in a 
contiguous way in where the gap cannot be filled after 
deleting a file.



Two basic approaches to support continuous media in file 
systems:

 Use special disk scheduling algorithms and sufficient buffer to avoid 
jitter.

 Optimize the organization of audio and video files on disk for their 
use in multimedia systems.

Approach 1 : providing enough buffer

Advantages:

  It is flexible. (Don't need to store files in a contiguous way.)

 External fragmentation can be avoided.

 The same data can be used by several streams (via reference)

Disadvantage:

 There are long initial delays at the retrieval of continuous media.

 Large buffers must be provided.

 Transfer rate is restricted



Approach 2: Using specific disk layout

Aim: Try to minimize the cost of retrieving and storing 
Streams

Features of continuous media data support this approach.

 Continuous media streams predominantly belong to the 
write-once-read-many nature.

 Streams that are recorded at the same time are likely to be 
played back at the same time.

It's reasonable to store continuous media data in large 
data blocks contiguously on disk.

Disadvantages:

 External fragmentation and copying overhead during 
insertion and deletion.



Disk scheduling algorithms

Main goals of traditional disk scheduling algorithms:
 To reduce the cost of seek operations

 To achieve a high throughput

 To provide fair disk access for every process

Systems without any optimized disk layout for the 
storage of continuous media depend far more on 
reliable and efficiency disk scheduling algorithms 
than others.

The overall goal of disk scheduling in multimedia 
systems is to meet the deadlines of all time-critical 
tasks.

The scheduling algorithm must find a balance 
between time constraints and efficiency.



Earliest deadline first (EDF)
The block of the stream with the nearest 

deadline would be read first.
It results in poor throughput and 

excessive seek time



SCAN-Earliest Deadline First (SCAN-EDF)

The request with the earliest deadline is always served 
first.

Among requests with the same deadline, the specific one 
that is first according to the scan direction is served first.

Group Sweeping Scheduling (GSS)

Requests are served in cycles, in round-robin manner.

Streams are grouped in such a way that all of them 
comprise similar deadlines.

Groups are served in fixed order.

Individual streams within a group are served according 
to SCAN.

GSS is a trade-off between the optimization of buffer size 
and arm movements.





Speech Synthesis and 
Recognition



 A speech recognition module transcribes the 
user’s speech into a word stream

 The character flow is then processed by a 
language engine dealing with syntax, semantics, 
and finally by the back-end application program

 A speech synthesizer converts resulting answers 
(strings of characters) into speech to the user



Some Basics of Phonetics

1. Sound Capture
 a digital sound card and a microphone are equipment we 

need to capture speech and to visualize waveforms – signals
 Digital signal processing is the fundamental technique that 

enables us to modify the waveform representation and to 
ease the description of speech properties

 the sound card captures a speech element 44,100 times per 
second.

 An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) digitizes the amplitude 
(volume) of each sampled element onto a digital scale

 Amplitude values range from 0 to a maximum that depends 
on the encoding. 

 Common encoding uses two bytes or16 bits that can 
represent 65,536 amplitude values



 Digital sound synthesis is the reverse operation
 It is carried out using the digital-to-analog 

converter (DAC) of the sound card that maps 
digital codes onto analog signals

 Sounds can be amplified and made audible by a 
loudspeaker

 Sound recordings can be digitized and 
compressed to save storage.

2 Phonemes
 An indivisible unit of sound in a given language
 Frequency analysis is a more natural observation 

tool for speech than time analysis.
 Relevant acoustic properties are attached to 

sound units that show relatively stable properties 
over a time interval

 Phonemes are a finite set of abstract symbols that 
are used to annotate real sounds: the phones



 The allophones are the members of the phone collection 
represented by a same phoneme

 Phonemes are not universal but are specific to a language
 Two different phones may belong to a single phoneme class 

in one language and to two different classes in another
 An English, a French, and a German r correspond obviously 

to different sounds
 Vowels

 Frequency features of a vowel include its fundamental 
frequency, 

 the pitch, also denoted F0, and its “harmonics,” the 
formants

 The pitch is directly related to the vibration frequency of 
the vocal cords in the throat

 Voicing refers to the vibration of vocal cords
 Consonants. In contrast with vowels, consonants have a 

more even power distribution over the frequency spectrum



3 Phonemes of English, French, and German
 the vowel class divides into monophthongs – simple 

vowels(pep, pap, pop) – and diphthongs – double 
vowels(pipe). 

 The consonant class divides into obstruents 
 plosives:sound produced from opening a previously 

closed oral passage; for example when pronouncing the 
sound /p/ in “pug”, 

 affricates:sound produced using a combination of a 
plosive and a fricative for example english sounds /t/ 
(catch), 

 and fricatives:any of several sounds produced by air 
flowing, for example in english /f/ and /s/) 

 and sonorants 
 Nasals:having a quality imparted by means of the nose, 

example m,n, ng
 Liquids: An /or r sound
 and semivowels: A sound in speech which has some 

qualities of a consonant and some qualities of a vowel 
such as w or y



4 Prosody
 Prosody corresponds to the melody and rhythm of 

speech
 Prosody conveys syntactic, semantic, as well as 

emotional information
 Prosodic aspects are often divided into features such 

as in English stress and intonation
 Stress is a shorter-term variation that highlights a 

specific syllable or a semantically important word
 Intonation is a longer-term variation that is linked 

to the grammatical structure.



Speech Synthesis
1 Rudimentary Techniques
 A first rudimentary method to synthesize speech is to record 

complete or partial messages: welcoming announcements, 
whole questions, or answers

 this method is used in airports, railway stations, and in many 
other places, it does not prove very flexible

 All messages
 must be recorded in advance to be uttered by a machine.
  If a message changes, it has to be rerecorded
 A second method is to record all the words of the application 

lexicon in a digital format
 To generate a spoken message, the synthesizer sequentially 

looks up the words in the lexicon, fetches their digital 
recordings, concatenates them, 

 and converts the digital codes into sounds using the digital to 
analog converter of the sound card.



2 Speech Synthesis with Phonemes
 speech synthesis of a message using phonemes is easy to 

implement
 It would consist in concatenating sounds of all the phonemes 

(phones) making up the message

3 Text Processing for Speech Synthesis
 Pronunciation of a word does not always correspond to its 

spelling
 a text synthesizer requires a module mapping a text’s letters 

onto phonemes
 A text-to-speech program is usually organized in several stages:

 Tokenization. Sentence separation, punctuation processing, and 
word breaking.

 Lexical access and morphological analysis. A morphological 
parsing splits words into morphemes: lemma and affixes such as 
“un-”. “break” and “-able” in the word unbreakable

 Grammatical analysis. This stage is not always implemented
 Phonetic translation. Transcription rules process the words



4 Letter-to-Phoneme Rules
 phonetic transcription of a text is to use big 

pronunciation dictionaries
 the synthesizer looks up the individual transcription 

of each word of text
 a part of the phonemic transcription still depends on 

rules, notably to deal with unknown words or with 
proper nouns

 Transcription rules translate letters into a sound 
given constraints on their left and right neighbors

 text-to-phoneme conversion, strings of letters mapped 
onto a phoneme are generally called graphemes

 The transcription rule format is X → [y] / <lc> __ <rc>
 means that grapheme X is mapped onto the phone [y] 

under the constraint of a left context <lc> and a right 
context <rc>, both being graphemes:
Text <lc> X <rc>
Phonetic transcription . . . [y] . . .



5 Text-to-Phoneme Transcription
 The text-to-phoneme converter translates a text into a 

sequence of phonetic symbols
 It uses the dictionary and the set of grapheme-to-phoneme 

rules
 The converter applies rules with the longest match 

algorithm
 The conversion program processes the input text 

sequentially from left to right.
 A pointer is set on the next character to be processed. 
 Initially the pointer is set at the beginning of the input text. 
 The program selects the rule that has the longest match 

between its left-hand-side string and the text string starting 
from the pointer.

 If the left and right contexts match the text, the program 
applies the rule and converts the text string into phonemes



7 Generating Prosody
 Prosody synthesis involves the annotation of 

phrases with speech rate, pitch patterns, pauses, 
and phones with intensity and duration

 Annotation of a text with prosodic features 
requires parsing the input text either with a 
group detector, a chunker, or with a full parser 
before the phonetic transcription

 Group detection is a first step to handle 
phenomena like junctures (transitions) between 
words



Speech Recognition
 Speech recognition complexity can be classified 

according to several factors:
1. Number of speakers. Some devices can recognize speech 

from one single speaker and are then speaker-dependent. 
Others can recognize speech from any native speaker 
(speaker-independent)

2. Fluency of speech. Continuous speech recognition is more 
difficult because the combinatory to decode words from a 
phoneme string is increased.

3. Size of vocabulary. Vocabulary is a limiting factor of many 
recognition devices. A larger vocabulary introduces more 
chances of confusion and requires more memory and 
computing resources

4. Syntax. A constrained syntax helps recognize words by 
disambiguating similar sounds

5. Environment.
6. Language.



The Structure of a Speech Recognition 
System

 Speech recognition systems are usually split into several 
components that are based on mathematical considerations

 Speech recognition is formulated in terms where a speaker 
utters a sequence of words W = w1,w2, ...,wn.

 The speaker transmits this information using a string of 
acoustic symbols

 Let A be the sequence of symbols corresponding to W: A = 
a1,a2, ...,am,

 where acoustic symbols are members of a finite alphabet
 The objective of a speech recognition system is to determine 

A and then to decode the most likely word sequence  Ŵ 
knowing A.

 The first part resorts to acoustic signal processing 
techniques, and the second one to linguistic modeling.

 The recognizer obtains the sequence of acoustic symbols A 
using an acoustic processor as a front end



Speech Parameters
 Recognition devices do not process the waveform directly
 they use signal processing techniques to derive a set of 

acoustic parameters from speech frames
 Parameters should provide means of a decision
Acoustic Modeling: Hidden Markov Models
 The signal processing stage transforms speech into a 

stream of acoustic symbols
 The acoustic modeling component relates it to a string of 

phonemes or a word.
 speech recognition devices are based on HMMs to carry 

out this stage.



 When the recognition unit is a single word, the 
automaton is a network where a subchain represents 
each word of the vocabulary

 The modeling network has a unique starting state and a 
unique final state

 All the words of the vocabulary are linked to these states
 Each chain has a number of states that depends on the 

word length it represents

Markov Chains
 The automaton in the following Fig. models the words 

essay ["eseI] and assess [@"ses]. Respectively with three 
and four states. 

 The states here are very simplified and are related either 
to a consonant emitting the acoustic symbol χ , or a 
vowel emitting ω . 

 When a state is entered, the automaton outputs the 
associated symbol, that is, ω or χ .



 Markov chains are weighted automata, where 
each transition has probability.

 The sum of all the outgoing probabilities of a 
state is equal to 1. 

 When entering a state, the Markov chain outputs 
a symbol – called here an observation



Word Decoding
 Markov models deliver a probabilistic mapping of a 

string of acoustic symbols a1,a2, ...,am onto a string 
of phonemes ϕ 1,ϕ2, ...,ϕm

 the language model P(W)= P(w1,w2, ...,wn) applies a 
second probability to a word sequence.

 If the vocabulary contains k words v1,v2, ...,vk, w1 is 
to be selected among k possibilities, w2 among k 
possible choices again, and so on.

 Following Figure shows a search tree corresponding 
to a three-word sequence with a vocabulary of three 
words.

 The nodes of the tree represent HMMs mapping a 
word phonetic transcription and weighted by the 
language model, P(W) = P(w1)P(w2|w1)P(w3|w1,w2).





Application Programming Interfaces for 
Speech Processing

 speech engines offer an interface to program 
them: a set of built-in functions that programmers 
can call from their application.

 Such function sets are called application 
programming interfaces (APIs).

 The application programmer has no need to know 
precisely what is inside the speech processing box



Text



All multimedia content consists of texts in some 

form

menu text is accompanied by a single action such 

as mouse click, keystroke or finger pressed in the 

monitor (in case of a touch screen). 

The text in the multimedia is used to communicate 

information to the user.

Words and symbols in any form, spoken or written, 

are the most common system of communication



About Fonts and Faces
A typeface is family of graphic characters that usually 

includes many type sizes and styles. 
A font is a collection of characters of a single size and 

style belonging to a particular typeface family
Three common font styles are bold, italic, and 

underline.
These styles are often used for emphasis in print 

materials.
Other style attributes such as underlining and outlining 

of characters, may be added at the users choice.
In multimedia applications, they are used to indicate 

that clicking on the word will
 hyperlink (jump to another part of the program),
 to display additional text (such as a definition), or to 

cause
 some action (such as playing a sound or animation).



Following are a few guidelines which help to choose a 
font in a multimedia presentation

 As many number of type faces can be used in a single 
presentation, this is called ransom-note topography

 For small type, it is advisable to use the most legible 
font. 

 In large size headlines, the kerning (spacing between 
the letters) can be adjusted 

 In text blocks, the leading for the most pleasing line 
can be adjusted. 

 Drop caps and initial caps can be used to accent the 
words

 The different effects and colors of a font can be chosen 
 text the words can be wrapped onto a sphere or bent 

like a wave. 
 Meaningful words and phrases can be used for links 

and menu items. 



Fonts help focus attention on certain text on the 
screen, enhance readability, set a tone, and project 
an image

Fonts can be characterized as serif, sans serif, and 
decorative.

For body text, a serif font is preferred because the 
serifs create a line at the top and bottom of a text line 
and guide the eye across the page.



Postscript fonts are a method of describing an image 

in terms of mathematical constructs (Bezier curves)

it is used to describe the individual characters of a font, 

also to describe illustrations and whole pages of text. 

postscript makes use of mathematical formula, it can 

be easily scaled bigger or smaller.

Apple and Microsoft announced a joint effort to develop 

a better and faster quadratic curves outline font 

methodology, called truetype 

TrueType would draw characters to a low resolution 

(72 dpi or 96 dpi) monitor.



Font Size
Fonts are measured in point sizes. 
There are 72 points per inch. 
Ten and 12 points are common point sizes for type 

displayed on the screen.
The point size often depends on how the font is used—

that is, as a title, as body text, and so on.
Text that appears as a title at the top of a screen may be 

relatively large, whereas text that is used on a button 
might be quite small.

Some guidelines follow:
Use Point Size

Headings 14–48

Subheadings Half the heading size, with a minimum
that is not smaller than the text block

Text block 10–12



Character set and alphabets

ASCII Character set
It is the 7 bit character coding system
ASCII assigns a number of value to 128 

characters, including
both lower and uppercase letters, 
punctuation marks, 
Arabic numbers 
math symbols.
32 control characters are also included.
control characters are used for device control 

messages, such as carriage return, line feed, 
tab and form feed.



The Extended Character set
ASCII uses only 7 bits to code is 128 

characters; the 8th bit of the byte is unused.
This extra bit allows another 128 characters to 

be encoded before the byte is used
computer systems today use these extra 128 

values for an extended character set
The extended character set is commonly filled 

with ANSI (American National Standards 
Institute) standard characters, including 
frequently used symbols.

Unicode
 Unicode makes use of 16-bit architecture for 

multilingual text and character encoding. 
Unicode uses about 65,000 characters from all 

known languages and alphabets in the world.



Font Editing 
There are several software that can be used to create 

customized font. 
These tools help an multimedia developer to communicate 

his idea or the graphic feeling.
  Using these software different typefaces can be created.

1. Fontographer:
 It is macromedia product, it is a specialized graphics 

editor for both Macintosh and Windows platforms. 
Use it to create postscript, truetype and bitmapped fonts 

for Macintosh and Windows.

2. Making Pretty Text:
  To make your text look pretty you need a toolbox full of 

fonts and special graphics applications that can stretch, 
shade, color and anti-alias your words into real artwork. 

Pretty text can be found in bitmapped drawings where 
characters have been tweaked, manipulated and blended 
into a graphic image.



3. Hypermedia and Hypertext:

hypermedia project includes large amounts of 

text or symbolic content

this content can be indexed and its element then 

linked together to afford rapid electronic retrieval 

of the associated information.

to make the text more accessible and meaningful. 

This text can be called as hypertext.





 Virtual reality is the effort to create an 
encompassing, simulated environment that 
provides a natural and intuitive way for humans to 
interact with computers.

 the integration of computer graphics and various 
input and display technologies to create the 
illusion of immersion in a computer generated 
reality
 Virtual environments, 
 virtual worlds, 
 VR, 
 synthetic worlds, 
 artificial reality, 
 cyberspace, 
 Reality engines, and 
 telepresence - are commonly used interchangeably to 

denote virtual reality



 Two primary characteristics of virtual environments 
are the associated display devices and human-
computer interaction methods.

 The displays encompass the user in a scene viewed in 
three-dimensional space.

 As the user's head turns, the scene changes 
accordingly as in real life

 VR interfaces imitate the way humans normally 
interact with the physical world

 interactions typically include reaching out, grabbing, 
pointing, and touching

 Some systems even include listening, speaking, and 
smelling

 Human-computer interaction (HCl) is a very complex 
and well-studied topic.



 virtual reality is a high-bandwidth, highly 
interactive means for humans to interact with 
computer applications

 Interaction methods may be broken down into 
three main styles:
  menus, 
 Command languages, 
 and direct manipulation

 A menu presents a user with a list of choices
 A command language allows complex 

communication based on a grammar or a  set of 
language rules

 Direct manipulation allows users to treat the 
interface as a collection of objects that may be 
manipulated, transformed, or controlled



 direct manipulation is currently a very popular 
method for human-computer interaction.

 direct manipulation interfaces allow users to take 
advantage of their real-world experiences in object 
manipulation and visual feedback.

 The basic components of virtual reality systems are 
display devices, interaction devices, and a 
computational environment

 The display devices feature wide field-of-view and 
stereoscopic images that move with the user

 VR interaction devices allow natural, human 
movements and gestures as input into the system.

 The computational environment integrates the various 
system components, calculates the current state of 
the system (scene), and draws the resulting display



 Four technologies are crucial for VR
 the visual (and aural and haptic) displays 

that immerse the user in the virtual world 
and that block out contradictory sensory 
impressions from the real world;

 the graphics rendering system that 
generates, at 20 to 30 frames per second, 
the ever-changing images;

 the tracking system that continually reports 
the position and orientation of the user’s 
head and limbs; and

 the database construction and maintenance 
system for building and maintaining detailed 
and realistic models of the virtual world.



 Four auxiliary technologies are important, 
but not  nearly so crucial:
  synthesized sound, displayed to the ears, 

including directional sound and simulated 
sound fields;

  display of synthesized forces and other 
haptic sensations to the kinesthetic senses;

  devices, such as tracked gloves with 
pushbuttons, by which the user specifies 
interactions with virtual objects; and

  interaction techniques that substitute for 
the real interactions possible with the 
physical world.



 Four Key Elements of Virtual Reality Experience
 Virtual World

 An imaginary space often manifested through 
a medium.

 description of a collection of objects in a space 
and the rules

 and the relationships governing those objects.
 Immersion

 Immersion into an alternative reality or point 
of view (POV).

 Sensation of being in an environment; mental 
or physical.



 Mental immersion is the state of being deeply 
engaged; suspension of disbelief; involvement. 

 The goal of most media creators.
 The mimesis of a novel – a term indicating 

how real or at least consistent with itself a 
story world is. – Mental, third person POV.

 Sense of presence.
 Physical immersion is the state for bodily 

entering into a medium, synthetic stimulus of 
the body’s senses via the use of technology;

 this does not imply all senses or that the entire 
body is immersed or engulfed.

 In VR, the effect of entering the world begins 
with physical.



 Sensory Feedback
 An essential ingredient of VR
 Most case is the visual sense that received 

feedback
 Haptic (touch) experience is possible
 Need high speed computer as a mediating 

device
 Interactivity

 Response to user actions
 Interactive fiction; Zork from Infocom, Inc.



 Visual System and Display Hardware
 Audio System
 Tracking System
 Input Devices

 Data gloves
 Speech Input
 Dedicated 3D devices; e.g. SpaceBall
 Other devices, surgical apparatus, 

remote manipulators





 Engineering
 Design from conceptual stage
 Modelling
 Simulation

 Training
 maintenance training of sophisticate equipment
 Flight simulation

 Education
 Medical and Health Care
 Anatomy studies
 Operation Procedures
 Treatment of Mental Illness

 Entertainment
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Cloud Computing

• With traditional desktop computing, you run
copies of software programs on each computer
you own

• The documents you create are stored on the
computer on which they were created

• documents can be accessed from other computers
on the network, they can’t be accessed by
computers outside the network

• The whole scene is PC-centric



• cloud computing, the software programs you use
aren’t run from your personal computer

• stored on servers accessed via the Internet

• If your computer crashes, the software is still
available for others to use

• Anyone with permission can not only access the
documents, but can also edit and collaborate on
those documents in real time

• this cloud computing model isn’t Pc-centric, it’s

document-centric.



What Cloud Computing Isn’t

• cloud computing isn’t network computing

–With network computing, applications/
documents are hosted on a single
company’s server and accessed over the
company’s network

–Cloud computing is a lot bigger than that

–unlike network computing, cloud services
and storage are accessible from anywhere
in the world over an Internet connection



• Cloud computing also isn’t traditional
outsourcing, where a company farms out
(subcontracts) its computing services to an
outside firm

– an outsourcing firm might host a
company’s data or applications

–only accessible to the company’s
employees via the company’s network



What Cloud Computing Is

• the cloud is a large group of interconnected
computers

• These computers can be personal computers or
network servers; they can be public or private

• This cloud of computers extends beyond a single
company or enterprise

• The applications and data served by the cloud are
available to broad group of users, cross-enterprise
and cross-platform

• Access is via the Internet



• authorized user can access these docs and apps
from any computer over any Internet
connection

• to the user, the technology and infrastructure
behind the cloud is invisible

• cloud services are based on HTTP, HTML, XML,
JavaScript, or other specific technologies

• From Google’s perspective, there are six key
properties of cloud computing

– Cloud computing is user-centric: user are
connected to the cloud, whatever is stored
there becomes yours



–Cloud computing is task-centric : the focus
is on what you need done and how the
application can do it for you

–Cloud computing is powerful : Connecting
hundreds or thousands of computers
together in a cloud creates a wealth of
computing power

–Cloud computing is accessible : Because
data is stored in the cloud, users can
instantly retrieve more information from
multiple repositories.



• Cloud computing is intelligent: With all the
various data stored on the computers in a
cloud, data mining and analysis are necessary
to access that information in an intelligent
manner.

– Cloud computing is programmable : the cloud’s
programming automatically redistributes that
computer’s data to a new computer in the
cloud

• popular examples of cloud computing
applications today are the Google family of
applications

• Google Docs & Spreadsheets, Google Calendar,
Gmail, Picasa, etc.

• These applications are hosted on Google’s servers



• cloud computing enables 

– a shift from the computer to the user,

– from applications to tasks, 

– and from isolated data to data that can be 
accessed from anywhere

– and shared with anyone.



A Short History of Cloud Computing

• Client/Server Computing: Centralized
Applications and Storage

–pre-1980 everything operated on the
client/server mode

–All the software applications, all the data,
and all the control resided on huge
mainframe computers, otherwise known
as servers.

– to access specific data or run a program to
connect to the mainframe “renting” the
program or data from the server



–Users connected to the server via a
computer terminal, sometimes called a
workstation or client

–This computer was sometimes called a
dumb terminal

–when multiple people are sharing a single
computer, even if that computer is a huge
mainframe, you have to wait your turn

– the client/server model, while providing
similar centralized storage

– It was not a user-enabling environment



• Peer-to-Peer Computing: Sharing Resources

– a client/server system was kind of a “hurry up and
wait” experience

– The server part of the system also created a huge
bottleneck

– need to connect one computer to another without first
hitting the server led to the development of peer-to-
peer (P2P) computing

– P2P computing defines a network architecture in
which each computer has equivalent capabilities and
responsibilities

– the P2P environment, every computer is a client and a
server; there are no masters and slaves

– P2P enables direct exchange of resources and services



– P2P was also a decentralizing concept - with all
computers functioning as equals

– implementation of P2P computing is the Internet

– its original ARPAnet as a peer-to-peer system

– The P2P nature of the early Internet was best
exemplified by the Usenet network

– Usenet, which was created back in 1979 - Messages
were propagated between the peer computers

– users connecting to any single Usenet server had
access to all the messages posted to each individual
server

– connection to the Usenet server was client/server
nature – relationship between the Usenet servers
was P2P



• Distributed Computing: Providing More 
Computing Power

– One of the subsets of the P2P model is distributed
computing

– cycle sharing between multiple computers

– Computers 24/7, so a good portion of a computer’s
resources go unused.

– Distributed computing uses those resources

– For example, genetic research requires vast
amounts of computing power

– Distributed computing dates back to 1973

– multiple computers were networked together at
the Xerox PARC labs

– worm software was developed to cruise through
the network looking for idle resources



– A more practical application of distributed
computing appeared in 1988

– researchers at the DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation) System Research Center developed
software that distributed the work

– By 1990, a group of about 100 users, utilizing this
software, had factored a 100-digit number

– By 1995, this same effort had been expanded to the
web to factor a 130-digit number

– Internet-based distributed computing project was
distributed.net, launched in 1997 – thousands of
computers linked

– SETI@home, launched in May 1999, which linked
together millions of individual computers



• Collaborative Computing: Working as a Group

– collaborative computing is the driving force behind
cloud computing

– Early group collaboration was enabled by the
combination of several different P2P technologies

– To collaborate on any project, users must first be able to
talk to one another

– Most collaboration systems offer the complete range of
audio/video options, for full-featured multiple-user
video conferencing

– users must be able to share files and have multiple
users work on

– the same document simultaneously

– collaboration systems were targeted at large
corporations, and limited to operation over the
companies’ private networks



• Cloud Computing: The Next Step in
Collaboration

– With the growth of the Internet, there was no
need to limit group collaboration to a single
enterprise’s network environment

– Users from multiple locations within a
corporation, and from multiple organizations,
desired to collaborate on projects

– The concept of cloud-based documents and
services took wing with the development of
large server farms



– Google already had a collection of servers that it
used to power its massive search engine

– the infrastructure side, IBM, Sun Systems, and
other big iron providers are offering the
hardware necessary to build cloud networks

– the software side, dozens of companies are
developing cloud-based applications and
storage services

– people are using cloud services and storage to
create, share, find, and organize information of
all different types



The Network Is the Computer: How Cloud 
Computing Works

Cloud Architecture

– cloud computing is the “cloud”—a massive network of servers or even
individual PCs interconnected in a grid

– These computers run in parallel, combining the resources of each to
generate supercomputing

– the cloud is a collection of computers and servers that are publicly
accessible via the Internet

– hardware is typically owned and operated by a third party

– individual users connect to the cloud from their own personal
computers or portable devices, over the Internet

– The hardware in the cloud is invisible



– It require some intelligent management to connect all those
computers together and assign task processing to multitudes
of users

– the front-end interface seen by individual users

– user select a task or service

– system management - which finds the correct resources
and then calls the system’s appropriate provisioning services

– These services carve out the necessary resources in the
cloud, launch the appropriate web application

– After the web application is launched

• the system’s monitoring and metering functions track the
usage of the cloud

• so that resources are apportioned and attributed to the
proper user(s)

– cloud computing is the automation of many management
tasks





Cloud Storage

• Cloud storage, data is stored on multiple third-
party servers, rather than on the dedicated
servers

• When storing data, the user sees a virtual server

– data is stored in a particular place with a
specific name

– But that place doesn’t exist in reality

• the user’s data could be stored on any one or
more of the computers used to create the cloud

• The actual storage location may even differ from
day to day or even minute to minute - cloud
dynamically manages available storage space



• Cloud storage has both financial and security-
associated advantages

– Financially, virtual resources in the cloud are
typically cheaper than dedicated physical
resources

– Security, data stored in the cloud is secure
from accidental erasure or hardware crashes

– If one machine crashes, the data is duplicated
on other machines in the cloud



Cloud Services
• Any web-based application or service offered via

cloud computing is called a cloud service

• Cloud services can include anything from calendar
and contact applications to word processing and
presentations.

• With a cloud service, the application itself is
hosted in the cloud

• The browser accesses the cloud service and an
instance of the application is opened within the
browser window

• the web-based application operates and behaves
like a standard desktop application



• The only difference is that the application and the
working documents remain on the host’s cloud
servers

• Cloud services offer many advantages

– If the user’s PC crashes, it doesn’t affect either
the host application or the open document -
both remain unaffected in the cloud

– an individual user can access his applications
and documents from any location on any PC.

– Documents are no longer machine-centric



Companies in the Cloud
• Company currently embracing the cloud

computing model is Google
– Google offers a powerful collection of web-based

applications, all served via its cloud architecture
– cloud-based word processing (Google Docs),

presentation software (Google Presentations), email
(Gmail), or calendar/scheduling functionality (Google
Calendar)

• Microsoft, offers its Windows Live suite of web-
based applications
– the Live Mesh link together all types of devices, data,

and applications in a common cloud-based platform
– Live Mesh is a software-plus-services platform from

Microsoft that synchronizes data between multiple
computers, mobile devices and online services



• Amazon has its Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)

– web service that provides cloud-based resizable
computing capacity for application developers

– Amazon EC2 enables you to scale up or down
to handle changes in requirements or spikes in
popularity, reducing your need to forecast
traffic

• IBM has established a Cloud Computing
Center to deliver cloud services and
research to clients
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Why is cloud computing important?
• Cloud computing provides increased amounts of storage

and processing power to run the applications they develop

• Cloud computing enables new ways to access information,
process and analyze data, and connect people and
resources from any location anywhere in the world

• A person using a web-based application isn’t physically
bound to a single PC, location, or network

• there’s the benefit of group collaboration

• cloud enables more efficient sharing of resources

• Cloud infrastructure can be located anywhere

• cloud resources are always at the ready



Cloud Computing: Advantages
• Lower-Cost Computers for Users

• don’t need a high-powered computer to run cloud
computing’s web-based applications

• Because the application runs in the cloud, not on the
desktop PC

• desktop PC doesn’t need the processing power or hard
disk space demanded by traditional desktop software

• Improved Performance

• computers in a cloud computing system will boot up
faster and run faster,

• Because they’ll have fewer programs and processes
loaded into memory



• Lower IT Infrastructure Costs

• the IT department could see lower costs from
the adoption of the cloud computing
paradigm

• companies that have peak needs no longer
have to purchase equipment to handle the
peaks

• peak computing needs are easily handled by
computers and servers in the cloud

• Fewer Maintenance Issues

• cloud computing greatly reduces both
hardware and software maintenance for
organizations of all sizes



• Lower Software Costs

• Instead of purchasing separate software
packages for each computer in the organization

• employees actually using an application need
access to that application in the cloud

• IT staffs are saved the cost of installing and
maintaining those programs on every desktop
in the organization

• Instant Software Updates

• the app is web-based, updates happen
automatically and are available the next time
the user logs in to the cloud



• Increased Computing Power

• perform supercomputing-like tasks utilizing the
power of thousands of computers and servers

• Unlimited Storage Capacity

• the cloud offers virtually limitless storage capacity

• hundreds of petabytes (a million gigabytes)
available in the cloud

• Increased Data Safety

• a computer crashing in the cloud doesn’t affect the
storage of your data

• data in the cloud is automatically duplicated, so
nothing is ever lost

• cloud computing can keep data safe



• Improved Compatibility Between Operating Systems

• In the cloud, operating systems simply don’t matter

• connect your Windows computer to the cloud and
share documents with computers running Apple’s Mac
OS, Linux, or UNIX

• Improved Document Format Compatibility

• the documents you create on your machine being
compatible with other users’ applications or operating
systems

• all documents created by web-based applications can
be read by any other user accessing that application

• There are no format incompatibilities



• Easier Group Collaboration

• Sharing documents leads directly to collaborating
on documents

• The ability for multiple users to easily collaborate
on documents and projects

• the edits one user makes are automatically
reflected in what the other users see onscreen

• With cloud computing, anyone anywhere can
collaborate in real time

• Universal Access to Documents

• you can access documents from anywhere you have
a computer and an Internet connection

• documents are instantly available from wherever
you are



• Latest Version Availability

• The cloud always hosts the latest version of
your documents

• Removes the Tether to Specific Devices

• no longer tethered to a single computer or
network

• Change computers, Move to a portable device,
existing applications and documents follow
you through the cloud



Cloud Computing: Disadvantages
• Requires a Constant Internet Connection

• Cloud computing is impossible if you can’t
connect to the Internet

• dead Internet connection means no work

• Doesn’t Work Well with Low-Speed Connections

• Web-based apps often require a lot of bandwidth
to download

• cloud computing isn’t for the slow or broadband-
impaired



• Can Be Slow

• web-based applications can sometimes be
slower than accessing a similar software
program on your desktop PC

• Because everything about the program, from
the interface to the document, to be sent back
and forth from your computer to the computers
in the cloud

• Features Might Be Limited

• many web-based applications simply aren’t as
full-featured as their desktop-based brethren

• The cloud application lacks many of
PowerPoint’s advanced features



• Stored Data Might Not Be Secure

• With cloud computing, all your data is stored on the
cloud

• how secure is the cloud?

• Can other, unauthorized users gain access to your
confidential data?

• If the Cloud Loses Your Data, You’re Screwed

• data stored in the cloud is unusually safe, replicated
across multiple machines.

• But on the off chance that your data does go
missing, you have no physical or local backup

• cloud puts you at risk if the cloud lets you down



Who Benefits from Cloud Computing?

• Collaborators

• If you often collaborate with others on group projects, you’re an
ideal candidate for cloud computing

• Collaborating with a web-based application is both more
convenient and faster

• community groups and sports teams can use web-based calendars
to alert their members of upcoming activities

• Road Warriors

• you don’t have to remember which document is where, or to bring
a copy of a document with you

• You don’t have to worry about whether a particular application is
installed on all your PCs



• Cost-Conscious Users

• Hardware-wise, there’s no need to invest in large
hard disks or super-fast CPUs

• Use Google’s versions of these apps (Google Docs,
Spreadsheets, and Presentations) for zero
expenditure.

• Cost-Conscious IT Departments

• on a corporate network much of the computing takes
place on the servers centrally located on the
organization’s network

• When users need more computing power, more
servers need to be purchased

• Instead of purchasing a new server, the IT staff just
redirects the computing request out to the cloud



• Users with Increasing Needs

• Hardware-based cost savings also apply to
individual computer users

• you could utilize lower-cost (or free) cloud
storage - to store all your digital photos and
MP3 files?



Who Shouldn’t Be Using Cloud Computing?

• The Internet-Impaired

• Without Internet access, you can’t run web-based
applications or open documents stored on the
web

• A slow connection isn’t much better than none at
all when accessing big apps and docs on the web

• Offline Workers

• anyone who consistently works offline in a non-
Internet-enabled environment isn’t the ideal
candidate for cloud computing



• The Security Conscious

• Today, we think that cloud computing is safe—but we
can’t guarantee that

• hacked and cloud-based documents accessed by
unauthorized users

• If your documents are confidential, shouldn’t upload and
store your documents on a cloud computing network

• Anyone Married to Existing Applications

• many web-based applications are not completely
compatible with Microsoft’s file formats

• This means it might be difficult if not impossible to open
your Word or Excel docs with your web-based app—and
vice versa

• If your web-based docs aren’t fully compatible with
Microsoft programs, it might be best to remain a Microsoft
shop
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 IT departments must deliver adequate computing power
and data storage to all users within the company

 IT department needs is a way to increase capacity or add
capabilities without investing in new servers and
networking gear, or licensing new software

 Cloud services, in the form of centralized web-based
applications

 An application hosted in the cloud is cheaper and easier to
manage

 Upgrading a cloud app only has to be done one time

 Cloud services development are particularly notable to
smaller businesses

 Because they wouldn’t have the budget or resources to 
develop large-scale applications



 most small companies don’t have the staff, resources,
hardware, or budget to develop and maintain their
own applications

 they could outsource their software development and
hosting, moving those applications to the cloud

 A company that develops its own web-based
applications gains functionality while reducing
expenses

 power of the cloud is accompanied by lower software
purchase and management costs



 economy of scale

 a developer can offer better, cheaper, and more reliable applications

 The application can utilize the full resources of the cloud, if needed

 cloud services follow the one-to-manymodel

 cloud applications are typically “rented,” priced on a per-user basis
– no need to purchase license copies

 all management activities are managed from a central location
rather than from individual sites or workstations

 IT staff to access applications remotely via the web

 quickly outfitting users with the software they need (known as
“rapid provisioning)

 adding more computing resources as more users tax the system
(automatic scaling)



 If more storage space or bandwidth, companies can
add another virtual server from the cloud

 It’s a easier than purchasing, installing, and configuring
a new server in their data center

 easier to upgrade a cloud application than with
traditional desktop software

 Application features can be quickly and easily updated
by upgrading the centralized application

 With a cloud service, a single change affects every user
running the application

 reduces the developer’sworkload



 Is it secure?

 For this reason, many businesses prefer to keep their
applications, data, and IT operations under their own
control

 Another potential disadvantage is what happens if the
cloud computing host goes offline.

 Amazon’s EC2 service suffered a massive outage on
February 15, 2008, that wiped out some customer
application data.

 if a company relies on a third-party cloud platform to
host all of its data with no other physical backup, that
data can be at risk



 Software as a Service (or SaaS)
 Single application is delivered to thousands of users from the
vendor’s servers

 Users access an application via an API accessible over the web

 Each organization served by the vendor is called a tenant

 this type of arrangement is called a multitenant architecture

 The vendor’s servers are virtually partitioned so that each
organization works with a customized virtual application
instance

 For customers, SaaS requires no upfront investment in
servers or software licensing

 For the application developer, there is only one application to
maintain for multiple clients

 best-known SaaS applications are those offered by Google to
its consumer base



 Platform as a Service

 The development environment is offered as a service

 The developer uses the “building blocks” of the vendor’s

development environment to create his own custom

application

 Building the app is made easier by use of these predefined

blocks of code

 resulting app is somewhat constrained by the types of

code blocks available



 Web Services
 A web service is an application that operates over a
network—typically, over the Internet

 a web service is an API that can be accessed over the
Internet

 The service is then executed on a remote system that hosts
the requested services

 web API lets developers exploit shared functionality over
the Internet

 customized web-based application where a large hunk of
that application is delivered by a third party

 A good example of web services are the “mashups” created
by users of the Google Maps API

 A mashup is a technique by which a website or Web
application uses data, presentation or functionality from
two or more sources to create a new service

 Mashups are made possible via Web services or public
APIs that (generally) allow free access

 the advantages of web services include faster application
development, leaner applications, and reduced storage and
bandwidth demands



 On-Demand Computing
 on-demand computing packages computer resources
(processing, storage, and so forth) as a metered service

 On-demand computing is also known as utility computing

 The company pays more for their peak usage

 Clients of on-demand computing services essentially use
these services as offsite virtual servers

 A company operates on a pay-as-you-go plan with a cloud
services provider

 In previous years, on-demand computing was provided
from a single server via some sort of time-sharing
arrangement

 Today, the service is based on large grids of computers
operating as a single cloud

 Companies offering on-demand computing and storage
today include Amazon, IBM, Sun, and others



 cloud services development services and tools are
offered by a variety of companies, both large and small

 cloud services development services and tools are
offered by a variety of companies, both large and small

 It offers development tools and pre-built applications
that developers can use as the building blocks for their
own unique web-based applications

 basic offerings provide cloud-based hosting for
applications developed from scratch

 The below is, who is offering what in terms of cloud
service development



Amazon

 The service is called the Elastic Compute Cloud, also
known as EC2

 This is a commercial web service

 Allows developers and companies to rent capacity on
Amazon’s proprietary cloud of servers

 one of the biggest server farms in the world

 EC2 enables scalable deployment of applications by
letting customers request a set number of virtual
machines

 customers can create, launch, and terminate server
instances on demand, creating a truly “elastic”
operation

 customers choose from three sizes of virtual servers



 Small, which offers the equivalent of a system with 1.7GB of
memory, 160GB of storage, and one virtual 32-bit core
processor

 Large, which offers the equivalent of a system with 7.5GB of
memory, 850GB of storage, and two 64-bit virtual core
processors

 Extra large, which offers the equivalent of a system with
15GB of memory, 1.7TB of storage, and four virtual 64-bit core
processors

 EC2 is part of Amazon’sWeb Services (AWS) set of offerings

 Provides developers with direct access to Amazon’s
software and machines

 Amazon provides the cloud (and access to it), and
developers provide the rest

 They pay only for the computing power that they use

 Amazon

 claims a market of more than 330,000 customers



Google App Engine

 cloud development services come in the form of the
Google App Engine

 which enables developers to build their own web
applications

 The Google App Engine provides a fully integrated
application environment

 Google’s development tools and computing cloud, App
Engine applications are easy to build, easy to maintain,
and easy to scale

 develop your application (using Google’s APIs and the
Python programming language) and upload it to the
App Engine cloud



 cloud development environment it includes the
following features
 Dynamic web serving

 Full support for all common web technologies

 Persistent storage with queries, sorting, and
transactions

 Automatic scaling and load balancing

 APIs for authenticating users and sending email using
Google Accounts

 Google App Engine is completely free to use—at a basic
level

 A free App Engine account gets up to 500MB of storage
and enough CPU strength and bandwidth for about 5
million page views a month



IBM

 the company’s strength in enterprise-level computer
hardware

 The company is targeting small- and medium-sized businesses

 cloud-based on demand services via its Blue Cloud initiative

 Blue Cloud is a series of cloud computing that enables
enterprises to distribute their computing needs

 IBM provides Express Advantage suite
 includes data backup and recovery

 email continuity and archiving

 data security functionality

 To manage its cloud hardware, IBM provides open source
workload-scheduling software called Hadoop

 which is based on the MapReduce software



 MapReduce is a processing technique and a program
model for distributed computing based on java

 The MapReduce algorithm contains two important
tasks, namely Map and Reduce

 Map takes a set of data and converts it into another set
of data, where individual elements are broken down
into tuples (key/value pairs)

 The map ormapper’s job is to process the input data in
the form of file or directory and is stored in the Hadoop
file system (HDFS)

 reduce task, which takes the output from a map as an
input and combines those data tuples into a smaller set
of tuples

 This stage is the combination of the Shuffle stage and
the Reduce stage



Salesforce.com

 The platform as a service is entirely on-demand, running
across the Internet

 Salesforce provides its own Force.com API and developer’s
toolkit

 The force.com API is a web services API which allows you
to talk with other applications

 Force.com is AppExchange, a directory of web-based
applications

 Developers can use AppExchange applications uploaded by
others, share their own applications in the directory

 Many applications in the AppExchange library are free

 most existing AppExchange applications are sales related
sales analysis tools, email marketing systems, financial
analysis apps, etc.



 These companies include the following:
 3tera (www.3tera.com), which offers the AppLogic grid
operating system and Cloudware architecture for on-
demand computing.

 10gen (www.10gen.com), which provides a platform for
developers to build scalable web-based applications.

 Cohesive Flexible Technologies (www.cohesiveft.com),
which offers the Elastic Server On-Demand virtual server
platform.

 Joyent (www.joyent.com), which delivers the
Accelerator scalable ondemand infrastructure for web
application developers

 Mosso (www.mosso.com), which provides an enterprise-
level cloud hosting service with automatic scaling



 Nirvanix (www.nirvanix.com), which offers a cloud
storage platform for developers, Nirvanix Web Services
provides

 file management

 other common operations via a standards-based API.

 Skytap (www.skytap.com), which provides the Virtual
Lab on-demand web-based automation solution

 enables developers to build and configure lab
environments using pre-configured virtual machines

 StrikeIron (www.strikeiron.com), which offers the
IronCloud cloudbased platform for the delivery of web
services

 along with various Live Data services that developers
can integrate into their own applications
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Cloud can help a family communicate and

collaborate—and bring family members

closer together

Centralizing Email Communications

Enable anywhere/anytime access to email

Precloud computing, your email access

was via a single computer

 If you wanted to check your home email

from work - use of your ISP’s email access

web page



 A better approach is to use a web-based email

service, such as Google’s Gmail, Microsoft’s

Windows Live Hotmail, or Yahoo! Mail

 These services place your email inbox in the

cloud

 You can access it from any computer connected

to the Internet

 You can now stay in contact with all your family

members wherever you might happen to be

 Ifwon’t depends on PC for opening e-mails



Collaborating on Schedules

 A lot of family communication concerns

schedules

More difficult it is to keep everybody’s

activities straight

 A better solution is to use a web-based

calendar, such as Google Calendar

(calendar.google.com) or Yahoo! Calendar

 a calendar accessible to anyone, anywhere,

any time over the web



 It can also be configured so that everyone in your

family can add their own events

 Scheduled event automatically appears on your

version of the calendar

 To do is create a public calendar and authorize

access for all the members of your family

 When you go to add an event, you’ll quickly see

whether that day and time are free or busy



Collaborating on Grocery Lists

 web-based word processing program to manage

your joint grocery lists

 Use a program like Google Docs (docs.google.com)

to create a document

 then authorize access

 Connect to the Internet and print out a copy of

your grocery list on your home or office printer



Collaborating on To-Do Lists
 A grocery list is just one type of to-do list
 to-do list by using a web-based word
processing application

 you can use a dedicated webbased planning
program

 Zoho Planner (planner.zoho.com) let you
create multiple to-do lists on the web

 Remember the Milk
(www.rememberthemilk.com) and

 Ta-da List (www.tadalist.com), operate more
like a simple notepad-based list



Collaborating on Household Budgets

 web-based spreadsheet program, such as

Google Spreadsheets (part of the Google Docs

suite, at docs.google.com), to create your

budget

 Budgets get a lot easier when you can update

them any time and anywhere

 budget collaboration can also be interactive



Collaborating on Contact Lists

 Managing your family’s contact list isn’t always
easy

 managing contacts from multiple family members
is to use a web-based program for contact
management

 use your web-based email program (Gmail, Yahoo!
Mail, and so on) as a contact management program

 these programs let you create and store complete
information about your contacts—email address,
postal address, phone number, and so forth

 The problem is all use the same email program and
the same email address



 A more robust and individualized solution is
to use a dedicated web-based contact
management program

 such as MyEvents (www.myevents.com) are
targeted at home users and ideal for holiday
card

 ListsHighrise (www.highrisehq.com) will
manage your holiday card list and do a lot
more

 Whichever type of program you decide to use,
you need to authorize access



Collaborating on School Projects
 Many projects are group projects, and there’s no easier way to
collaborate on a group project than to use web-based
applications

 Several web-based presentation programs are available
 one of the most popular is Google Presentations, part of the
Google Docs suite of programs (docs.google.com)

 It’s easy for each member of the team to add to the presentation
as they see fit

 When one member adds a new slide, other team members see
that slide immediately on their own computer screens

 To facilitate communication
 Use a web-based email program, such as Gmail, to send messages back
and forth from their own computers

 instant messaging service, such as AOL Instant Messenger
(www.aim.com) or Yahoo! Messenger (messenger.yahoo.com), so that
they can text each other in real time

 complicated projects with a lot of individual tasks, consider
using a dedicated project management application, such as
Basecamp (www.basecamphq.com)

 a written component in addition to the live presentation – use
web-based word processing program

http://www.basecamphq.com/


Sharing Family Photos

 the photographs are likely digital ones, capable
of being shared via email or uploaded to the
web

 you want to share photos with a lot of family
and friends

 to use a web-based photo sharing service

 There are lots of these sites available,

 from noncommercial sites like Flickr
(www.flickr.com)

 sites that sell you prints and other products, such as
Shutterfly (www.shutterfly.com)

http://www.flickr.com/
http://www.shutterfly.com/


 these sites let you create your own online
photo albums and then upload your digital
photos to these albums

 You then send the album’s URL to your friends
and family

 some photo sharing sites offer modest photo
editing capabilities
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Communicating Across the Community

 community collaboration is communication

 many community activities are undertaken by

people in their spare time - outside of normal

work and home activities

 communication on community issues is to use

a web-based email program

 use your web browser to send and view email

messages hosted on the web

 Everything you send and receive is stored in

the cloud, accessible from anywhere at any

time



Collaborating on Schedules
 coordinating multiple individuals or

families in a community activity

Sports Team Schedules

 one of the most common community

activities: youth sports

 lot of activities that need to be scheduled

—practices, home games, away games,

team meetings



 use a web-based calendar tool, such as Google

Calendar (calendar.google.com), Yahoo! Calendar

(calendar.yahoo.com), or CalendarHub

(www.calendarhub.com)

 create a public calendar and provide the URL to

all the team members

 After adding all the team activities to the

calendar, team members simply have to log in to

see what’s coming up this week and next

 Also good are dedicated sports team website

builders

http://www.calendarhub.com/


 These sites offer tools designed specifically for

sports teams, including home pages complete

with schedule, roster, player profiles, box scores

 several of these web-based applications,

including

 eteemz (www.eteemz.com),

 League Athletics (www.leagueathletics.com),

 LeagueLineup (www.leaguelineup.com), and

 TeamSnap (www.teamsnap.com)

http://www.leagueathletics.com/
http://www.leaguelineup.com/


School Schedules

 Web-based calendars are also ideal for keeping track

of various school schedules

 Whether it’s homework assignments for a particular

class or a school-wide events schedule

 it’s easy for a teacher or school to post that schedule

on a web-based calendar

 Make the calendar public and then provide the

calendar’s URL to all students and parents

 make sure only authorized personnel can post new

events



Community Group Schedules

 community group can benefit from

organizing their activities via a webbased

calendar

 Want to schedule practices for a community

theater production?

 Announce meetings for your local school

board?

 Organize bingo nights for your church?



Event Schedules and Management
 web-based calendars to post dates and schedules

for specific public events
 Zvents (zvents.com) is a web search engine for local

events
 Upload your event schedule into the Zvents

database
 anyone in your area can find out what’s happening

in the coming days and weeks
 Users can also search for events by type, location,

and date
 event management software from ServiceU

(www.serviceu.com) which offers event, resource,
and facility scheduling for organizations small or
large

http://www.serviceu.com/


Collaborating on Group Projects and Events

 Someone has to schedule the next fundraiser, to

print up flyers, in charge of recruiting new

members

 the best way is with a web-based application—

which anyone in the group can access
Collaborating on To-Do Lists

 Tasks are entered (complete with due date) and

checked off when completed



 Some of the more popular online to-do list 
applications include 

 Bla-Bla List (www.blablalist.com), 

 Remember the 
Milk(www.rememberthemilk.com),

 Ta-da List (www.tadalist.com), 

 Tudu List (www.tudulist.com), and 

 Voo2Do (www.voo2do.com).

http://www.rememberthemilk.com/


Collaborating on Task Management

 For managing more complex tasks, a simple to-

do list application won’t work

 web-based task management application that

lets you manage the multiple pieces and parts

of large projects

 Basic task management can be accomplished

with applications such as

 HiTask (www.hitask.com) and

 Zoho Planner (planner.zoho.com)



 complicated projects, consider using a

dedicated project management application,

such as Basecamp (www.basecamphq.com)

or Goplan (www.goplan.com)

 you must break your project down into all its

component tasks, set a due date for each,

and then assign each task to a specific group

member

 Group members can then access the

application online from their own computers

and update the project with their own

individual progress

http://www.goplan.com/


Collaborating on Event Management

 When you’re putting on a big event such as a

concert or conference, you have a whole new

set of challenges to face

 to manage the tasks involved with putting

together the event

 attendee registration, event marketing, ticket

sales, and the like

 web-based event management applications to

schedule and market your events, as well as

handle registration, payment, and other

important tasks



 you can create an online event calendar

 most popular of these apps include

 Cvent (www.cvent.com),

 RegOnline (www.regonline.com), and

 ViewCentral

(www.rmkr.com/viewcentral)

 these aren’t free; you have to pay for the

power you need to manage the details of

your particular event

http://www.rmkr.com/viewcentral


Collaborating on Event Marketing

 most event management applications also

handle basic event marketing

 to go beyond the basics to more creative

forms of marketing

 to create a brochure or flyer to announce

your event

 Facebook and MySpace, to promote your

event online



Collaborating on Budgets

 costs are often managed by a group of people,

each responsible for a specific operation or group

of operations

 collaborate on your budget using web-based

spreadsheet programs, such as Google

Spreadsheets (part of the Google Docs suite, at

docs.google.com)

 create a private spreadsheet, authorize access for

each member responsible for the budget, and

then start adding data online

 Also use the budget function available in most

event management programs
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Managing Schedules

 Hassle it is to schedule even simple
meetings

 Better way is web-based scheduling

 Everyone places schedule in the cloud,
which then enables the meeting’s organizer
to easily see who’s available when

 The cloud-based app finds the best time for
all involved and schedules the meeting

 No more emails, no more phone calls

 You need to schedule a meeting sometime
next week with a dozen different attendees



 Punch in the details of the meeting and the
desired attendees

 The scheduling app finds the first available
timeslot when all attendees are free

 Alternatively, the app might have to pick a
timeslot when the maximum number of people
can attend

 This kind of “best case scenario” scheduling
might be the only way to get your meeting on
the calendar in a reasonable period of time

 Web-based scheduling programs let you
schedule both in-person meetings and
teleconferences



 You can work with the schedules of people
around the country and even in different firms

 Simple web-based calendar programs, such as

 Google Calendar (calendar.google.com)

 and Yahoo! Calendar (calendar.yahoo.com)

 Industrial strength scheduling application, such
as

 AppointmentQuest
(www.appointmentquest.com)

 hitAppoint (www.hitappoint.com),

 and Schedulebook (www.schedulebook.com)

http://www.appointmentquest.com/


Managing Contact Lists

 web-based contact management or customer
resource management (CRM) application

 features such as activity scheduling,
appointment reminders, email templates, and
the like

 Among the most popular of these applications
are

 BigContacts (www.bigcontacts.com),

 Highrise (www.highrisehq.com),

 and the marketleading Salesforce.com
(www.salesforce.com)



Managing Projects

 Project members can log in from any location to access
the project’s master file;

 they can add or delete tasks, mark tasks as complete,
enter detailed billing information for individual tasks,
and so forth

 Many project management applications include
additional functions

 include group to-do lists, web-based file sharing,
message boards, time and cost tracking, and so on

 The most popular of these apps

 AceProject (www.aceproject.com),

 Basecamp (www.basecamphq.com),

 onProject (www.onproject.com), and

 Project Insight (www.projectinsight.com).



Collaborating on Reports

 The reports you write are often in collaboration with one or
more other employees

 Preparing a business plan that includes sections from all the
company’s departments

 You need some way to collaborate with other staffers when
writing the report

 Online collaboration is one of the chief benefits of cloud
computing

 Web-based word processing program, such as Google Docs
(docs.google.com) or Zoho Writer (writer.zoho.com)

 Everyone contributing to the report can access the same
master document

 Most projects start with the team leader creating a new
document online and giving it a bit of form – like templates

 Contributors then work on their own sections of the report



Collaborating on Marketing Materials

 a catalog requires data from several
different departments

 web-based email facilitates communication
between departments

 web-based project management apps, to
help keep all the pieces and parts in line

 The marketing materials themselves can be
created using web-based word processing
applications

 This puts the draft materials on the web, for
everyone on the team to see



Collaborating on Expense Reports

 It’s not too difficult to create an expense report
using your favorite spreadsheet software

 The paper or electronic report must then wend its
way through your company’s various levels of
approval

 For web based, the employees from any location
can access the website to enter their expenses;

 It can even be accessed while employees are still
traveling, with no need to wait for reimbursement
until they get home

 Web-based expense report gets electronically
circulated to everyone

 No costly paper trail is generated, no documents
spend days waiting in someone’s inbox



 enterprise-level budgeting application, such as

 HostBudget
(www.hostanalytics.com/budgeting-planning-
software.html)

 web-based expense management is that you can
quickly and easily ensure that all employees
follow your company’s rules and regulations

 Enterprise-level web-based expense reporting
applications include

 Concur (www.concur.com),

 ExpensAble (www.expensable.com),

 ExpensePoint (www.expensepoint.com),

 and TimeConsultant
(www.timeconsultant.com)

http://www.concur.com/
http://www.expensepoint.com/


Collaborating on Budgets

 Every department is involved, with managers
required to submit complete department
budgets that are then rolled up by the finance
department into a complete company budget

 web-based application to create a single budget
document for all departments on the web

 Each department head enters his own budget
data

 When the big bosses need to slash certain
expenditures, those changes are immediately
reflected in the sections or pages for each
individual department

 Simple web-based spreadsheet, such as Google
Spreadsheets (spreadsheets.google.com)



Collaborating on Financial Statements

 The accounting department needs final figures
from all relevant department

 The entire process is accelerated when each
department enters its data directly into a master
spreadsheet

 Web-based spreadsheet program, such as
Google Spreadsheets

 Other web-based financial consolidation,
analysis, and reporting application

 Host Consolidator (www.hostanalytics.com/
consolidation-reporting.html)

http://www.hostanalytics.com/


Collaborating on Presentations

 producing a large presentation is that you often need
input from more than one person, department, or office

 If you’re presenting company financials, for example,
you need to get those from each individual department

 an HR presentation, you may require input from the
managers of all of your company’s physical locations

 in the cloud, any contributor can edit directly into the
master document from any web browser

 The most-used web-based presentation program today is
Google Presentations, part of the Google Docs suite
(docs.google.com)

 Other online presentation programs include

 Preezo (www.preezo.com)

 and Zoho Show (show.zoho.com)



Presenting on the Road

 You can give your presentation anywhere without
taking it with you

 When you get to your destination, connect your
notebook to the Internet,

 Open your web-based presentation, and give that
presentation in real time to your local audience

 You can give a remote presentation—at multiple
locations at the same time—by having all participants
log in to the same web-based spreadsheet

 Zoho Show includes integration with Zoho Chat,
which lets you have real-time text-based interaction
with interested participants

 Web-based applications such as
 Cisco’s WebEx (www.webex.com)

 and Microsoft Office Live Meeting (office.microsoft.com/en-
us/livemeeting/)



 Remember that any application or document
housed in the cloud is accessible from
wherever you may be

 All you need is a computer and Internet
access

 Log in to the appropriate site, enter your
username and password, and then open
whatever document you need

 Make your changes on the road and you’ll
see them when you get back to the office
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Creating Groups on Social Networks

 Social network is a hosted site that aims to create a community
of users

 Each of whom posts his or her own personal profile on the site

 Each user includes enough person information in profile to
enable other users with similar interests to connect as “friends”

 Collection of friends helps to build a succession of personal
communities

 Profile pages include some form of blog, discussion forum, or
chat space

 Friends can communicate with the person profiled

 Social networks are personal in nature

 Most social networking sites let you create your own topic-
specific groups



 A group is a collection of users who share the same
interest

 Group members can communicate via discussion
boards, share photos and videos, and even upload
and download documents and other files

 A social network group is like a virtual meeting or
community room

 Social networks are free for all to use
 It’s a cheap way to keep the members of your group

up-to-date and organized
 The social network site maintains all the servers and

technology
 Social network groups are less useful for larger

businesses
 Many businesses aren’t comfortable posting their

business on a non-secure third-party site



Facebook

 Facebook (www.facebook.com) first and foremost
for those serious about group collaboration

 A Facebook group includes the following
collaborative features:
 Recent news
 Discussion board
 Uploaded photos and videos
 Posted web pages
 The Wall—a kind of chat board

 Your group can be
 Open (public),
 Closed (description if public, but members have to be

approved),
 or Secret (membership by invitation only)

http://www.facebook.com/




MySpace

 A group on MySpace (www.myspace.com) is
even more limited in functionality

 MySpace’s typically younger audience

 There’s no file uploading

 Members can upload group photos

 You have to put up with advertisements smack
in the middle of your group page







Other Web Groups

 Google Groups (groups.google.com)

 You can upload and share files, as well as create
topic-specific pages within the group

 Group members can be notified of new posts
via email

 A Google Group can be

 Public (anyone can join, but only members can read
messages),

 Announcement-Only (anyone can join, but only
moderators can post messages),

 or Restricted (only the people you invite can join)



 Yahoo! Groups (groups.yahoo.com)

 You can get

 a message forum (with email notification of new
posts)

 file uploading,

 a photo library,

 group calendar,

 and polls

 Yahoo! Groups directory, whether anyone can
join or if you have to approve all members, and
who can post messages to the group
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COLLABORATING VIA WEB- BASED COMMUNICATION 

TOOLS

 There are three main categories of
communication tools

web email services

 Instant messaging services

web conferencing tools



EVALUATING WEB MAIL SERVICES

 Traditional email - PC uses a protocol called
the Post Office Protocol (POP)

 POP email requires the use of a dedicated
email client program

Microsoft Outlook or Outlook Express

 At the ISP level— email servers to send and
receive messages

 The problem with traditional POP email is

 The client program installed on your PC

 The messages receive are stored on that PC



 A better way to manage your email—in the
form of web-based email services

 Also known as web mail or HTTP email

web mail can be accessed from

 any PC using any web browser

 all your messages are stored on the web, not locally

 it’s also easier to set up



 We need to know is your user ID and

password,

 After that you access a page that

 lets you view the contents of your inbox,

 read and reply to messages,

 create new messages,

 and store messages in folders

 The three largest web mail services are

hosted by Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo!



GMAIL

 Gmail (mail.google.com)

 send and receive email from any web browser

 few unique features

 Gmail doesn’t use folders

 with Gmail you can’t organize your mail into folders

 Gmail pushes the search paradigm

 “tag” each message with one or more labels

 as you can search and sort your messages by any of their labels

 This has the effect of creating virtual folders

 Gmail groups together related email messages in what 
Google calls conversations

 A conversation might be an initial message and all the 
replies (and replies to replies) to that message



 Gmail is a free service; all you have to do is
sign up for an account

 Gmail offered 6GB of storage for users

Features of Gmail

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D7H4p_luvs


YAHOO! MAIL

 Yahoo! Mail (mail.yahoo.com) is another web
mail service, provided by the popular Yahoo!
search site

 Mail is free and can be accessed from any PC,
using any web browser

 Yahoo! also offers a paid service called Yahoo!
Mail Plus that lets you send larger messages

 Yahoo! Mail gives you unlimited storage
 Yahoo! Mail interface is more functional than
that offered by Gmail

 It also offers traditional folder-based
organization



Features of Yahoo Mail

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_aq8ZnuijI


WINDOWS LIVE HOTMAIL

 Hotmail was one of the first web-based email services,
and it’s still one of the largest

 Its called “hotmail” earlier

 Microsoft has moved it into its Windows Live suite of
online services

 Now calls it Windows Live Hotmail

 Hotmail can be accessed from any web browser on any
PC anywhere in the world, for free

 Microsoft gives you 5GB of storage, not quite as much as
you get with Gmail (6GB) or Yahoo! Mail (unlimited)

 You have your folder pane on the left, message page in
the middle, and reading pane on the right

 The new Hotmail also integrates with your Windows
Live contacts and calendar



Windows Live Hotmail

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcjFwT6C754


APPLE MOBILEME MAIL

 Apple offers MobileMe Mail (www.me.com)

 MobileMe Mail unique is that it’s not limited to
just computer users;

 you can also send and receive emails from your
Apple iPhone or iPod touch, via Wi-Fi Internet or
cellular network

 MobileMe Mail is a web-based service that can
also be accessed with your existing Mac or
Windows-based email program

 MobileMe has its own native interface on the
iPhone and iPod touch

 MobileMe Mail isn’t free.

 It’s part of the MobileMe suite of applications,
which costs $99 per year

http://www.me.com/


OTHERWEB MAIL SERVICES

 Every cloud service provider, offers web mail as
part of its suite;

Web mail is also part of most web-based
desktops
 AOL Mail (mail.aol.com) - Demo
 BigString (www.bigstring.com)
 Excite Mail (mail.excite.com)
 FlashMail (www.flashmail.com)
 GMX Mail (www.gmx.com)
 Inbox.com (www.inbox.com)
 Lycos Mail (mail.lycos.com)
 Mail.com (www.mail.com)
 Zoho Mail (zoho.mail.com)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6KnLhASn4c
http://www.bigstring.com/
mail.lycos.com


EVALUATING INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES

 instant messaging is a better way to talk;

 it’s more immediate, because you can send text messages in real
time to your friends and coworkers

 Sender and receiver online at the same time, a one-on-one
conversation

 Email (both web based and POP), Usenet, and the World Wide Web
operate via a traditional client/server model

 Instant messaging, doesn’t use servers at all

 message goes directly to that user’s PC; it’s not filtered by or stored
on any servers

 The technical name for this type of connection is peer-to-peer (P2P)

 All instant messaging needs to work is a piece of client software
and the IP addresses of each computer

 messages go directly from one IP address to another



AOL INSTANT MESSENGER

 AOL Instant Messenger (www.aim.com), also 
known as AIM

 supports all manner of special features in 
addition to basic text messaging

 file sharing, 

 RSS feeds, 

 group chats, 

 ability to text message to and from mobile phones, 

 voice chat, 

 video chat, 

 and even a mobile client





GOOGLE TALK

 Google Talk is the name of both Google’s instant
messaging network and its IM client -
talk.google.com

 Instant messaging (IM) technology is a type of
online chat that offers real-time text
transmission over the Internet

 access Google Talk from a web-based Google
Talk gadget, a standalone Google Talk client
program or from your Gmail and iGoogle web
pages

 Google Talk lets you send and receive both text-
based instant messages and Voice over IP (VoIP)
Internet phone calls



 people will use Google Talk via the web-
based Google Talk “gadget”

 With the gadget, there’s no software to
download;

 Google Talk opens in its own small browser
window

 If you want increased functionality, such as
file transfer

 download the Google Talk client, which is a
separate software program

 The main Google Talk client window looks a
lot like the Google Talk gadget window





ICQ ("I SEEK YOU")

 ICQ (www.icq.com). ICQ was birthed by a
company named Mirabilis back in 1996,

 but was acquired by America Online in 1998

 AOL maintains ICQ and AIM as separate
programs

 ICQ users can’t talk to AIM users, or vice versa

 ICQ is totally free

 Provides grouped conversations, voice
messaging, photo viewing, and other state-of-
the-art features



WINDOWS LIVE MESSENGER

 Windows Live Messenger does all the main

things AIM and Yahoo! Messenger do

 including voice chat and the ability to page a

contact’s mobile phone

 Windows Live Messenger was formally

known as both MSN Messenger and

Windows Messenger

 More than 27 million users



YAHOO! MESSENGER

 90 million users

 Yahoo! Messenger features

 voice and video messaging,

 PC-to-phone and PC-to-PC calling,

 voicemail,

 file sharing,

 and chat rooms

 up-to-the minute stock prices,

 news headlines,

 Sports scores, weather forecasts,

 and notification of any waiting
Yahoo! Mail



EVALUATING WEB CONFERENCING TOOLS

 Email is great for one-one-one communications
that aren’t time sensitive

 Instant messaging is better for time-sensitive
communications

 but it’s still need a one-on-one medium

 to include more than two people in your
communications or a presentation to a group of
people who aren’t all in the same location

 A communications tool is needed

 This new tool is called a web conference



 In a typical web conference

 each participant sits at his own computer in his 
own location

 Each participant’s computer is connected to the 
conference via the Internet

 each participant sees the presentation on his or 
her screen, in real time

 Communication between participants can be 
audio only (via streaming audio, VoIP, or 
traditional telephony) or include audio and 
video (typically using webcams)

 Most web conferencing services are hosted 
on the vendor’s servers



 the most common features from a web
conferencing services

 Application sharing - where the presenter and
participants can all access and use the same
application in real time

 Desktop sharing - the presenter’s entire desktop
visible and accessible to participants

 File and document sharing - with individual files and
documents open for all to edit

 PowerPoint presentations - the presenter gives a
PowerPoint presentation in real time

 Presenter notes - which let the presenter take notes
during the course of the conference for future action

 Annotation - which lets the presenter mark up the
document or presentation being shared or given by
drawing or highlighting



 Whiteboard - which is a blank screen on which the
presenter or participants can draw or highlight
objects

 Text-based chat - which lets participants discuss the
presentation with each other in real time

 Audio conferencing - which adds the spoken words
of the presenter to a PowerPoint presentation - With
two-way audio, all participants can speak

 Video conferencing - which puts a picture of the
presenter in a corner of the conference webtop,
typically generated via webcam

 Polling - which lets the presenter ask questions of
the audience

 Quizzes - which lets participants answer test
questions, typically with results tabulated in real
time



ADOBE ACROBAT CONNECT

 The Adobe Acrobat Connect
(www.adobe.com/products/acrobatconnect) software and
service offers personal online “meeting rooms” for large
organizations.

 Provides audio/video conferencing, screen sharing,
whiteboard, and chat functionality



CONVENOS MEETING CENTER

 The Convenos Meeting Center
(www.convenos.com) is a web-based
conferencing service that starts at
$30/month

 Gives you

 online presentations,

 file and document sharing,

whiteboard,

 polling,

 and integration with Skype for conference audio



GENESYS MEETING CENTER

 Genesys Meeting Center (www.genesys.com)
offers similar features to that of the Convenos
service

 Genesys gives you
 Online PowerPoint presentations,

 file and document sharing,

 chat,

 desktop video,

 whiteboard,

 and polling and E-Quizzes.

 Pricing is by request only



GLANCE

 Glance (www.glance.net) is a web-based
conferencing service priced from $49.95/month.

 Its main focus is easy-to-use screen sharing, with
no client software necessary to install

 Glance is one of the world’s simplest, most reliable,
and secure solutions that empowers enterprises to
see, show, and share anything with digitally
connected customers

 Trainers can see the screen of the customer and
guide them through a digital training curriculum

 Advisors can conduct digital consultations that rival
in-person, face-to-face meetings



IBM LOTUS SAMETIME

 IBM’s web conferencing service is dubbed
Lotus Sametime (www.ibm.com/sametime/)

 it comes in several different versions: Entry,
Standard, Advanced, and Unyte

 The web conferencing service comes with

 enterprise instant messaging,

multiway chat,

 VoIP and point-to-point video,

 and integration with most major desktop
applications.

 Pricing varies by size of company

http://www.ibm.com/sametime/


MICROSOFT OFFICE LIVE MEETING

 Microsoft Office Live Meeting
(office.microsoft.com/en-us/livemeeting/) is a
hosted service available in two versions (Standard
and Professional)

 It provides

 audio/video conferences,

 a PowerPoint viewer,

 integration with Microsoft

 Outlook, application and desktop sharing,

 and the like.

 Pricing is on a peruser basis, with volume
licensing available



PERSONY WEB CONFERENCING

 Persony Web Conferencing (www.persony.com) doesn’t
charge a monthly fee.

 Instead, you pay once for the software ($995) and don’t
have any usage fees

 Persony doesn’t host your web conferences; you need to
host conferences on your company’s own servers

 It supports
 screen sharing,

 presentation sharing,

 whiteboard,

 picture sharing,

 VoIP audio,

 file transfer,

 and chat messaging.

http://www.persony.com/


PIXION PICTURETALK

 Pixion’s PictureTalk (www.pixion.com) is a hosted 
conference solution with four different plans
 The Per Minute plan charges you only for time used; 

 The Personal plan charges you for a single 10-person 
virtual meeting room; 

 The Professional Plan is priced by the seat; 

 and the Enterprise plan lets you host the whole 
shebang (absolute path) on your own servers

 All plans feature 
 application and desktop sharing, 

 whiteboard, 

 polling and quizzes, 

 chat and VoIP, 

 audio conferencing



WEBEX

 Cisco’s WebEx (www.webex.com) is the most-

used web conferencing solution

 Various solutions and pricing plans are 

available, for organizations large and small

 Features include 

 VoIP support, 

 integrated audio and video, 

 application sharing, 

 on-the-fly annotation, 

meeting recording and playback



 PowerPoint presentation is being annotated by the 
presenter, while participants are chatting in a pane 
on the right

 The presenter, take notes during the course of the 
presentation; these notes appear in their own pane 
on the lower right



YUGMA

 Yugma (www.yugma.com) offers three 
different plans, priced from $199.95 to 
$899.85 per year

 based on how many people may attend a 
meeting

 Features include 

 desktop sharing, 

 teleconferencing, 

 public and private chat, 

 annotations,

 and a whiteboard



ZOHO MEETING

 Zoho Meeting (meeting.zoho.com) is a free web 

conferencing service

 It includes

 application/desktop sharing,

 chat, 

 and Skype integration, as well as remote PC control
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 Team members not only communicate with each
other but also manage their group projects

 This type of solution is commonly known as
groupware

 When it’s based in the cloud it’s called online
groupware

 Groupware is collaboration software for workgroups

 Online groupware typically includes some or all of
the following tools:
 File and document uploading and sharing

 Web calendar

 Task/project manager

 Message boards

 Text-based chat rooms / instant messaging



 Wiki-like collaborative pages

 Blogs
 A blog (a shortened version of “weblog”) is an online journal or

informational website displaying information in the reverse
chronological order, with the latest posts appearing first, at the
top.

 It is a platform where a writer or a group of writers share their
views on an individual subject

 Why use online groupware?

 It puts all your group communications all in one place

 this place is accessible to group members in any location, as long
as they have an Internet connection

 Groupware makes it easier to communicate,
 which should reduce the number of meetings and conferences

calls, as well as your email traffic.

 It increase your group’s collective and members’
individual productivity



 AirSet (www.airset.com) provides a cloud-based website
for your group

 AirSet site can include
 group announcements,

 a web calendar,

 contact list,

 task list,

 instant messaging,

 wiki for collaborative publishing,

 blog,

 file sharing

 and online storage, photo albums, and music playlists

 when one person in the group makes a change, everyone
else sees the updated information



 ContactOffice (www.contactoffice.com) is a web-
based data management system

 It gives
 sharing emails,

 contacts,

 tasks,

 appointments,

 and documents with other group members

 You can create internal or intercompany groups

 It helps you communicate with customers, suppliers,
and other people outside your immediate office

 You also get a web-based calendar, address book,
message forum, and real-time chat



 Google Sites (sites.google.com), formerly known as
Jotspot

 This page is completely customizable with your
choice of
 file uploads,

 Group announcements,

 task/project management,

 mailing lists,

 group calendar

 Google Sites also integrates with Google’s other
online apps, including
 Gmail,

 Google Calendar,

 Google Docs,

 and Google Talk



 Huddle (www.huddle.net) is a hosted environment
that combines

 online collaboration,

 project management,

 and document sharing, using social networking principles

 You create a network of collaborative team
workspaces, managed from a central dashboard.

 You can then take advantage of Huddle’s

 online file storage,

 project calendar,

 RSS(Really Simple Syndication) and email notifications,

 whiteboard,

 wiki, and other collaborative tools



 Nexo (www.nexo.com) lets you create a free
personalized group website

 The site can include photos, videos, forums,
message boards, interactive calendars, polls, and
to-do lists

 Nexo targets its service to

 family,

 friend,

 and community groups,

 also function for some less-demanding business groups





 OpenTeams (www.openteams.com) is better suited
for larger businesses

 It offers team folders, blogging, and wiki-like
collaborative pages, all monitored via a
customizable Navigator page

 you can keep track of

 key team members,

 organize resources with tags,

 participate in threaded discussions,

 and monitor new content posted by team members

 Pricing is on a per-user, per-use basis, starting at
$0.99 per user log-on day



 ProjectSpaces (www.projectspaces.com) provides
an online workspace designed especially for group
collaboration

 You get an

 online document library,

 email

 discussion lists, task management, group
announcements via email and RSS,

 a shared group calendar, and shared group documents



 Teamspace (www.teamspace.com), with a lowercase t

 This application offers

 task and project management,

 contact management,

 an online calendar,

 Message forum,

 notice board,

 file sharing,

 text-based chat,

 and synchronization with Microsoft Outlook

 Pricing is on a per-member basis, with additional fees
for storage space used
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